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I. PURPOSE OF STUDY 
India being one of the largest democratic and mega bio-diversity 
regions of the world necessitates a comprehensive EIA law and policy to 
meet the basic precepts of sustainable development. The existing ontology 
of EIA law in India is glaringly conspicuous by its gross absence of socio-
legal researches oriented to fill void of policy, law enforcement and 
development. The present study strives to build the corpus of EIA law 
research in pragmatic fashion to illumine the policy in prescription and 
policy in implementation for a vibrant EIA regime in India. Perhaps all 
researches on EIA law in India are now of historical value simply because 
most of the works are carried out prior to the promulgation of EIA 
Notification of 1994, 1995, 1997, 1998 and 2001. Moreover these studies 
have substantially tailored to gauge of the relevance of comparative EIA 
law to suit the Indian requirements. The origin and development of EIA in 
rudimentary, evolutionary and developmental phase have not been 
seriously undertaken. Almost negligible amount of work exists which is 
documented to establish EIA law and practice through the EIA clearance 
data analyses. The whole law is seldom viewed in socio-legal framework to 
establish cross cultural and cross-contextual requirement of EIA in India. 
The present work wishes to fill this gap and desideratum by offering a 
doctrinal analysis and socio-legal experimentation of EIA law in India. 
The socio-legal study of EIA law and policy is considered to be an 
intriguing subject of investigation of legal research. Research work relating 
to environment law generally carries an analytical study of the working of 
the law in the wake of judicial interventions. But no serious effort has been 
made to estimate, account and analyze the working of EIA law in socio-
legal perspective as has been the case of U.S.A, E.U., U.K., Australia and 
many other countries. The impact of NEPA like enactment and assessment 
of court's contribution to evolution and development of EIA law is grossly 
conspicuous by its absence in enviro-legal researches of India 
11. SURVEY OF LITERATURE 
The evolution and development of international EIA law has been 
traced by scholars like Patricia W. Bernie & Alan E. Boyle, Robert G. 
Connelly, Jonas Ebbesson, Will A Irwin and Christopher Wood necessarily 
constitutes the basic literature to hone out the Indian strategy to develop 
EIA law at national level. Some saner lessons are to be drawn from the 
comparative EIA law working through out the globe which has been often 
described remarkably varied and typically vigorous. The working of EIA 
law in U.S.A. and NEPA framework described by S.K. Fairfax, and H.M. 
Ingram, V.M. Fogleman as standard administrative reform having far 
reaching ramifications. U.S. EIA studies undertaken by L.K. Caldwell, 
Robert D. Clark, Joseph Lee Rodger, and M.C. Blumm S. Legore present 
an intellectually insightful analysis for drawing a framework of Indian EIA 
law. The impact studies of NEPA formulated by T. Stribling, G.M. Touni, 
and Council on Environmental Quality, M. Bisset and R.O. Robert are 
highly informative for the analysis of the present work. While N.C. Yost, 
R.M. Druley and F.R. Anderson comes out with a more penetrating 
experiment of NEPA in terms of content and impact in substance, 
procedure and compliance. The European encounter with EIA law also 
finds an interesting discourse for Indian analysis and observation. Studies 
offered by Christopher Wood, N.Lee, Stanley P. Johnson, P. Wathern, and 
R.H. William constitute the necessary backgrounder of evolution of EIA 
law and policy in India. A practical account of working of EIA in U.K. is 
offered through the works of scholars such as G. Dobry, P. Wathern, T. O. 
Riordan, Michael Clark, John Herington, J. Catlow and C.G. Thirlwall, 
John Glasson and R.G.H. Turnball paves the way for blueprinting of model 
EIA law for India. The institutional and regulatory model of EIA law 
compliance by House of Lords, Project Appraisal for Development Control 
(PDCA), Planning and Transport Advisory Council, Department of 
Environment, and Council for Protection of Rural England are of great 
relevance for institutional overhauling of EI A process in India. 
The socio-legal study of EIA law in India becomes quite germane in 
the framework of receptivity and application of EIA beyond U.S.A., U.K. 
and E.U. to the developing countries. This constitute core of the research 
focus as comparative EIA law of developing countries depicts enormous 
variations between context and content. The most conspicuous feature 
relates to the fact that the first EIAs to be carried out were usually 
demanded by development assistance agencies on a project by project 
basis, not as a response to a widespread indigenous demands for better 
environmental conditions S. Rayners, Asit K. Biswas, Q.Geping, S.B. 
Agarwal, R.G.H. Tumball Y.G. Ahmad, O.K. Sammy, L. Ortolano Robert 
Fowler, and Dune Bernard accounts vividly the cross-cultural and 
contextual purview of EIA law. In Asian context studies undertaken by 
B.F.D. Barrett Rieki Thrieval, R.Wenger, H. Wang X. Ma J. Formby, A. 
Gilpin, N. Harvey R.J. Fowler, Asit K. Biswas, and S.B. Agarwala are of 
great relevance to arrive at a pragmatic discourse and prognostic solutions. 
A kaleidoscopic perception of literary survey of EIA law in India depicts 
gloomy picture. Armin Rosencranz, Shyam A. Divan and P. Leelakrishnan 
have produced primary researches on EIA law in India relatable to pre-EIA 
Notification phase. In spite of their brilliant analysis and impressive display 
of legal propositions they are antiquated in the contemporary scenario. The 
present works makes a radical departure from the fast and offers a doctrinal 
analysis and socio-legal examination of EIA laws in India. 
III. METHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE 
Since EIA law is both a natural and normative science it lays 
standards for environmentalism and ecologically oriented human behavior 
enforceable through state action for sustainable development. This fact 
along with the fact that stability and certainty of EIA law are desirable 
goals and social values to be pursued, make doctrinal and socio-legal 
research to be of primary concern of the present work. Doctrinal research 
involves analysis of case law, arranging, ordering ,systematizing legal 
propositions, and study of legal institution but it does more-it creates law 
and its major tool (but not the only tool) to do so is through legal reasoning 
or rational deduction. The rules and principles of case law have never been 
treated as final truths, but as working hypotheses, continually retested in 
those great laboratories of the law, the courts of justice. Moreover the life 
of law has not been logic it has been experience. The objective and 
philosophy of doctrinal research has to be social engineering through law. 
The law in modem times leaves a large scope, a large leeway, and the 
leeway may be more in some cases and less in others, but it is there, for 
molding and adapting it to the society, social change and sustainable 
development. 
The EIA Law in India: A Socio-Legal Study extends their range of 
investigation beyond law to enforcement and adaptive changes in society to 
promote sustainable development. Any socio-legal study will thrive only 
under two conditions. First, the output should be such as can capture the 
attention of all policy makers and not merely the members of the legal 
academics, enforcement agencies, forensic profession and Para-legal 
personnel. It should be intelligible to non lawyers as well. Second, the 
forensic profession, especially the bench, should be receptive to Tran 
disciplinary methods of enquiry and not adopt rigidly insular postures. A 
strict attitude of we refrain from making policy will be discouraging, while 
an attitude that welcomes "Brandies briefs" will be simulative. 
Post-independent India specially the Post-Forty Second 
Constitutional Amendment of 1976 Phase is characterized by the talismanic 
use of the environmental law making technique in the handling of problems 
of social change and sustainable development. The quality of law making 
is, however, diverse and variable. Some laws are made after mature 
consideration and detailed enquiry; they are assured of supportive 
structures (administrative enforcement, public opinion). But of necessity, a 
large number of legislations are characterized by short gestation periods, 
little or no pre-legislative social enquiry and feeble supportive structures. 
Moreover some laws are clearly symbolic gesturing or rituals, intended to 
serve social fiinction different from controlling behavior through coercive 
implementation. EIA law needs to be understood scientifically as pre 
requisites of effectiveness or impact. Considerable conceptual elucidation 
of the notions of "environment" "impact" "assessment" is the first, and a 
grasp of methods of measurement of "effectiveness" or "impact" is the 
second, among the prime preliminary tasks. Assessment and impact has to 
be determined by reference not merely to the declared policies of the 
legislation but also by reference to its unintended consequences. Measures 
of impact and assessment will also very according to the initial decision to 
regard a law symbolic" or "instrumental", a task full of hazards. Since EIA 
law happens to be an instrumental legislation, the evaluation has at least to 
take account of both enforcement and compliance without enforcement. 
The effectiveness of EIA law involves time dimension, intervening 
variables (e.g. judicial decisions, amendments, administration) will have to 
be comprehended in analytical and critical ways. These are some of the 
methodological postulates which are taken into cognizance in the entire 
scheme of the study. 
IV. PRESENTATION OF STUDY 
The work in hand encompasses the theoretical, juridical, legal, and 
judicial dimension of EIA law in India in the socio-legal context and 
doctrinal holism. The study is conveniently divided in to ten chapters. 
The preliminary chapter EIA Law in India: A Socio-Legal Study is in the 
nature of prologue. It draws the problematique perception of the area of 
study. The relevance and significance of study in the international and 
national perspective is undertaken to emulate the genesis of the the work. 
Under the caption of survey of literature, all possible attempts have been 
made to read the thematic thrust of the prominent Kesearches. In order to 
lend appropriate credence to the work, imperatives of socio-legal research 
and doctrinal research are thoroughly underlined. The erudite treatment of 
the work is being thrashed out in ten convenient chapters. A bibliographic 
round up is appended at the end of the work to guide the fliture researches 
on analogous topic. A de tail scheme of chapterisation follows as under: 
EIA LAW IN INDIA: A SOCIO-LEGAL STUDY 
I. STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS 
II. SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 
III. SERVEY OF LITERATURE 
IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
V. SCHEME OF STUDY 
CHAPTER-I EIA: THEORITICAL AND JURIDICAL FRAME WORK 
I. DEFINITION AND CONCEPT 
II. THEORICAL POSTULATES 
III. COVERAGE AND CONTENT 
IV. PROCESSUAL DIMENSION 
A. SCREENING 
B. PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT 
C. ORGANISATION 
D. SCOPING 
E. EIA STUDY 
F. IDENTIFICATION 
F. PREDICTION 
G. EVALUATION 
H. MITIGATION 
I. DOCUMENTATION 
J. PARTICIPATION AND REVIEW 
K. MONITORING AND AUDITING 
V. JURIDICAL PERSPECTIVE 
VI. INTERNATIONAL LEGAL DIMENSION 
VII. U.S.A. EIA LAW 
VIII. EUROPEAN EIA SYSTEM 
IX. U.K. EIA LAW 
X. NATIONAL IMPERATIVES 
CHAPTER-II EIA UNDER NATIONAL PLANNING AND POLICIES 
I. INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE 
II. CENTRAL PLANNING 
A. FIRST FIVE YEAR PLAN 
B. SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 
B. SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 
D. THIRD FIVE YEAR PLAN 
E. FOURTH FIVE YEAR PLAN 1969-74 
F. FIFTH FIVE YEAR PLAN 
G. SIXTH FIVE YEAR PLAN 1980-85 
H. SEVENTH FIVE YEAR PLAN 
I. EIGHT FIVE YEAR PLAN 
J. NINTH FIVE YEAR PLAN 
K. TENTH FIVE YEAR PLAN 
III. INDUSTRIAL POLICIES 1948-2000 
A. POLICY ORIENTATION 
B. LOCATION POLICY AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
CLEARANCE 
IV. NATIONAL WILDLIFE POLICY 
V. NATIONAL WATER POLICY 
VI. NATIONAL FOREST POLICY 
VII. MAN AND BIO-SPHERE PROGRAMME 
VIII. POLICY STATEMENT FOR ABATEMENT OF POLLUTION, 1992 
IX. POLICY STATEMENT ON ENVIRONMENT AND 
DEVELOPMENT, 1992 
X. MINERAL POLICY 
XI. NATIONAL AGRICULTURE POLICY 
XIL CONCLUDING SUMMATION 
CHAPTER-III EIA UNDER INDUSTRIAL LAWS 
I. INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE 
II. PRE- CONSTITUTION PHASE 
A. THE INDIAN EXPLOSIVE ACT, 1884 
B. THE LAND ACQUISITION ACT, 1894 
III. POST- CONSTITUTION PHASE 
A. INDUSTRIES (DEVELOPMENT AND REGULATION) ACT, 
1951 
B. THE MINES ACT, 1952 
C. ANCIENTS MONUMENTS AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
SITES AND REMAINS ACT, 1995 
D. ANCIENT MONUMENTS PRESERVATION ACT, 1904 
E. MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT, 1958 
F. ATOMIC ENERGY ACT, 1962 
G. RADIATION PROTECTION RULES, 1971 
IV. POST CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PHASE 
A. FACTORIES AMENDMENT ACT, 1987 
B. THE MOTOR VEHICLES ACT, 1988 
V. CONCLUDING SUMMATION 
CHAPTER-IV EIA UNDER ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS 
I. INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE 
II. RESOURCE CONSERVATION LAWS 
A. INDIAN FOREST ACT, 1927 
B. WILDLIFE PROTECTION ACT, 1972 
C. FOREST CONSERVATION ACT, 1980 
III. ANTI-POLLUTION LAWS 
A. WATER (PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF POLLUTION) 
ACT, 1974 
B. WATER (PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF POLLUTION) 
CESS ACT, 1977 
C. AIR (PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF POLLUTION) ACT, 
1981 
D. ENVIRONMENT (PROTECTION) ACT, 1986 
IV. DISPUTE REDRESSAL LEGISLATION 
A. PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE ACT, 1991: 
B. NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT TRIBUNAL ACT, 1995: 
V. CONCLUSION AND SUMMATION 
CHAPTER-V CENTRAL EIA LAWS 
I. INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE 
II. EIA DRAFT NOTIFICATION I 
III. EIA FINAL NOTIFICATION 
IV. EIA AMENDMENT NOTIFICATION 
V. EIA PUBLIC HEARING NOTIFICATION 
VI. EIA THERMAL POWER PLANT NOTIFICATION 
VII. EIA SMALL INDUSTRIES NOTIFICATION 
VIII. EIA COMPLIANCE NOTIFICATION 
IX. EIA COASTAL ZONE NOTIFICATION 
X. EIA INDUSTRIAL SITING RULE 
XI. EIA PROCEDURAL RULE 
XII. CONCLUDING SUMMATION 
CHAPTER-VI REGIONAL EIA LAWS 
I. INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE 
II. INDUSTRICAL PROJECTS AND SITING 
A. MURAD-JANJIRA NOTIFICATION, 1989 
III. PROTECTION OF VALLEY AND HILL 
A. DOON VALLEY NOTIFICATION, 1989 
B. EI A NOTIFICATION ON PROTECTION OF ANTOP HILL 
BOMBAY, 1990 
C. ARAVALLI RANGES PROTECTION NOTIFICATION, 1992 
IV. PROTECTION OF ECO-SENSITIVE ZONE 
A. DAHANU ECOLOGY PROTECTION NOTIFICATION, 1991 
B. ECO-SENSITIVE ZONE PACHMARHI NOTIFICATION, 
1998 
C. MAHABALESHWAR PANCHGANI ECO-SENSITIVE ZONE 
NOTIFICATION, 2001 
V. CONSERVATION OF BIO-DIVERSITY 
A. NUMALIGARH BOKHAKAT ASSAM NOTIFICATION, 1996 
VI. PROTECTION OF HERITAGE SITE 
A. TAJ HERITAGE PROTECTION NOTICATION, 1999 
B. HIMALYAN BIO-DIVERSITY PROTECTION 
NOTIFICATION, 2000 
VII. CONCLUSION AND SUMMATION 
CHAPTER-VII EIA AUTHORITIES AND INSPECTORATE 
I. INTRODUCTORY OVERVIEW 
II. AUTHORITIES UNDER INDUSTRIAL LAWS 
III. AUTHORITIES UNDER ENVIRONMENT LAWS 
IV. NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT APPELLATE AUTHORITY 
V. CENTRAL EIA AUTHORITIES 
A. THE CENTRAL GROUND WATER AUTHORITY 
NOTIFICATION, 1997 
B. NATIONAL AQUACULTURE AUTHORITY 
C. NATIONAL COASTAL MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY, 1998 
VI. REGIONAL EIA AUTHORITIES 
A. DOON VALLEY PROTECTION AUTHORITY 
B. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT AUTHORITY 
FOR THE NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
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C. LOSS OF ECOLOGY (PREVENTION AND PAYMENTS OF 
COMPENSATION) AUTHORITY FOR THE STATE OF 
TAMIL NADU 
D. AUTHORITY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING FOR 
THANE IN THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA 
E. ISLAND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
F. DHANU TALUKA ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION 
AUTHORITY 
G. TAJ TRAPEZIUM ZONE AUTHORITY, 1998 
H. ARAVALLI (DELEGATION OF POWERS) NOTIFICATION 
VII. CONCLUSION AND SUMMATION 
CHAPTER-VIII EIA ENFORCEMENT AND IMPLEMENATION 
A. INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE 
II. STATUS OF EIA, 1994 
III. STATUS OF EIA, 1996 
IV. STATUS OF EIA, 1997 
V. STATUS OF EIA, 1998 
VL STATUS OF EIA, 1999 
VIL STATUS OF EIA, 2000 
VIII. STATUS OF EIA, 2001 
IX. CONCLUSION AND SUMMATION 
CHAPTER-IX JUDICIAL POLICY FOR EIA 
I. INTRODUCTORY OVERVIEW 
II. PRE EIA NOTIFICATION PHASE 
A. EIA OF SILENT VALLEY 
A. CONTEXTUAL SETTING 
B. JUDICIAL RESPONSE 
C. OUTCOME AND SIGNIFICANCE 
B. EIA OF HIMALYAN ECOLOGY 
A. FACTUAL BACKG ROUND 
B. EXPERT OPINION 
C. LEGAL INITIATIVES 
D. IMPACT AND ASSESSMENT 
C. EIA OF AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES 
A. CONTEXTUAL SETTING 
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B. INTERVENTION OF COURT (THE BOMBAY HIGH 
COURT VERDICT) 
C. SUPREME COURT VERDICT 
D. POST-EIA MONITORING 
D. EIA OF RAILWAY PROJECT 
A. FACTUAL CONTEXT 
B. LEGAL INIIIATIVE 
C. EIA DIMENSION 
D. ASSESSMENT AND OUTCOME 
II. POST EIA NOTIFICATION PHASE 
A. EIA OF URBANISATION 
A. INTERVENTION OF SUPREME COURT 
B. IMPACT OF JUDGEMENT 
C. RELOCATION OF INDUSTRIES 
B. EIA OF POWER GENERATING PROJECT 
A. FACTUAL CONTEXT: CTHERMAL POWER PROJECT 
IN DAKSHIN KANNADA-I 
• B. EIA DIMENSIONS 
C. LEGAL INITIATIVE (KARNATAKA HIGH COURT-I) 
D. APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT 
E. THERMAL POWER PROJECT IN SUTHNUR-II 
F. INTERVENTION OF HIGH COURT-II 
G. SUPREME COURT RULING-III 
H. ASSESSMENT AND OUTCOME 
C. EIA OF MARINE RESOURCES 
A. FACTUAL CONTEXT 
B. EIA DIMENSION 
C. SUPREME COURT VERDICT 
D. EIA OF WILDLIFE HABITAT 
A. FACTUAL CONTEXT 
B. EIA DIMENSIONS 
C. OPINION OF HIGH COURT 
III. CONTEMPORARY JUDICIAL TRENDS 
A. EIA OF RIVER VALLEY PROJECTS 
A. FACTUAL CONTEXT 
B. EIA DIMENSIONS 
C. SUPREME COURT INTERVENTION 
D. NBA FINAL VERDICT 
E. HISTORICAL RESUME 
F. MAJORITY VERDICT 
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G. MINORITY OPINION 
H. NEED FOR DE NOVO EIA 
I. IMPACT AND ASSESSMENT 
B. EIA AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
A. MODALITIES PUBLIC HEARING 
B. NOTICE AND VENUE 
C. ACCESS TO EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
D. QUORUM OF PUBLIC HEARINGS 
E. RULING OF COURT 
F. OUT COME AND IMPACT 
VI. CONCLUDING SUMMATIONS 
CHAPTER-X EIA LEGAL STATEGIES AND REFORM IN INDIA 
I. THEMATIC OUTCOME 
II. CONTEXTUAL IMPERATIVES 
III. INDIAN DESIDERATUM 
IV. MODULAR SEARCH 
V. METHODOLOGICAL REFINEMENT 
VI. PROCEDURAL REHABILITATION 
VII. NORMATIVE REFORM 
VIII. ADMINISTRATIVE RESTRUCTURING 
IX. SUBSTANTIVE UPHEAVALS 
X. CONCLUDING SUMMATION 
Four chapters devoted to study of EIA Laws in India (Ciiapter III to 
Chapter VI) two chapters taking account of functional ambit of EIA 
(Chapter-VII & VIII), and two chapters related to study of EIA in the light 
of governmental and judicial policy (Chapter II and Chapter IX) culminates 
into the conclusive suggestive and reformative discourse of EIA legal 
regime in India. Chapter first which extensively appraised into the 
theoretical and judicial framework of EIA and comparative law perspective 
of EIA logically strengthens the EIA law reform strategies in India. The 
Chapter tenth being in nature of conclusion and summation of work 
embark on the substantive, procedural and methodological upheavals of 
EIA law to blue print a model central enactment for EIA in India by 
incorporating social, environmental and strategic impact assessment. This 
desideratum felt since long summons great urgency to embellish the 
present legal regime of EIA for the promotion of sustainable development 
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and inter generational equity among the peoples of mega diversity regions 
one of the world. 
V. THEMATIC TREATMENT 
Chapter one dives deep into the genesis of EIA as a tool of 
sustainable development. The definitional, conceptual and theoretical 
dimensions summons a lucid explanation to comprehend the legal and 
juridical perspective of EIA law. The origin and development of EIA is a 
progression from science to management and from management to a legal 
proposition. An analysis of EIA law necessarily steps out from the 
polemical comprehensions of its theoretical and conceptual framework. 
Having a subtle delineation of theoretical and juridical concerns of EIA, the 
Chapter Second proceeds to explore the receptivity and acceptability of 
EIA under the environmental and developmental policies and programmes 
of India. The 'policies in prescriptions' and 'policies in implementation' 
either reflect the juridical concerns of EIA or guide the legal orientation of 
EIA law in India. The chapter therefore extensively surveys the economic 
policies, industrial policies, water policy, forest policy, wildlife policy, 
agriculture policy, mineral policy, pollution control polices, sustainable 
development policy for adequate focus of EIA law and policy in India. 
These policies and plans share the passion of the horizons EIA which needs 
to be further explicated for a more refined EIA law and policy in India. 
Chapter third is primarily devoted to the analysis of pro-development 
enactments reflected under India's industrial-cum-labor legislations of 
India. In order to appropriate the contribution of industrial laws to EIA law, 
the chapter studies these enactments in three distinct phases. The first phase 
happens to be prior to Forty Second Constitutional Amendment, 1976 
which obligated the state and citizen to protect and improve the 
environment. The second phase happens to be post Forty Second 
Constitutional Amendment phases wherein an effort has been made to draw 
environmental sensitivity of industrial laws. Enactment like Archeological 
Monument and Historical Site Remains Act o/1958 Factories Act of 1948, 
Industrial Development and Regulation Act of 1951, Merchant Shipping 
Act of 1958, Atomic Energy Act of 1962, Radiation Protection Rule of 
1972, Factories Amendment Act o/I987 are some of the industrial, labor 
and heritage conservation legislations which have been scanned to reflect 
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the rudimentary formations of EIA law in India. The ambit and scope of 
environmental legislations passed in pre and post Forty Second 
Constitutional Amendment and Stockholm Declaration, are being analyzed 
to lend appropriate credence to the origin and development of EIA law. 
Chapter Fourth is laced with an in depth analysis of pollution control 
legislations, resource conservation laws and compensatory and 
administrative environmental enactments to appropriate the sweep and 
range of traditional EIA law under substantive procedural environmental 
legislations. Pollution control legislation such as Water (Prevention and 
Control of Pollution) Act of 1974 and Air (Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act of 1981 incorporates the EIA provisions under their schemes 
of license and permit in juvenile fashion. Resource conservation laws such 
as Wildlife Protection Act of 1972 Forest Conservation Act of 1981, and 
Environment Protection Act of 1986 make pro-active provisions for EIA in 
different context. The enviro-administrative legislations such as Public 
Liability Insurance Act of 1991 and National Environment Tribunal Act of 
1997 also underlines the basic precepts of social and environment impact. 
The study of environmental law from the perspective of the EIA reveals 
primary phase of evolution and development of EIA law in India. 
Chapter fifth is exclusively directed to assess the potentiality of EIA 
laws promulgated basically through the regime of delegated legislations. 
The actual sweep and impact of EIA Notification of 1994 amended and re-
amended until 2001, is traced to build the corpus of EIA legislation in 
India. The gradual refinement of EIA and its contiguous Notifications, 
form the subject matter of the study with suggestive and reformative 
generalizations. Chapter sixth culls out the varieties of regional EIA laws 
passed under the delegated legislation under the backdrop of indigenous 
demand and disquiet. The range and coverage of regional EIA laws have 
been impressively displayed by their critical evaluation in the chapter. This 
analysis leads to the organic growth of pro-active and progressive EIA 
legislation constituting a backgrounder and precursors for comprehensive 
parent legislation on EIA. A comparison and contrast between the central 
and regional EIA laws logically culminates into five tuning and 
embellishing the present legal structuring of EIA. 
The study of theoretical juridical and legal dimensions of EIA in 
socio-legal holism and doctrinaire legacy will be perhaps incomplete 
without a penetrating examination of the EIA inspectorate authorities in 
India. The size and volume of central and regional EIA laws became 
determining factors for the onset of series of enforcement authorities for 
EIA law in India. The propensity of central and regional EIA authorities is 
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being gauged upon to reflect the functional and pragmatic notions of EIA 
law. The potential and portent of the swelling rank of EIA authorities of 
central and regional level is seriously scrutinized to suggest administrative 
reform for better regime of EIA law in India. Logically connected is the 
study of role of enforcement in the actual implementation and development 
of legal norms of EIA. Chapter seventh collates the data of environmental 
clearance approved by the nodal agency i.e., EIA Division of Ministry of 
Environment and Forest during the period from 1994 to 2001. An statistical 
study of yearly implementation of the EIA laws through administrative 
structure of Union Ministry is carried out to assess the volumnity and 
tendency of EIA clearance of development project in India. Since the 
Annual Report of 2002 is not made available to public till the conclusion of 
the work, the statistical account of the year falls beyond the purview of our 
analysis. This study is also of seminal significance in heralding industry 
wise EIA model guidelines and legislation to reform the present legal 
regime. 
Chapter ninth strives to read between the working of EIA laws and 
institutions and judicial organ of the country in giving effect to EIA laws. 
The study of judicial policy is of great necessity to hone out the strategy of 
EIA law reform in the country. Since most of the judicial pronouncements 
are related ex post facto EIA clearances the Supreme Courts and High 
Courts seems to be guided by the public policies, economic imperatives 
and neutralization of environmental degradation. The study also reveals 
that in cases of minor development projects the Courts have exhibited their 
zeal for rigorous compliance of EIA laws. While in cases of major and 
mega development projects where in massive pumping of national 
exchequer has already taken place, a soft judicial policy towards EIA is 
discemable. The judicial policy in the pre and post EIA Notification phase 
represents the evolutionary phase of judicial formulations which often 
shuttles between the bare compliance to just protection of environment than 
any pro-active stand or a religions adherence to EIA laws. 
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ENVIRONMENT IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT IN INDIA: A SOCIO-
LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
EIA IN INDIA: A SOCIO-LEGAL 
STUDY 
I. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The universal degradation and devastation of human environment 
has posed serious dangers for the survival of human race on the planetary 
earth. Population explosion, resource depletion, phenomenal technological 
growth and industrialization resulted in an unprecedented air, water and 
noise pollution. According to one estimate 'each year six million hectares 
of productive dry lands turns into worthless desert which would amount to 
an area roughly as Saudi Arabia. More than eleven hectares of forest are 
destroyed yearly and this would equal an area about the size of India by the 
end of this century. The mass acid precipitation kills forest and lakes and 
this acidification of vast tract of soil may result the soil beyond reasonable 
hope of repair. The burning of fossil rises global warming. The green house 
raises sea level to flood coastal cities and ruination of national economies'. 
At home we come across to startling revelations of the World Bank report 
submitted by Chafer Brandon and Kristen Hofmann . The water and air 
pollution imposes a heavy health cost borne by Indians due to the effect of 
massive environmental degradation is Rs. 34,000 crores. The figure for 
annual economic loss (Rs. 34,000 crores) is about 4.5 per cent of Gross 
Domestic Product [GDP]\ This means the entire economic growth for the 
year was wiped out and that development has taken place solely at the 
expense of environment"*. Under this background environmental laws and 
regulations engrafted the environmental impact assessment (EIA) as sine 
quo non for sustainable development. EIA has been identified as key 
mechanism for planned development by providing examination 
environmental of implication of proposed action for a more rational and 
structured decision making. 
Indian EIA law is undergoing to an evolutionary phase and still 
remains in a state of influx. In pre- 1994 phase i.e. the prior to the 
promulgation of EIA Notification of 1994 EIA has been ingrained in 
discretionary model under an administrative exercise and monitoring. 
Earlier the Department of Environment, Forest and Wildlife (DoE) under 
Ministry of Science and Technology was the agency responsible for EIA of 
project costing more than Rs. 5 crores and which needs clearance from the 
Planning Commission^. Despite this seemingly impressive record, the DOE 
had been faulted for being unequal to the task. It does not possess the 
environmental analysis of adequate number of projects nor the support 
facilities to thoroughly assess every project proposal. The EIAs are not 
used to make informed selections of project sites, but are limited to 
assessing the environmental consequences of projects at pre-selected sites. 
The process for environmental evaluation of developmental project is 
flawed because there is no opportunity for public comments. In the absence 
of public comment, it often became difficult for a potential plaintiff to 
construct the necessary base of facts for a suit to invoke judicial review of 
DOE's administrative action. This approach is further preciepated by 
political interventions frequently which undermines DOE 
recommendations. 
In the past the DOE required central project authorities to 
incorporate a chapter on environmental impact of the proposed action in 
the project feasibility report. The environmental assessment in the 
feasibility reports are generally to be much more than superficial 
evaluations prepared by inexperienced personnel. Private sector 
entrepreneurs were not under any statutory obligation to conduct 
environmental impact analyses for proposed industrial projects even in case 
of manufacturing, and handling of hazardous substances. Industrial 
licensing procedures required that before a letter of intent is converted into 
an industrial license, entrepreneurs secure clearance from state water and 
air Pollution Control Boards^. In reality the procedure requiring 
environmental clearance prior to the grant of an industrial license is seldom 
enforced. The central licensing authority does not insist on environmental 
clearance and the majority of state boards do not undertake site approval 
studies^. India lacks an adequate legal and administrative framework for the 
conduct of effective environmental impact analyses for private sector 
projects. Essential to implementing the EIA norms is the availability of 
financial resources to support the preparation of comprehensive impact 
statements and the hiring of environmental analysis. The existing 
administrative machineries for pollution control in the are starved for 
funds .^ India does not possess a large pool of trained environmental analyst 
employed at university faculties, professional consultancy firms which the 
DOE can readily draw for opinion and appraisal. 
The administrative framework for environmental impact assessment 
is unsuited for integrating economic and ecological considerations in 
decision making. An administrative structure which better orients project 
planning towards sustainable development remained an absent feature 
under the current arrangement. Moreover the decision making by 
integrating economic and environmental costs at the ministerial or 
departmental levels is likely to erode the belief subscribed by several 
ministries and departments that to be for the environment, is to be anti-
development. The DOE is under pressure to clear projects and cannot 
introduce a time consuming public comment process which would involve 
public meetings, adequate time and opportunity for citizen comments and 
replies to such comments. The present environmental impact assessment 
process is over dependent on a couple of bureaucrats and hopelessly 
vulnerable to political caprice. India's planners have ignored environmental 
costs which savage environmental degradation, torment the poorest in the 
land and threaten the security of every Indians. Government responsible for 
environmental protection, are institutionally separated from those 
responsible for promoting development. The most potent threat from the 
entrenched bureaucracy premised on a thinly concealed disrespect for 
bureaucratic expertise. *Under these circumstances, one has to seriously 
ponder as to why have it become common for EIAs in India to encounter 
problems of legitimacy? Are we going through a necessary learning phase 
or is there something fundamentally wrong about the assessment process? 
A cross-country comparison reveals that EIA is often used to provide a 
comprehensive assessment of the potential environmental impacts of heavy 
industry projects or infrastructure programmes that involve substantial 
resource processing or are likely to have far reaching impacts, some times 
simply because of their scale of action. The sociology of EIA law making 
in India deserves to be appraised under this background. The normative 
intent of EIA law manifested as a piece of delegated legislation or a rule 
than a central statutory enactment or by an amendment to India's umbrella 
legislation of Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. A normative 
requirement as important as the EIA appeared suddenly in rule books with 
little public debate shaping its outcome as EIA Notification of 1994 it were 
inevitable that numerous unanswered questions would emerge, many of 
which could only be clarified ex post facto in administrative and judicial 
fora .^ The EIA law therefore lacks clear guidelines for risk assessment, 
credible procedure for approval, institutional inability to incorporate 
stakeholder's participation and comprehensive legislative and regulatory 
framework. Under this problem antique overview the work proceeds to 
explore the socio-legal imperatives and relevance of EIA law in India. 
II. SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 
The premise of EIA legislation is ojften obscured by critical and 
juridical perspectives. Without ignoring its present inadequate 
institutionalization and intrinsic regulatory limitations, EIA should be 
accepted as a valuable political site which even in its present forms 
substantially contributes to both the environmental reorientation of 
modernity and democratization of the power over development. It can also 
be used to steer society in an environmentally responsible direction by 
facilitating democratic participation and normative orientation and social 
engineering. As a form of procedural law it established a decision making 
process characterized by detailed environmental information, publicity, 
political plurality and open textured deliberative obligation to decide 
decisional discourse. EIA as a substantially progressive and democratic 
state institution proceeds through a critique of anti-modem influences of 
environmental theory which have effect of marginalizing or even rejecting 
participatory state institutions'°. 
The legal requirement of public display of development proposals 
and environmental assessment documents, and the integration of comment 
from the public and relevant agencies, constitutes a democratic incursion 
into the once unilateral and insular shaping of the natural and social world 
by the state and private corporations. The publicity and pluralistic 
participation of EIA has undermined the sovereignty of market 
imperatives, private ownership prerogatives and technocratic expertise of 
bureaucracy. The pre-politicai determination of business and government 
to initiate development and determine its purpose location and design as 
well as ideological justifications touting the benefits of economic growth 
and technological progress, are now viewed as contestable for proposal 
likely to produce significant environmental impacts. EIA has 
institutionalized the importance of environmental needs, in relation to such 
projects, as a legitimate social concern". 
State institutions like EIA require new forms of critical legal theory 
to explain the workings and social effects of decision making processes 
characterized by publicity, plurality, and open-textured deliberative 
obligations. We need to understand these procedural forms of law as 
significantly independent international context, rather than^^ the tools of 
pre political forces as genuine political forums with the potential for 
changing the normative orientation and cultural practices that constitute 
social life. EIA should be appreciated as a specific type of procedural law 
which expands the political space for contesting, redefining and 
constructing the normative orientations and cultural practices through 
which the forces of development shape our world from a more general 
social perspective, the publicity, plurality and deliberative obligations 
embodied in EIA, should also be valued for the way they enhance public 
political freedom through the facilitation of increased reflection and 
contestation over the terms and conditions of social like. In this wider 
sense, EIA warrants acknowledgement as an institution contributing to the 
constitution of modernity, where modernity is defined as political 
disputation and reflexivity over normatively and social objectives . 
The historical significance of EIA extends even further. EIA is not 
only a pluralistic, reflexive form of procedural law, in which environmental 
concerns oppose, potentially modify and even defeat particular projects. It 
is also an institution which has assumed a pivotal role in more general 
processes of interpretation and communication. The establishment and 
operation of EIA has allowed the forces behind development to become the 
focus of general deliberation and contestation in a wide network of 
discursive arenas. EIA has contributed to a pervasive acknowledgement 
that it is politically and morally acceptable, for instance, to defend 
particular cultures and life styles against the developer power of the state 
and private corporations; to try to protect "non-commodity values" such as 
biological diversity; to promote multifaceted relationships with nature - the 
poetic, playful, sorrel and fraternal and not only those grounded in human 
and technical mastery. The influence of EIA also extends beyond 
environmental concerns. The establishment and operation of EIA give 
legitimacy to a variety of social movements motivated by the common 
purpose of promoting the democraticisation and public accountability of 
political and economic decisionmaking . 
India being one of the largest democratic and mega bio-diversity 
regions of the world necessitates a vibrant EIA law and policy to meet the 
basic precepts of sustainable development. The existing ontology of EIA 
law in India is glaringly conspicuous by its gross absence of socio-legal 
researches oriented to fill void of policy, law enforcement and 
development. The study therefore strives to build the corpus of EIA law 
research in pragmatic fashion to illumine the policy in prescription and 
policy in implementation for a vibrant EIA regime in India. Perhaps all 
researches on EIA law in India are now of historical value simply because 
most of the works are carried out prior to the promulgation of EIA 
Notification of 1994, 1995, 1997, 1998 and 2001. Moreover these studies 
have substantially tailored to gauge of the relevance comparative EIA law 
to suit the Indian requirements. The origin and development of EIA in 
rudimentary, evolutionary and developmental phase have not been 
seriously undertaken. Almost negligible amount of work exists which is 
documented to establish EIA law and practice through the EIA clearance 
data analyses. The whole law is seldom viewed in socio-legal framework to 
establish cross cultural and cross-contextual requirement of EIA in India. 
The present work wishes to fill this gap and desideratum by offering a 
doctrinal analysis and socio-legal experimentation of EIA law in India. 
III. SURVEY OF LITERATURE 
The socio-legal study of EIA law and policy is considered to be an 
intriguing subject of investigation of legal research. Research work relating 
to environment generally carries an analytical study of the working of the 
law in the wake of judicial interventions. But no serious effort has been 
made to estimate, account and analyze the working of EIA law in socio-
legal perspective as has been the case of U.S.A, E.U., U.K. and Australia 
and many other countries. The impact of NEPA like enactment and 
assessment of court's contribution to evolution and development of EIA 
law is grossly conspicuous by its absence in enviro-legal researches of 
India. The evolution and development of international EIA law has been 
traced by scholars like Patricia W. Bemie & Alan E. Boyle''*, Robert G. 
Connelly'^, Jonas Ebbesson'^, Will A Irwin and Christopher Wood 
necessarily constitutes the basic literature to hone out the Indian strategy to 
develop EIA law at national level. Some saner lessons are to be drawn from 
the comparative EIA law working through out the globe which has been 
often described remarkably varied and typically vigorous. The working of 
EIA law in U.S.A. and NEPA framework described by S.K. Fairfax, and 
H.M. Ingram'^, V.M. Fogleman'^ as standard administrative reform having 
far reaching ramifications. U.S. EIA studies undertaken by L.K. Caldwell , 
Robert D. Clark^', Joseph Lee Rodger^^ and M.C. Blumm^^ S. Legore^ "* 
present an intellectually insightful analysis for drawing a framework of 
Indian EIA law. The impact studies of NEPA formulated by T. Stribling^^, 
G.M. Touni, and Council on Environmental Quality, M. Bisset and R.O. 
Robert are highly informative for the analysis of the present work. While 
N.C. Yost^ ,^ R.M. Druley^^ and F.R. Anderson^^ comes out with a more 
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penetrating experiment of NEPA in terms of content and impact in 
substance, procedure and compliance. The European encounter with EIA 
law also finds an interesting discourse for Indian analysis and observation. 
Studies offered by Christopher Wood^^ N.Lee^°, Stanley P. Johnson, P. 
Wathern^^ ,^ and R.H. William^' constitute the necessary backgrounder of 
evolution of EIA law and policy in India. A practical account of working of 
EIA in U.K. is offered through the works of scholars such as G. Dobry^ ,^ P. 
Wathem", T. O. Riordan^^ Michael Clark^^ John Herington^V J- Catlow 
and C.G. Thirlwalr', John Glasson'*^ and R.G.H. Tumball'^ paves the way 
for blueprinting of model EIA law for India. The institutional and 
regulatory model of EIA law compliance by House of Lords, Project 
Appraisal for Development Control (PDCA), Plarming and Transport 
Advisory Council, Department of Environment, and Council for Protection 
of Rural England are of great relevance for institutional overhauling of EIA 
process in India. 
The socio-legal study of EIA law in India becomes quite germane in 
the framework of receptivity and application of EIA beyond U.S.A., U.K. 
and E.U. to the developing countries. This constitute core of the research 
focus as comparative EIA law of developing countries depicts enormous 
variations between context and content. The most conspicuous feature 
relates to the fact that the first EIAs to be carried out were usually 
demanded by development assistance agencies on a project by project 
basis, not as a response to a widespread indigenous demands for better 
environmental conditions S. Rayners, Asit K. Biswas, Q.Geping, S.B. 
Agarwal"^", R.G.H. Tumball Y.G. Ahmad, G.K. Sammy^', L. Ortolano 
Robert Fowler, and Dune Bernard accounts vividly the cross-cultural and 
contextual purview of EIA law. In Asian context studies undertaken by 
B.F.D. Barrett Rieki Thrieval, R.Wenger, H. Wang X. Ma J. Formby, A. 
Gilpin, N. Harvey R.J. Fowler'* ,^ Asit K. Biswas, and S.B. Agarwala"^ ^ are 
of great relevance to arrive at a pragmatic discourse and prognostic 
solutions. A kaleidoscopic perception of literary survey of EIA law in India 
depicts gloomy picture. Armin Rosencranz, Shyam A. Divan and P. 
Leelakrishnan have produced primary researches on EIA law in India 
relatable to pre-EIA Notification phase. In spite of their brilliant analysis 
and impressive display of legal propositions they are antiquated in the 
contemporary scenario. The present works makes a radical departure from 
the fast and offers a doctrinal analysis and socio-legal examination of EIA 
laws in India. 
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VI. RESEARCH METROLOGY 
Since EIA law is both a natural and normative science it lays 
standards for environmentalism and ecologically oriented human behavior 
enforceable through state action for sustainable development. This fact 
along with the fact that stability and certainty of EIA law are desirable 
goals and social values to be pursued, make doctrinal and socio-legal 
research to be of primary concern of the present work. Doctrinal research 
involves analysis of case law, arranging, ordering ,systematizing legal 
propositions, and study of legal institution but it does more-it creates law 
and its major tool (but not the only tool) to do so is through legal reasoning 
or rational deduction'*''. The rules and principles of case law have never 
been treated as final truths, but as working hypotheses, continually retested 
in those great laboratories of the law, the courts of justice'*^. Moreover the 
life of law has not been logic it has been experience"* .^ The objective and 
philosophy of doctrinal research has to be social engineering through law. 
The law in modem times leaves a large scope, a 'aree leeway, and the 
leeway may be more in some cases and less in others, but u is there, for 
molding and adapting it to the society, social change and sustainable 
development. 
On the other hand socio-legal research has now become symbols of 
progressions to identify precisely the more significant methods of research 
that may point out the difficulties involved in applying these methods and 
the ways of overcoming them. This kind of research explains the relevant 
juridical concepts, and analyses statutory provisions, picks out significant 
judicial dicta, formulates principles deducible from judicial decisions, and 
arranges the whole material in logical order'* .^ EIA law is not, an insular 
one discipline. It has a visceral affinity with other disciplines. 
The EIA Law in India: A Socio-Legal Study exterids their range of 
investigation beyond law to enforcement and adaptive changes in society to 
promote sustainable development. Any socio-legal study will thrive only 
under two conditions. First, the output should be such as can capture the 
attention of all policy makers and not merely the members of the legal 
academics, enforcement agencies, forensic profession and Para-legal 
personnel. It should be intelligible to non lawyers as well. Second, the 
forensic profession, especially the bench, should be receptive to Tran 
disciplinary methods of enquiry and not adopt rigidly insular postures. A 
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strict attitude of we refrain from making policy will be discouraging, while 
an attitude that welcomes "Brandies briefs" will be stimulative'*^. 
Post-independent India specially the Post-Forty Second 
Constitutional Amendment of 1976 Phase is characterized by the talismanic 
use of the environmental law making technique in the handling of problems 
of social change and sustainable development. The quality of law making 
is, however, diverse and variable. Some laws are made after mature 
consideration and detailed enquiry; they are assured of supportive 
structures (administrative enforcement, public opinion). But of necessity, a 
large number of legislations are characterized by short gestation periods, 
little or no pre-legislative social enquiry and feeble supportive structures. 
Moreover some laws are clearly symbolic gesturing or rituals, intended to 
serve social function different from controlling behavior through coercive 
implementation .^ EIA law needs to be understood scientifically as pre 
requisites of effectiveness or impact. Considerable conceptual elucidation 
of the notions of "environment" "impact" "assessment" is the first, and a 
grasp of methods of measurement of "effectiveness" or "impact" is the 
second, among the prime preliminary tasks. Assessment and impact has to 
be determined by reference not merely to the declared policies of the 
legislation but also by reference to its unintended consequences. Measures 
of impact and assessment will also very according to the initial decision to 
regard a law symbolic" or "instrumental", a task flill of hazards. Since EIA 
law happens to be an instrumental legislation, the evaluation has at least to 
take account of both enforcement and compliance without enforcement. 
The effectiveness of EIA law involves time dimension, intervening 
variables {e.g. judicial decisions, amendments, administration) will have to 
be comprehended in analytical and critical ways. These are some of the 
methodological postulates which are taken into cognizance in the entire 
scheme of the study. 
V. SCHEME OF STUDY 
The work in hand encompasses the theoretical, juridical, legal, and 
judicial dimension of EIA law in India in the socio-legal context and 
doctrinal holism. Chapter one dives deep into the genesis of EIA as a tool 
of sustainable development. The definitional, conceptual and theoretical 
dimensions summons a lucid explanation to comprehend the legal and 
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juridical perspective of EIA law. The origin and development of EIA is a 
progression from science to management and from management to a legal 
proposition. An analysis of EIA law necessarily steps out from the 
polemical comprehensions of its theoretical and conceptual framework. 
Having a subtle delineation of theoretical and juridical concerns of EIA, the 
Chapter Second proceeds to explore the receptivity and acceptability of 
EIA under the environmental and developmental policies and programmes 
of India. The 'policies in prescriptions' and 'policies in implementation' 
either reflect the juridical concerns of EIA or guide the legal orientation of 
EIA law in India. The chapter therefore extensively surveys the economic 
policies, industrial policies, water policy, forest policy, wildlife policy, 
agriculture policy, mineral policy, pollution control polices, sustainable 
development policy for adequate focus of EIA law and policy in India. 
These policies and plans share the passion of the horizons EIA which needs 
to be further explicated for a more refined EIA law and policy in India. 
Chapter third is primarily devoted to the analysis of pro-development 
enactments reflected under India's industrial-cum-labor legislations of 
India. In order to appropriate the contribution of industrial laws to EIA law, 
the chapter studies these enactments in three distinct phases. The first phase 
happens to be prior to Forty Second Constitutional Amendment, 1976 
which obligated the state and citizen to protect and improve the 
environment. The second phase happens to be post Forty Second 
Constitutional Amendment phases wherein an effort has been made to draw 
environmental sensitivity of industrial laws. Enactment like Archeological 
Monument and Historical Site Remains Act o/1958 Factories Act o/1948, 
Industrial Development and Regulation Act of 1951, Merchant Shipping 
Act of 1958, Atomic Energy Act of 1962, Radiation Protection Rule of 
1972, Factories Amendment Act of 1987 are some of the industrial, labor 
and heritage conservation legislations which have been scanned to reflect 
the rudimentary formations of EIA law in India. The ambit and scope of 
environmental legislations passed in pre and post Forty Second 
Constitutional Amendment and Stockholm Declaration, are being analyzed 
to lend appropriate credence to the origin and development of EIA law. 
Chapter Fourth is laced with an in depth analysis of pollution control 
legislations, resource conservation laws and compensatory and 
administrative environmental enactments to appropriate the sweep and 
range of traditional EIA law under substantive procedural environmental 
legislations. Pollution control legislation such as Water (Prevention and 
Control of Pollution) Act of 1974 and Air (Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act of 1981 incorporates the EIA provisions under their schemes 
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of license and permit in juvenile fashion. Resource conservation laws such 
as Wildlife Protection Act of 1972 Forest Conservation Act of 1981, and 
Environment Protection Act of 1986 make pro-active provisions for EIA in 
different context. The enviro-administrative legislations such as Public 
Liability Insurance Act of 1991 and National Environment Tribunal Act of 
1997 also underlines the basic precepts of social and environment impact. 
The study of environmental law from the perspective of the EIA reveals 
primary phase of evolution and development of EIA law in India. 
Chapter fifth is exclusively directed to assess the potentiality of EIA 
laws promulgated basically through the regime of delegated legislations. 
The actual sweep and impact of EIA Notification of 1994 amended and re-
amended until 2001, is traced to build the corpus of EIA legislation in 
India. The gradual refinement of EIA and its contiguous Notifications, 
form the subject matter of the study with suggestive and reformative 
generalizations. Chapter sixth culls out the varieties of regional EIA laws 
passed under the delegated legislation under the backdrop of indigenous 
demand and disquiet. The range and coverage of regional EIA laws have 
been impressively displayed by their critical evaluation in the chapter. This 
analysis leads to the organic growth of pro-active and progressive EIA 
legislation constituting a backgrounder and precursors for comprehensive 
parent legislation on EIA. A comparison and contrast between the central 
and regional EIA laws logically culminates into five tuning and 
embellishing the present legal structuring of EIA. 
The study of theoretical juridical and legal dimensions of EIA in 
socio-legal holism and doctrinaire legacy will be perhaps incomplete 
without a penetrating examination of the EIA inspectorate authorities in 
India. The size and volume of central and regional EIA laws became 
determining factors for the onset of series of enforcement authorities for 
EIA law in India. The propensity of central and regional EIA authorities is 
being gauged upon to reflect the fianctional and pragmatic notions of EIA 
law. The potential and portent of the swelling rank of EIA authorities of 
central and regional level is seriously scrutinized to suggest administrative 
reform for better regime of EIA law in India. Logically connected is the 
study of role of enforcement in the actual implementation and development 
of legal norms of EIA. Chapter seventh collates the data of environmental 
clearance approved by the nodal agency i.e., EIA Division of Ministry of 
Environment and Forest during the period from 1994 to 2001. An statistical 
study of yearly implementation of the EIA laws through administrative 
structure of Union Ministry is carried out to assess the volumnity and 
tendency of EIA clearance of development project in India. Since the 
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Annual Report of 2002 is not made available to public till the conclusion of 
the work, the statistical account of the year falls beyond the purview of our 
analysis. This study is also of seminal significance in heralding industry 
wise EIA model guidelines and legislation to reform the present legal 
regime. 
Chapter ninth strives to read between the working of EIA laws and 
institutions and judicial organ of the country in giving effect to EIA laws. 
The study of judicial policy is of great necessity to hone out the strategy of 
EIA law reform in the country. Since most of the judicial pronouncements 
are related ex post facto EIA clearances the Supreme Courts and High 
Courts seems to be guided by the public policies, economic imperatives 
and neutralization of environmental degradation. The study also reveals 
that in cases of minor development projects the Courts have exhibited their 
zeal for rigorous compliance of EIA laws. While in cases of major and 
mega development projects where in massive pumping of national 
exchequer has already taken place, a soft judicial policy towards EIA is 
discemable. The judicial policy in the pre and post EIA Notification phase 
represents the evolutionary phase of judicial formulations which often 
shuttles between the bare compliance to just protection of environment than 
any pro-active stand or a religions adherence to EIA laws. 
Four chapters devoted to study of EIA Laws in India (Chapter III to 
Chapter VI) two chapters taking account of functional ambit of EIA 
(Chapter-VII & VIII), and two chapters related to study of EIA in the light 
of governmental and judicial policy (Chapter II and Chapter IX) culminates 
into the conclusive suggestive and reformative discourse of EIA legal 
regime in India. Chapter first which extensively appraised into the 
theoretical and judicial framework of EIA and comparative law perspective 
of EIA logically strengthens the EIA law reform strategies in India. The 
Chapter tenth being in nature of conclusion and summation of work 
embark on the substantive, procedural and methodological upheavals of 
EIA law to blue print a model central enactment for EIA in India by 
incorporating social, environmental and strategic impact assessment. This 
desideratum felt since long summons great urgency to embellish the 
present legal regime of EIA for the promotion of sustainable development 
and inter generational equity among the peoples of mega diversity regions 
one of the world. 
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CHAPTER-I 
EIA: THEORITICAL AND 
JURIDICAL FRAME WORK 
I. DEFINITION AND CONCEPT 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is an instrument of 
environmental policy designed to for a conscious and systematic 
assessment of environmental impacts of developmental project before 
decision making'. It predicts the likely environment impacts of project to 
reduce unacceptable impacts and offers various options and alternatives to 
the decision makers^. In simplest terms it is the assessment of quality of the 
total human environment before decision making exercise of a 
developmental project for well being of humanity^. It is systematic and 
integrative process of evaluation, anticipation, participation and mitigation 
of environmental and developmental decision making''. It is highly specific 
in terms of decision and targets which are impacted on environment and 
society^. Inherently being futuristic strategic instruments it sets out to know 
the long term effects, diffusion of impacts through food chain, modification 
of natural habitats, disturbance of natural, physical and ecological 
equilibria^. As a multi-faceted human oriented technique it, incorporate 
human and social developmental process in man's interactions with the 
natural and man made physical environment. EIA complement the 
sustainable development objectives implicit in legislation and procedures in 
most of the countries of the world^. Thus, while looking at EIA it is 
interesting to examine various definitions and conceptual comprehension 
by scholars and notable enactment at national and international level^. The 
oft-quoted definition of Munn explicates EIA as an activity designed to 
identify and predict the impact on the bio-geophysical environment and on 
man's health and well-being of legislative proposals, policies, programmes, 
projects and operational procedures, and to interpret and communicate 
information about the impacts^. Christopher Wood perceives EIA as a 
systematic and integrative process of anticipation, participation, and 
mitigation of environmental impacts by the developmental planning and 
decision making'^, Nicholas A. Robinson terms EIA as a technique to 
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ensure governmental actions to avoid or minimize otherwise unanticipated 
adverse effects and systematization and institutionalization of forseeability 
of environmental and developmental decision making . B.D. Clark views 
EI A as an assessment of all relevant establishing quantitative values and 
account for implications of alternative course of actions in pre and post 
decision making process'^. The U.S. National Environment Policy Act 
(NEPA), 1970 underlines the need of EIA for recognition of profound 
impact of man's activity on the inter relations of all components of natural 
environment , particularly the profound influence of population growth, 
high density urbanization, industrial expansion, resource exploitation, and 
new expanding technological advances and recognizing further the critical 
importance of restoring and maintaining environmental quality to the 
overall welfare and development of man' . The European Community 
Directives implores that EIA shall identify, describe and assess the direct 
and indirect effects of a project on human beings, fauna, flora, soil, water, 
air, climate, landscape national assets and natural heritage'^. The U.K. 
Law only refers to environment assessment leaving out the apparently 
politically, sensitive, reference to impacts. The U.K. Department of 
Environment (DoE), 1989 describes environmental assessment as a 
technique and a process by which information about the environmental 
effects of a project is collected, both by developer and from other sources, 
and taken into account by the planning authority in forming their 
judgments on whether the development should go ahead"'^. The U.N. 
Economic Commission for Europe (ECE), 1991 has very succinctly stated 
EIA as an assessment of the impact of a planned activity on the 
environment'^. 
United Nation Environment Program (UNEP) enjoins that EIA 
should be assessed with a degree of detail commensurate with their likely 
environmental significance for impartial examination before the decision 
making of developmental project'^. Another UNEP documents maintains 
that an EIA concentrates on problems, conflicts or natural resource 
constraints that could affect the viability of a project. It also examines how 
the project might cause harm to people, their homeland or their livelihoods 
or to other nearby developments. After predicting potential problems, EIA 
identifies measures to minimize the problems and outlines ways to improve 
the projects suitability for its proposed environment'^. The Convention on 
EIA, 1991 defines EIA more or less in similar fashion of EC Directives. 
According to Convention, EIA means any effect caused by a proposed 
activity on the environment including human health and safety, flora, 
fauna, soil, air, water, climate, landscape, and historical monument or other 
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physical structures or the interaction among these factors. It also includes 
effects on cultural heritage or social-economic conditions resulting from 
alterations to those factors^". Indian policy documents envisages that the 
purpose of EIA is to identify and evaluate the potential (beneficial and 
adverse) impacts of development project on the environmental, social, 
cultural and aesthetic concerns in the planning stage of industrial project^'. 
To fulfill the aspirations of these broad set of definitions there seems to be 
an urgent need of integration of physical, economic, social and human 
environmental values into the emerging third generation of EIA concepts 
such as social impact assessment (SIA) and strategic environment 
assessment (SEA) . Although SIA is presently considered necessary and 
practiced as a separate process it is yet to become a reality and an integral 
part of EIA law and policy in the majority of countries of the world^^ The 
growing recognition of SEA while expanding traditional EIA from projects 
to policies, plans and programs of developmental actions^'' also summons 
for the revamping of conceptual and theoretical framework of EIA in legal 
arena. 
II. THEORICAL POSTULATES 
The broad spectrum of theoretical and conceptual tenets of EIA 
demands a comprehensive and holistic approach on the lines of EC 
Directives and EIA Convention. Basically being a Lego-managerial 
technique for the assessment of the impact of development planning and 
policies it accounts the geographical, biological, physical and 
environmental factors while indulging into inter-relationships and impacts 
of human health, safety, flora, fauna, soil, air, water, climate, landscape, 
cultural heritage and socio-economic diversities. It institutionalizes and 
systematizes the forcibility a wide range of alternatives before and after the 
policy decision making . As a potential armory to achieve the goal of 
sustainable development, it infuses the environmental imperatives in the 
overall planning of development at local, regional, national and global 
levels . EIA has successfully passed through second generation of its 
development however further renovation can be undertaken to use it as a 
tool for a positive impacts rather than a watchdog for negative impacts by 
using more esoteric standards and bridging the gap between 
environmentalist and decision-makers EIA is a systematic evaluation of 
significant physical, biological and socio-economic effects of 
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developmental projects on the natural and man made environment to arrive 
at a rational and logical decision making^^. 
Though the assessment of environmental impact of development has 
always been an implicit part of decision making process^^ the innovation 
behind the formal EIA is the collection of objective sources of information, 
techniques and public review . Ingrained into three core values such as 
sustainability, integrity and utility, EIA provides balanced and credible 
information for sustainable developmental decision making to the planning, 
developmental authority and stake holders of environment^'. As a tool of 
sustainable development it has been recognized in the wake of remarkable 
growth of interests in the harmony of environment and development. 
During mid of the twentieth century the nature was treated as an infinite 
supply of physical resources to be used for human benefit. Under the 
exuberance of economics of price, resource and distribution the bio-
physical environment was seen as externality to the economists. Under the 
frontier economics the economic process was nothing but pendulum 
movement between production and consumption within a completely 
closed system . Nature was seen as infinite entity available for the 
indiscriminate exploitation to satisfy human wants. Developmental projects 
were propounded and estimated purely in financial terms, without 
economic valuation of non-cost, social cost-benefit analysis and 
environmental feasibility considerations. Because of these tendencies early 
attempts at environmental assessment were often crude and limited to 
technical feasibility studies (TFSs) and cost-benefit analysis (CBA) and 
often caused considerable disquiet. As a result the development of a new 
evaluation approach i.e., EIA came to the fore which dovetailed rational 
links between EIA, TFA, CBA and risk assessment to achieve the 
objectives of sustainable development^^. 
In the aftermath of United Nation Conference on Human 
Environment, 1972 the UNEP played a lead role in the creation of 
worldwide environmental sensitization culminating into deep ecology and 
deep green movements. In many ways diametrically opposite from frontier 
economics, it led to an organic and Utopian approach to harmonizing man 
with his environment, accompanied by increasingly aware and vociferous 
public lobby in developed countries^"*. The enactment of NEPA in United 
State has provided fresh impetus to wider acceptance of EIA related laws 
and policies across the globe. It has radically altered the unstructured 
baseline survey with ill-defined temporal and spatial boundaries. 
Innovative ideas such as land doctoring, land health in environmental 
terms, emphasized on protectionism and damage control . Conceived as 
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and "add on" component to CBA, EIA was incorporated to assess and 
examine potential environmental impacts. In recent time EIA is seen as an 
ongoing iterative process, which can contribute to the formulation of sound 
environmental management and planning strategies to achieve sustainable 
development . New paradigm evolved, encompassing the long-term 
uncertainty, and the broadening of the scope of environmental assessment 
to encompass component not covered by financial technological or bio-
physical appraisal, including socio-economic, socio-cultural and 
demographic impacts . A key requirement for the approach was to 
translate environmental resources, gain and losses into the economic 
equation, and a number of instruments and models began to emerge aimed 
of valuing the environment. These would, in turn, permit translation of 
environmental gains and losses into quantitative parameters contributing to 
the cost-benefit analysis of project and programmes and bringing of 
environmental values into the domain of the decision makers and 
legislators. 
III. COVERAGE AND CONTENT 
Apart from these, there are important economic and socio-structural 
dimensions to the environment. These include economic structures, labour 
markets, demography, housing, services (education, health, police, fire, 
etc.) life-style and values^^, and these are added to the checklist in Table) 
Table - 1.1: Environmental Components 
Physical Environment: 
Air and atmosphere air quality 
water resources and water quality and quantity 
water bodies 
soil and geology classification, risk (e.g. erosion, 
contamination) 
Flora and fauna bodies, mammals, fish, etc. aquatic 
And terrestrial vegetation 
Human and beings physical and mental health and 
well being 
Landscape Characteristic and quality of 
landscape 
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Cultural Heritage 
Climate 
Energy 
Socio-economic 
Economic base 
Economic base 
Demography 
Housing 
Local services 
Socio-cultural 
Conservation areas; built heritage; 
historic and archeological sites 
temperature, rainfall, winds etc. 
light, noise, vibration, etc. 
environment 
direct employment; labour market 
characteristics; local/non-local 
trends. 
indirect non-basic/services 
employment; labour supply and 
demand. 
population structure and tends 
Supply and demand 
Supply and demand of services: 
health, education, police, etc. 
lifestyle/quality of life; social 
problems (e.g. crime); community 
stress and conflict. 
Source: Department of Environment, Policy Appraisal And The 
Environment, HMO (1991). 
The EI A can be studied at the spatial impacts of project affecting 
local, regional, national and transnational environment. It has also a time 
dimension. Baseline date on the state of the environment also requires a 
dynamic rather than a static analysis. The nature of EIA are spread over 
space and time parameters such as air quality, water quality, noise levels of 
local unemployment and crime. The types of impacts that may be 
encountered in EIA are numerous and vivid. The direct and indirect 
impacts may sometimes correlate with short-run and long run impacts''^. 
The short-run and long-run distinction may also relate to the project 
construction/operational stage distinction for some impacts; however, other 
constriction stages, such as change in land use, are much more permanent. 
Impacts also have spatial dimensions. Some of major type of impacts are 
physical and socio-economics, direct and indirect, short-run and long-run, 
local and strategic (including regional, national and beyond), adverse and 
beneficial, reversible and irreversible, quantitative and qualitative, 
distribution by group and/or area, actual and perceived and relative to other 
developments'*^. One distinction is between local and strategic, with later 
covering impacts affecting areas beyond the immediate locality. These are 
often regional, but may sometimes be of national or international 
significance. Environmental resources con not always be replaced; once 
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destroyed, some may be lost for ever. Therefore subjective and objective 
perception should be widened to include comparisons with anticipated 
impacts from alternative development scenarios. For a proposed project"" 
an EIA reports typically contains: 
• An executive summary of EIA finding 
• A description of proposed development project 
• The major environmental and natural resource issues that need 
clarification and elaboration 
• The project's impacts on the environment (comparison with a 
baseline environment as it would be without the project), and how 
these impacts were identified and predicted. 
• A discussion of the options for the mitigating adverse impacts and 
for shaping the project to suit its proposed environment, and an 
analysis of trade-offs involved in choosing between alternative 
actions. 
• An overview of gaps and uncertainties in the information 
• A summary of EIA for general public'* .^ 
All of this should be contained in a very concise, easy to read 
document with cross references to back ground documentation, which is 
provided in appendix. The non-technical summary is another important 
element in the documentation which provides an opportunity to clarify 
some basic information for improvement of communication. 
Table - 1.2: EIA Documentation Content 
Non - technical summary 
Part 1: Methods and Key Issues 
1. Methods statement 
2. Summary of Key issues; monitoring programme statement 
Part 2: Background to the Proposed Development 
3. Preliminary studies: need, planning alternatives, site selection 
4. Site description/baseline condition 
5. Description of proposed development 
6. Construction activities and programme 
Part 3: Environment Impact Assessment Topic Areas 
7. Land use, landscape and visual quality 
8. Geology, topography and soils 
9. Hydrology and water quality 
10. Air quality and climate 
11. Ecology terrestrial and aquatic 
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12. Noise 
13. Transport 
14. Socio-economic dimension 
15. Interrelationship between cause and effects 
Source: John Glasson, An Introduction To Environmental Impact 
Assessment, 6 (1997) 
IV. PROCESSUAL DIMENSION 
EIA as an instrument of environmental reorientation of modernity 
and democraticisation of power over development favors a detailed 
procedural and cyclical process of environmental information, publicity, 
and political plurality. The open textured deliberate traits of a procedural 
law are quite discemable in the processual and guiding principle of EIA. 
The environmentally significant development proposal always 
accompanies an assessment document detailing out natural and social 
impacts. The public disclosure of development proposals and assessment 
documents facilitates material scrutiny and public review to the comment 
of public for the rational decision making and monitoring governmental 
agencies. The cross concerns and opinions of different stakeholders throw 
sufficient light on the conflict and consensual dimensions by the project for 
a better EIA processing. 
• The developers need to know where to site a project and how to 
reduce adverse environmental impacts. 
• The investor needs to know how the impacts will affect the viability 
of the project, and what liabilities are incurred. 
• The competent authority uses the EIA's result to decide on a 
response to the permit application 
• Other government authorities will want to know the implications of 
the projects they may wish to promote 
• The regulator needs to know the extent of environmental impacts and 
whether they are acceptable 
• The regional planner needs to know how the impacts will interfere 
with adjacent developments and land uses 
• The local community or its representatives will need to know how 
the project's impact will affect their quality of life 
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• The politician needs to know who is affected and in what way, and 
what issues should be of concem'^ .^ 
EIA as a plural decision making process is inherently a cyclical 
process (See Chart) explicated in linear fashion'*'*. Not necessarily all the 
projects have to undergo the EIA but only those which has a significant 
environmental impact. Minor projects after cursory assessment procedure 
is certified as project not fit for assessment (PNEFFR). Now a day an EIA 
process involves a systematic holistic and multidisciplinary approach to 
environmental planning. There are two 'tiers' of assessment screening and 
preliminary assessment. They should be applied to the project before 
proceeding with full EIA. These first tiers of assessment are a regulatory 
requirement; the developer normally does the work and submits the result 
to the regulatory agency. The agency may then decide either there is 
nothing to be concerned about or the evaluation should proceed to the next 
tier. The advantage of a tier approach is that the extent of inquiry expands 
with the advancing development of the project plans. 'Screening' is 
appropriate when the project is only a rough concept. Later, when the 
project is under a more general discussion, a 'preliminary' assessment' can 
look deeper into possible sites and potential impacts, then, just before the 
preliminary stages of feasibility and design work get underway, a full 'EIA 
study' can commence, so that it can influence the detailed decisions to 
come. This tier approach also ensures that impacts are examined at a very 
early stage in the project planning, and not later when sites or designs are 
already decided by other factors'* .^ 
A. SCREENING: Screening is the first and simplest tier of project 
evaluation. Screening narrows the application of EIA to those projects that 
may have significant environmental impacts. Screening may be partly 
determined by the EIA regulations operating in country at the time of 
assessment. The exercise may take one of several forms: 
• Measuring against simple criteria such as size or location. 
• Comparing the proposal with list of project types rarely needing an 
EIA (e.g. school) or definitely needing one (e.g., coal mines) 
• Estimating general impacts (e.g. increase infrastructure needed) and 
comparing these impacts against set thresholds 
• Doing complex analyses, but using readily available data. 
B. PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT: Preliminary assessment involves 
sufficient research and expert advice to identify the project's key impacts 
on the local environment, generally describe and predict the extent of the 
impacts and briefly evaluate their importance to decision make. The 
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preliminary assessment can be used to assist early project planning for 
instance, to narrow the discussion of possible sites and it can serve as an 
early warning that the project may have serious environmental difficulties. 
It is in the developer's interest to do a preliminary assessment, since in 
practice; this step can clear projects of the need for a full EIA"*^ . 
C ORGANISATION: After the review of a preliminary assessment the 
competent authority deems that a full EI A is needed to facilitate the 
developer for organization of EIA study. This entails: 
• Commissioning and briefing an independent co-ordinator and expert 
study team (the discipline that will be represented are decided after the 
scoping stage, but the team always includes a communication expert) 
• Identifying the key decision - makers who will plan, finance, permit 
and control the proposed project, so as to characterize the audience for 
the EIA 
• Researching laws and regulations that will effect these decisions. 
• Making contact with each of the various decision - makers 
• Determininghowand when the EIA's findings will be communicated . 
D. SCOPING: The first aim of the EIA team is scoping' the EIA. The aim 
of the scoping is to ensure that the study addresses all the impacts. This 
entails feedback from the developer's decision makers, regulatory agency, 
scientific institutions, local community leaders and other to include all the 
possible issues and concerns raised by these various groups. Then the study 
team selects primary impacts for the EIA to focus on, choosing on the basis 
of magnitude geographical extent, significance to decision makers, or 
because of special local sensitivities {e.g. soil erosion, the presence of an 
endangered species, or a nearby historical site). 
E. EIA STUDY: After 'scoping' the EIA study itself begins. Simply put, 
the EIA study attempts to answer five questions: 
(1) What will happen as a result of the proj ect? 
(2) What will be the extent of a changes? 
(3) Do the changes matter? 
(4) What can be done about them? 
(5) How can decision-makers be informed of what needs to be done? 
Thus the EIA often becomes a cyclical process of asking and re 
asking the first four questions, until decision-makers can be offered 
workable solutions'* .^ This may include consideration of alternatives that 
seeks to ensure that the proponent has considered other feasible 
approaches, including alternative project locations, scales, processes, 
layouts, operating conditions, and 'no-action' option. The description of the 
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project/development action includes a clarification of the purpose and 
rationale of the project, and an understanding of its various characteristics 
including stages of development, location and processes. Whereas 
description of the environmental baseline includes the establishment of 
both the present and future state of the environment, in the absence of the 
project, taking into account changes resulting from natural events and from 
other human activities .^ 
F. IDENTIFICATION: Taking the findings of preliminary assessment 
and 'scoping' into account assessment of a full EIA Study now turns to 
identify this impact in a detailed manner. The identification phase of study 
may use compile a list of key impacts such as change in the air quality, 
noise levels, wildlife habitats, species diversity, landscape views, social 
and cultural systems, settlement patterns and employment levels from other 
EIAs for similar projects. This should draw on as many examples of similar 
projects as possible. It should also name all the project's sources' of 
impacts {e.g. smoke emissions, water consumption, construction jobs) 
using checklists or questionnaires; then list possible 'receptors' in the 
environment {e.g. crops, communities using the same water of drinking, 
migrant (laborers) by surveying the existing environment and consulting 
with interested parties where the 'sources' may affect the receptors a 
potential impact is suspected. Identification impacts through the use of 
checklists, matrices, networks, overlays, models and simulations and other 
EIA methodologies are adopted for identification of impacts. 
F. PREDICTION: Prediction answers the EIA's second question: what 
will be the extent of the changes? As far as practicable, prediction 
scientifically characterizes the impact's causes and effects and its 
secondary and synergistic consequences for the environment and the local 
community Prediction follows an impact within a single environmental 
parameters {e.g. toxic and liquid effluent) into its subsequent effects in 
many disciplines {e.g. reduced water quality, adverse impacts on fisheries, 
economic effects on fishing villages) and resulting socio-economic and 
anthropological data and techniques. In quantifying impacts, it may employ 
mathematical models, photomontages, physical models, socio-cultural 
models, economic models, experiments or expert judgments. To prevent 
unnecessary expense, the sophistication of the prediction method use 
should be kept in proportion to the scope of EIA. All prediction techniques, 
by their nature, involve some degree of uncertainty which can be done 
away with the help probabilities or margins error^°, 
G. EVALUATION: The third question addressed by EIA - 'Do the 
changes matter?' is answered by evaluation which evaluates the predicted 
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adverse impacts to determine whether they are significant enough to 
warrant mitigation. The judgment of significance can be based on one or 
more of the following 
• Comparison with laws, regulations and national standards 
• Consultation with the relevant decision makers 
• Reference to pre - set criteria such as protected sites, fsatures or species 
• Consistency with government policy objectives 
• Acceptability to the local community or the general public^' 
In the other words we can say that evaluation assess the relative 
significance of predicted impacts to allow a focus on key adverse impacts 
H. MITIGATION: Mitigation answers the fourth question - 'what can be 
done about them?' by formally analyzing a wide range of measures to 
prevent, reduce, remedy or compensate for each of the adverse impacts 
evaluated as significant. Possible mitigation measures include: 
• Changing project sites, routes, or locations, timing, or engineering 
designs 
• Introducing pollution controls, waste treatment, monitoring, phased 
implementation, landscaping, personnel training, special social services 
or public education. 
• Offering (as compensation) restoration of damaged resources, 
restoration of damaged resources, money to affected persons, 
concessions on other issues, or off site programmes to enhance some 
other aspects of the environment or quality of life for the community. 
These measures are then compared for preparation of action plans for 
the explicit analysis of the implication of adopting different alternatives. 
Several analytical techniques are available for this purpose: 
• Cost Benefit analysis, in which all quantifiable factors are converted to 
monetary values, and actions are assessed for their effects on project 
costs and benefit 
• Explaining what course of action world follow from various broad value 
judgments {e.g. that social impacts are more important than resources). 
• A simple matrix of environmental parameters versus mitigation 
measures, containing brief description of the effect of each measures, 
• Pair-wise comparisons, whereby the effects of an action are briefly 
compared with the effects of the each of the alternative actions, one pair 
at a time". 
Thus mitigation involves the introduction of measures to avoid, reduce, 
remedy or compensate for any significant adverse impacts. I. I. 
LDOCUMENTATION: Documentation address how can be decision 
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makers is informed of what needs to be done? Many technically first rate 
EIA studies fail to exert their importance and usefulness because of poor 
documentation. The EIA can achieve its purpose only if its findings are 
well communicated to decision markers. Generally, to produce effective 
communications, one must identify the target audience or audience, and 
then shape and style the publication to meet their specific needs. In 
documenting an EIA, this means identifying the decision makers, 
perceiving the question they will be asking, and providing them with 
straight forward answers, formatted for easy interpretation in relation to 
their decision making (e.g. Tables, graphs, summary points). 
Though EIA documentation practices vary from study to study, country to 
country the best practice is constantly and currently giving greater 
emphasis to the socio-economic dimension, public participation, and 
monitoring. Thus premised on the principle of prevention is better than 
cure, the EIA documentation provides valuable information that could 
contribute to the abandonment or substantial modification of proposed 
development action . 
/ . PARTICIPATION AND REVIEW: The review of EIA involves a 
systematic appraisal of the quality of EIS. Decision based on the EIA is 
usually made by persons who have not been closely involved with day to 
day progress of the EIA study. But at the same time they are expected to 
consider the political realities and peoples perception^"*. Therefore, 
sometime the competent authority sends EIA to a review panel for 
comments on the adequacy and quality of EIA before decision making. The 
competent authority involves general public for the scrutiny by distributing 
and displaying the copy of the report and public bearing. The EIA team 
accordingly asked to recast the report in the light of comments^^. This one 
of the intriguing phase of EIA and utmost care should be exercised to 
balance the conflicting set of interests of the stake golders of environment 
and development. 
K. MONITORING AND AUDITING: Post decision monitoring involves 
the recording of outcomes associated with development impacts, whereas 
auditing compares the actual outcomes with predicted outcomes for the 
assessment of quality of predictions and the effectiveness of mitigation. 
Both provide a vital step in EIA learning process^^. However, it has several 
further contributions to make to the project's success: 
• If the project goes ahead with recommended changes, the EIA's 
findings should be used to help shape the project to suit the 
environment, by influencing engineering design 
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• Decisions that need to be made in the latter phases of project planning, 
such as precisely where to route supporting road or rail links, should 
be used on EIA 
• The EIA's precautions on environmental impacts can be part of the 
brief for tendering on contracts, and should be re-drafted as 
environmental safety guidance for worker; 
• The post - audit can be done to determine how close the EIA's 
prediction where to the projects real impacts. This forms available 
record for others doing EI As on similar projects in the fiiture. 
• It is the best way of checking up on the validity of the various EIA 
methodologies which are used and hence to develop one which 
accurately assess future environmental impacts^^. 
Since EIA builds on licensing permit systems planning and control 
procedures and is integrated with existing specialized agencies, ministries 
and commissions, it is of particular interest to examine evolutionary 
character of legislative and institutional mechanism in dealing with local 
regional national and global and trans boundary environmental impacts. 
V. JURIDICAL PERSPECTIVE 
The premise of EIA legislation is often obscured by critical and 
juridical perspectives. Bernard Dunne believes that EIA should be used to 
steer society in an environmentally responsible direction by facilitating 
democratic participation and normative orientation and social engineering. 
As a form of procedural law it established a decision making process 
characterized by detailed environmental information, publicity, political 
plurality and open textured deliberative obligation to decide decisional 
discourse. State institutions like EIA require new forms of critical legal 
theory to explain the workings and social effects of decision making 
processes characterized by publicity, plurality, and open-textured 
deliberative obligations. EIA is not only a pluralistic, reflexive form of 
procedural law, in which environmental concerns oppose, potentially 
modify and even defeat particular projects. It is also an institution which 
has assumed a pivotal role in more general processes of interpretation and 
communication. EIA has contributed to a pervasive acknowledgement that 
it is politically and morally acceptable, for instance, to defend particular 
cultures and life styles against the developer power of the state and private 
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corporations; to try to protect "non-commodity values" such as biological 
diversity; to promote multifaceted relationships. 
Since the enactment of NEPA, 1970 in U.S.A. , EIA system have 
been established in various forms through out the world beginning with 
more developed countries e.g. Canada, 1973; Australia, 1974; West 
Germany, 1975, France, 1976 and later also in the less developed 
countries . Glasson has categorized world wide trend of EIA laws into 
mandatory regulations, administrative guidelines discretionary methods 
and ad-hoc manner compliance^^. Kennedy has categorized legal and 
juridical approaches to EIA as informal - implicit and formal implicit. In 
informal implicit, EIA report may not be prepared and authorities are 
accountable for taking EIA in consideration in decision making. In the 
formal explicit approach on the other hand, EIA requirements are codified 
in legislation or regulations and EIA report must be prepared and 
authorities are accountable for considering EIA for judicial review. He 
argues that 'generally speaking, EIA is only integrated in decision making 
i.e., it only works when it is applied in the formal explicit way^°. This view 
is now generally accepted, in the relation to the environmental assessment 
of programmes, plans and policies in recent years. 
Another relevant issue in EIA is the question of how far the detailed 
operations of the EIA process should be provided and prescribed in law and 
regulations, and how much it should be left to the discretion of the relevant 
authorities. The advantages of a legally specified EIA system may be 
summarized as: permanence and evidence of commitment; avoidance of 
uncertainty; provision of firm basis for public participation; and 
enforcement of a acceptance of EIA^'. The advantages of a largely 
discretionary EIA laws and regulation are the desirability of voluntary 
compliance, the avoidance of judicial involvement and the retention of 
discretion. Fowler concludes that where a firm political commitment to 
EIA happens to exist at a time of adoption of a scheme this is reflected in a 
legislative base'. He suggests that there is a gradual shift towards EIA 
systems 'in which both administrative and judicial supervision is seen as a 
necessary in terms of the efficiency of the overall process^^'. This appears 
to hold generally true. Thus the Canadian Federal Government, after almost 
twenty years of discretionary EIA codified the system in legislation in 
1992. Similarly the New Zeeland Government, after seventeen years use 
the discretionary EIA procedures, passed legislation specifying many of the 
requirements of the process in 1991. It is true, of course, that some degree 
of discretion in the application of any EIA system must remain to meet 
particular circumstances^^. 
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Another juridical concern is whether the EI A system should be 
independent of existing decision making procedures or whether it should be 
integrated into them. NRPA introduced a completely new procedure which 
cut across existing decision making. This, not surprisingly, led to confusion 
and delay in the early years, to considerable duplication of control, and to a 
desire by other countries to avoid similar problems. This has exacerbated 
by a desire to avoid both litigation and the loss of control and power over 
decision to external agencies. The advantage of separation is the creation of 
a fresh approach which emphasizes the importance of EIA, something 
which may not be apparent where EIA is integrated into the existing 
procedures if prevailing attitudes among practitioners and decision makers 
are not modified and European directive is specifically phrased, not with 
standing the US separation model, to allow member states to introduce EIA 
into existing decision making procedures. Many of them including United 
Kingdom have followed this route. There are advantages in both 
approaches, of they are implemented effectively. Indeed this distinction 
between separate and integrated EIA systems may be somewhat arbitrary in 
practice, since the essential aim of EIA is that decisions on actions are 
made which take full account of the outcomes of EIA process. This may, or 
may not, be achieved in systems utilizing both approaches . 
One should always be very carefiil and circumspect in adopting 
mandatory procedure for EIA process. So that proponents, consultants and 
consulters and authorities can discharge their responsibilities fully. Each 
step in the EIA process needs to specify sufficiently in a law or in a binding 
regulation to provide a measure of certainty to the participants in the EIA 
process. While drafting laws and regulations the lawyers will always strive 
to make them unambiguous to ward off the problems in the operation of 
EIA system. However, some degree of discretion in the operation of the 
various steps of the EIA process needs to exist since every eventuality 
cannot be foreshadowed in laws and regulations. In particular flexibility is 
necessary to ensure environmentally sensitive decisions and desired 
outcome of EIA. However, the discretion should neither remove reasonable 
legal certainty nor should it enable any participant in the EIA process to 
gain undue advantage. It is for this reason that 'fast track' solution to EIA 
decision making which automatically permits a development to proceed 
unless the relevant authorities take appropriate EIA actions are generally 
unsatisfactory. The discretion remaining in an effective EIA system should 
be broadly acceptable to all parties. The legal requirements relating to EIA 
should also be clearly distinguished from those relating to other types of 
procedural laws dealing with the proposals and action to avoid confijsion 
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and ambiguities. This applies equally to systems in which EIA is separated 
from other decision making procedures, and those in which it is integrated. 
The need for differentiation is strongest in integrated EIA systems since the 
scope for confusion, particularly among proponents, is higher than in 
separated systems^^. 
It may be necessary to take enforcement action against one of the 
participants in the EIA process. This might for example, be against the 
relevant authority for not screening the proposal adequately, or for not 
considering the comments on the EIA report sufficiently in reaching its 
decision, or against the proponent for considering the comments on the EIA 
report sufficiently in reaching its decision, or against the proponent for not 
meeting conditions attached to a permission^^. Such action might be taken 
by any of the participants in the EIA process, including the public. It is 
necessary, therefore, that there should be adequate opportunities for the 
various participants to appeal administratively or to the courts to ensure 
that the various obligations in the EIA process are properly discharged. It is 
therefore important to address the evaluation criteria and benchmarks to 
arrive at a legal basis of EIA for the subtle understanding of the 
proponents, developer's consulters and public and effective enforcement. 
VI. INTERNATIONAL LEGAL DIMENSION 
Ever since the enactment of National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969, (NEPA) the EIA has virtually internalized in the enviro-legal 
decision making process having a marked impact on ecological 
sustainability and sustainable development synergized with the legal policy 
of global common, universal heritage of mankind and intergenerational 
equity, the EIA law has assumed the status of customary international 
law . This is evident from the fact a large number of regional blocks and 
more than seventy five countries have enacted legislation codifying EIA 
law regulation in one from or another at their regional and national 
jurisdictions. Since EIA institutionalizes environmental foresight it is quite 
flexible to be adapted successfully for operation within the cultural political 
and socio-economic development contexts of the number states. Right from 
the inception of Stockholm Declaration on Human Environment the 
national and transnational ramification of EIA law is seriously attended by 
enunciating a mechanism that no state acts in a manner that harms the 
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environment of another state, a guideline that all states are mandatory 
required to adhere to under international law^ .^ 
However much of the juristic activism is being taken place in the 
northern part of the world probably because American and European 
national have witnessed the zenith of economic development and mass 
consumerism. The American umbrella legislation NEPA, 1969 is a pointer 
to this effect. The Economics Commission for Europe (ECE) as a key 
United Nation Organization ushered an era of d'eterte with the signature of 
the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(CSCE) in 1975. The architect of the CSCE in their wisdom foresaw the 
transboundary nature of environmental impact on the national and regional 
security and sustenance^^ (Robert Connelly 38). The classical doctrinaire 
legacy that international law is the law between and among states has 
undergone to sea change by charting out new set of right and duties of non-
state actor, environmental action groups and individuals. This holds more 
substance in the international environmental law whereby most of treaties 
oblige the state both parties and individual abstain from dumping of waste 
production chloro fluoro carbons hunting of endangered species. The 
international EIA law uniquely dovetails the formal compliance by national 
organs and the role play of non-state actors and state holders of 
environments in the transnational and national legal contexts. The EIA 
Convention obligates the national government and public to "enable 
necessary legal, administrative or other measures to implements the spirit 
and intent of the Convention" . The Convention broadly provides different 
stages of an EIA process which include: 
1. Notification of the proposed activity to other states with "any 
available information on its possible Tran boundary impact". 
2. a response from other states indicating whether or not they will 
participate in the EIA process; 
3. An exchange of sufficient information to evaluate impacts, with a 
mine part recitation of the content of the EIA documentation 
specified in Appendix II to the treaty; 
4. Where consultation do not reach agreement on the nature of the 
impacts and their mitigation, guidelines enabling a party to request 
that an independent three person inquiry commission be established 
to conduct its own EIA (the inquiry commission's) final report" shall 
be based on scientific principles", a majority and any dissenting view 
shall be set forth, and the report shall be sent to all parties to the 
inquiry); 
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5. Provision for dispute settlement procedures, including a detailed 
arbitration process; and 
6. Provisions for post project analysis ("objectives include 
monitoring compliance with the conditions as set out in the authorize 
action or approval of the activity and the effectiveness of mitigation 
measures review of an impact for proper management and in 
order to cope with uncertainties [And] verification of part 
predictions in order to transfer experience to future activities of the 
same type". 
However the EIA convention is not the first treaty to prescribe the 
assessment of environmental effects. Such obligations can be found, albeit 
of a differing degree of precision in quite a few conventions, most of which 
were signed before the EIA Convention . U.N. Convention on the Law of 
Sea, 1982 , Rio Declaration, 1992 , Framework Convention on Climate 
Change, 1992 , U.N. Convention on Biological Diversity, 1992 ^ 
Convention on Nuclear Safety, 1994 , Agenda 21, 1992 Protocol on 
Environment Protection to Antarctic Treaty, 1991 , Kuwait Regional 
Convention for the Cooperation on the Protection of the Marine 
7Q 
Environment From Pollution (Persian Gulf), 1978 , Convention for the 
Protection of the Marine Environment and Coastal Area of the South-East 
Pacific, 1981 , Regional Convention for the Conservation of the Red Sea 
and Gulf of Aden Environment, 1982^ , Convention for the Protection and 
Development of Marine Environment of the Wider Caribbean Region, 
1983^ ,^ Convention for the Protection Management and Development of 
the Marine and Coastal Environment of the Eastern African Region, 
1985 , Convention for the Protection of the Natural Resources and 
Environment of the South Pacific Region, 1986 , Convention on the 
Protection of Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area, 1992 , 
Convention on the Protection and the Use of Tran boundary Water 
Courses and International Lakes, 1992^ .^ Nor are the other core concepts 
of the EIA Convention of recent origin. In particular the EIA Convention 
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draws from the elements found in the 1974 . Nordic Environment 
Protection Convention and 1977 OECD Recommendation on the 
Implementation of a Regime of Equal Rights of Access and Non-
Discrimination in Relation To Trans Frontier Pollution . The European 
Community's EIA Directive has also comprehensively documented 
transnational adverse impact with in the jurisdiction of European nations. 
The Association of South East Asian Nation's (ASEAN) Convention on 
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, 1985 enjoins in a similar 
spirit that the developmental proposals having significant effect on the 
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natural environment shall as far as possible be subjected to an assessment 
before adoption and decision making process^^. The World Charter for 
Nature, 1982 adopted by General Assembly of United Nation expressly 
call for the use of EIA^ .^ The International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (World Bank) has also made EIA adherence mandatory to the 
borrowing states in carrying out the developmental project. A cursory 
survey of direct and incidental instruments several two pronged legislative 
approaches. The first approach internalizes the legislative mechanism in a 
specialized manner whereas the second strategy enunciates the adoption of 
principle in the framework of specific environmental matters. 
VII. U.S.A. EIA LAW 
The international and comparative context of EIA law and practice 
seems heavily premised into the NEPA of United States of America '. The 
NEPA framework for EIA described by Fairfax and Ingram as 'standard 
administrative reform measure' having far reaching transnational 
ramification. The EIA system was introduced under enabling legislation of 
NEPALI The EIA legal framework in USA consist of the NEPA, 1969 
executive orders and regulations, 1978 of the Council on Environmental 
Quality^^ NEPA became operational on P' Jan. 1970 and consists of two 
titles '^*. Tile I establishes a national policy of the protection and restoration 
of environmental quality. Title II sets up three - number Council on 
Environment Quality (CEQ) to review environmental programmes and 
progress, and to advise the President on these matters. It also requires the 
President to submit an Environmental Quality Report" to Congress. It 
envisages that the congress, recognizing the profound, impact of man's 
activity on the interrelations of all components of natural environment, 
particularly the profound influences of population growth, high density 
urbanization, industrial expanding technological advances and recognizing 
further the critical importance of restoring and maintaining environmental 
quality to the overall welfare and development of man, declares that it is 
continuing policy of the Federal Governments, in cooperation with State 
and local governments and other concerned public and private 
organizations, to use all practicable means and measures, including 
financial and technical assistance in a manner calculated to foster and 
promote the general welfare to create and maintain conditions under which 
man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social 
economics, and other requirement of present and future generations of 
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Americans^^ In order to carry out the policy set forth in this Act, it is the 
continuing responsibihty of Federal Government to use all practicable 
means, consistent with other essential considerations of national policy, to 
improve and coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources 
to the end that the nation may -
(1) fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as a trustee of the 
environment for succeeding generations; and 
(2) assure for all Americans safe, healthful productive, and 
esthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings;^^ 
Section 101 contains requirements of a substantive nature. It States 
that the federal government has a continuing responsibility to create and 
maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive 
harmony and fulfill the social, economic and other requirements of present 
and future generations of Americans'. Title—II is more explicit in 
incorporating the EIA. It entails that the policies, regulations, and public 
laws of the United States shall be interpreted and administered in 
accordance with the policies of the Federal Government. It shall utilize a 
systematic, interdisciplinary approach which will insane the integrated use 
of the natural social sciences and environmental design arts in planning in 
decision making which may have an impact on man's environment. 
Besides this it will identify and develop methods and procedures, in 
consultation with the Council on Environmental Quality which will ensure 
that presently un quantified environmental amenides and values may be 
|iven appropriate consideration decision making along with economic and 
technical considerations; including every recommendation or report on 
proposals for legislation and other major Federal acfions significantly 
affecting the qualify of the human environment . 
The Section 102 envisages the procedural process and enjoins on the 
federal authority to detailed EIA for the activities significantly affecting the 
quality of environment a systematic and interdisciplinary fashion. Thus the 
strongly worded mandate of section places the federal authority under a 
duty to prepare a detailed EIS including environmental impact of the 
proposed action, alternative to the proposed action, the relationship 
between local short term uses of man's environment and the maintenance 
and enhancement of long term productivity, and any irreversible and 
irretrievable impact assessment of resources. 
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VIII. EUROPEAN EIA SYSTEM 
The European EIA system is more comprehensive and rigorous^^ 
The European Directive, 1985 provides a skeletal framework and leaves a 
great deal of detail to be determined by member states^^. It consists of 14 
articles and three annexes. The Directive places a general obligation on 
each member state to ensure significant effects on the environment by 
virtue, project assessment integrated into existing project consent 
procedures or into other procedures'^^. National legislation"" are excluded 
and specific projects may be exempted in exceptional cases, after making 
relevant information available to the public and to the Commission . The 
coverage of the Directive is confined to projects listed under Annex I and 
Annex II. Other types of effect (below) are consigned to Annex III were 
their use is largely/discretionary. Article 3 of the Directive requires that the 
environmental impact assessment shall identify, describe and assess, in an 
appropriate manner the direct and indirect effects of project on human 
beings, fauna and flora, soil, water, air, climate and the landscape, the inter-
action between the [se] factors...., material assets and the cultural 
heritage'^^. All projects listed in Annex I are subject to assessment"^''. 
Projects listed in Annex II are also subject to EIA where member states 
consider their circumstances so require . 
The mitigation of project impacts is one of the main aims of the 
European Directive. The mitigation measures are specified in the Annex 
IIl'°^. The Directive within three years of its notification empowered 
member to lay down stricter legal rules than those required by the 
Directive. The European Commission has not issued any published 
guidance as to how the Directive is to be implemented but has arranged 
expert meeting and information exchange and ftinded a substantial EIA 
training programme, together with a five review process. The Directive 
introduced the necessary legal rehabilitation as provisions several countries 
{e.g. Belgium, France, Ireland, Luxemburg, The Netherlands) had honored 
the spirit and inent of Directive fully. By July 1991, all members states and 
incorporated some EIA provisions within their own legislation. Although 
the Directive is silent on scoping, a number of member states (including 
Germany) had made provision for scoping in their legislation. Other 
member states (for example, Ireland) either had some non-mandatory 
arrangements for scoping or encouraged developers to use this practice . 
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However, it was apparent that, three years after the Directive finally 
came into effect, EIA practice frequently left much to be desired. A number 
of measures were necessary before the full realization of the benefits 
obtainable from the implementation of the Directive could be achieved. 
These included better coverage projects, commencing EIA early in the 
project design process, improving the quality of EIA reports and reviews, 
improving consultation and participation, increasing the importance of EIA 
in decision making and strengthening project monitoring. Commission 
proposals to initiate improvements in the treatment of alternatives, stronger 
screening, scoping and better international consultation were put forward in 
1994. Ironically, if they are enacted, these proposals would restore many of 
the provisions originally contained within draft directive published in 1980. 
IX. U.K. EIA LAW 
EIA in the United Kingdom is the result of the growing concern 
about the ability of the UK planning system to deal with the environmental 
and social implications of developmental project. The UK EIA 
environmental impact analysis is viewed as a means of strengthening 
existing planning procedures for the control of both private and public 
sector development'^^. The legislative framework within which EIA is 
carried out in the UK begins with an outline of the key actors involved in 
EIA, and in the associated planning and development process. A proposed 
major development has an underlying configuration of interests, strategies 
and perspectives. But whatever the development, be it a motorway, power 
station, reservoir or forest, it is possible to divide the "actors" involved in 
the planning and development process broadly into major groups. These 
include the developers; those directly or indirectly affected by or having an 
interest in the development; government and regulatory agencies, and 
various intermediaries (consultants, advocates, advisers)"^. 
The EIA applies to both the public and private sectors, although 
there are notable exemptions, including Ministry of Defence 
developments'" and those of the Crown Commission. Public-sector 
developments are sponsored by central government departments such as 
the Department of Transport "^, by local authorities, and by statutory 
undertakers, such as the National Rivers Authority (NRA). Some are also 
sponsored by nationalized industries (such as British Coal, British Rail, and 
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the nuclear industry), but the rapid privatization programme of the 1980s 
has transferred many former nationalized industries to the private sector. 
Some, such as the major energy companies (National Power, Power Gen; 
British Gas) and the regional water authorities, have major and continuing 
programmes of projects, where it may be possible to develop and refine 
EIA procedures, learning from experience"^. 
Of particular importance in the EIA process is the local authority, 
and especially the relevant local planning authority (LPA). In England and 
Wales, this may involve district and county authorities. In Scotland, there 
are district and regional authorities. Such authorities act as filters through 
which schemes proposed by developers usually have to pass""*. The 
European Community Environment Action Programme established in 
1973, 1977, 1982 & 1986 introduced common principles applicable to the 
main obligations of developers; the types of project to be subject to 
assessment procedures; the content of the assessment; and the 
environmental factors to be taken into account. To meet these requirements 
the Directive raises a number of technical and administrative issues 
affecting the present flexible approach to EIA in the United Kingdom. 
These include the need of clarify the difficulties involved in the 
formulation of meaningful criteria and thresholds for the selection of 
projects for assessment; the distinction between fiall and simplified 
assessments; and the procedural and technical difficulties of dealing with 
Tran frontier pollution between Member States. 
In England and Wales, most of the developments fall under the remit 
of the planning system, and are thus covered by the Town and Country 
Planning (Assessment of Environmental Effects) Regulations 1988 (T&CP 
Regulations) "^. The Secretary of State (SoS) for the Environment has the 
power to vary the conditions of the T&CP Regulations to exempt particular 
developments from EIA direct that a particular development should come 
under these regulations even if it is not listed in the regulations, and 
arbitrate whether or not a proposed development should come under these 
regulations under the Town and Country Planning General Development 
Order 1988. Other types of projects listed in the Directive require separate 
legislation, since they are not governed by the planning system. The 
various transport projects, local highway developments and airports are 
dealt with under the T&CP Regulations by the local planning (highways) 
authority, but motorways and trunk roads proposed and regulated by the 
Department of Transport (DoT) fall under the Highways (AEE) 
Regulations 1988"^. Energy projects are controlled by the Department of 
Energy under the Electricity and Pipeline Works (AEE) Regulafions 
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1989 . New land drainage works, including flood defence and coastal 
defence works, require EIA through the Land Drainage Improvement 
Works (AEE) Regulations 1988"^. Forestry Projects require EIA under the 
Environmental Assessment (Afforestation) Regulations 1988"^. 
The T&CP Regulations'^° implement Directive 85/337 for those 
projects that require planning permission in England and Wales. They are 
the central form in which Directive 85/337 is implemented in the UK; the 
other UK EIA regulations were established to cover projects that are not 
covered by The T&CP Regulations require EIAS to be carried out for two 
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lists of projects, given in Schedules 1 and 2 . These broadly correspond 
to Annexes 1 and II of Directive 85/337, excluding those projects that do 
not require planning permission. Table 3.4 lists Schedule 1 and Schedule 2 
projects. For Schedule 1 Projects, EIA is required in every case. For 
Schedule 2 Projects, EIA is required if the projects is deemed "likely to 
give rise to significant environmental effects". 
X. NATIONAL IMPERATIVES 
However in the developing countries of the world, EIA is fraught by 
major constraints of narrow methodological prospective, negative 
connotation, and widening of the gulf between environmentalist, decision 
makers, theory and practice. A cursory survey of EIA practices in 
developing countries led to believe the EIA consultants and practitioners 
that in spite of vast potentiality, it is not living up to lElill potential'^^ A 
UNEP documents underlines that despite the plethora of conceptual and 
methodological innovations EIA has not moved beyond the boundaries of a 
fairly narrow, one off aid to project appraisal and workable approach to 
feasibility approaches. The full potential of EIA as a tool of sustainable 
development can only achieved by removing the gap and anomalies in 
theory practice and perception. The dominant view lurking in the minds of 
the planners in the developing countries is their negative connotations 
which entail EIA as anti-development and protectionist approach'^''. One of 
the key to good environmental management is now generally considered to 
be an integrated approach to the planning process but the paradox is that as 
EIA techniques becomes more sophisticated and specialized, the EIA has 
in many ways become less, not more, integrated into the planning process. 
In fact there is a tendency to treat EIA as something of a magic formula 
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than an integral part of a wider process . There is still a popular belief that 
EIA concerns only the bio-physical components juxtaposed to the reality 
that most internationally known EIA guidelines incorporate socio-
ecological component, and human considerations . 
That is why the issue of coherence and integration in EIA guidelines 
and practices is currently a focus of attention by a number of concerned 
agencies, particularly regional agencies, which are seeking to achieve some 
degree of uniformity between member countries. At present there are 
coherence problems at all levels and between all combinations of the 
parties concerned. Developing country governments and project proponents 
are confronted by a bewildering array of procedures, leading to different 
terms of reference to meet the requirements for the same agency. OECD 
and UNEP are collaborating in an EIA programme which incorporates a 
study to the issue of coherence of EIA guidelines for projects funded by 
member countries. In the preliminary Problem identification Report five 
settings with coherence problems are identified: 
(1) Coherence in application of procedures among the country desks 
within an aid agency. 
(2) Coherence in policy development and application between an aid 
agency and other related institutions, such as export credit agencies. 
(3) Coherence in procedures among bilateral donors in regard to 
cooperative efforts in project implementation 
(4) Coherence in procedures between bilateral donors and multilateral 
agencies. 
(5) Coherence in legislation, policies and procedures between donor and 
recipient countries'^^. 
The policy in prescription and implementation and legal precepts and 
practices of EIA across the globe discerns variety of characteristics. 
Nicholas A Robinson has aptly summarized these tends after an in depth 
analysis of comparative and transnational law and practice of EIA. 
According to him EIA practices are tailored to match the geographic 
characteristics, environmental needs and state of socio-economics 
development as well as cultural and governmental traditions in their 
jurisdiction. The EIA works in all political systems. It can be and has been 
established alike common law, civil law and socialistic traditions. It is 
equally useful in developed and developing countries. It is used by small 
villages, state agencies, major military divisions, regional authorities and 
international agencies mutatis mutandis. The technique is adaptable to meet 
the type of governmental decision making involved'^^. Second, while the 
EIA is a pioneering analytical tool for decision makers its use is spreading 
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fairly rapidly in the shape of refinement of methodologies such as 
independent administrative review, and judicial review. 
The EI A is effective in providing local people with opportunity to be 
heard and to participate in decision making that affects their environment. 
It facilitates democratic decision making and consensus building regarding 
new development. It equally gives voice to the often unrepresented 
interests of indigenous peoples, local residents, and inner city 
communities . The EIA is demonstrably evocative in marshalling 
environmental data for decision makers. Invariably, the EIA encourages 
interagency communication and consultation. Experience reveals that 
environmental issues that were unanticipated in the process of project 
preparation, in fact, are identified before unintended damage occurs. 
Despite its evident value the EIA is not easy to establish at the outset. The 
EIA is often, almost always, resisted until decision makers and 
administrators become educated about its utility. More is, of course, innate 
institutional resistance to any change. Many agency managers have a 
strong sense of their traditional mission and have not added the co-equal 
duties of environmental stewardship of their primary responsibilities. In 
developing countries, opponents of establishing EIAs variously have 
labeled the process 'anti-development expensive, or a more paper tiger. In 
developed countries, the canard often has alleged that the environmental 
impact statements process is the excessively time - consuming generation 
of too many studies which are never read . Often, inefficiencies in a 
protracted EIA or occasional mistakes in an EIA process are marshaled as 
an excuse either abolish the EIA altogether or more, often, to exempt a 
project from an EIA. 
In developed countries, critics of EIAs often generalize from an 
isolated, notorious instance of EIA in trouble and assume with out 
verification that the whole system has these flaws. Foreign assistance 
agencies, in particular, have resisted the use of EIAs, for instance, for 
development aid grants, on such diverse grounds as a belief that a donor's 
EIA would infringe on the recipients' sovereignty or would complicate the 
administration of aid'^'. There is a tendency of to use EIAs only for large 
projects. Many nations promulgate a list setting out the types of projects 
that require EIAs. Other states set a low threshold for EIA; they recognize 
that even a small project can cause unintended environmental harm and 
elect to require use of the analysis widely. Since environmental 
significance is not merely a fiinction of bigness, the trends toward using list 
and restricting EIAs to large projects do not assure an effective application 
of the EIA. The tendency limit EIAs to large projects reflects a desire for 
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administrative convenience on the part of those estabhshing the EIA 
process, rather than a mature appHcation of technique. Experience with 
EIAs suggests that the use of lists and restrictions based on project size are 
evidence of an immature phase of the EIA, in which restoring to a clear 
rule of thumb is preferred to a more sophisticated and initially open 
analysis based on scientifically based data . 
The EIA is not uniformly successful. Even in jurisdictions with 
many years of EIA experience, it is rare to require post project monitoring 
to find out whether all adverse impacts were accurately anticipated or 
whether mitigation plans in fact were successful. Where EIA systems lack 
an oversight process, they can more easily be subverted by politically or 
economically persuasive project sponsors. When an agency's decision 
makers are inept in administering an EIA, the adversaries of an action can 
delay inordinately the start of project until it loses its essential political 
economic sponsors. There is a constant need to evaluate the effectiveness 
of each jurisdiction's EIA process, to improve, streamline, and weed out 
dysfunctional aspects'^^ These seven trends are gleaned from the 
examinations of EIA legal precepts and practices through out the world and 
are of vital importance for national law making and compliance of EIA. 
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CHAPTER - II 
EIA UNDER NATIONAL PLANNING 
AND POLICIES 
I. INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE 
The bed rock of national planning and policies is the directive 
principles of the Constitution of India, 1950 which mandates that the state 
shall, strive to promote welfare of the people and create social order 
wherein justice social economic and political shall inform all the 
institutions of national life'. In particular, it shall direct its policy towards 
securing an adequate means of livelihood and equitable disbursement of the 
resources to the community to sub serve the common good. It should be 
assured that the operation of the economic system does not result in the 
concentration of wealth and means of production of the common 
detriment . The directive principles afe an expression of the will of the 
people for economic growth and sustainable development. Consequently, 
the government adopted planning as a means for fostering economic 
development. Four long-term objectives were set out by the planners in 
India such as production, maximization of higher level of national and per 
capita income, full employment, reduction of inequalities of income and 
wealth, and equality and justice^. The concerns for EIA concerti red under 
the national plan by launching National Committee on Environmental 
Planning and Coordination (NCEPC). A comprehensive approach towards 
EIA was discerned during sixth five year plan wherein environment was 
only considered as crucial guiding factor but an instrument of national 
development. The realization that the environmental problem in India is 
arising from the conditions of poverty and under development vis-a-vis the 
negative process of development, essentially reads to meaningful social and 
environmental impacts. The seven the plan entailed that all development 
process should take environmental considerations ftilly into account to 
promote sustainable development. In the subsequent plan, it was 
emphasized that the strategic growth must ensure environmental 
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sustainability of the development process through social mobihzation and 
participation of people at all levels. Besides the national planning the 
sectoral industrial and environmental policies addressed EIA adequately. 
The industrial policies during 1948-2000 obliquely referred to EIA 
nonetheless the siting and location policies of industrial projects are 
specifically spelt out. National 'wildlife policy', 'water policy' and forest 
policy' are far more specific in content and coverage of EIA. Two most 
important policy specifications such as policy statement on abatement of 
pollution' and 'environment and development' envisages broad dimensions 
of EIA principles. The chapter is devoted to highlight the contours of EIA 
policies for the assessment of legislative development in India. 
II. CENTRAL PLANNING 
A. FIRST FIVE YEAR PLAN: The First Five year Plan expressed clearly 
the long-term objectives or goals or economic planning by maximization of 
production full employment and the attainment of economic equality or 
social justice"^ B.S. Minhas stated these objectives to mean securing rapid 
economic growth and expansion of employment, reduction of disparities in 
income and wealth, prevention of concentration of economic power, and 
creation of the values and attitudes of free and equal society . On paper, the 
long term objectives of Indian planning appear to be perfectly sound and 
worth achieving in a poor but developing economy. While the first two 
were economic objectives and related to increase in income and 
employment, the last two are social objectives and relate to the distribution 
of wealth and income and the establishment of an egalitarian society in the 
country. Of all the objectives, only the first objective viz., rapid economic 
development was given real importance in all the plans and the other 
objectives were either underplayed or simply neglected^. The Indian 
planners assumed all along that if the country achieved rapid economic 
progress and increase in production, it would be possible to bring about a 
better distribution of income and a higher standard of living for all, over a 
period of time'. The basic framework of our Five Year Plans border around 
development along socialist lines to secure rapid economic growth and 
expansion of employment, reduction of disparities in income and wealth, 
prevention of concentration of economic power and creation of values and 
attitudes of a free and equal society^. There was no strategy of development 
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as such in the First Five Year Plan, though development of agriculture 
transportation and communications was given a higher priority^. 
B. SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN: Second Plan stated that the central 
object of public policy and national endeavor in India has been the 
promotion of the rapid and balanced economic development'^. The Second 
Plan stated this objective, in quite unequivocal terms: 
In the long run, the rate of industrialization and the growth of 
the national economy would depend upon the increasing 
production of coal, electricity, iron and steel, heavy 
machinery, heavy and industries. Generally these would 
increase the capacity for capital formation and economic 
growth. 
One important aim is to make India indepent as quickly as 
possible of foreign imports of producer goods so that the accumulation 
of capital would not be hampered by difficulties in securing supplies 
of essential producer goods from other countries. They heavy industry 
must therefore be explained with all possible speed". 
C SUBSEQUENT THREE PLANS: Thus the core of the strategy adopted 
by Indian planners for the second Plan and with the minor modification for 
the subsequent three Plans {i.e. up to the fifth Plan) was rapid 
indusrialisation through investment on heavy, basic and machine building 
industries'^. The heavy industries investment strategy formulated during 
the Second Plan was the basis of the development of the Indian economy 
during the last four decades, except for the short period of two years or so 
when the Janata Party attempted a shift in favour of some industry and 
consumer goods'^. The development of the Indian economy till 1977 was 
referred to as the Nehru Model of Development by making foundation of 
the economy strong and self reliant"'. Nehru model of growth has, 
however, exhibited many weaknesses. It has faied to provide a national 
planning'^ On the contrary the basic objective of the Gandhian model is to 
raise material as well as cultural level of the Indian masses so as to provide 
a basic standard of life and improvement of economic conditions and 
scientific development of agriculture' . 
Rao-Manmohan Model of development in 1991 intended to charter a 
new strategy with emphasis on privatization and globalisation and a liberal 
and market driven pattern of development . 
Under the exuberance of Nehru Vian & Mahalanobis Model of 
national planning the core of the strategy adopted by Indian planner for the 
second plan and with minor modification for subsequent three plans {i.e., 
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upto Fifth Plan) happened to be rapid industriahzation through investment 
on heavy, basis and machine building industry". 
The heavy industries investment strategy failed to provide a national 
minimum level despite four decades of planning. These environmentally 
myopic planning strategies resulted into the mushroom growth of 
hazardous industries and proved as tomb of modern India once remarked as 
temple of modern India. Juxtaposed to the NehruVian model the Gandhian 
Model Of Growth led to the improvement of basic standards of life, 
economic conditions right to qualitative environment and economic 
development including environment and social impact assessment of 
developmental projects. 
D. THIRD FIVE YEAR PLAN: Put in nutshell the basic objective of five 
year Plans were development along socialist lines to secure rapid economic 
growth, expansion of employment, reduction of disparities in income and 
wealth prevention and concentration of economic power and creation of 
values and attitudes of free and equal society. Under this broad framework 
the first two five year plan envisioned sustainable development. It 
strategize that in India with the varied resources; conditions are having 
favorable for securing a balanced pattern of development. The agenda of 
sustainable development has been reflected in these plans when it 
maintained that the central object public policy and national endeavor has 
been the promotion of rapid and balanced economic development. 
E. FOURTH FIVE YEAR PLAN 1969-74: The maiden concern for EIA 
in the national planning of economy and ecology was emphatically 
underlined for first time in fourth five year Plan'^. While drawing upon the 
long term perspective and quantitative framework the plan aptly recognized 
the principle of intergenerational equity and environment for sustainable 
development. One of the major purpose of having a long term view of the 
economy's development is to quantify the nature and magnitude of the 
Of) 
tasks implied in the specified overall objectives . 
Such a quantification if of particular value and relevance for 
guiding current decisions in respect of areas where long years 
of preparation are needed before desire results can be 
achieved. These are prone to be neglected as the pressure of 
the future needs, which they are meant to cater for, is not 
acutely felt in the present . 
Another purpose is to evaluate the potential of development and the 
nature of challenges to be faced in realizing it. Excessive optimism 
regarding the possibilities of speedy transformation of the economy and the 
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elimination of poverty and inequality needs to be moderated in view of the 
constraints operating of the economy, as much as a dismal prognosis of 
stagnation based on the inadequate analysis of facts^ .^ It was further 
envisaged: 
Planning for harmonious development ... is possible only 
on the basis of comprehensive appraisal of environmental 
issues..'^ ^ 
It is necessary therefore, to introduce environmental aspect into 
planning in the over all development of economy '^^ . The EIA under the Plan 
conjures long term view, better planning and preparedness, consistent and 
adequate policies, greater efficiency, shorter construction time more 
stringent economic discipline greater savings, larger investment and larger 
foreign exchange resources. It will also require greater cohesion and 
purposive ness internally and a more equitable sharing of the burdens and 
benefits of development so that there is a proper climate of public 
understanding and participation . 
F. FIFTH FIVE YEAR PLAN: During the fifth year Plan (1974-79)^^ the 
concerns for EIA was concretized by launching the NCEPC under the aegis 
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of Department of Science and Technology . The broad term of reference 
was the enhancement of environmental quality and internalization of EIA 
into the assessment of economic and technical feasibility of developmental 
projects. The NCEPC introspected into the matters related to the 
environmental quality and suggest measures for improvement. The primary 
intention is to ensure that scientific knowledge and technological means to 
control pollution and other kinds of environmental degradation and to 
effect improvements in the state of the environment are readily available to 
back up policies and decision taken to deal with environmental problems. 
Accordingly a number of areas have been identified where research, both 
basic and applied, is needed to provide the knowledge to underpin national 
measures to ensure a healthy environment. The research programmes to be 
taken up during the plan fall under four main areas such as environmental 
aspects of natural resources management; environmental pollution control 
and research, training and education in ecology and environmental 
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sciences . 
G. SIXTH FIVE YEAR PLAN 1980-85: A comprehensive approach to 
EIA was discerned only during sixth five year Plan wherein the 
environment was not only considered as crucial guiding factor of planning 
but an instrument of national development. Under this back drop the social 
and epidemiological impacts of environmental degradation are has been 
cogently underlined in the document. The Plan contextualized the 
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environmental problem in two broad categories. Environmental problems 
in India are arising from conditions of poverty and under-development^^. 
This includes impact on the health and integrity of our natural resources 
(land, soil, water, forests, wildlife, etc.) as a result of poverty and the 
inadequate availability, for a large section of our population, of the means 
to ftilfill basic human needs (food, fuel, shelter, employment, etc.). On the 
other hand the very process of development had negative economic growth 
and development distortions imposed on national resources from poorly 
planned development projects and programmes, as well as from lack of 
attention to long term concerns by commercial and vested interests^°. Thus 
it is clear that a concern for environment is essentially a desire to see that 
national development proceeds along rational sustainable lines. 
Environmental conservation is, in fact, the very basis of all development'" 
There are other serious and more insidious consequences for human 
health arising through poorly planned development activities. Unplanned 
urbanization and construction of large dams . It aptly stated that most of 
these impacts can be minimized or even completely avoided by adequate 
pre-planning, through use of techniques like environmental impact analysis 
for which the interdisciplinary expertise will need to be built up. 
Environmental considerations must form an integral part of all planning for 
development and be supplemented by mechanisms to ensure that 
environmental safeguards proposals are implemented and that there is 
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systematic monitoring to assess their effectiveness . While strategizing 
the mechanism for soil conservation, public health, forest and wildlife 
protection, industrial hygiene etc. an integrated environmental planning 
was made out by NCEPC. Though the Committee has done valuable work 
in environmental planning, appraisal of projects surveys of wetlands and 
aquatic weeds, human settlement planning and spread of environmental 
awareness the need for new legislation to take account of the special 
problems arising from the objective of rapid economic development with 
social justice was found missing'''*. To tune the legislative and 
administrative mechanism the Government constituted a higher power 
committee under which the Chairmanship of the Deputy Chairman of the 
Planning Commission which inter alia recommended the following: 
• Creation of Department of Environment (DOE) and sustainable 
national development. 
• 'Nodal" agency for environmental protection and eco-development 
in the country. 
• Regulatory mechanism of environmental appraisal of development 
projects through institutional structure for pollution monitoring. 
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• Conservation of biosphere reserves and marine Eco-systems^^. 
Further it was ensured that plans for development in all sectors are in 
haraiony with the goal of maintaining the health of life-sustaining eco-
systems and other environmental resources. The process of EIA will be 
made an integral part of the entire planning process. Monitoring of 
environmental quality through a number of carefully chosen indicators 
(physical, chemical, biological, socio-economic etc.) in various fields such 
as agriculture, forestry, mining, rural and urban settlements to be 
undertaken. The Plan envisages the setting up of an environmental 
information system (ENVIS) for the collection, processing and 
dissemination of environmental information that will aid planners, decision 
makers and researchers'^ ^ in impact assessment studies A comprehensive 
approach to inventory of ecological resources was also emphasized in 
coordination with the environmental quality monitoring (EQM) and 
ENVIS-''. This seems more germane because by the year 2000, 
industrialization of the country has reached a stage wherein the absence of 
effective remedial measures, severe problems of air, water and land 
pollution will assume serious proportions. Effluents will have to be 
disposed of carefully not only at the product level, but also at the 
intermediate levels. Also storage, preservation and transportation of such 
materials will have to be carefiilly planned. Our decision making processes 
will have to recognize explicitly that the environment is not to be taken as a 
free resource, and like other natural resources, it is to be considered as an 
input which has to be paid for. A new type of expertise in environmental 
impact analysis will have to be developed and applied for deciding the 
optimum location of any project . 
H. SEVENTH FIVE YEAR PLAN: The Approach paper to seventh Plan 
stated that though India is rich in biological diversity, natural and living 
resources, it has not come of age in fulfilling the goal of inter-generational 
equity. The Approach Paper to the Seventh Plan stated: 
India is fortunate in the richness of its natural resources the 
abundance and diversity of its living resources. Adequately 
managed, these resources can meet high levels of material 
needs, now and for all times to come. The degree to which a 
nation can prosper depends on its productivity, which is the 
efficiency with which it is able to utilize the resources of the 
environment to satisfy human needs and expectations . 
Under this back drop the Seventh Plan entailed that all development 
programmes, in all sectors, will take environmental considerations fully 
into account to promote sustainable development. Since the planning 
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process has been rotating around the eradication of poverty food security 
and employment generation relentless developmental pursuits lost sight of 
environmental impacts. The whole planning process is aimed at 
development and the removal of poverty. The need to improve the 
conditions of our people is pressing; under this pressure many 
developmental activities lose sight of environmental and ecological 
imperatives . Therefore, Environmental considerations in the planning 
process and in the implementation of national development strategies must 
be based on an understanding of the following issues: 
• The environment with its component of living and non-living 
resources represents the most fundamental building blocks for 
national development and social well being. 
® Stabilization of human and livestock population is as crucial 
for environmental management as it is for achieving other plan 
objectives. 
• Environmental considerations should form an important 
element in the criteria for setting developmental targets and 
assessing plan performance in all sectors. Environmental 
management must be integral to all development activities. 
• Institutional structure to promote environmentally sound 
national development, management information, technical 
expertise, monitoring and research . 
The seventh Plan programmes will attempt to remove some of the 
weaknesses in the existing environmental plarming system. For every 
variety of basic economic activities, high priority would have to be given to 
the management of natural living resources; but these can not be managed 
without attention to land and water management. Again, measures to 
control the growing livestock population are vital for purposeful 
environmental management but these come under the jurisdiction of 
authorities different from those who manage other natural living resources 
flora and fauna'* .^ Thus the Plan attempted at rectification of errors of 
existing environmental planning system. It was seriously realized that 
without adequate attention towards environmental impact, land water and 
air pollution, environmental management and sustainable development will 
be a distant dream. Equally important is the measures to control the 
growing livestock population. However the major impediments are 
overlapping and often contradictory jurisdictions of the managing 
authorities of natural and living resources such as economic plans, forests, 
wild life fisheries, etc.) Viewed from another perspective, environmental 
issues relating to human settlements, health, social welfare, shelter, 
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(potable water supply, waterbome diseases, slums, etc.) deserve very high 
priority in any agenda of environmental resources building"* .^ Therefore, 
each agency, institution or group must formulate its own sector, priorities 
for action, among the spectrum of environmental management viz\ 
• Institutionalizing of the process of integrating environmental 
management and development. 
• Inducing organizations at the central, state and local levels to 
incorporate environmental safeguards in their plans and 
programmmes. 
• Securing greater public participation in environmental 
management. 
• Establishing a strong scientific and technological base for 
environmental research and development, demonstration and 
extension activities. 
• Strengthening mechanisms for ensuring corrective action with 
regard to environmental degradation that has already taken 
place. 
The existing framework of institutions which can contribute to the 
multidisciplinary and multicultural approaches required a radical 
restructuring . EIA is seen as an instrumental exercise to evaluate the 
potential of a developmental project, by inducing all socio-economic 
factors impinge on environmental quality. This calls for creation for 
techno-legal authority for carrying out the basic exercise of EIA at the state 
of preparing feasibility report. Such an authority will act as modal agency 
to monitor environmental dimension of project, monitoring of project 
process and legal compliance. Technical Cells for Environmental 
Assessment will carry out basic exercise of EIA at the stage of preparing 
feasibility reports. The Department of Environment would oversee 
approval of projects from the environmental angle, monitor compliance 
with conditions laid down at the time of scrutiny, and systematically 
document EIA related experience and information. Its main fianctions 
would be training programmes; documenting and disseminating 
information; conducting case Studies involving complex appraisals to 
generate the necessary guidelines and experience for EIA and building up 
nation-wide expertise among various non-governmental organizations and 
consultancy groups who would assist project authorities in making 
environmental assessment .^ Data regarding trends in environmental 
quality would emerge from the monitoring of selected indicators such as 
extent of forest cover, extent of waste-land, rate of desertification, rate of 
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change in population of endangered species, number for municipalities 
adequately treating effluents, pesticide residues in water bodies, incidence 
of acid rain, destruction of fertile land through urbanization, etc. The need 
for an umbrella structure such as a National Environmental Monitoring 
Organization (NEMO) is highly desirable for EIA"*^. 
Besides the progressive conceptualization and blue printing of 
institutional structure for EIA the plans also urged upon the fine tuning of 
EIA policy and law by adopting continuous and systematize review of 
environmental related legislations. Environment related legislation enacted 
in the past in India is in need of systematic review and updating. There is 
also need for mechanism for continuous review of national environmental 
legislation and support the study of India's role in international 
environmental conventions'*^ 
/. EIGHT FIVE YEAR PLAN : The Eight Plan 1992-97 reoriented 
development paradigms to achieve its objectives of higher growth most 
notably the improvement in the levels of living health and education of the 
people, full employment, elimination of poverty and planned growth of 
population . To quote: 
Planning is necessary to care of the poor and the 
downtrodden, who are for the most part, outside the market 
system and have little asset endowment to benefit from the 
natural growth of the economic activity. Markets can not 
play the required role in the main areas like protection of the 
environment, forest and ecology, and in guiding the use of 
scarce resources like rare minerals, land and water. 
Eighth Plan laid down targets for indicators of social development so 
as to improve the quality of life including supply of safe drinking water. 
The Plan noted that at the beginning of the Seventh Plan, (as on f' April 
1985) there were 1.62 lakh villages which had no source of water. Out of 
them 1.54 lakhs villages were provided with a source for water. Thus only 
8, 95 villages remain without a source. But as per the norms by the 
Government, there should be sources of water within a distance of 1.6 kms 
for a population of 250 persons'* .^ The Eighth Plan has been quite specific 
and categories in formulation of EIA strategies and action for national 
development. The plan document well moved beyond the traditional causes 
of environmental degradation and advocated for social and environmental 
impact assessment by removing poverty, generating employment, 
importing education and increasing awareness for environment 
protection^* .^ The major task for meeting this challenge are identified as 
protection of natural environment, regeneration, and restoration of 
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degraded ecosystem, decentralized control of natural resources, sharing of 
understanding about nature and natural process formulation of national 
policy, internalization of laws, sustainable use, peoples accountability for 
actions impinging on environment and ecosystem^'. The protective strategy 
enjoins the Government to protect all natural eco-systems, geographical 
regions, ecological and social systems . The three pronged strategy entails 
the public awareness, regeneration of eco-system enforcement and 
compliance of laws and most notably the statutory assessment of 
environmental impact of projects. The statutory EI A of project before 
implementation prevents degradation through obligation on the executing 
agencies to undertake compensatory measures^''. The Plan rightly 
envisioned the statutory framework mandating the following requirements: 
• a detailed report should be prepared identifying the sources of 
pollution by the project or activity and indicating, in a realistic 
and time-bound manner, the measures required to be taken; 
• a similar report should be prepared about domestic and 
agricultural pollution, especially form pesticides, locating 
sources and suggesting remedial measures; 
• comprehensive and realistic standards should be formulated 
for environmental pollution and for procedures and standards 
for assessing environmental damage; 
• industries should be made to recognize, if necessary by a 
dialogue with the Government, the cost on economy of 
environmental effects and persuaded to show greater 
leadership and responsibility by controlling pollution ab initio 
through in built measures '^*; 
These measures should go along with the culture of accountability. A 
concerted efforts must be made to internalize environment related costs and 
benefits into the calculus of viability. This calls for development of suitable 
methodology for quantifying environmental costs and benefits. The 
business as usual approach which has so far treated them as qualitative 
externalities must be discontinued^^. The critical condition of natural 
environment demands that a system should be set up for constant 
monitoring of important parameters. This is a responsibility of Government 
institutions and departments, though an active role should also be assigned 
to people's organizations at the grass root level. Since quick preventive 
action may often be necessary, the monitoring machinery must be 
comprehensive, have access to critical information, be regular in its 
assigned role and have the capacity to enforce strict adherence to the 
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norms . 
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The Plan also introspected and reviewed of major river valley and 
hydro-electric, mining, industrial and thermal power projects which were 
carried out through Environmental Appraisal Committees (EAC) during the 
seventh Plan. All the major development projects are subjected to this 
assessment prior to clearance with or without conditions. The impact 
assessment procedures have been streamlined by devising single window 
machinery for speedy environmental and forest clearance. In all, 1464 
development projects were appraised during 1985-90, in the areas of river 
en 
valley, mining, thermal power, industries and others . 
/ . NINTH FIVE YEAR PLAN: The ninth Plan 1997-2002 has been 
developed in the context of four important dimensions of state policy such 
as quality of life, generation of productive employment, regional balance, 
self-reliance and development. The principal focus was to usher in a new 
era of people oriented planning in which not only the governments at the 
Centre and the States, but the people at large can fully participate. A 
participatory planning process to achieve equity as well as growth of 
economy. It recognizes the need for a well-designed strategy of policies for 
encouraging food and nutritional security. The health and environmental 
consequences of increasing population density, lack of safe drinking water, 
inadequate urban sanitation, disease surveillance, epidemic control and 
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urban solid and liquid waste management . The focus of the ninth Plan is 
on the growth with social justice, equality and human development. The 
specific objectives and imperatives for public policy were agriculture and 
rural development adequately of productive employment, eradication of 
poverty, food and nutritional security, drinking water, primary health care 
facilities, universal primary education, and shelter. 
While embarking on this strategic grov^h the Plan must ensuring 
environmental sustainability of the development process through social 
mobilization and participation of people at all levels^^. The development 
strategy is based on a continuance of the role of the government but with a 
change in its manner of functioning and content. The government 
intervention and markets will be necessary to promote the degree of 
competition, by enacting appropriate legislation regarding monopoly and 
other restrictive practices and to provide the institutional mechanism for 
adjudicating and enforcing such discipline. Environmental protection has to 
be integrated with the over-all development process and the well-being of 
people^°. The viability and sustainability of the development sector 
embodied in a ninth Plan is seen in the longer perspective in order to ensure 
that continuity of directions and the balance between interests of the 
present and future generations are maintained^'. 
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K. TENTH FIVE YEAR PLAN: The Approach Paper to Tenth Five Year 
Plan 2002-2007 has unfurled a grandiose plan for accelerating growth rate. 
The basic thrust of growth strategy envisages rapid and sustainable 
agricultural growth, employment intensive non-agricultural growth, relative 
stability of food prices, a sound system of food security and human 
resource development. The draft paper was approved by Planning 
Commission and likely to be placed before National Development Council 
(NDC) for final clearance^^. The draft stresses on policy initiatives that can 
revive the declining trend of growth. Yet it leaves the implementation of 
the policies that can reverse the decline to non-existent political will . The 
priority of good governance is to ensure the well being of the poor. 
Environment, empowerment and human development should be the basic 
thrust of growth strategy and market reforms''"*. The Approach paper to the 
tenth five year Plan strikes an optimistic note. The script is right, the 
tabulation and calculation are correct but what sorely needed now to 
convert the optimistic targets into reality is the balanced approach to 
sustainable human development and environmental security . What has 
been wrong with planning so far has not been its conceptual, logical, and 
technical content so much as its implementation, its lack of cohesion with 
social factors, and the impediments imposed by political, social, 
administrative and cultural forces rather than strictly economic factors . 
III. INDUSTRIAL POLICIES 1948-2000 
A. POLICY ORIENTATION: The industrial policy covers procedures, 
principles, policies, rules and regulations which control the industrial 
undertakings of a country and shape the pattern of industrialization. It 
incorporates fiscal and monetary policies, the tariff policy, labour policy 
and the foundation of a mixed economy in which both private and public 
enterprises would march hand in hand to accelerate the pace of industrial 
development , In view of central planning of the socialist pattern of 
society the Industrial Policy Resolution of 1948 was replaced by Industrial 
policy of 1956^ .^ The Industrial Policy, 1956was described as the economic 
constitution based on its political counterpart of the Constitution of India. 
The Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956 set out some of the principles of 
Nehru's philosophy though it retained sufficient ambivalence to placate the 
uncommitted elements. The first ever non-congress government, the Janta 
Party announced New Industrial Policy where in it was stated that 
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Industrial Policy, 1956 despite some desirable elements, had resulted in 
certain distortions viz. growing unemployment rural-urban disparities and 
real investment stagnation. The growth of industrial output has been no 
more than three to four per cent per armum on the average. The incidence 
of industrial sickness has become widespread some of the major industries 
are worst affected^ .^ 
The main thrust was to encourage small scale and cottage industries 
as against the large-scale industries dominated by big industrial houses and 
multi-nationals. It was also suggested that such an encouragement of the 
small industries would on the one hand lead to extension of employment 
and on the other hand to a reduction in concentration of economic power. 
Many of the proposals of the 1977 Industrial Policy Statement were 
welcome by well-meaning critics. The new thrust in favour of cottage, tiny 
and small sector, measures to contain the growth of monopoly capital, 
workers participation in and management, fine tuning of to the public 
sector is some of notable features of the Policy Statement. But it did not 
contain any radical policies regarding foreign companies and 
multinationals. The Congress (I) government announced its industrial 
policy in 1980 de nove and reiterated that the Industrial Policy of 1956 in 
fact reflects the value system of our country and has shown conclusively 
the merit of constructive flexibility . In terms of this it endorsed the 1956 
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Industrial Policy and intended to follow a pragmatic approach . Guided 
merely by considerations of growth close a more capital-intensive path of 
development. The second non-Congress, Janta Dal Government announced 
its Industrial Policy in 1990 to re-orient industrial growth to serve the 
objective of employment generation, dispersal of industry in the rural areas 
and to enhance the contribution of small scale industries while emphasizing 
the role of small scale industries to play an important role in agro-
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processing industries and rural development . 
B. LOCATION POLICY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CLEARANCE: The 
location policy would not be applied to such industries by the Centre 
except for location in and around metropolitan cities with population above 
four million. For these cities location will not be permissible within 20km, 
from the periphery of the metropolitan area and for non-polluting industries 
such as electronics, computer software and printing, no such restriction will 
be applied. It clearly recognized the environment impact of industrial 
planning and policies. The Policy 1990 aimed to promote small scale and 
agro based industries. Since the Janata Government lasted for lees than a 
year, it could not implement what it intended to do . The Congress (I) 
Government led by Mr. Narasimha Rao announced the industrial Policy on 
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July 24, 1991. The main aim of the new industrial policy was to unshackle 
the Indian industrial economy from the cobwebs of unnecessary 
bureaucratic control, to introduce liberalization with a view to integrate the 
Indian economy with the world economy, to remove restrictions on direct 
foreign investment as also to free the domestic entrepreneur from the 
restrictions of MRTP Act. In the sphere of industrial licensing, the role of 
the government was to be changed from that of only exercising control to 
one of providing help and guidance by making essential procedures fully 
transparent and by eliminating delays. This calls for bold and imaginative 
decisions designed to remove restraints on capacity creation. To ensure that 
over riding national interests are not jeopardized the industrial licensing 
were abolished for all projects except for a short list of industries related to 
security and strategic concerns, hazardous chemicals and overriding 
environmental reasons and items of elitist consumption (list as in Annex. 
II). The industries unlisted for compulsory licensing include non-polluting 
and environmentally benign industrial pursuits '^*. Industrial zoning policy 
stated that in location other than cities of more than 1 million populations, 
there will be no requirement of obtaining industrial approvals from the 
central Government except for industries subject to compulsory licensing . 
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) decided to 
remove three more items from the list of 18 industries reserved for 
compulsory licensing such as motor cars, white goods refrigerators, 
washing machines and raw hides and skins and patent leather. The 
argument advanced with the growth of a large middle class, ranging 
between 100 to 120 million, the demand for white goods like washing 
machines, refrigerators, air conditioners etc. has been growing and these 
items are no longer viewed as luxury goods . In pursuance of the 
liberalization policy towards foreign investment, United Front Government 
in 1996 decided to include 16 categories of industries. The government, 
however, also added another list of nine industries for which automatic 
approval up to 74 per cent would be allowed. This includes mining services 
related to oil and gas fields services, basic metals and alloy industries, non-
conventional energy sources, manufacture of navigational, meteorological, 
geophysical and related instruments and apparatus, electric generation and 
transmission, construction and maintenance of roads, ropeways, ports, 
harbors, construction and maintenance of power plants . Such a drastic 
steps were taken obliterating the fact that most of these industries are 
engaged in ozone depleting substances and environment. 
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IV. NATIONAL WILDLIFE POLICY 
From the perspective of policy specification the wildlife policy in 
terms of National Wildlife Action Plan (NWAP) discerned strong 
tendencies of EIA principles. This becomes clear when we look at the 
broad agenda of Action Plan. It solemnly resolute that plan and policies 
should be based on network of protected areas such as national parks, 
sanctuaries and biosphere reserves, to cover representative samples of all 
major wildlife ecosystems and with adequate geographic distribution . 
Besides this restoration of degraded habitats of their natural state, 
rehabilitation of endangered and threatened species, protection of wildlife 
in multiple use, genetic continuity, management of botanical and 
zoological gardens, captive breeding programmes for threatened species of 
plants and animals, development of management systems for professional 
cadre of personnel, proper orientation to all development of research and 
monitoring scientific understanding of wildlife populations, wildlife 
education and interpretation, importance of wildlife to human betterment. 
All these EIA principles are to be realized by reviewing and updating of 
statutory provisions of wildlife regulating all forms of trade. This Action 
plan should also be used as a necessary input for formulation and adoption 
of National Conservation Strategy (NCS) for all living natural resources on 
the lines of the World Conservation Strategy (WCS) launched in 1980. It 
also reaffirms faith on the international environmental conventions to 
prevent the depletion of the wildlife resources and to provide protection to 
migratory species to draw a long term conservation ethos, scientific 
principles of evolution and genetics in the overall social and cultural 
context of the country^^. 
The objective of establishment a network of scientifically managed 
protected areas such as national parks, sanctuaries and biosphere reserves, 
to cover representative and viable samples of all significant biogeography 
sub-divisions within the country should have an adequate geographic 
distribution^^. The Priority of Action Plan envisages to projects established 
under biogeography classification for India on the basis of floral and faunal 
associations and review location, size, viability and quality of management 
of all existing protected areas by drawing up a list of locations. It was also 
thought desirable to bring under protected area status in order to rectify 
deficiencies in the representative ness of protected areas recommendations 
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for improvement of management of protected area units listed as presently 
poorly managed^'. 
The management of protected areas and habitat restoration should 
focus on the needs of the local people and ensuring their support and 
involvement to restore degraded habitats to their natural state by a 
professional cadre of personnel . In order to improve the management of 
protected areas, publication of manual and technical information 
compendium of management practices and techniques law enforcement 
mechanism, public education, provision for ensuring the long-term welfare 
and involvement of local people should be encouraged^''. This can be 
prioritized by finalizing a manual on the planning and preparation of 
management plans for various types of protected areas, such as national 
parks, sanctuaries and biosphere reserves. The manual should include 
instruction on the sitting, shape and size of the protected area and its 
relation to the surrounding region, the welfare and involvement of people 
living in and around the protected area, as well as the preparation of a 
detailed development programme based on well formulated objectives for 
the unit . 
Wildlife protection in multiple use areas such as production forest 
and pasture land also reflects detailed EIA principle . The Action Plan 
required to evolve prescriptions for the management of multiples use areas 
which provide for wildlife habitat needs and protection alongside the 
production of timber, fuel wood and other forest products; for example, by 
staggering plantations, leaving strips of natural forest and tightening anti-
poaching measures . It should also identify and prescribe appropriate 
management in the light for corridors essential to the movement of wildlife 
between protected areas and artificially isolated sub-sections of species 
populations. This will include migration routes of species such as elephants 
and "diffusion" corridors for tigers in areas where factors of habitat 
distribution are bringing them into conflict with man . Rehabilitation of 
endangered and threatened species strives to restore protected portions of 
their former habitats, in a manner which provides some reflection of their 
OQ 
distribution in recent historic times . This can be achieved by the 
assessment of degrees of threat, as a prelude to drawing up a list of 
endangered animal and plant species with recommendations for appropriate 
OQ 
rehabilitation measures . This requires the establishment of guidelines for 
assessing the degree of threat (status) to animal and plant species in India. 
Conducting appropriate enquiries and field surveys draw up lists of 
threatened species of animals and plants, indicating degree of threat 
according to the established guidelines . The captive breeding programmes 
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aims at propagation and breeding for plants and animals, for re-
introduction of threatened species to the wild and, where appropriate, 
utilize species which are plentiful^^ Action required by identifying design 
specific projects for each species^^. The goal of EI A can be achieved by 
promotion and support wildlife education and inteipretation aimed at a 
wider public appreciation of the importance of wildlife to human 
betterment to different target groups such as politicians, decision-makers 
and administrators, general public, including school and college students at 
all levels, and communities living in and around the wildlife areas to 
educate visitors to protected areas and zoological parks and botanical 
gardens '^*. 
Besides this development of research and monitoring facilities for 
scientific understanding of wildlife populations and habitats^^ and a deeper 
understanding of our wildlife ecosystems be rigorously tuned^ . This entails 
setting up a national committee on wildlife research to establish and 
regularly review research priorities, commission projects from suitable 
Government and non-government agencies, allocate financial assistance on 
both a project and individual fellowship basis, scrutinize independent 
research proposals and monitor implementation and the use of resulting 
data in improved wildlife management practices . This should go along 
with setting up a national data bank on wildlife ecosystems, an initial task 
of which will be to design a standard format and machinery for the broad-
scale monitoring of all wildlife ecosystems (including protected areas) in 
the country. Data collection methods for climate, hydrology, soils, 
vegetation factors, animal numbers, etc. should be designed so as to 
indicate long-term trends and give early warning of ecological imbalance, 
allowing corrective management action. Modem data storage and handling 
facilities will be essential and overseas expertise should be sought in the 
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provision, setting up and use of such equipment . 
To internalize the EIA principle into the Action Plan, fine turning of 
domestic legislation and international conventions summons urgency. This 
necessitates constant review and updating of statutory provisions providing 
protection to wildlife and regulating all forms of trade, so as to ensure their 
current effectiveness and participate in international conventions, designed 
to prevent the depletion of wildlife resources and to provide protection to 
migratory species^^. The major focus for Action Plan is to prepare and 
complete comprehensive legislation, including provision for wildlife and 
habitat protection, legal aspects of protected area management, compulsory 
assessment of environmental impacts for all development projects 
impinging on wildlife areas and trade in wildlife and regularly monitoring 
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provisions such as those of the wildhfe (Protection) Act, 1972 and 
undertake the implementation of international conventions, e.g. CITES in 
India . This should go along with the law reform such as purging 
loopholes and amending legislation and redesigning executive procedure. 
The research and development and legal reform to refurbish EIA of 
wildlife may pave the way for housing grand strategy at national level. The 
formulation and adoption of a NCS for all living natural resources on the 
Hnes of the (WCS) launched in 1980'°* appears quite germane and timely. 
In its penultimate analysis the Action Plan emphatically realized the needs 
of sensitization among legislators, political and administrative executives 
and technocrats to accept conservation and environmental imperatives as 
fundamental to their responsibilities through parliamentary and legislators 
environment forums and field visits and orientation camps'^^ for the 
promotion of EIA in India. 
V. NATIONAL WATER POLICY 
The National Water Policy (NWP), 1987 has been formulated in the 
back drop of sustainable development of water resources and over all 
environmental impact assessment of water resources of the country. The 
preambular assertion goes on to record that water is a prime natural 
resource, a basic human need and precious national asset'^ "*. The need for a 
national water policy was felt acutely on the ground that the water 
recourses are being depleted very rapidly. It has been estimated that out of 
the total precipitation of around 400 million-hectare metres in the country, 
the surface water availability is about 178 million-hectare metres. Out of 
this about 50% can be put to beneficial use because of topographical and 
other constraints. In addition there is a ground water potential of about 42 
million-hectare metres. Water has transnational EIA as it does not restrict 
to state boundaries. Not merely rivers but even underground aquifers often 
cut across state boundaries. Water as a resource is one and indivisible: 
rainfall, river waters, surface ponds and lakes and ground water are all part 
of one system, water is also a part of a larger ecological system and EIA 
cycle'^^. The severity EIA of water resource mainly stems from floods and 
drought affected areas of the country. According to the National 
Commission on Floods, the area susceptible to floods is around 10 million 
hectares. The approach to the management of drought and floods has to be 
coordinated and guided at the national level'°^. 
The wider environmental impact of water resources are surfaced 
case of multi-purpose projects as it involves a number of aspTects-and'.is^ H s^ 
such as environmental protection, rehabilitation of project affecte^'^eople 
and livestock, public health consequences of water impoundment, dam 
safety, etc. On these matters common approaches and guidelines are 
necessary. Moreover, certain problems and weaknesses have affected a 
large number of projects all over the country. There have been substantial 
time and cost overruns on projects. In some irrigation commands, problems 
of water-logging and soil salinity have emerged, leading to the degradation 
of good agricultural land. Above all are the complex problems of equity 
and social justice in regard to water distribution development and 
exploitation of the country's groundwater resources and judicious and 
scientific resource management and conservation . Another important 
aspect is enhancement of water quality. Improvements in existing strategies 
and the innovation of new techniques resting on a strong science and 
technology base will be needed to eliminate the pollution of surface and 
ground water resources, to improve water quality and to step up the 
recycling and re-use of water . As the country prepares itself to enter the 
21^' century, efforts to develop, conserve, utilize and manage this important 
resource have to be guided by national perspectives. 
The need for a national water policy is thus abundantly clear Water 
is a scarce and precious national resource to be planned developed and 
conserved as such and on an integrated and environmentally sound basis'°^. 
Under the policy the basic principle of a shared information system has 
been adequately addressed. The water resource planning requires 
standardized national information system having an integrating and 
strengthening the data base improving capabilities "°.To operationalize the 
principle of EIA a judicious strategy of utilization of water has been 
adopted. The water resources available to the country should be brought 
within the category of utilizable resources to the maximum possible extent. 
The resources should be conserved and the availability augmented by 
measures for maximizing retention and minimizing losses'". All individual 
developmental projects and proposals should be formulated by the State 
and considered within the framework of such an overall plan for a basin or 
sub-basin, so that the best possible combination of options can be made"^. 
Special multi-disciplinary units should be set up in each state to prepare 
comprehensive plans taking into account not only the needs of irrigation 
but also harmonizing various other water uses, so that the available water 
resources are determined and put to optimum use having regard to 
subsisting agreements or awards of Tribunals under relevant laws . 
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Water resource development projects should as far as possible be planned 
and developed as multipurpose projects. Such as drinking water irrigation, 
flood mitigation, hydro-electric power generation, navigation, pisciculture 
and recreation wherever possible"'*. 
The study of the impact of a project during construction and later on 
human lives, settlements occupations, economic and other aspects should 
be an essential component of project planning. In the planning"^, 
implementation and operation of projects, the preservation of the quality of 
environment and the ecological balance should be a primary consideration. 
The adverse impact, if any, on the environment should be minimized and 
should be off-set by adequate compensatory measures"^. There should be 
an integrated and multi-disciplinary approach to the planning formulation, 
clearance and implementation of projects, including catchments treatment 
and management, environmental and ecological aspects, the rehabilitation 
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of affected people and command area development . Special efforts 
should be made to investigate and formulate projects either in, or for the 
benefit of, areas inhabited by tribal or other specially disadvantaged groups 
such as scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. In other areas also, project 
planning should pay special attention to the needs of scheduled castes and 
scheduled tribes and other weaker sections . There should be a regular 
monitoring of structures and systems and necessary rehabilitation and 
modernization programmes should be undertaken"^. The environmental 
safety has also been addressed adequately. Proper organizational 
arrangements at the national and state levels for ensuring the safety of 
storage dams and other water-related structures should be under taken and 
continuous surveillance constant reviewed and periodically updated and 
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reformulated . There should be a periodical reassessment on a scientific 
basis of the ground water potential, taking into consideration the quality of 
the water available and economic viability . Exploitation of ground water 
resources social equity conjunctive use prevention ingress of sea water 
into sweet water aquifers'^ "*. The policy also calls for integration of water-
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use and land-use policies . The scarcity value of the resource to the users 
and to foster and motivation for economy in water-use . Economic 
development and activities including agricultural, industrial and urban 
development, should be planned with due regard to the constraints imposed 
1 97 
by the configuration of water availability and conservation 
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consciousness . 
The EIA of flood control has been taken care by developing sound 
watershed management, extensive soil conservation, catchments-area 
treatment, preservation of forests, and construction of check-dams. 
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Adequate flood-cushion and forecasting economic activity in thie flood 
plain zones minimize the loss of life and property on account of floods'^^. 
The erosion of land by the sea in coastal areas by river waters inland should 
be minimized by suitable cost-effective measures'^°. In planning water 
resource development drought-prone areas should be made vulnerable to 
drought-associated problems through soil-moisture conservation measures, 
water harvesting practices, the minimization of evaporation losses, the 
development of the ground water potential and the transfer of surface water 
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from surplus areas where feasible and appropriate . For effective and 
economical management of our water resources, the frontiers of 
knowledge need to be pushed forward in several directions by intensifying 
research efforts in areas of hydro-meteorology, assessment of water 
resources, groundwater hydrology and recharge, prevention of salinity 
ingress, water-harvesting, evaporation and seepage losses, economical 
designs for water resource projects, crops and cropping systems, 
sedimentation of reservoirs, the safety and longevity of water-related 
structures, river morphology and hydraulics, soils and material research, 
better water management practices and improvements in operational 
technology, recycling and re-use and use of sea water resources . In the 
post monitoring EIA strategy the water resource development planning 
should cover training in information systems, sectoral planning projects 
planning and formulation, project management, operation of projects and 
their physical structures and systems and the management of the water 
distributing systems to safeguard human and animal life, for mamtammg 
ecological balance and for economic and developmental activities . 
VI. NATIONAL FOREST POLICY 
The forest policies of India has undergone to complete 
metamorphosis in the wake of relentless pressures arising from ever-
increasing demand for fuel wood, fodder and timber; inadequacy of 
protection measures, diversion of forest lands to non-forest uses without 
ensuring compensatory afforestation and essential environmental 
safeguards , and the tendency to look upon forests as revenue eammg 
resource. The need to review and evolve, future, strategy of forest 
conservation preservation, maintenance, sustainable utilization, restoration, 
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and enhancement of the natural environment became sine quo non for 
The National Forest Policy, 1988 heavily premised on the objectives 
of EIA and sustainable forestry. A perusal of the notable objectives reflects 
different facets of EIA principles. It follows as under: 
• Maintenance of environmental stability through preservation 
and restoration of the ecological balance that has been 
adversely disturbed by serious depletion of the forests of the 
country. 
• Conserving the natural heritage of the country by preserving 
the remaining natural forests with the vast variety of flora and 
fauna, which represent the remarkable biological diversity and 
genetic resources of the country? 
• Checking soil erosion and denudation in the catchments areas 
of rivers, lakes, reservoirs in the interest of soil and water 
conservation, for mitigating floods and droughts and for the 
retardation of siltation of reservoirs. 
• Checking the extension of sand-dunes in the desert areas of 
Rajasthan and along the coastal tracts. 
• Increasing substantially the forest/tree cover in the country 
through massive afforestation and social forestry programmes, 
especially on all denuded degraded and unproductive lands. 
• Meeting the requirements of fuel wood, fodder, minor forest 
produce and small timber of the rural and tribal populations. 
• Increasing the productivity of forests to meet essential national 
needs. 
• Encouraging efficient utilization of forest produce and 
maximizing substitution of wood. 
• Creating a massive people's movement with the involvement 
of women, for achieving these objectives and to minimize 
pressure on existing forests . 
The principal aim of Forest Policy is to ensure environmental 
stability and maintenance of ecological balance including atmospheric 
equilibrium which are vital for sustenance of all life forms, human animal 
and plant and E I A ' ^ 1 
The EIA Principles are recognized in the essentiality of forest 
management. It entails that forest lands should be fully protected and their 
productivity be improved. The forest and vegetal cover should be increased 
rapidly on hill slopes, in catchments areas of rivers, lakes and reservoirs 
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and ocean shores and on semi-arid arid and desert tracts. For the 
conservation of biological diversity, the network of national parks, 
sanctuaries, biosphere reserves and other protected are should be 
strengthened and extended adequately'^^. The actualization of EIA 
principles under the policy requires the strategy of one-third of the total 
land area of the country under forest or tree cover'''^, massive programme 
of afforestation and tree planting, with particular all degraded and denuded 
lands''*' green belt in urban and industrial areas''*^ and village and 
community lands. For this purpose land laws should be so modified 
wherever to facilitate and motivate individuals and institutions to undertake 
tree-faraiing and grow fodder plants, grasses and legumes on their own 
land degraded lands should be made available for this on lease or rules and 
land ceiling laws . In order to meet the growing needs for essential goods 
and services productivity of the forests undertaken by specialists in 
ecology, forestry and agriculture with prior assessment of adverse impact 
on native vegetation and environment .^ The rights and concession, of 
grazing customary rights and concessions in forest areas of tribal should be 
fully protected and would be determined by the carrying capacity on the 
forests''*'' It should be relieved the existing pressure demands of railway 
sleeper's construction industry furniture and paneling mine-pit props, paper 
and paper board etc'^^ To minimize EIA the forest land or land with tree 
cover should not be treated merely as a resource readily available to be 
utilized for various projects and programmes, but as a national asset which 
requires to be properly safeguarded for providing sustained benefits to the 
entire community. Diversion of forest land for any non-forest purpose 
should be subject to the most careful examinations by specialists from the 
standpoint of social and environmental costs and benefits. Construction of 
dams and reservoirs, mining and industrial development and expansion of 
agriculture should be consistent with the needs for conservation of trees 
and forests. Projects which involve such diversion should at least provide 
in their investment budget, funds for regeneration and compensatory 
afforestation'"* .^ To ward off social impact and having regard to the 
symbiotic relationship between the tribal people and forests, a primary task 
of all agencies responsible for forest management including the forest 
development corporations should be to associate the tribal people closely in 
the protection, regeneration and development of forests as well as to 
provide gainful employment to people living in and around the forest. 
In order to put and end to the commercialization of forest the 
contractors should be replaced by institutions such as tribal cooperatives, 
labour cooperatives government corporations, etc. as early as possible''*^. 
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To mitigate the adverse EIA maintenance of ecological balance'^^ forestry 
education and research should be given special attention for the 
productivity of wood revegetation of barren, marginal, waste, mined lands, 
watershed effective conservation, management of existing forest resources, 
social forestry for rural and tribal development of substitutes to replace 
wood, wildlife and management of national parks and sanctuaries'^'^. 
However, inadequacy of data regarding forest resources is matter of 
concern and creates a false sense of complacency and priority needs are 
being lost. For this purpose, periodical collection, collation and publication 
of reliable data on relevant aspects as forest management needs to be 
improved with recourse to modem technology and equipment'^^ 
Appropriate legislation should be undertaken, supported by adequate 
infrastructure, at the centre and state levels in order to implement the 
Policy effectively'^''. 
VII. MAN AND BIO-SPHERE PROGRAMME 
Bio-sphere programme initiated by UNESCO under Man and Bio-
sphere programme'^^ (MAB) aimed at providing in natural conditions, long 
term conservation of plants, animals and micro-organism, self perpetuation, 
and unhindered evolution of the living resources'^^. To achieve this 
objective Indian MAB programme identified twelve bio-geographic 
regions'^^. The enforcement agency for the implementation of the 
programme is the central government which will check local pressure and 
maintain scientific management practices . The Department of 
Environment (DoE) has been recognized as the nodal agency through 
which scientific enquiry, mapping of bio geographic regions, intensive 
floral, faunal and environment impact assessment studies should be 
undertaken. The National Eco-Development Board (NEDB), catalyses the 
eco-development activities'^^. To undertake massive EIA, it is felt that it 
would be better to formulate a new legislation specifically for bio-sphere 
reserves. In due course as experience is gained and the focus gets clearer 
particularly with respect to the respective roles of the central and state 
governments, the enactment of new legislation for the bio-sphere reserves 
could be considered and worked out'^°. It also backed research for fully 
utilizing the benefits of EIA of Bio-Sphere Reserve by envisaging 
following major component of EIA. 
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• Baseline Data Collection: Base line data collection for preparation of 
inventory of a biotic and biotic components of the Biosphere 
Reserves areas, collections of information on meteorology, land use 
practices distribution and status of key species as well as endemic, 
rare and threatened species, socio-economic survey regarding the 
local population their occupations and needs, etc. 
• Monitoring Research: Monitoring Research to concentrate on 
climatologically measurements, soil, water, and air pollution studies, 
productivity, phonology, population dynamics of selected animal and 
plant species, energy and raw materials flow, demography of human 
population, patterns of human utilization of wild plants and animals 
for food, fodder, drugs, construction of shelter, etc. 
• Manipulation research: Manipulation Research to investigate the 
effects of various kinds and degrees of human use and 
interferences'^'. 
• Restoration research: Restoration research designed to study ways of 
rehabilitating degraded eco-systems of restoring climax where 
disappeared'^^. 
VIII. POLICY STATEMENT FOR 
ABATEMENT OF POLLUTION, 1992 
EIA has been recognized under the Policy Statement on Abatement 
of pollution'^ •^ as it seek to define long term objectives by adopting mix of 
instruments in the form of legislation and regulation, fiscal incentives, 
voluntary agreements educational programmes and information 
campaigns'^''. It realizes the problem of environmental poUution'^ ^ water 
deterioration, ambient air and water quality, '^  hazardous chemical 
wastes . Human activities and population growth. The depletion of 
forests has been accompanied by increasing amount of pollution affecting 
atmosphere, soil and water. The Policy Statement seeks to ensure policies 
for every sector on a set of principles that harmonize economic 
development and environmental imperatives'^^. EIA has been recognized 
as one of the important instrument when it maintains that a comprehensive 
approach is required to integrate environmental economic aspects in 
development planning. The stress is also laid on preventive aspects for 
pollution abatement and promotion of technological inputs to reduce 
industrial pollutants and reliance upon public cooperation in securing a 
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clean environment'^°. The ultimate object is to integrate environmental 
considerations into decision making at all levels by proceeding towards 
prevention of pollution at source, application of the best practicable and 
technical solutions, polluter pays for pollution control arrangements, 
protection of polluted areas and river stretches and involvement the public 
in decision making . In critically polluted areas concentration of 
pollutants is to be minimizing to promote EIA. Strategies should target for 
compliance of location specific standards for stringent environmental 
quality objectives including waste generators waste buyers and waste 
disposal setting up of industrial estates, avoidance of clusters of small 
industrial units in rural areas infrastructure with inadequate . There has 
been a steady increase in waste water produced from urban communities 
and industries having deleterious impact on environment. Generally, these 
waters are discharged into lagoons or dumped on low lying areas without 
any pre-treatment, thereby creating sewage pools, contaminating ground 
waters, salinizing good quality lands around cities, acting as a source of 
foul smell and breeding grounds for mosquitoes and other pathogens. Since 
conventional treatment plants are costly and beyond the financial means of 
many small towns the simple EIA technique should be socially 
acceptable'^ '* Biological waste water treatment on land should be adopted 
by using suitable vegetative cover and resource recovery technologies. 
Mining operations will not ordinarily be taken up in ecologically fragile 
areas. Every mining project shall be accompanied by a mining plan, 
including an environmental management plan and time bound reclamation 
programme for controlling the environmental damage and for restoration of 
mined areas''^. To actualize the objective of EIA concentration of 
pollutants in effluents and emissions standards be revised to lay down 
mass-based standards, to encourage the minimization of waste, promote 
recycling and reuse of materials, as well as conservation of natural 
resources, particularly water. Since the standards will be source related, 
there is an urgent need for instrument for technological upgradation . To 
act against potential problems in the future, new units will have to conform 
to stricter standards select technologies that produce low. quantities of 
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wastes and recyclable waste products . These standards will not merely 
be a regulatory tool, but will be mechanism to promote technological up 
gradation to prevent pollution, conserve resources and regulate waste. For 
this purpose, codes of practice and guidelines will be evolved for specific 
processes'^^. The environmental effects, form production to disposal of 
products that are hazardous and toxic will be taken into account in the 
regulations. Chemicals will be reviewed according to the level of risk, and 
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where safer alternatives have become available, restrictions will be 
imposed. Regulations for liability and compensation for damages will 
supplement standards, to promote greater care and caution, particularly, in 
the management of hazardous waste and remedial action in case of 
contamination of soil and ground water'''^. Since policy making, legislation 
and law enforcement increases difficulties in enforcement appropriate law 
reform should be undertaken for EIA to incorporate and eliminate clashes 
with environmental criteria. Moreover traditional instruments for 
monitoring of compliance and investigation of offences are becoming over-
burdened. An integrated overview and organizational structure for 
decentralized environment impact assessments and environmental law 
enforcement based on cooperation with local authorities will be sought'^°. 
While pollution from specific sources including towns and industries has 
been addressed, non-point pollution from run-off of agricultural inputs such 
as pesticides, insecticides, fertilizers, etc. has not been dealt with. The 
adverse impact is not only felt in our water bodies, but even sub-soil water 
resources and would affect the health of human beings. The EIA for 
pesticides use, including the introduction of environmentally acceptable 
pesticides, bio-pesticides and non-persistent bio-degradable ones, and 
integrated pest management together with the phasing out of the proven 
harmful toxic and persistent ones, would be formulated in collaboration 
with the concerned ministries and infrastructure organizations for effective 
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iiifiplementation . This should be backed by environmental auditing and 
procedure. An environmental statement be introduced in local bodies, 
statutory authorities and public limited companies to evaluate the effect of 
their policies, operations and activities on the environment, particularly, 
compliance with standards and the generation and recycling of waste. An 
annual statement will help in identifying and focusing attention on areas of 
concern, practices that need to be changed and plans to deal with adverse 
effects . Authoritative statistical data on the environment is vital for 
developmental decision making. Resource accounting will be used to give 
an idea how economic policies are affecting the environment. Current 
economic accounts are concerned mainly with the volume of economic 
activity; they ignore expenditures to protect the environment and encourage 
inefficient use of resources. The collection and integration of 
environmental, economic and health data will be done to determine the 
status and to develop a concise set of environmental indicators for 
monitoring the effects of pollution information and access to the public . 
One of the important elements of EIA is public partnership which augurs 
informed choices and environmental risks, economic and health dangers of 
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resource degradation and the real cost of natural resources. Affected 
citizens and non-governmental organizations should be given a role in 
environmental monitoring, supplementing of regulatory system and 
commitments and vigilance'^''. Taken as a whole the Policy Statement on 
Abatement of Pollution is highly progressive sounding in giving effect to 
broad principles of EIA in India. Since the responsibility for abatement of 
pollution is not a duty of the Government alone there is urgent need to 
forge an effective partnership with society as a whole to promote safe and 
environmentally appropriate environment in our country'^^. 
IX. POLICY STATEMENT ON 
ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, 1992 
The Policy Statement on Environment and Development is deeply 
embedded into the principle of sustainable development and EIA . The 
Policy Statement maintains that EIA conjures social and economic 
betterment that satisfies the needs and values of all interest groups without 
foreclosing fixture options. To this end, we must ensure that the demand on 
the environment from which we derive our sustenance, does not exceed to 
its carrying capacity for the present as well as future generations . Falling 
in line with the right-duty discourses of constitution the National 
Conservation Strategy and the Policy Statement are in response to the need 
for laying down the guidelines that will help to weave environmental 
considerations into the fabric of our national life and development process. 
It is an expression of our commitment for reorienting policies and action in 
unison with the environmental perspective . It identified the 
environmental problems and impacts from the stand points of those arising 
as negative effects of the very process of development and conditions of 
poverty and under development. The first category has to do with the 
impact of efforts to achieve rapid economic growth and development and 
continuing pressures of demand generated by those sections of society who 
are economically more advanced and impose great strains on the supply of 
natural resources. Poorly planned developmental projects are also often 
environmentally destructive. The second category has to do with the impact 
on the health and integrity of our natural resources (land, soil, water, 
forests, wildlife, etc.) as a result of poverty and the inadequate availability, 
for a large section of our population, of the means to fulfill basic human 
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needs (food, fuel, shelter, employment, etc.). Needless to say, the two 
problems are interrelated'^^. Population is a major source of environmental 
degradation when it exceeds the threshold limits of the support systems. 
Unless the relationship between the multiplying population and life support 
systems can be stabilized, development programmes, however innovative, 
are not likely to yield the desired results. It is possible to expand the 
carrying capacity through technological advances and spatial distribution. 
But neither of these can support unlimited population growth'^°. As a 
natural sequel to adverse EIA, over 250 million children, women and men 
suffer from under nutrition alarming a food insecurity' '. The declining 
growth in domesticated animal population, loss of grasslands and pastures 
have created livelihood insecurity of and depletion of land and water based 
occupations such as crop and animal husbandry, forestry and fisheries . 
The dwindling state of forest is leading to the extinction of plant, animal 
and microbial species. 1,500 plant and animal species are in the endangered 
category, biological impoverishment, and gene erosion . Our unique 
wetlands, rich in aquatic and bird life, providing food and shelter as also 
the breeding and spawning ground for the marine and fresh water fishes, 
are facing problems of pollution and over exploitation. Coastal vegetation 
including mangroves and sea grasses is getting denuded . Coral reefs are 
the most productive marine eco-systems and provide habitat for diverse 
flora and fauna are adversely affected by indiscriminate exploitation of 
coral for production of lime, recreational use and for ornamental trade'^^. 
Global atmospheric changes resulting in altered temperature and 
precipitation and rising ocean levels, and coastal environmental 
degradation may lead to periodic floods, incursion of salt water, melting of 
glaciers and river flooding . 
It is difficult to clearly delineate the causes and consequences of 
environmental degradation and EIA in terms of simple one to one 
relationships. The causes and effects are often interwoven in complex webs 
of social, technological and environmental factors. Viewed in this light, it 
becomes clear that a concern for the environment is essentially a desire to 
see that national development proceeds along rational, sustainable lines by 
complying the principle of EIA . In recognition of the felt need for 
environmental protection, various regulatory and promotional measures 
have been taken in our country to protect the adverse EIA. Besides the 
proliferation and sophistication of environmental laws such as the Wildlife 
(Protection) Act, 1972; (Amended in 1983, 1986 and 1991). Water 
(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974; (Amended in 1988). 
Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Cess Act, 1977; (Amended in 
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1991. Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980; (Amended in 1988). Air 
(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981; (Amended in 1988). 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986; Motor Vehicle Act, 1938; (Amended 
in 1988). Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 and Notification on Coastal 
Regulation Zone, 1991 
The constitutional rehabilitation and support of Ministry of 
Environment & Forests in 1985, Department of Science and Technology, 
Department of Agriculture (MoEF), Department of Biotechnology, 
Department of Ocean Development, Department of Space, Department of 
Non-Conventional Energy Sources, Energy Management Centre, Council 
of Scientific and Industrial Research. 
Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) and State Pollution Control 
Boards (SPCB), Central Forestry Board. Indian Council of Forestry 
Research and Education with Forest Survey of India (FSI) and the Wildlife 
Institute of India, Botanical Survey of India (BSI) and Zoological Survey 
of India (ZSI). National Land use and Wasteland Development Council. 
National Wastelands Development Board. Indian Board of Wildlife. 
National Museum of Natural History, Centre for Environmental Education, 
Institute for Himalayan Environment and Development and Centers of 
Excellence in specialized subject has broad based the conspectus of EIA .^ 
Besides the institutional support, the series of preventive and controlling 
mechanism of pollution has internalized the EIA. Water and air quality 
monitoring stations in selected areas use based zoning and classification of 
major rivers notification and enforcement of standards for polluting 
industries through the Central and State Pollution Control Boards, rules for 
manufacture, storage, transportation and disposal of hazardous substances 
on site and off-site emergency plans for preparedness against chemical 
accidents fiscal incentives for installation of pollution control devices, 
Ganga Action Plan to prevent and identification of critically polluted areas 
and of highly polluting industries are some of notable measures . In order 
to do away the in congruencies in the policy ream to promote EIA a new 
Forest Policy in 1988 with the principal aim of ensuring ecological balance 
through conservation of biological diversity, soil and water management, 
increase of tree cover, meeting the requirements of the rural and tribal 
population, increase in the productivity, efficient utilization of forest 
produce, substitution of wood and people's involvement for achieving 
these objectives has been adopted . Beside this the setting up of the 
National Wastelands Board to guide and oversee the wastelands 
development programme by adopting a mission approach for enlisting 
people's participation, harnessing the inputs of science and technology and 
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achieving inter-disciplinary coordination in programme planning the 
implementation. Formulation of National Wildlife Action Plan, 
establishment of national parks and sanctuaries covering eco-development 
plans for sanctuaries and national parks, identification of bio-geographical 
zones in the country for establishing a network of protected areas including 
seven biosphere reserves set up so far. Management plans for identified 
wetlands, mangrove areas and coral reefs and formulation of a National 
River Action Plan are commendable steps towards a better EIA regime^^ .^ 
Land and soil surveys by the All India Soil and land-use Survey 
Organization, treatment of catchments in selected river valley projects and 
integrated watershed management projects in catchments of flood prone 
rivers, assistance to States to control shifting cultivation reclamation and 
development of ravine areas. Drought prone areas programme desert 
development programme are in tune with EIA principle . Establishment 
of procedures for environmental impact assessment and clearance with 
regard to selected types of projects requiring diversion of forests for non-
forest purposes under the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 and formulation 
of Environmental Guidelines for Projects in various sectors are the core 
EIA strategies under the policy^°'*. The impressive display of EIA passion 
in the Policy Statement do not leave room for complacency but enjoins for 
the formulation of agenda for action sustainable and equitable use of 
resources, prevention and control of future deterioration of land, water and 
air restoration of ecologically degraded areas environmental improvement 
in our rural and urban settlements, conservation of natural and man-made 
heritage, minimization of their adverse environmental consequences, 
productivity of coastal areas and marine eco-systems, biological diversity, 
gene pool and other resources through environmentally sustainable 
development and management of eco-systems, island eco-systems, and 
protection of the scenic landscapes areas of geo-chronological significance, 
unique and representative biomes and eco-systems and wildlife habitats, 
heritages sites structures and areas of cultural heritage importance . At 
this juncture the policy makes a quantum leap in recommending EIA as an 
instrument of action. To actualize the stated agenda the instrument for 
action should include comprehension of environmental impact assessment 
of all development projects right from the planning stage and integrate it 
with their cost benefit considerations. Appropriate costs of environmental 
safeguards and regeneration would continue to form an integral part of the 
projects. To ensure that all projects above a certain size and in certain 
ecologically sensitive areas should require compulsory prior environmental 
clearance to incorporate environmental safeguards and protection 
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measures, in policies, planning, site selection, choice of technology and 
implementation of development projects like agriculture, water resource 
development, industry, mineral extraction and processing, energy, forestry, 
transport and human settlements. It should encourage research 
development and adoption of environmentally compatible technologies, 
and to promote application of the modern tools of science and technology 
for conservation, bridging of large gaps in supply and demand as well as 
control and monitoring of natural resources. One of the desired goals 
ensures participation of people in programmes for environmental 
improvement and for integrating the environmental concerns in planning 
and to create environmental consciousness through education and mass 
awareness programmes. Moderation of process of demand unleashed by the 
developmental process recycling waste materials, conservation of energy, 
and natural resources moderations in life styles consistent with 
sustainability and human dignity are other compatible provisions of EIA. 
The serious attempt must be directed to create organizational structures and 
a pool of professional manpower for effective implementation of 
environmental laws and regulations . The priorities and strategies for 
action blend series of measure such as land and water management, 
population control, prevention of atmospheric pollution conservation of 
biodiversity and biomass . To minimize the adverse EIA development 
programmes to improve the living conditions, action must be directed 
towards stabilization of population including a time bound national 
campaign for population stabilization female education, female 
employment, social security, family planning and health care facilities, 
incentives in terms of taxation, environmental sanitation, prevention and 
control of communicable diseases through integrated vector control and 
health education, and adoption of decentralized renewable energy devices 
for enhancement of quality of life in and conservation of natural 
resources . An integrated land and water management approach is 
extremely important to sustain the food production, animal husbandry and 
other activities. The steps to be taken for sustainable use of land and water 
should include classification, zoning and apportionment of land for 
designated uses such as agriculture, forestry, grassland, green areas, 
industrial activities, catchments areas and watersheds and human 
settlements based on assessment of their capabilities and environmental 
considerations. Enactment of laws for appropriate land uses to protect the 
soil from erosion, pollution and degradation, protection of land near water 
bodies and prevention of construction thereupon, measures to ensure 
equitable access to and responsibility for sustainable use of land and water 
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resources, micro-level planning to develop appropriate methodology and 
implementation of action plan by involving the people at the village level 
in social forestry programmes land-use planning, afforestation, 
countrywide campaign to minimize soil and run-off losses by carrying out 
extensive works like contour trenching contour bounding, terracing 
construction of small storages catchments treatment and protection of the 
vegetal cover in the catchments and power road and agricultural projects 
are to be careftilly drafted. Restoration and reclamation of degraded areas 
preventing wind erosion by undertaking special development of suitable 
agro-silvipastoral techniques, building up a network for assessment and 
monitoring of soil and water, measures for water conservation, recycling 
and optimal conjunctive use of surface and ground water for specific uses, 
conservation of wetlands for ensuring sustainable ecological and economic 
benefits. Encouragement to and improvement in traditional methods of rain 
water, stringent measures for prevention and control of pollution due to 
indiscriminate disposal of solid wastes, effluents and hazardous substances. 
Control and abatement of pollution of water bodies from municipal and 
industrial classification, zoning and regulations for maintaining the quality 
of the water bodies to protect and enhance their capabilities to support the 
various designated uses and adoption of low cost sanitation technology for 
prevention and control in water courses^ . For prevention and control of 
atmospheric pollution including noise pollution thrust will be on use of 
clean fuels and clean technologies, energy efficient devices and air and 
noise pollution control systems. Setting up of source specific and area wise 
air quality standards and time bound plans to prevent and control pollution. 
Proper location of projects to minimize the adverse impact on people and 
environment, incentives for environmentally benign substitutes, 
technologies and energy conservation, rising of green bells with pollution 
tolerant species, developing coping mechanisms for future climatic changes 
as a result of increased emission of carbon dioxide and greenhouse gases, 
and appropriate action to control adverse impact on Indian continent due to 
ozone depletion and other gaseous effects in the atmosphere at global 
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level . The EI A is also perceived in the context of India's biological 
diversity which needs to be preserved for saving the endangered plant and 
animal species as well as habitats of biological resources. Action for 
conservation must be directed to intensification of surveys and inventory of 
biological resources in different parts of the country including the island 
ecosystems. Conservation of bio-diversity through a network of protected 
areas including biosphere reserves, marine reserves, national parks, 
sanctuaries, gene conservation centers, wetlands, coral reefs and such other 
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natural habitats of biodiversity. Full rehabilitation of rural, poor, and tribal 
displaced due to creation of national parks and biosphere reserves. Equally 
important for the promotion of EIA are the measures of conservation of 
micro-fauna and micro-flora which help in reclamation of wastelands and 
revival of biological potential of the land, protection and sustainable use of 
plant and animal genetic resources through appropriate laws and practices, 
protection of domesticated species and varieties of plants and animals in 
order to conserve indigenous genetic diversity, maintenance of corridors 
between national parks, sanctuaries, forests and other protected areas, 
emulation and support for protecting traditional skills and knowledge for 
conservation, development of methodologies of multiply, breed and 
conserve the threatened and endangered species through modern techniques 
of tissue culture and bio-technology, discouragement of monoculture and 
plantation of dominating and exotic species, in areas unsuited for them and 
without sufficient experimentation and restriction on introduction of exotic 
species of animals without adequate investigations . 
Implementation of the aims and objectives of sustainable 
development and EIA will require integration and internalization of 
environmental considerations in the policies and programmes of 
development in various sectors and curtailment of consumerism and shift 
towards use of environment friendly products and processes. The 
regulatory mechanism for waste generating technologies through conscious 
efforts and appropriate economic policies including pricing of natural 
resources as well as fiscal incentives and disincentives will also be the 
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guiding factors for ensuring conservation and sustainable development . 
Environmental considerations should be integrated while 
encouraging industrial growth. The action plant in this regard should 
include a mix of promotional and regulatory steps such as incentives for 
environmentally clean technologies, recycling and reuse of wastes and 
conservation of natural resource. Operationalisation of polluter pays 
principle by introducing effluent tax, resource cess for industry and 
implementation of standards based on resource consumption and 
production capacity and fiscal incentives to small scale industries for 
pollution control and for reduction of wastes. While deciding upon sites, 
priority should be given to compatible industries so that to the extent 
possible, wastes from one could be used as raw material for the other, and 
thus the net pollution load is minimized. Collective installation and 
operation of common effluent treatment facilities should be under taken. 
Introduction of environmental audit and reports to focus on environment 
related policies, operations and activities in industrial concerns with 
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specific reference to pollution control and waste management should be 
complied with dissemination of information for public awareness on 
environmental safety aspects. Stringent measures are to be adopted for 
safety of workers and general population against hazardous substances and 
processes and preparation of on site off-site emergency plans for districts in 
which hazardous units are located are to be carried extensive emergency 
plans for hazardous industries. Setting up of environment cells in industries 
for implementing EIA, BMP and compliance of environmental laws 
internalization of environmental safeguards as integral component of the 
total project cost should be mandatory and rigorously followed^'^. 
Implementation of the aims and objectives of environmental policy 
will need support policies and systems for filling up of the gaps in the 
existing institutional set up, legislative instruments and enforcement 
mechanism, research and development, mobilization of financial resources, 
creation of public awareness and training of professionals '^"*. Existing laws 
and enforcement mechanisms should be subjected to periodic review to 
evaluate their adequacy and efficacy in the light EIA principle^'^ It will be 
necessary to consider how economic policies affect the quality and 
productivity of environmental resources. This will require a system of 
resource accounting along with the other exercises of cost benefit 
analyses . In essence, indicators of growth such as GNP and GDP should 
include a measure of depletion cost and value judgments in terms of 
environmental resources. It will require instruments and expertise for 
evaluation and conscious trade-offs, where unavoidable to meet the 
legitimate development needs^'^. The government will prepare, each year, a 
natural resources budget which will reflect the state and availability of 
resources like land, forests, water etc. and which will rationally allocate 
these resources in keeping with the principles of sustainable development 
and EIA . While implementing the projects in various sectors, social 
dimensions of EIA should be carefially studied and conscious efforts be 
made to avoid displacement of local people. Where it is unavoidable, 
necessary measures should be taken to ensure their rehabilitation by 
providing suitable facilities''^. The Government will formulate a 
comprehensive national rehabilitation policy which, apart from other 
things, ensures that the ousters are economically better off than before and 
above poverty line as a result of their rehabilitation . Environmental 
information centers should be set up at the district level to generate 
knowledge regarding traditional and indigenous management practices and 
local people and NGOs at the district level should be involved in the 
management and dissemination of the environmental information'^'. 
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X. MINERAL POLICY 
The mineral policy of the government since its inception was based 
on the assumption that mineral wealth of the country was a natural resource 
limited and non-renewal able. Moreover the mineral resources were 
required for developmental and strategic needs of the country. Under these 
circumstances their exploitation should strike a balance between the 
immediate needs of the present generation and those of the further 
generation and the exploitation of mineral should satisfy the requirements 
of conservation and environment . The mineral policies promulgated by 
the government have been broadly successful in keeping strict control over 
extraction and export. However, the policy guidelines have under gone to 
basic changes in the wake of liberalization of economy. The management 
of mineral resources was thought to be closely integrated with the overall 
strategy of development and downsizing of governmental control from the 
mineral sector. The Mineral Policy, 1993 besides including EI A has been 
formulated to develop national and strategic considerations in broader 
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frame work of sustamable development . 
The National Mineral Policy, 1993 in principles admits that minerals 
are valuable infinite and non-renewable natural resources and requires an 
994 integrated strategy of development . Keeping in view the present and 
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future needs of defense and development of country , the major 
constituents of the Policy are mineral exploration in the sea-bed, 
development of proper inventory, proper linkage between exploitation of 
mineral and development of mineral industry, preference to members of 
scheduled tribes for development of small deposits in scheduled areas, 
protection of forest, environment and ecology, enforcement of mining plan, 
adoption of proper mining methods, optimum utilization of minerals, 
exports of minerals in value added form and recycling of metallic scrap and 
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mineral waste . The legal policy for management of mineral resources 
favors federal scheme of distribution of power between central and state 
Government (Entry 54 of Union List and Entry 23 of state list of seventh 
schedule of Indian Constitution). The Mines and Mineral (Regulation and 
Development) Act, 1957 lays down the legal frame work for regulation of 
mines and development of all minerals other than petroleum and natural 
gas. The central governments have formed the Mineral Conservation and 
Development Rule, 1988 for conservation and systematic development of 
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minerals. These are applicable to all minerals except coal, atomic minerals 
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and minor mmerals . The Central Government in consultation with the 
State Government is enjoined to formulate the legal measures for the 
regulation of mines and development of mineral resources to ensure basic 
uniformity in mineral administration and to ensure that the development of 
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mineral resources keeps the national policy goals . The basic objectives 
of the mineral policy inter alia include minimization of adverse impact and 
effects of mineral development on the forest, environment and ecology. 
Through appropriate protective measures and assurance to safety and 
health of all concemed^^^, the strategy charted out for mineral development 
takes into account the protection of environment health and safety and 
rehabilitation of project affected people (PAP) . The incorporation of 
EIA principle discerned when it resolute that exploitation of mineral 
resources has to be done keeping in view not only the present but the long 
term needs. An optional depletion rate shall be worked out in respect of 
each mineral, keeping in view the domestic and global resource position, 
the international market situation and the needs for stable and sustained 
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economic development . The best available mineral resources shall be 
ensured by adopting effective measures for conservation and beneficiation 
recovery of associated minerals and latter by efficient processing of 
minerals. To ward off the adverse EIA there shall be adequate and effective 
legal and institutional frame work and commitment to prevent sub-optimal 
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and unscientific mining! . A direct recognition of EIA principle finds a 
mention when it envisages that conservation of minerals shall be construed 
not in the restrictive sense of abstinence from consumption or preservation 
for future use, but a positive concept leading to augmentation of resource 
base through improvement in mining methods, beneficiations and 
utilization of low grade ore and rejects, recovery of associated minerals, 
reduction in the requirement of mineral per unit of material out put . To 
operationalise the EIA strategy for mining development and mineral 
conservation the rule and regulation will be on sound scientific basis, with 
the regulatory agencies closely interacting with R & D organization 
scientific and professional bodies^ '^'. As an important conservation 
measure, recycling of metallic scrap like steel, copper, aluminum, zinc, 
lead, etc. shall be encouraged and facilitated by fixation of appropriate 
standards for classification and grading of scrap and adoption of fiscal 
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measures . 
The basic thrust and precept of EIA are outlined when it tries to 
establish mining environment nexus. Since extraction and development of 
minerals are closely interlinked with other natural resources like land, 
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water, air and forest there is an urgent need for rational choice of utiHzation 
of the resources especially in ecologically fragile area and biologically rich 
areas. It is necessary to take comprehensive view of land use planning, 
needs of development, as well as the need for protecting environment and 
ecology to facilitate and ensure a sustainable development of mineral 
resources^^^. It was realized that mining activity often leads to adverse 
environmental impact such as land degradation particularly in open cast 
mining, land subsidence in underground mining, deforestation atmospheric 
pollution, pollution of rivers and streams, disposal of solid wastes etc. 
affecting the ecological balance of the area. The Policy entails prevention 
and mitigation of adverse environmental effects due to mining and 
processing of minerals and repairing and renegotiation of the affected 
forest areas and land covered by trees in accordance with the prescribed 
norms and established forestry practices shall form integrant part of mine 
development strategy in every instance . Mining operations shall not 
ordinarily be taken up in identified ecologically fragile and biologically 
rich areas. Strip mining in forest areas should as far as possible be avoided 
and it should be permitted only when accompanied with comprehensive 
time bound reclamation programme. No mining lease would be granted to 
any party, private or public, without a proper mining plan including EMP 
approved and enforced by statutory authorities. The EMP should 
adequately provide for controlling environmental damage, restoration of 
mined areas and for planting of trees according to prescribed norms. As far 
as possible, reclamation and a forestation will proceed concurrently with 
mineral extraction. The effort would be made to content old disused mining 
sites into forests and other appropriate forms of land use . The national 
mineral policy of 1993 makes a radical departure from the long standing 
policy of allowing domestic and foreign enterprise to invest in mineral 
extraction and export. However, two serious damages in privatization of 
mineral exploitation and damage to long term national interests, adverse 
impact on the environment. The private sector has till now not a paid an 
adequate attention towards EIA . 
XI. NATIONAL AGRICULTURE POLICY 
Agriculture is one of the important components of environmental 
policies in India to promote EIA and sustainable development. The 
agriculture sector sustained the livelihood of about 79% of Indian 
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population but the conditions of the farming community have not improved 
significantly '^* .^ The government realized that the land and labour are 
amongst the most valuable national assets and their prosperity shapes the 
ecological security, it has not formulated any concrete policy since last four 
decades '^*'. The Draft Agriculture Policy Resolution prioritizes the 
objective of a vibrant agricultural economy for a better life for the farm 
community and efficient institutional structure to ftilfiU the goal of 
economic efficiency, employment, export equity and ecological 
conservation . The draft policy also realized the adverse EIA of the 
agriculture. It maintains candidly that there are signs of large scale 
ecological degradation of national resource base, in the shape of 
deforestation, depletion of water tables and destruction of top soiP''^ The 
basic objective outlined under draft policy include achievement of 
substantial growth in agricultural production, promotion of efficient 
management of land and water, availability of profitable technology, 
extension service, input support, incentive price, strengthening of 
infrastructural and institutional support, incentive price policies, land 
reform policies, processing of agricultural product and export of 
agricultural commodities '^*''. It also resolved to revise the existing laws to 
bring about equitable distribution of land and other natural resources^ .^ 
Land tribunal will be appointed to look into and settle cases of benami 
transfer of lands. Surplus land will be distributed among the landless 
people belonging to scheduled caste and scheduled tribes '^* .^ 
The draft Policy was criticized '^*'' on being pre-occupied with food 
supply and productivity '^*^ and short term expediency^ , neo-colonial 
objective^^° and anti-farmer approach^^'. The agriculture policy should 
spell out in the context of its agro-climatic, socio-economic and 
environmental security context. It should be well reasoned plan for 
generation and augmentation through application of enthusiastic labour 
capital technology for sustainable development. The objective of the Policy 
must reflect EIA restoration of pasture and forest land, initiation of real 
green revolution and promotion of environment friendly agriculture . The 
new National Agriculture Policy, 2000 has envisioned sustainable 
agricultural growth by incorporating the imperatives of EIA . Some of 
notable principles of EIA within the framework of sustainable agriculture 
are being manifested cogently under the new policy. It entails for the 
reclamation of degraded and fallow land to ensure optimum productive use. 
It is very specific on the count of management of land resources on 
watershed basins by adoption of integrated and holistic development of rain 
fed areas. This should be done by the conjunctive use of surface and 
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ground water^ '^*. To achieve these EIA principles for the sustainable 
agriculture the policy underlines the need of sensitization and participation 
of farming community and promotion of agro-forestry and social forestry 
methods. This also calls for envisioning of traditional and modem methods 
of environmentalism. Taken as a whole the new policy is progressive 
sounding on the count of adoption of EIA methodologies and sustainable 
development of agriculture. 
XII. CONCLUDING SUMMATION 
A perusal of national five year plans and policies establishes the fact 
that little effort has been done to focus the potentiality of EIA under the 
realm of planning especially in the absence of central enactment. The 
logical outcome of national plans, right from first five year plan to tenth 
five year plan, remarks highly germane to epidemiological, social and 
strategic environmental impacts. Growth, equity and sustainability being 
the binding thread of Indian economic policies augur greater degree of 
commitment and compliance to EIA. A subtle delineation of siting and 
location policies of industries makes EIA policy in India more circumspect 
and care fill. The identification and categorization of industries from EIA 
standpoint are highly relevant in form and substance. The sectoral coverage 
of EIA under three major policies such as wildlife water and forest ensures 
greater cohesiveness towards social and environmental impacts under India 
tropical and bio-diversity rich ecological context. The comprehensive 
coverage of policy statements on abatement of pollution and environment 
and development makes India EIA policy highly progressive and forward 
looking. The interventions of World Bank social and epidemiological 
impacts of large dams and man and bio-sphere programme' further 
concretized the Indian EIA policies. There is an urgent need to translate the 
policies in prescription into the policies in implementation. Besides serious 
adherence, the underutilized potentialities of these policies are to be 
adequately harnessed in the organic growth of EIA and SEA law in India. 
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CHAPTER-III 
EIA UNDER INDUSTRIAL LAWS 
I. INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE 
Before blueprinting a comprehensive central legislation it is 
important to survey the existing industrial laws to determine the classical 
framework and the traditional approach of EIA. There are varieties of 
legislations which concern EIA to promote eco-friendly industrialization. 
Since EIA was not a matter of urgency and expediency earlier the non 
existence of EIA principles under these laws are not surprising. The 
specific delineation of EIA under these laws are discernable in the post-
constitutional amendment phase i.e., post Forty Second Constitutional 
Amendment Act, 1976. It is generally believed that the draft and final text 
of the constitution India has not adequately addressed the problems of 
environment protection'. In a bid to make Indian law compatible with 
Stockholm Declaration, the constitution was amended. It primarily cast the 
responsibility on the state as well as citizens to protect and improve the 
environment . The directive principles of state policies being the basic 
agenda of governance mandated that the state shall endeavor to protect and 
improve the environment and to safeguard the forests and wildlife of the 
country^. By the creation of a new constitutional jurisprudence of 
fundamental duties the Amendment enjoined that it shall be the duty of 
every citizen of India to protect and improve the natural environment 
including forests, lakes, rivers and wildlife and to have compassion for 
living creatures'*. The right-duty discourse heavily seated under the 
constitutional ethos of the country oriented the industrial laws towards 
environment protection and EIA^. An attempt is made in this chapter to 
scrutinize the industrial legislations to focus their direct and indirect 
bearing on the EIA. As a select study the chapter concentrates on 
prominent enactments of diverse field of industrial activities such as Indian 
Explosive Act, \9S4, Land Acquisition Act, 1994, Industries (Development 
& Regulation) Act, 1951; Mines Act, 1952; Mines & Mineral (Regulation 
& Development) Act, 1957, Ancient Monuments & Archeological Sites & 
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Remains Act, 1958, Atomic Energy Act, 1962 Radiation Protection Rule, 
1962 Factories Amendment Act, 1987, and Mo/^ or Vehicle Act, 1988. 
II. PRE- CONSTITUTION PHASE 
A. THE INDIAN EXPLOSIVE ACT, 1884: The Act indirectly concerns 
the environmental impact of manufacturing sale and transportation of 
explosive items. The preamble shares this passion when it says that it is an 
Act to regulate the manufacture, possession, use sale transport, import and 
export of explosives . To clamp the regulatory framework for EIA the Act 
empowers to make rules for licensing of the manufacture, possession, use, 
sale, transport and importation of explosives^. The central government is 
made in charge of regulation and prohibition of the manufacture, 
possession or importation especially dangerous explosives . 
B. THE LAND ACQUISITION ACT, 1894^: The Land Acquisition Act, 
1894 is concerned with EIA to the extent of acquisition for public 
interest'^, industrial development" infrastructural adequacies'^ and 
consequential impact on the environment. Invariably all the developmental 
I T 
project begins with the process of acquisition of land , it seems desirable 
to explore the principles of EIA SIA and social impact under the law. 
Under the Act land may be acquired for public purpose as for companies' . 
The purposes for which acquisition of land for companies may be made 
are, however, retricted'^. Such acquisition may be made obtaining land (a) 
for the construction of dwelling-houses for workmen for the provision of 
amenities directly connected therewith; or (b) for the construction of some 
work which is likely prove useful to the public'^. The legality of the Act 
came up for consideration before the Supreme Court in R.L. Aurora V. 
State of Uttar Pradesh'''. The Court held that land can be acquired for a 
company under Section 40(1) (b) read with Section 41 of the Act only 
when the work to be constructed would be directly useful to the public and 
the public would be entitled to use the work as of right for its own benefit 
in accordance with the terms of the agreement. In the various States, land 
has been acquired for companies engaged in industries which are likely to 
promote economic development of the country or which are essential to the 
life of the community. Doubts have arisen as to the validity of such 
acquisition. Some State governments have represented that the decision of 
the Supreme Court may have far reaching consequences in respect of 
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acquisition of land for companies. It is feared that decision may render 
planned development of industries extremely difficult and also that there 
will be danger that the acquisition of land made for companies in the past 
might be questioned in courts of law and claims may be made by previous 
owners whose land have been acquired for restoration of land or payment 
of damages. 
Unfortunately in a relentless pursuit of industrialization the Land 
Acquisition (Amendment) Ordinance, 1962 (3 of 1962) was promulgated on 
the 20^ *^  July 1962, suitably amending Sections 40 and 41 of the Act and 
also validating all past acquisition of land made for companies without any 
1 Q 
inbuilt mechanism for social and environment considerations . In 
acquisition of land for big projects, the practice generally followed under 
the Act, is that single notification is issued'^ under Section 4(1) of the Act 
which indicates that a particular area of land is needed or is likely to be 
needed for a public purpose. This is then followed by one or more 
declarations under Section 6 of the Act in respect of the land specified in 
the aforesaid notification to the effect that such land is needed for a public 
purpose or for a company, as and when the plans are completed for the 
various stages of the project, e.g. plant, township and ancillary 
requirements^". To overcome the adverse effect of the Supreme Court 
judgment and in view of the urgency of the situation affecting many 
important projects. Land Acquisition Act, 1894, was amended with 
retrospective effect by the promulgation of the Land Acquisition 
(Amendment and Validation) Ordinance, 1967, on the 20 January 1967 to 
provide for submission of either one report in respect of the land which has 
been notified under Section 4(1) or different reports in respect of different 
parcels of such land to the appropriate Government containing the 
recommendations of the Collector(s) on the objections submitted by the 
interested persons under Section 4(1) or of any land in the locality, as the 
case may be. The Ordinance specifically provides that, if necessary, more 
that one declaration may be issued from time to time in respect of different 
parcels of any land covered by the same notification under Section 4, sub-
section (1) of the Act irrespective of the fact whether one report or different 
reports has or have been made under section 5 A, sub-section (2) of the 
Act^'. 
Thus the enormous expansion of the States role in promoting public 
welfare and economic development since independence acquisition of land 
for public purposes, industrialization, building of institutions etc., has far 
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more numerous than ever before. While this is inevitable, promotion of 
public purpose has to be balanced with the rights of the individual and his 
means of livelihood, again, acquisition of land for private enterprises ought 
not to be placed on the same footing as acquisition for the State for an 
enterprise under it . The individual and institutions who are unavoidably to 
be deprived of their property rights in land need to be adequately 
compensated for the loss keeping in view the sacrifice they have to make 
for the larger interests of the community . It is necessary, therefore, to 
restructure the legislative framework for acquisition of land so that it is 
more adequately informed by this objective of serving the interests of the 
community in harmony with the rights of the individual. Keeping these 
objects in view and considering the recommendations of the Law 
Commission, the Land Acquisition Review Committee as well as the State 
Governments, institutions and individuals, proposals for amendment to the 
Land Acquisition Act, 1894, were formulated and a Bill for this purpose 
was introduced in the Lok Sabha on the 30''' April, 1982 '^*. The main 
proposals for amendment are as follows: 
(i) The definition of 'public purpose' as contained in the Act is proposed 
to be amended as to include a longer illustrative list retaining, at the 
same time, the inclusive character of the definition. 
(ii) Acquisition of land for non-Government companies under the Act 
will henceforth be made in pursuance of Part VII of the Act in all 
cases. 
(iii) A time-limit of one year is proposed to be provided for completion of 
all formalities between the issue of the preliminary notification under 
Section 4(1) of the Act and the declaration for acquisition of 
specified land under Section 6(1) of the Act. 
It is believed that under these provisions a mechanism for social and 
environmental impact assessment can be suitably adopted by the collector. 
The law does express the concerns for public purposes, community welfare 
and balancing of corporate interests with the people. At this juncture the 
acquisition of land and preliminary inquiry and detailed EIA is made 
mandatory to auger sustainable development under the framework of the 
basic land laws of the country. This has not been adequately addressed in 
the past and the Act carries a very controversial image in not only 
marginalizing the traditional rights of community but adverse 
environmental impacts in the country. 
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III. POST- CONSTITUTION PHASE 
A. INDUSTRIES (DEVELOPMENT AND REGULATION) ACT, 1951: 
The Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951^^ is viewed with 
great expectation as a basic law governing the industriahzation to match 
the precept and practice of EIA. Unfortunately the law was made 
subservient to Industrial Policy Resolution 1948 without any 
environmental safeguard. The Statement of Object and Reason of the Act 
states for regulation and development of industries with a planning of 
future development on sound and balanced lines. The planning of future 
development on sound and balanced lines is sought to be secured by the 
licensing of all new undertakings by the Central Government. The Bill 
confers on Government power to make rules for the registration of existing 
undertakings, for regulating the production and development of industries 
in the Schedule and for consultation with Provincial Governments on these 
matters . In the course of the working of this Act, certain practical 
difficulties have come to light and removed by an amendment in 1953 
these amendments related to licensing, development and power of central 
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government to regulate the mdustry . 
Under the Amending Act of 1971 the Government assured power to 
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take over the management of industrial undertakings in respect of which 
proceedings for liquidation are pending before a court^ *^ . It empowers the 
Government to call for the registration certificates from any class of 
undertakings for entering therein the productive capacity of the industrial 
undertaking and other prescribed particulars^'. The Act 4 of 1984 improve 
the competitive strength of industrial undertakings in the small scale sector, 
is to reserve selected items for exclusive production by such 
undertakings . Taken as whole the Act provides for the development and 
regulation of certain industries with minimum adherence to EIA. In the 
post independent India this law was laced with political aspiration of ruling 
governments and industrial policies. This may safely be asserted that the 
tardy growth of EIA law and policy owes heavily to the short sighted views 
of industrial law and policy. Given the circumstances, the licensing regime 
may be tailored to suit the need of basic EIA law to promote eco-friendly 
industrialization in the country. 
B. THE MINES ACT, 1952: Mining industries in India has a dubious 
record in undermining the social and ecological imperatives. The basic law 
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governing the mines makes a peripheral reference to EIA under the safety 
provisions. The inspector of mines can take cognizance of adverse 
environmental impact act suo moto and can well tread beyond these laws in 
exercise of his power . The provision in respect of any matter for which no 
express provision is made by or under this Act, it appears to the Chief 
Inspector or an Inspector that any mine or part thereof or any matter, thing 
or practice in or connected with the mine, or part thereof of any matter, 
thing or practice in or connected with the mine, or with the control, 
supervision, management or direction thereof, is dangerous to human life in 
safety or defective so as to threaten, or tend to, the bodily injury of any 
person, he may give notice in writing thereof, to the owner, agent or 
manager of the mine and shall state in the notice the particulars in respect 
of which he considers the mine or part thereof or the matter, thing or 
practice to be dangerous or defective and require the same to be remedied 
within such time and in such manner as he may specify in the notice. 
Where the owner, agent to manager of a mine fails to comply with the 
terms of a notice given under sub-section (1) within the period specified 
therein, the Chief Inspector or the Inspector, as the case may be, may by 
order in writing, prohibit the employment in or about the mine or any part 
thereof or any person whose employment is not in his opinion reasonably 
necessary for securing compliance with the terms of the notice . 
Further to minimize adverse environmental impact the Chief 
Inspector or the Inspector, as the case may be, by order in writing 
addressed to the owner, agent or manager of a mine, prohibit the extraction 
or reduction of pillars or block or minerals in any time of part thereof, if in 
his opinion, such operation is likely to cause the crushing of pillars or 
blocks of minerals or the premature collapse of any part of the workings or 
otherwise endanger the mine or the life or safety of persons employed 
therein or if, in his opinion, adequate provision against the outbreak of fire 
or flooding has not been made by providing for the sealing or and isolation 
of the part of the mine in which operation is contemplated and for 
restricting the area be affected by fire or flooding"'^. Chief Inspector, is of 
opinion that there is urgent and immediate danger to the life or safety of 
any person employed in any mine or part thereof, he may, by order in 
writing containing a statement of the grounds of his opinion, prohibit until 
he is satisfied that the danger is removed the employment in or about the 
mine or any part thereof of any person whose employment is not, in his 
opinion reasonably necessary for the purpose of removing the danger . 
However most of the EIA related provisions are post -EIA monitoring 
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whereas a comprehensive EIA is not mandatory the Act makes elaborate 
provision to disaster mitigaction 37 
The EIA principles can be institutionalized under the regulatory and 
rule making power of central Government . The Central Government may, 
make regulations for providing for the safety of the persons employed in a 
mine their means of entrance there into and exit there from, the number of 
shifts or outlets to be furnished, and the fencing of shafts, pits outlets 
pathways and subsidences . The safety of passage assured by providing for 
the safety of the roads and working places in mines, including the sitting, 
maintenance and extraction or reduction of pillars or blocks of minerals 
and the maintenance of sufficient barriers between mine and mine . The 
Central Government can also provide safeguards against explosion or 
ignitions of inflammable gas or dust or accumulations of water in mine and 
against danger arising there from and for prohibiting, restricting or 
regulating the extraction of minerals in circumstances likely to result in the 
premature collapse or working or to result in or to aggravate the collapse of 
working or irruptions of water or ignitions in mines . Under the rule 
making power'^ ^ the central government can prescribe the standard of 
sanitation to be maintained"* .^ The 1987 Amendment to the Act now 
contains a specific chapter on mines and environment. These provisions 
can well take care of the EIA principles and policies. 
C ANCIENTS MONUMENTS AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES 
AND REMAINS ACT, 1995: Most of the northern states of the world 
have fashioned their EIA laws around heritage conservation legislations. It 
seems appropriate to see the potentials of Indian heritage law to promote 
EIA principle. The Ancient Monuments & Archaeological Sites & Remains 
Act, 1958 incorporates the EIA principle in the rudimentary stage . It 
defines the heritage in the context of ancient monument to mean any 
structure, erection or monument, or any tumulus or place of interment, or 
any cave, rock sculpture, inscription or monolith, which is of historical, 
archaeological or artistic interest and which has been in existence for not 
less than one hundred years, and includes-
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• The remains of an ancient monument, 
• The site of an ancient monument, 
• such portion of land adjoining the site of an ancient monument as 
may be required for fencing or covering in or otherwise preserving 
such monument, and 
• The means of access to, and convenient inspection of an ancient 
monument'* .^ 
• Whereas archaeological site and remains means any area which 
contains or is reasonably believed to contain ruins or relics of 
historical or archaeological importance which have been in existence 
for not less than one hundred years, and includes-
• such portion of land adjoining the area as may be required for 
fencing or covering in or otherwise preserving it, and 
• The means of access to, and convenient inspection of the area'* .^ 
The EIA is partially discemable it protective clause which reads that 
a protected monument maintained by the Central Government under this 
Act which is a place of worship or shrine shall not be used for any purpose 
inconsistent with its character. Where the Central Government has acquired 
a protected monument under Section 13, or where the Director-General has 
purchased, or taken a lease or accepted a gift or bequest or assumed 
guardianship of a protected monument under Section 5 and such monument 
or any part thereof is used for religious worship or observance by any 
community, the Collector shall make due provision for the protection of 
such monument or part thereof, from pollution or discretion-
• by prohibiting the entry therein, except in accordance with the 
conditions prescribed with the concurrence of the persons, if any, in 
religious charge of the said monument or part thereof, of any person 
not entitled so to enter by the religious usages of the community by 
which the monument or part thereof is used, or 
• By taking such other action as he may think necessary in this 
behalf^^ 
In order to protect the heritage sites from adverse environment 
impact the Act restrict on enjoyment of property rights to protected areas. 
It says no person, including the owner or occupier of a protected area, shall 
construct any building within the protected area or carry on any mining 
quarrying, excavating, blasting or any operation of a like nature in such 
area, or utilize such area or any part thereof in any other manner without 
the permission of the Central Government. Provided that nothing in this 
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sub-section shall be deemed to prohibit the use of any such area or part 
thereof for purposes of cultivation if such cultivation does not involve the 
digging of not more than one foot of soil form the surface. The central 
Government may, by order, direct that any building constructed by any 
person within a protected area in contravention of provisions of sub-section 
(1) shall be removed within a specified period and, if the person refuses or 
fails to comply with the order, the Collector may cause the building to be 
removed and the person shall be liable to pay the cost of such removal''^. 
The Act in the penal provision envisages that whoever- destroys, removes, 
injures, alters, deters, defaces, imperils or misuses a protected monument, 
or and does any act in contravention of sub-section (1) of Section 19, shall 
be punishable with imprisonment which may extend to three months, or 
with fine which may extend to five thousand rupees, or with both"*^ . 
D. ANCIENT MONUMENTS PRESERVATION ACT, 1904: The 
heritage conservation law has become trend setting legislation in 
popularization of EIA principle. Indian heritage law obliquely addresses 
EIA under the Ancient Monument Presefvation Act, 1904. The Act 
basically provide for the preservation of ancient monuments and for the 
protection and acquisition in certain cases of ancient, archaeological, 
historical and artistic interest^^. To give effect to the EIA principles the Act 
empowers the Central Government^' to control mining operation having an 
adverse impact on the monument. If the Central government is of opinion 
that mining, quarrying, excavating, blasting and other operations of a like 
nature should be restricted, or regulated for the purpose of protecting or 
preserving any ancient monument, then the Government may do so, by 
notification in the Official Gazette rules for the following: 
• Fixing the boundaries of the area to which the rules are to apply; 
• Forbidding the mining, quarrying excavating, blasting or any 
operation of a like nature except in accordance with the rules and 
with the terms of a license, and 
• Prescribing the authority by which and the terms on which, licenses 
may be granted to carry on any of the said operations. 
The power to make rules given by this section is subject to the 
condition of the rules being made after previous publication. A rule made 
under this section may provide that any person committing a breach thereof 
shall be punishable with fine which may extend to two hundred rupees. If 
any owner or occupier of the land included in a notification under sub-
Section (1) proves to the satisfaction of the (Central Government) that he 
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has sustained loss by reason of such land being so included the (Central 
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Government) shall pay compensation in respect of such loss . Under the 
Amending Act of 1932 the Act Specifically makes provision for EIA by 
protecting of place of worship from misuse, pollution or desecration: It 
enjoins the authorities that if can by take such other action as he may think 
necessary in this comcetion^ . 
E. MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT, 1958: The Merchant Shipping Act, 
1958 is one of important legislations to incorporate the national and 
transnational environmental impact specially the EIA of marine and aquatic 
resources of the country. The Act was passed to give effect to India's 
accession to the, International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil 
Pollution Damage, 1969 and the Protocol to the Convention, 1976^ . Under 
the Convention of 1969, the liability of the owner of the ship in respect of 
any one incident is limited to an aggregate sum of 2,000 Farce for each ton 
of the ships tonnage subject to a maximum of 210 millions francs. The 
1976 Protocol, inter alia, replaced the reference to franc by special drawing 
rights. This was done to avoid problems created by the fluctuations in 
currencies of different countries in relation to frame and in conformity with 
the practice followed in most of the similar international Conventions^^. 
This assumes significance as the pecuniary liability has a salutary impact 
on the EIA of shipment and navigation industries. Under the Amending 
Act, 1970 the civil liability for oil pollution damage is made applicable to 
every Indian ship wherever it is; and every foreign ship while it is at a port 
or place in India or within the territorial waters of India or any marine areas 
adjacent there to over which India has, or may hereafter have, exclusive 
Jurisdiction in regard to control of marine pollution under the territorial 
waters, continental shelf, exclusive economic zone (EEZ) and other 
Maritime Zones Act, 1976, or any other law or time being in force^^ shall 
be liable for any pollution damage caused by oil escaped from the ship as a 
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result of the incident . 
Liability under Section 352-1 in respect of any incident is limited to 
an aggregate amount of one hundred and thirty-three special drawing rights 
for each ton of the ship's tonnage; or fourteen million special drawing 
rights^^ whichever is lower. Any owner desiring to avail the benefit of 
limitation of his liability under sub-section (1) of Section 352J shall make 
an application to the High Court for constitution of a limitation fund. Such 
fund may be constituted either by depositing with the sum the High Court 
or by furnishing bank guarantee or such other security as, in the opinion of 
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the High Court, is satisfactory. The amount is Special Drawing Rights to be 
deposited or secured in the fund under sub-section (1) shall be converted in 
rupees on the basis of official value in rupees of the special drawing rights 
as determined by the Reserve Bank of India on the date of constitution of 
the flind^^ The owner of every Indian ship which carries 2000 tons or more 
oil in bulk as cargo shall in respect of such ship, maintain an insurance or 
other financial security for an amount equivalent to one hundred and thirty-
three special drawing rights for each ton of the ship's tonnage or fourteen 
million elaborate special drawing rights whichever is lower^ .^ 
Besides the pecuniary liability for adverse environment impact the 
Act also charts out elaborate provision for the prevention and containment 
of pollution of the sea by oil. No Indian ship which has on board 2000 tons 
or more oil bulk as cargo shall enter or leave or attempt to enter or leave 
any port or place in India unless it carries a certificate^' issued under the 
sub-section (2) of Section 352N or a certificate accepted under Section 
3520. No Indian ship, which has on board 2000 tons or more oil in bulk as 
cargo shall enter or leave or attempt to enter or leave any port or place in 
India unless it carries on board a certificate issued under sub-section (2) 
of section 352N or a certificate accepted under section 3520. These 
provisions shall apply to tanker of one hundred and fifty tons gross or more 
and ships of five hundred tons gross or more and off-shore installation . 
Since the Act mitigate the environmental impact of sea pollution it 
defines sea pollution to mean any part of the territorial waters of India '^', or 
any marine areas adjacent thereto over which India has, or any marine 
areas adjacent thereto over which India has, or may hereafter have 
exclusive jurisdiction in regard to control of marine poUution^^ under the 
territorial waters, continental shelf, (EEZ) and other Maritime Zones Act, 
1976 or any other law for the time being in force^ .^ In fact India's 
obligation to EIA of sea stems from International Convention for the 
Prevention of Pollution of the Sea By Oil, 1954, signed in London on the 
12^*^  day of May, 1954. The provision relating to prevention of pollution 
reads that no oil or oily mixture shall be discharged from an Indian tanker 
anywhere into the sea or from a foreign tanker anywhere within the coastal 
waters in India except where each of the following conditions is satisfied, 
namely: 
(a) the tanker is proceeding en-route; 
(b) the instantaneous rate of discharge of oil content does not exceed 
sixty liters per mile; 
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(c) the total quantity of oil discharged does not exceed 1/15,000 part of 
the total carrying capacity of the tanker; 
(d) the tanker is more than 50 miles from nearest land; and 
(e) the tanker is not within the designated areas notified as such under 
sub-section 
(6) of Section 7 of the territorial waters, continental shelf, EEZ and 
other Maritime Zones Act, 1976 '^'. 
No Oil or oily mixture shall be discharged from an Indian ship other 
than a tanker anywhere into the sea or from a foreign ship other than a 
tanker within the coastal waters of India except where the following 
conditions is satisfied namely: 
(a) the ship is proceeding en-route; 
(b) the instantaneous rate of discharge of oil content does not exceed 
sixty liters per mile; 
(c) the oil content of the discharge is less than one hundred parts per 
million parts of the oily mixtures; 
(d) the discharge is made as far from nearest land as practicable; and 
(e) the ship is not within the designated areas notified as such under 
sub-section (6) of Section 7 of the territorial waters, continental 
shelf, EEZ and other Maritime Zones Act, 1976. 
The discharge of oil or oily mixture into the sea from any off-shore 
installation is hereby-prohibited^^. It also calls for technological renovation 
to prevent oil pollution into the sea and frequent auditing. The Central 
Government may make rule requiring Indian ships to be fitted with such 
equipment and to comply with such other requirements (including 
requirements for preventing the escape of fuel oil or crude oil or heavy 
diesel oil) as may be prescribed^^. Every Indian tanker and every other 
Indian ship which uses oil as fuel shall maintain on board the tanker or 
such other ship an oil record book in the prescribed form the manner in 
which the oil record book shall be maintained. The nature of entries to be 
made therein, the time and circumstances in which such entries shall be 
made, the custody and disposal thereof, and all other matters relating 
thereto shall be such as may be prescribed having regard to the provisions 
of the Convention , If on report from a surveyor or other persons 
authorized to inspect a vessel under Section 356G, the Central Government 
is satisfied that any provision of the Convention apply, it shall transmit 
particulars of the alleged contravention to the Government of the country to 
which the ship belongs^ ^  
Under the post- EIA monitoring clauses the Act makes out a case of 
containment of accidental pollution. Where the central Government is 
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satisfied that oil is escaping or is likely to escape from a tanker, a ship other 
than a tanker or any off-shore installation the oil so escaped or likely to 
escape is causing or threatens to cause pollution of any part of coasts or 
coastal waters of India. It may, for the purpose of minimizing the pollution 
already caused, or for preventing the pollution threatened to be caused 
require the owner, agent, master of charter of the tanker ship mobile off-
shore installation, by notice served on him or as the case may be on them to 
take such action in relation to the tanker, ship other than a tanker, mobile 
off-shore installation, or as the case may be, off shore installation of any 
other type or its cargo or in relation to both, as may be specified in such 
notice. The Central Government may, by any notice issued under sub-
section (1) prohibit the removal-
(a) of the tanker, ship other than a tanker, mobile off-shore installation 
or off-shore installation of any other type, from a place specified in 
the notice; 
(b) from the tanker, ship other than a tanker, mobile off-shore 
installation or off-shore installation of any other type of any cargo 
or stores as may be specified in the notice except with its previous 
permission and upon such conditions, if any, as may be specified in 
the notice . 
Under the imminent danger and emergency the government can 
proceed to take such measures as may be deemed necessary and carrying 
out the directives given in the notice issued under section 356J; and 
containing the pollution already caused or preventing the pollution 
threatened to be caused, of coastal waters, or, as the case may be, of any 
part of the coast of India by oil escaped or threatening to escape from the 
tanker, ship other than a tanker, a mobile off-shore installation or off-shore 
installation of any other type . The Central Government may, having 
regard to the provisions of the Convention, make rules to incorporate other 
EIA principles for the prevention of oil pollution and protection of marine 
resources under intra and extra-territorial jurisdiction^'*. 
F. ATOMIC ENERGY ACT, 1962: The adverse environmental impact of 
nuclear energy and radioactive substances is governed by the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1962 , and the Radiation Protection Rules of 1971. Under 
the Act, the central Government is required to prevent radiation hazards, 
guarantee public safety the safety of workers handling radioactive 
substances and ensure the disposal of radioactive wastes . Nuclear 
research, manufacture and transport of radioactive substances, the 
production and supply of atomic energy and nuclear generated electricity 
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also falls within the center's authority . Having regard to the development 
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in the field of atomic energy and with a view to the implement future 
programme of expansion in the field, it has become necessary to revise that 
Act extensively in relation to environmental safety and assessment''^. The 
central Government may, as regards to any class or description of premises 
or places, being premises, or places, in which radioactive substances are 
manufactured, produced, mined, treated, stored or used or any radiation 
generating plant, equipment or appliance is used, make such provision by 
rules as''^  appears to the central Government to be necessary-
• To prevent injury being caused to the health of persons employed at 
such premises or places or other persons either by radiations, or by 
the ingestion of any radioactive substance. 
• To secure that any radioactive waste products resulting from such 
manufacture, production, mining, treatment, storage, or use as 
aforesaid is disposed of safely °. 
The Central Government may, as respects to transport of any 
radioactive substance or may prescribed substance specified by an order 
issued under this Act as being dangerous to health, make such rules as 
appear to be necessary to prevent injury being caused by such transport to 
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the health of persons engaged their in and other persons . In the event of 
any contravention of the rules made under this section, the central 
Government shall have the right to take such measures as it may deem 
necessary to prevent further injury to persons or damage to property arising 
from radiation or contamination by radioactive substances, including, right 
to take further action for the enforcement of penalties under Section 24, the 
sealing of premises, vehicle vessel, or aircraft, and the seizure of 
radioactive substances and contaminated equipment . Whoever 
contravenes any rule made under Section 17 or any requirement, 
prohibition or restriction imposed under any such rule; or obstructs any 
person authorized by the central government under sub-section (4) of 
Section 17 in exercise of powers under that sub-section shall be punishable 
with imprisonment for a term which may extend to five years, or fine or 
with both . The Central Government may by notification, make rules for 
carrying out the purposes of this Act. Such as regulating the manufacture, 
custody, transport, transfer, sale, export, import, use or disposal of any 
radioactive substances . 
G. RADIATION PROTECTION RULES, 1971: In exercise of the 
powers conferred by Section 30 of Atomic Energy Act, 1962 and all other 
powers enabling in this behalf, the central Government made rules for 
promoting EIA principles under the framework of safety provisions . It 
says that every employer shall be under the duty to give effect EIA 
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principle by taking all necessary steps for hazards of radiation and on 
suitable safety measures. It will also regulate the safe movement of all 
radioactive materials (including wastes containing radioactive material and 
prompt remedial measures^'. For regular radiation surveillance in any 
radiation installation, the planning, design, construction and operation of 
facilities involving the use of radiation shall be done with the prior 
approval of and in accordance with the specifications laid down by the 
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competent authority . The radiological safety officer shall carry out tests 
for leakage on seals sources and at such intervals as may be specified by 
the competent authority^^. In the event of the immediate container or 
bounding which forms part of a sealed source being cracked or broken, the 
radiological safety officer shall take urgent steps to clean up any surface 
airborne contamination^^. 
IV. POST CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT PHASE 
It is generally said that our constitution has been environmentally 
blind. It was Forty Second Constitutional Amendment, 1976 which brought 
environmental concerns under the directive policies and fundamental 
duties. In the post-constitutional Amendment phases the environmental 
aspirations under Industrial laws are reflected heavily under the Factories 
Amendment Act, 1987 and Motor Vehicle Act, 1988. 
A. FACTORIES AMENDMENT ACT, 1987: The direct recognition to 
the EIA principles is found in the country's basic industrial-cum-labour 
legislation known as. Factories Amendment Act, 1987. Passed in 
conformity with Environment (Protection) Act, 1986^' the Act dwells on 
the EIA dimensions with greater specificity and details . This can be 
termed as first industrial law of the country to address adequate pre-EIA 
and post-EIA monitoring including social impact and disaster mitigation 
management. To this end it envisages the constitutions of 'site appraisal 
committees'. The State Government may for purposes of advising it to 
consider applications for grant of permission for the initial location of a 
factory involving a hazardous process or for the expansion of any such 
factory, appoint a Site Appraisal Committee consisting of Chief Inspector 
representative of the Central Board, State Board, Department of 
Environment, Metrological Department, Occupational Health and Town 
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Planning Department of the State and the local author!ty^\ The state 
appraisal committee shall examine an application for the establishment of a 
factory and recommend to the State Government for the establishment or 
expansion of a factory involving a hazardous process^"*. While applying for 
EIA the occupier of factory shall disclose all information regarding 
dangers, including health hazards and measures to overcome such hazards 
arising from the exposure to or handling of the materials substance in the 
manufacture, transportation, storage and other process, to the workers 
employed in the factory^ ,^ by laying down a detailed policy with respect to 
the health and safety of the workers . 
To incorporate the social and environmental impact assessment 
principle every occupier shall, with the approval of the Chief Inspector, 
draw up an on site emergency plan and detailed disaster control measures 
for his factory and make known to the workers employed therein and to the 
general public living in the vicinity of the factory the safety measures 
required to be taken in the event of an accident taking place . Any 
occupier who contravenes the provisions of sub-section (5), the not with 
standing any penalty to which the occupier of factory shall be subjected to 
the provisions of this Act, be liable for cancellation . The occupier shall 
lay down measures for the handling, usage, transportation and storage of 
hazardous substances inside the factory premises and the disposal of such 
substances outside the factory premises and publicize them in the manner 
prescribed among the workers and the general public living in the 
vicinity^^. On the other hand it is incumbent on the Central Government to 
put into a prior hand a comprehensive EIA by appointing 'inquiry 
committee'. The Central Government may, in the event of the occurrence 
of an extraordinary situation appoint an inquiry committee to inquire into 
the standards of health and safety observed in the factory with a view to 
finding out the causes of any failure or neglect in the adoption of any 
measures or standards prescribed for the health and safety of the workers 
employed in the factory or the general public affected, or likely to be 
affected, due to such failure or neglect and for the prevention and 
recurrence of such extraordinary situations in future in such factory or 
elsewhere'°°. 
Where the Central Government is satisfied that no standards of 
safety have been prescribed in respect of a hazardous process or class of 
hazardous processes, or where the standards so prescribed are inadequate, it 
may direct the Director General Factory Advice Service and Labour 
Institutes (DGFASLI) or any institution specialized in matters relating to 
standards of safety in hazardous process, to lay down emergency standards 
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for enforcement of suitable standards in respect of such hazardous 
processes'^'. In the post-EIA monitoring the health of workers, permissible 
exposure limits , safety management and disaster control programe'"^ are 
to undertaken both pre and post EIA phase public participation of general 
public and workers'^ '^  are assured to the maximum extent. 
B. THE MOTOR VEHICLES ACT, 1988: The Motor Vehicle Act, 1988 
makes an indirect reference to EIA of ambient air quality in the country. 
The Act takes into account road transport technology, pattern of passenger 
and freight movements, development of the road network in the country 
and particularly the improved techniques in the motor vehicles 
management and recommendation of National Transport Policy 
Committee, National Police Commission, Road Safety Committee, Low 
Powered Two-Wheelers Committee, and Law Commission. A Working 
Group was, therefore, constituted in January, 1984 to review provisions of 
the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939 and addressed EIA dimensions. The Working 
Group took into account the suggestions and recommendations earlier 
made by various bodies and institutions like Central Institute of Road 
transport. Automotive Research Association of India, and other transport 
organizations including the manufacturers and the general public. The new 
law inter alia makes provision for road safety standards, and pollution-
control measures standards for transportation of hazardous and explosive 
materials; by tracking down traffic offenders. The Central Government in 
public interest may prescribe standard for automobile industry to maintain 
ambient air quality from adverse EIA. The central Government may make 
rules regulating the emission of smoke, visible vapor, sparks, ashes, grit or 
oil; noise for transportation of goods of dangerous or hazardous nature to 
human life, standards for emission of air pollutants and installation of 
catalytic converters. 
V. CONCLUDING SUMMATION 
A cursory glancing over the industrial laws cutting across the 
different annual of legislative history reflects the tender concerns of EIA 
under the regime of corporate governance. The pre-constitution enactments 
the Indian Explosive Act, 1884 is to be seen as an attempt to ward off 
industrial catastrophe by certain degree of adherence to EIA principles. The 
Act also manifests the imperial ambition of British to go for massive 
industrialization with minimum adherence to EIA. The importance of the 
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Act however cannot be ignored on the count of arresting the perilous 
dimensions of hazardous substances under the framework of social and 
environmental impacts. Quite significant is the imperial statutory attempt 
of acquisition of land to pursue the colonial interests and indigenous 
development. Despite the colonial bias the independent India without much 
of the radical structuring of the Act, implemented widely even at the cost of 
adverse social and environmental impacts. The blanket power of 
acquisition of land under the euphemistic phrase of national interest and 
development most often than not led to widespread unsustainable 
maneuvering land resources of the country. It bears enough testimony that 
in the name development such acquisitions, subsidized the life style of poor 
and impoverished them to great social and ecological imbalance. It was 
only recently that the damaging portent of the law was seriously called into 
question and there is gradual attempt if refinement in the light of EIA 
principles. In the post-independent period, India was reeling under the 
poverty and under development therefore the Industrial (Development and 
Regulation) Act, 1951 pursued the legal policy for massive development 
with scant regard to EIA with sporadic attention to environment the Act 
generally remained oblivious to the EIA consideration which hitherto not 
seriously attended with. The Mines Act is laced with the singular object of 
extraction of mineral resources and concurrent safeguard in relation to 
labour welfare. The EIA angle has been grossly overlooked in the basic law 
governing the mines. It was in later phase that in view of the dubious 
record of mining industries in undermining the social and ecological 
imperatives, the Mines and Mineral (Development and Regulation) Rule, 
1987 has specifically engrafted provisions for pre and post EIA. The 
hidden potentiality of heritage conservation legislation such as Ancient 
Monument Preservation Act, 1904 and Ancient Monuments and 
Archeological Sites Remains Act, 1958 in reference to EIA is rarely utilized 
though the law exhibits a resilience to cope with the EIA imperatives the 
fortuitous dimensions of the provisions still needs to be harnessed. The 
EIA of off-shore and coastal regulation zone is impressively displayed 
under Merchant Shipping Act, 1958. While specifically dealing with 
marine pollution under the territorial water, continental shelf, exclusive 
economic zone and maritime zone the Act cast responsibilities for 
undertaking EIA process by the navigation and ship industries. Nowhere 
the Trans boundary dimensions of EIA find a categorical mention under 
any Indian law as it seems explicit in the Merchant Shipping Act, 1958. 
Since the nuclear and atomic energy industries of India fall under strategic 
and defense wings of the government, the EIA process often shrouds in 
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secrecy. Nonetheless the monitoring and surveillance of deleterious impact 
of such activities are continuously carried out with great circumspection. 
The Atomic Energy Act, 1962 and Radiation Protection Rule, 1971 are 
pointer to this effect. 
The EIA principles are elaborately engrafted in the post 
constitutional Amendment phase by way of an amendment in the basic law 
governing factories in India. The Factories Amendment Act, 1987 under the 
ergonomic principles is incorporates the pre and post EIA process by 
adoption of EIA committee, disclosure of information social and 
epidemiological impact, public participation and social auditing. The way 
the EIA process is spelt out in the Factories Amendment Act, 1987 no other 
environmental law hitherto has come closer to the same kind of 
specification except the EIA Notifications. The EIA perspective of ambient 
air quality is incorporated under Motor Vehicle Act, 1988. In the wake of 
mush room growth of automobile industries and galloping vehicular 
population the urban landscape of India is marred by gas chamber 
syndrome. In the wake of toxic effect of automobiles, the Act peripherally 
helps in EIA of urbanization and motorization. The study of these 
enactments thus clearly demonstrates the rudiment of EIA in one form or 
the other since the concerns for environment was belatedly addressed the 
laws were not properly Oriented towards EIA. The desideratum of EIA in 
the basic law governing industrial development most notably the Industrial 
Development and Regulation Act, 1951 is a symbolic reflection of 
lackadaisical approach towards EIA and SEA in India. 
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CHAPTER-IV 
EIA UNDER ENVIRONMENTAL 
LAWS 
I. INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE 
The ontology of environmental laws in India consists of resource 
conservation legislation, pollution control laws and dispute redressal 
regulatory mechanism. The EIA precepts and principles are recognized 
explicitly and implicitly within the corpus of environmental laws. The 
resource conservation legislations notably the Forest Act, 1927 addresses 
social and ecological impact with an inherent bias of commercial 
exploitation of forest resources. The social impact assessment (SIA) 
provisions are generally discerned in the acquisition proceedings of forest 
land. The Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 is more specific in protecting the 
rights of tribal and indigenous community. In the establishment of national 
parks and sanctuaries comprehensive social and ecological impact are 
undertaken the Act tries to maintain a balance between the interests of 
ecology, stakeholders of environments and the state in the abstract EIA 
provisions. The Forest (Conservation) Act, 1981 was passed in the 
backdrop of adverse environmental impact of forest resources. In view of 
giving effect of EIA principles the Act makes stringent provisions in regard 
to use of forest land for non-forest purposes. The central government is 
empowered to adopt comprehensive EIA methodologies in monitoring the 
forest land use pattern. In second category of environmental legislation i.e. 
pollution control laws basically deals with point sources of pollution. The 
Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 being the first 
comprehensive environmental legislation focuses on the EIA principles 
under the provisions of consent and licensing, monitoring and vigilance, 
and information and return, after the permit and licensing the post EIA 
monitoring is undertaken by regular auditing and return of pollution 
generation and inventory. Industries not adhering to EIA procedures in 
their pursuits are subjected to the penal sanctions by way of stoppage of 
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power and supply and ultimate closure. The Air (Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act, 198lis also based legislative structure of Water Act, 1974. 
Besides the routine EIA analogous provisions the Act while declaring the 
air pollution control areas and prohibition of burning of noxious materials 
and oils makes out detailed EIA provisions. The Environment (Protection) 
Act, 1986 combining the merits of point sources of pollution and non-point 
sources of pollution perceives environment in broader EIA frame work. 
The Act emphasizes on the adoption of expedient measures, enviro-friendly 
technologies, massive standardization and rule making for internalization 
of EIA principles of no less significance are the administrative 
environmental laws such as Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 and 
National Environmental Tribunal Act, 1995. Both these enactments are 
primarily related to post EIA and disaster mitigation and compensation. 
However the coverage of SEA viz; compensation to victims and 
dependents land, environment, property plant, micro-organism due to 
adverse environmental impact are quite salubrious provisions. The chapter 
dives deeps into the ontology of environmental laws to focus the ambit and 
scope of EIA. This may serve as background for the blueprinting of 
comprehensive central legislation on EIA in India. 
11. RESOURCE CONSERVATION LAWS 
A. INDIAN FOREST ACT, 1927: The Indian Forest Act, 1927' was 
passed to fulfill the imperialist ambition of commercialization and 
commodification of forest resources. It was an attempt to consolidate the 
law relating to forests, transit of forest-produce leviable duty on timber 
and other forest-produce on classical pattern of colonialism. However a 
cursory perusal of the Act reflects EIA principles in rudimentary form 
under the framework of monopolization of forest resources. Any attempt to 
unveil the EIA principles necessarily premises on the definitional focus of 
forest. According to the Act the forest produce means and includes timber, 
charcoal, courthouse, catechu, wood-oil, resin, natural varnish, back, lac, 
mahua flowers, mahua seeds, kuth and myrabolams, and trees and leaves, 
flowers and fruits, and all other parts or produce not plants not being trees 
(including grass, creepers, reeds and moss) honey and wax, and all other 
part of such plants, wild animals and skings, tusks, horns, bones, skil, 
cocoons, honey and wax, and all other parts or produce of animals, and 
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peat, surface soil, rock and minerals (including lime-stone, laterite, mineral 
oils, and all products of mines or quarries^. The definition does focus EIA, 
bio-diversity, genetic diversity, wildlife, surface soil, mining and quarrying 
industries. This is being done by state monopolization of not only the forest 
land but also the waste land. By exercising the proprietary rights the state 
can save the waste land from environmental impact of massive 
commercialization of forest'*. 
Since the law is heavily laced in the pursuit of satisfaction of forest 
resources for colonial end it maintains silence on the objective behind such 
monopolization". The unilateral scheme of development of forest resources 
can be softened under the contractual agreement^. Through there is a 
provision for notification to solicite the title of land^ and inquiry^ the right 
of indigenous communities can be usurped by under the want of adequacy 
of proof and entitlement^. However keeping in view the EIA principles the 
forest officer can regulate the customary rights of shifting cultivation in 
the overall interests of forest conservation". 
In a rudimentary form the EIA principles are being incorporated under the 
provisions dealing with prohibited activities in the forests. It says that: 
(l)any person who-
(a) makes any fresh clearing prohibited by Section 5, or 
(b) sets fire to a reserved forest, or in contravention of any rules 
made by the State government in this behalf, kindles any 
fire, or leaves any fire burning, in such manner as to 
endanger such a forest, or who, in a reserved forest-
(c) kindles, keeps or carries any fire except at such seasons as 
the Forest-Officer may notify in this behalf; 
(d) trespasses or pastures cattle, or permits cattle to trespass; 
(e) causes any damage by negligence in felling any tree or 
cutting or dragging any timber; 
(f) fells, girdles, lops, or bums any tree or strips off the bark or 
leaves from, or otherwise damages, the same; 
(g) quarries stone, burns lime or charcoal, or collects, subjects to 
any manufacturing process, or removes, any forest-produce; 
(h) clears or breaks up any land for cultivation or any other 
purpose; 
(i) in contravention of any rules made in this behalf by the State 
Government hunts, shoots, fishes, poisons water or sets traps 
or snares, or 
(j) if any area in which the Elephants' Preservation Act, 1879 (6 
of 1879), is not in force, kills or catches elephants in 
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contravention of any rules so made, shall be punishable with 
imprisonment for a term which may extend to six months, or 
with fine which may extend to five hundred rupees, or with 
both, in addition to such compensation for damage done to 
the forest as the convicting Court may direct to be paid'^. 
A limited sense of public participation has provided to the arrest the 
adverse social and environmental impact and statisation of forest resources. 
The State Government may assign to any village-community the rights of 
Government to or over any land which has been constituted a reserved 
forest, and also make rules for regulating the management of village 
forests, prescribing the conditions under which the community to which 
any such assignment is made may be provided with timber or other forest-
produce or pasture, and their duties for the protection and improvement of 
such forest'^ 
This has been further explicated under a subsequent provision 
encompassing protection of forest for the provision EIA principles. It lays 
down that the State Government may regulate or prohibit in any forest or 
waste land for the breaking up or clearing of land for cultivation, pasturing 
of cattle, and firing or clearing of the vegetation such regulation or 
prohibition were justified on the following grounds: 
(i) for protection against storms, winds, rolling stones, floods and 
avalanches; 
(ii) for the preservation of the soil on the ridges and slopes and in the 
valleys of hilly tracts, the prevention of landslips or of the 
formation of ravines, and torrents, or the protection of land 
against erosion, or the deposit thereon of sand, stones or gravel; 
(iii) for the maintenance of a water-supply in springs, rivers and tanks; 
(iv) for the protection of roads, bridges, railways and other lines of 
communication; 
(v) for the preservation of the public health''*. 
It was also been thought appropriate to incorporate the joint forest 
principles to save the forest resources from adverse environmental impact 
of commercialization. The Government, persons and group of persons 
jointly interested in any forest or waste land then the State Government 
may either undertake the management of such forest, waste-land or 
produce, account to such person for his interest in the same; or issue such 
regulations for the management of the forest, waste-land or produce by the 
person so jointly interested as it deems necessary for the management 
thereof and the interests of all parties therein'^. 
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B. WILDLIFE PROTECTION ACT, 1972: The Wildlife (Protection) Act, 
1972 was passed under the back drop of an increasing awareness of the 
compelUng need to restore the catastrophic ecological imbalances caused 
by the depredations'^ human. The preamble of the Act entails that it is an 
Act to provide for the protection of wild animals, birds and plants and for 
matters connected therewith or ancillary or incidental thereto'^. The EI A 
dimension under the India's comprehensive legislation on wildlife is quite 
broad in its sweep and content as it not only envelops the man-environment 
relationship but also takes into cognizance wider social ecological 
sustainability of the cosmic nature'^. Under the definitional purview the 
ambit of EIA is manifested when it defines habitat of animals including 
amphibians, bird's mammals and reptiles and their eggs'^. Such a habitat 
includes land, water or vegetation which is the natural home of any wild 
animal . In the subsequent clarifying clauses land and water have been 
spelt in its wider EIA concept. The land includes canals, creeks and other 
water channels, reservoirs, rivers, streams and artificial or natural lakes, 
marshes, wetlands and also includes boulders and rocks . The territorial 
waters shall have the same meaning as contained in Section 3 of the 
territorial waters, continental shelf, EEZ and other Maritime Zones Act, 
The panoramic perception of wild life includes any animal, bees, 
butterflies, Crustacea, fish and moths and aquatic or land vegetation which 
form part of any habitat^''. Under the scheme of the Act the EIA principles 
are to be operationalised by the wild life advisory board. The Act mandates 
that it shall be the duty of the wildlife advisory Board to advise the state 
Government in the declaration of sanctuaries, national parks and closed 
areas formulation of the policy for protection and conservation of the wild 
life measures to be taken for harmonizing the needs of the tribal and other 
dwellers of the forest and legislative amendment and policy specification in 
matter connected with the protection of wild life^ "^ . In order to mitigate the 
adverse environmental and social impact, the state government is 
empowered to declare sanctuaries. The State Government may, by 
notification, declare its intention to constitute any area other than an area 
comprised within any reserve forest or the territorial waters as a sanctuary 
if it considers that such area are of adequate ecological, faunal, floral, 
geomorphologic, natural or zoological significance, for the purpose of 
protecting, propagating or developing wild life or its environment . 
The EIA procedure that the controller shall inquire into, and 
determine, the existence, nature and extent of the rights of any person in or 
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over the land comprised within the Hmits of the sanctuary^^. After the 
issuance of notification under Section 18, no right shall be acquired in, on 
or over the land comprised within the limits of the area specified in such 
notification, except by succession, testamentary or intestate^^. When a 
notification has been issued under Section 18, the Collector shall publish in 
the regional language in every town and village in or in the neighborhood 
of the area comprised therein, a proclamation-
(a) specifying, as nearly as possible, the situation and the limits of 
the sanctuary; and 
(b) requiring any person, claiming any right mentioned in Section 
19, to prepare before the Collector, within two months from the 
date of such proclamation, a written claim in the prescribed form, 
specifying the nature and extent of such right with necessary 
details and the amount and particulars of compensation, if any, 
claimed in respect thereoi . 
The Collector shall, after service of the prescribed notice upon the 
claimant, expeditiously inquire into-
(a) the claim preferred before him under clause (b) of Section 21, and 
(b) the existence of any right mentioned in Section 19 and not claimed 
under clause (b) of Section 21, 
So for as the same may be ascertainable from the records of the State 
Government and the evidence of any person acquainted with the same . In 
the case of a claim to a right in or over any land referred to in Section 19, 
the Collector shall pass an order admitting or rejecting the same in whole 
or in part. 
If such claim is admitted in whole or in part, the Collector may 
either-
(a) exclude such land from the limits of the proposed sanctuary, or 
(b) proceed to acquire such land or rights, except where by an 
agreement between the owner of such land or holder of rights and 
the Government, the owner or holder of such rights has agreed to 
surrender his rights to the Government, in or over such land, and 
on payment of such compensation, as is provided in the Land 
Acquisition Act, 1894. 
(c) allow, in consultation with the Chief Wild Life Warden, the 
continuation of any right of any person in or over any land within 
the limits of the sanctuary . These provisions take into 
cognizance the social and ecological dimensions of EI A under the 
wildlife perspective. 
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This is quite apparent as while declaring any area as sanctuary or any 
area comprised within any reserve forest or any part of the territorial 
waters, the State Government should take adequate ecological, faunal, 
flora, geomorphological, natural or zoological significance for the purpose 
of protecting, propagating or developing wild life or its environment^'. 
For the puipose of post EIA monitoring the Act forbids human 
interventions for the development of sanctuary and the national parks. It is 
quite explicit on this count when it says that no person shall destroy, 
exploit or remove any wildlife from a sanctuary or damage the habitat of 
any wild animal or deprive any wild animal of its habitat within such 
sanctuary except under and in accordance with a permit granted by the 
Chief Wild Life Warden and no such permit shall be granted unless the 
State Government, being satisfied that such destruction, exploitation or 
removal of wildlife from the sanctuary is necessary for the improvement 
and better management of wild life therein, authorizes the issue of such 
permit . This provision is castigated on the count of social participation 
and sanitization of local tribal and community for the management and 
habitat of wildlife. To this end the Chief Wild Life Warden is authorized to 
control, manage and maintain all sanctuaries. He may construct such roads, 
bridges, buildings, fences or barrier, gates and carry out such other works 
as he may consider necessary for the purposes of such sanctuary. He shall 
take such steps as will ensure the security of wild animals in the sanctuary 
and the preservation of the sanctuary and wild animals therein and may 
take such measures, in the interests of wild life, as he may consider 
necessary for the improvement of any habitat. He may also regulate, 
control or prohibit, in keeping with the interests of wild life, the grazing or 
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movement of live-stock . 
The satiation of wildlife management is often criticized on being too 
formal, bereft of public participatory approach and limited EIA. The same 
approach permeated into the declaration of national parks. Whenever it 
appears to the State Government that an area, whether within a sanctuary or 
not, is by reason of its ecological, faunal, floral, geomorphological or 
zoological association or importance, needed to be constituted as a national 
park for the purpose of protecting, propagating or developing wildlife 
therein or its environment, it may by notification, declare its intention to 
constitute such area as a national park provided that where any part of the 
territorial waters is proposed to be included in such national park, the 
provisions of Section 26A shall, as far as may be apply in relation to the 
declaration of a national park as they apply in relation to the declaration of 
a sanctuary. The notification shall define the limits of the area which is 
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intended to be declared as a national park and determination of claims, and 
extinguishments of rights, in relation to any land^^ The section also adopts 
a rigorous procedure as no alteration of the boundaries of a national park 
shall be made except on a resolution passed by the Legislature of the 
State'^ It further says that no person shall destroy, exploit or remove any 
wildlife from a national park or destroy or damage the habitat of any wild 
animal or deprive any wild animal of its habitat with in such national park 
except under and in accordance with a permit granted by the Chief Wild 
Life Warden and no such permit shall be granted unless the State 
Government, being satisfied that such destruction, exploitation or removal 
of wildlife from the national park is necessary for the improvement and 
better management of wild life therein authorizes the issue of such 
permit . No grazing of any live-stock shall be permitted in a national park 
and no live-stock shall be allowed to enter therein except where such live-
stock is used as a vehicle by a person authorized to enter such national 
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parr^ On the same footing no hunting of any wild animal shall be 
permitted in a closed area during the period specified in the notification^^. 
The Act also empowers the central government to declare 
sanctuaries and national parks. Where the State Government leases or 
otherwise transfers any area under its control, not being an area within a 
sanctuary, to the Central Government, the Central Government may, if it is 
satisfied that the conditions specified in Section 18 are fulfilled in relation 
to the area so transferred to it, declare such area, by notification, to be a 
sanctuary and the provisions of Sections 18 to 35 (both inclusive), 54 and 
55 shall apply in relation to such sanctuary as they apply in relation to a 
sanctuary declared by the State Government'*'^ . The Act also put fetters on 
trade or commerce in wild animals, animal articles and trophies . Every 
person having at the commencement of this Act the control, custody or 
possession of any captive animal specified in Schedule I or Part II of 
Schedule II, or any uncured trophy derived from such animal or salted or 
dried skins of such animal or the musk of a musk deer or the horn of a 
rhinoceros, shall, within thirty days from the commencement of this Act, 
declare to the Chief Wild Life Warden or the authorized officer the number 
and description of the animal, or article of the foregoing description under 
his control, custody or possession and the place where such animal or 
article is kept'* .^ No person shall, after the commencement of this Act, 
acquire, receive, keep in his control, custody or possession, sell offer for 
sale or otherwise transfer or transport any animal specified in Schedule I or 
Part II of Schedule II or any uncured trophy or meat derived from such 
animal, or the salted or dried skins of such animal or the musk of a musk 
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deer or the horn of a rhinoceros, except with the previous permission in 
writing of the Chief Wild Warden or the authorized officer'*^ It further lays 
down that no person shall, except under and in accordance with, a license 
granted under sub-section (4) -
(a) commence or carry on the business as -
(i) a manufacturer of or dealer in, any animal article; or 
(ii) a taxidermists; or 
(iii) a dealer in trophy or uncured trophy; or 
(iv) a dealer in captive animals; or 
(v) a dealer in meat; or 
(b) cook or serve meat in any eating-house; 
(c) Derive, collect or prepare, or deal in, snake venom . 
These provisions are engrafted to mitigate the adverse environmental 
impacts of wildlife in particular and ecology in general. 
The non-compliance of EIA principle attracts the penal action. The 
Act says that any person who contravenes any provision of this Act or any 
rule or order made there under or who commits breach of any of the 
conditions of any license or permit granted under this Act, shall be guilty of 
an offence against this Act, and shall, on conviction, be punishable with 
imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years or with fine 
which may extend to twenty five thousand rupees or with both'*^ Besides 
this penal provision the Act provides for a system of incentive to those who 
assists in the defection of offence. When a court imposes a sentence of fine 
or a sentence of which fine forms a part, the court may, when passing 
judgment, order that the reward be paid to a person who renders assistance 
in the detection of the offence or the apprehension of the offenders out of 
the proceeds of fine the sum of money accepted by way of composition not 
exceeding twenty percent of such fine . 
In order to make the EIA principle under wildlife management 
socially ingrained the Act recognizes customary rights of tribal people. It 
entails that nothing in this Act shall affect the hunting rights conferred on 
the scheduled tribes of the Nicobar Islands in the union territory of 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands by notification of the Andaman and Nicobar 
Administration'*^. Under the rule making power the central and state 
governments are conferred sweeping powers to implement EIA principles 
in relation to national sanctuaries and parks and trade and trafficking of 
wild animals. Specfic rules were trained by central government such as 
Wild Life Transaction and Taxidermy Rule, 1973; Wildlife (Stock 
Declaration) Central Rule 1973, and Wild Life (Protec tion) Licensing 
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(Additional Matters for Consideration) Rule, 1983 to implement the EIA 
principles in the management of wildlife habitat parks and sanctuaries. 
C FOREST CONSERVATION ACT, 1980: The Forest Conservation Act, 
1980 was passed under the back drop of massive deforestation and 
adverse environmental impact'* .^ In a sense of urgency the president 
promulgated on Forest (Conservation) Ordinance, 1980 for degeneration 
of reserved forests and use of forest land for non-forest purposes. The 
Ordinance also provided for the constitution of an advisory committee to 
advise the central Government with regard to grant of such approval^°. 
Later the Bill became a central Act under title The Forest (Conservation) 
Act, (Act 69 of 1980). The preambular assertion entails for not only the 
conservation of forest but for the matters concerned therewith or ancillary 
or incidental thereto to incorporate the broader objectives of environment 
impact assessment. A forceful articulation to this effect ventilated under 
overriding provision of restriction of degeneration of forest or use of forest 
for non-forest purposes. It resolute that notwithstanding anything contained 
in any other law for the time being in force in a state, no State Government 
or other authority shall make, except with the prior approval of the Central 
Government, any other directing, 
(i) that any reserved forest (within the meaning of the expression 
"reserved forest" in any law for the time being in force in that 
State) or any portion thereof, shall cease to be reserved; 
(ii) that any forest land or any portion thereof may be used for any 
non-forest purpose; 
(iii) that any forest land or any portion thereof may be assigned by 
way of lease or otherwise to any private person or to any 
authority, corporation, agency or any other organization not 
owned, managed or controlled by Government; 
(iv) that any forest land or any portion thereof may be cleared of trees 
which have grown naturally in that land or portion, for the 
purpose of using it for reforestation . 
Further it is clarified that for the purposes of this section 'non-forest 
purpose' means the breaking up or clearing of any forest land or portion 
thereof for the cultivation of tea, coffee, spices, rubber, palms, oil-bearing 
plants, horticulture crops or medicinal plants and any purpose other than 
reforestation. 
But it does not include any work relating or ancillary to 
conservation, development and management of forests and wild-life, 
namely, establishment of check-posts, fire lines, wireless communications 
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and construction of fencing, bridges and culverts, dams, waterholes, trench 
marks, boundary marks, pipelines or other like purposes^^. It is quite 
surprising to note that under the exclusive category of non-forest purpose 
construction of bridges and culverts, dams, and pipe lines are prescribed. 
This has a debilitating tendency as all these activities necessitates a full 
scale EIA and by giving a clean chit to these industries the adverse 
environmental impact on the already denuded forest cover of India will be 
highly catastrophic. 
The Act which has been passed in the year 1980 has not taken the 
wise lessons from the Silent Valley imborlgio in the sense and virgin forest 
of Palaghat region of Nilgiri biosphere reserve. However it is solacious to 
note that the Central Government has been empowered to advise that 
Government in their wisdom about the grant of approval under Section 2 
any other matter connected with the conservation of forests which may be 
referred to it by the Central Government^^ It is expected that the committee 
keeping in view the broad mandate of the Act will examine the matter in 
the broader framework of EIA principles. In the light of aforesaid 
objectives the Central Government is empowered to frame rules to 
actualize the broad legislative agenda under the conspectus of ecological 
balance and environment impact assessment. The committee has a limited 
public participation and draws persons from ministries of environment and 
agriculture besides three non-official scientists . 
The Committee shall inspect site or sites of forest land proposed to 
be used for non-forest purposes only on expedient circumstances^ and 
consideration^^. The Central Government shall refer every proposal to the 
Committee for its advice if the area of the forest land involved is more than 
twenty hectares. The proposals involving clearing of naturally grown trees 
in forest land or for the purpose of using it for reforestation shall not be 
referred to the Committee for its advice by way exception". However the 
Committee shall have due regard to EIA principles while tendering its 
advice on the proposals namely: 
(a) whether the forest land proposed to be used for non-forest 
purpose forms part of a nature reserve, national park, wildlife 
sanctuary, biosphere reserve or forms part of the habitat of any 
endangered or threatened species of flora and fauna or of an area 
lying in severely eroded catchments; 
(b) whether the use of any forest land is for agricultural purpose or 
for the rehabilitation of persons displaced from their residences 
by reason of any river valley or hydro-electric project; 
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(c) whether the State Government or the other authority has certified 
that it has considered ail other alternatives and that no other 
alternatives in the circumstances are feasible and that the required 
area is the minimum needed for the purpose; and 
(d) whether the State Government or the other authority undertakes 
to provide at its cost for acquisition of land or an equivalent area 
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and a forestation thereof . 
While tendering the advice, the committee may also suggest any 
conditions or restrictions on the use of any forest and for any non-forest 
purpose which, in its opinion, would minimize adverse environmental 
impact^ .^ The finding of EIA committee of Project on forest is not binding 
rather advisory in nature. The Central Government shall, after considering 
the advice of the Committee tendered under it may consider necessary, 
grant approval to the proposal with or without conditions or reject the 
same^°. The proposal for the use of land for non-forest purposes takes into 
consideration the different facets of EIA such as details description and 
analysis of project ', location^^, land area^ ,^ density of flora and fauna, 
vulnerability to land and bio-diversity^" ,^ displacement^^ compensatory a 
forestation^^ and cost-benefit analysis .^ The format of proposal is quite 
impressive in range and coverage in giving effect to full scale EIA of 
project by the proponent. The effect of these provisions would have been 
quite salutary had the recommendations of advisory committee and Central 
Government be made mandatory in character. In the line of aforesaid 
objectives, the central government is empowered of frame rules to actualize 
the board legislative agenda under the conspectus of ecological balance and 
EIA^^ 
III. ANTI-POLLUTION LAWS 
A. WATER (PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF POLLUTION) ACT, 
1974: The problem of pollution of rivers and streams has assumed 
considerable importance and urgency in recent years as a result of the 
growth of industries and the increasing tendency to urbanization, 
generation of domestic and industrial effluents, availability of drinking 
water supporting fish life and irrigation, pollution of rivers and streams and 
damage to the country's economy^^. Under the constitutional imperative of 
the State''° and citizen^' to protect and improve the natural environment 
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including forests, lakes, rivers the need for a comprehensive legislation was 
seriously realized. 'Water' being a State subject''^, the Parliament can 
exercise the power to legislate on water only under Article 252 of the 
Constitution . Under this backdrop a Committee was set up in 1962 to 
draw a draft enactment and report to the State and Governments, Council 
of Local Self-Govemment and Conference of the State Ministers of Town 
and country planning^''. Having considered the urgency of the matter 
comprehensive legislation for the prevention, abatement and control of 
pollution of rivers and streams, for maintaining or restoring wholesomeness 
of such water course and for controlling existing and new discharge of 
domestic and industrial wastes and environmental impact assessment was 
passed. Legislation in respect of water is relatable to Entry 17 read with 
Entry 6 of List II in the Seventh Schedule to the Constitution and 
Parliament has no power to make a law in the States (apart from the 
provisions of Articles 249 and 250 of the Constitution) unless the 
Legislatures of two or more States pass a resolution in pursuance of Article 
252 of the Constitution empowering Parliament to pass the necessary 
legislation on the subject. The Legislatures of the States of Gujarat, Jammu 
and Kashmir, Kerala, Haryana and Mysore have passed such resolutions . 
The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 is the 
first comprehensive environmental legislation which incorporates the 
principle of EI A under adjectival clause of the prevention and control of 
water pollution and the maintaining or restoring of wholesomeness of 
water^ .^ The ambit and scope of EIA is discerned in the definitional clause. 
The water pollution according to Act means such contamination of water or 
such alteration of the physical, chemical or biological properties of water or 
such discharge of any sewage or trade effluent or of any other liquid, 
gaseous or solid substance into water (whether directly or indirectly) as 
may, or is likely to, create a nuisance or render such water harmftil or 
injurious to public health or safety, or to domestic, commercial, industrial, 
agricultural or other legitimate uses, or to the life and health of animals or 
plants or of aquatic organisms^^. Logically connected to the environmental 
impact of water pollution is the enunciation of stream which is being 
illustrated to include river, water course (whether flowing or for the time 
being dry), inland water (whether natural or artificial), sub-terranean 
waters, sea or tidal waters to such extent or, as the case may be, to such 
point as the State Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, 
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specify in this behalf . 
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To carry out the environmental impact of water pollution under the 
professed objectives of maintenance and restoration of wholesomeness of 
water the Act empowered the Board to achieve the broader goal of EIA. In 
particular and without prejudice to the generality of the function, the CPCB 
provide technical assistance and guidance to the State Board, carry out and 
sponsor investigations and research plan and organize the training of 
persons, organize through mass media a comprehensive awareness 
programme, collect, compile and publish technical and statistical data 
relating to water pollution and the measures devised for its effective 
prevention and control and prepare manuals, codes or guides relating to 
treatment and disposal of sewage and trade effluents and disseminate 
information lay down, modify or annual, in consultation with the State 
Government . Besides these EIA initiatives the Board under the residuary 
power performs such other functions necessary for a comprehensive EIA . 
The functional purview of SPCB bears affinity to the CPCB except 
the EIA monitoring and enforcement aspects. The Board is empowered to 
inspect sewage or trade effluents, works and plants for the treatment of 
sewage and trade effluents and to review plants, specifications or other data 
relating to plants set up for the treatment of water, works for the 
purification thereof and the system for the disposal of sewage or trade 
effluents or in connection with the grant of any consent as required by this 
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Act . It also chart out reliable methods of treatment of sewage and trade 
effluents, having regard to the peculiar conditions of soils, climate and 
water resources of different regions and more especially the prevailing flow 
characteristics of water in streams and wells which render it impossible to 
attain even the minimum degree of dilution . A special attention is paid to 
the evolution of EIA technique for utilization of sewage and suitable trade 
effluents in agriculture^^ and disposal of sewage and trade effluents on 
land^ '* by laying down standards of treatment of sewage and trade effluents 
to be discharged into any particular stream taking into account the 
minimum fair dilution available in that stream and the tolerance limits of 
pollution permissible in the water of the stream, after the discharge of such 
effluents^ .^ To achieve these objectives the Board also guides and advises 
the State Government with respect to location of industry from the stand 
point of EIA. The residuary clause is being replicated under the 
functional ambit of state Board which may act as potential instrument of 
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promotion EIA . 
The cardinal principles of EIA are being summarized under Chapter 
V of the Act which directly deals with the preventing and control 
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mechanism of water pollution. Tiie first and foremost recognition is being 
reflected in overriding states power of declaration of water pollution areas. 
Each water pollution, prevention and control area may be declared either 
by reference to a map or by reference to the line of any watershed or the 
boundary of any district or partly by one method and partly by another. The 
State Government can also alter any water pollution, prevention and define 
new water pollution, prevention and control area*^ .^ The EIA of water 
pollution is not possible under the poverty of information therefore the 
SPCB is empowered to make surveys of any area and gauge and keep 
records of the flow or volume and other characteristics of any stream or 
well in such area, and may take steps for the measurement and recording of 
the rainfall in such area or any part thereof and for the installation and 
maintenance for those purposes of gauges or other apparatus and works 
connected thereof, and carry out stream surveys and may take such other 
steps as may be necessary in order to obtain any information required for 
the purposes aforesaid . The Board may give directions to any person in 
charge of any establishment where an industry, operation or process, or 
treatment and disposal system is carried on, to furnish to it information 
regarding the construction, installation or operation of such establishment 
or of any disposal system or of any extension or addition thereto in such 
establishment and such other particulars as may be prescribed . It shall 
have power to take for the purpose of analysis samples of water from any 
stream or well or samples of any sewage or trade effluent which is passing 
from any plant or vessel or from or over any place into any such stream or 
well^' and submit a report of analysis in triplicate to the central and state 
board . 
In order to clamp the EIA strategy State Board shall have a right at 
any time to enter, with such assistance as it considers necessary, any place 
for the purpose of performing any of the functions of the Board entrusted to 
him provisions of this Act. Under the rules order, direction or authorization 
made there under. It can also examine any plant, record register, document 
or any other material object for conducting a search of any place in which 
he has reason to believe that an offence under this Act^ '^  is likely to be 
committed. The EIA is being regulated through consent order and licensing 
procedure. The Act put a blanket ban on the discharge of any poisonous 
noxious or polluting matter into any stream or well or sewer or on land in a 
manner leading or likely to lead to a substantial aggravation of pollution 
due to other causes or of its consequences '^*. No person shall, without the 
previous consent of the State Board establish or take any steps to establish 
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any industry, operation or process, or any treatment and disposal system or 
any extension or addition thereto, which is likely to discharge sewage or 
trade effluent into a stream or well or sewer or on land (such discharge 
being hereafter in this section referred to as discharge of sewage); or bring 
into use any new or altered outlet for the discharge of sewage; or begin to 
make any new discharge of sewage^^. An application for consent of the 
State Board shall be made as per Form XIII^ .^ Items 10 to 14 solicited 
details about use of raw material, chemicals, quantity of water effluent 
discharge treatment plant, and disposal methods to facilitate effective EIA. 
The Board may also make such inquiry as it may deem fit in respect 
of application for consent in order to carry out a full scale EIA specially 
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scoping and mitigatmg impact of water pollution . The Central Board may 
depute any of its officers, accompanied by as many assistants be necessary, 
to visit the premises of the applicant, to which such application relates, for 
the purpose of verifying the correctness or otherwise of the particulars 
furnished in the applicafion or for obtaining such further particulars or 
information as such officer may consider necessary^^. Such officer may, for 
the purpose, inspect any place where water or sewage or trade effluent is 
discharged by the applicant, or treatment plants, purification works or 
disposal systems of the applicant may require the applicant to furnish to 
him any plants, specifications and other data relating to such treatment 
plants, purification works or disposal systems or any part thereof, that he 
considers necessary^^. Such officer shall before visiting any premises of the 
applicant for the purpose of inspection under sub-rule (1) above, give 
notice to the applicant of his intention to do so in Form XIV. The applicant 
shall furnish to such officer all facilities that such officer may legidmately 
require for the purpose'°°. Any officer of the Central Board may, before or 
after carrying out an inspection required the applicant to furnish to him, 
orally or in writing such additional information or clarification or to 
produce before him such documents, as he may consider necessary for the 
purpose of investigation of the application and may, for that purpose, 
summon the applicant or his authorized agent to CPCB . After the 
detailed EIA the Board will and the grant its conditional consent by 
imposing conditions nature and composition, temperature, volume or rate 
of discharge of the effluent from the land. Such conditions shall be binding 
on any person establishing any industry, operation or process, or treatment 
and disposal system of extension or addition thereto, or using the new or 
altered outlet, or discharging the effluent fi-om the land or premises. 
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The Board has also empowered to refuse consent for reasons to be 
recorded in writing in case of inadequacy of EIA'°^. If the EIA is being 
carried before the industrial operation and consent order is not sought 
properly then State Board can improve conditions de novo. Where, without 
the consent of the State Board, any industry, operation or process, or any 
treatment and disposal system or any extension or addition thereto, is 
established, or any steps for such establishment have been taken or a new 
or altered outlet is brought into use for the discharge of sewage or a new 
discharge of sewage is made , the State Board may serve on the person who 
has established or taken steps to establish notice imposing any such 
conditions as it might have imposed on an application for its consent in 
respect of such establishment, such outlet or discharge . To augur people 
friendly EIA monitoring the consent order along with the conditional ties 
remains open to public scrutiny. State Board shall maintain a register 
containing particulars of the conditions imposed under this section and so 
much of the register as relates to any outlet, or to any effluent, from any 
land or premises shall be open to inspection at all reasonable hours by any 
person interested in, or affected by such outlet, land or premises, as the 
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case may be . 
The EIA monitoring and surveillance is to be carried out for 
condition to condition compliance and period ice view. The inadequacy of 
compliances and non-fulfillment conditional ties empower the Board to 
cancel the consent order'^^. Where under this Act, any conditions have 
been imposed on any person while granting consent under Section 25 or 
Section 26 and such conditions require such person to execute any work in 
connection therewith and such work has not been executed within such 
time as may be specified in this behalf, the State Board may serve on the 
person concerned a notice requiring him within such time (not being less 
than thirty days) as may be specified in the notice to execute the work 
specified therein"^^. Further the polluter pays principles are also being 
incorporated to bring compliance of EIA conditions. All expenses incurred 
by the State Board for the execution of the aforesaid work, together with 
interest, at such rate as the State Government may, by order, fix from the 
date when a demand for the expenses is made until it is paid, may be 
recovered by that Board from the person concerned, as arrears of land 
revenue, or public demand . 
For the mitigation of adverse EIA and disaster the Board has been 
conferred extraordinary and emergency powers of anticipatory and 
executory character. If any place where any industry, operation or process, 
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or any treatment and disposal system or any extension or addition thereto is 
being carried on, due to accident or other unforeseen act or event, any 
poisonous, noxious or polluting matter is being discharged, or is likely to 
be discharged into a stream or well or sewer or on land and, as a result of 
such discharge, the water in any stream or well is being polluted, or is 
likely to be polluted, then the person in charge of such place shall forthwith 
intimate the occurrence of such accident, act or event to the State Board 
and such other authorities or agencies as may be prescribed . Moreover 
where it appears to the state Board that any poisonous, noxious or polluting 
matter is present in any stream or well or on land by reason of the 
discharge of such matter in such stream or well or on such land or has 
entered into that stream or well due to any accident or other unforeseen act 
or event, and if the Board is of opinion that it is necessary or expedient to 
take immediate action, it may for reasons to be recorded in writing, carry 
out such operations, as it may consider necessary for all or any of the 
following purposes, that is to say-
(a) removing that matter from the stream or well or on land and 
disposing it of in such manner as the Board considers appropriate, 
(b) remedying or mitigating any pollution caused by its presence in the 
stream or well; 
(c) issuing orders immediately restraining or prohibiting the person 
concerned from discharging any poisonous, noxious or polluting 
matter into the stream or well or on land or from making unsanitary 
use of the stream or well'°^. 
This exemplifies the post EIA monitoring provisions of the Act. This 
power can further is notarized for filing complaint application and court 
intervention. Where it is apprehended by a Board that the Water in any 
stream or well is likely to be polluted by reason of the disposal or likely 
disposal of any matter in such stream or well or in any sewer or on any 
land, or otherwise, the Board may make an application to a court, not 
inferior to that of a Metropolitan Magistrate or a Judicial Magistrate of the 
first class, for restraining the person who is likely to cause such pollution 
from so causing"^. Under these circumstances the Board can pass 
sweeping order as the section says that on receipt of such an application 
under sub-section the court can make such order as if deems fit'". The 
order of the court blueprinted under the Act is two fold. On the one hand, 
the court can direct the person who is likely to cause or has caused the 
pollution of the water in the stream or well, to desist from taking such 
action as is likely to cause pollution or, as the case may be, to remove from 
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such stream or well, such matter further. On the other hand the court may 
authorize the Board if the direction under clause (i) being a direction for 
the removal of any matter from such stream or well is not complied with by 
the person to whom such direction is issued to undertake the removal and 
disposal of the matter in such manner as may be specified by the court"^. 
This is to be carried out on the polluter pays principles as all expenses 
incurred by the Board in removing any matter in purchase of the 
authorization or in the disposal of any such matter may be defrayed out of 
any money obtained by the Board from such disposal any balance 
outstanding shall be recoverable from the person concerned as arrears of 
land revenue or of public demand"'^. 
The suo moto power of Board to mitigate adverse EI A is far reaching 
and overriding in character. It says that notwithstanding anything contained 
in any other law, but subject to the provisions of this Act, and to any 
directions that the Central Government may give in this behalf, a Board 
may, in the exercise of its powers and performance of its functions under 
this Act, issue any directions in writing to any person, officer or authority, 
and such person, officer or authority shall be bound to comply with such 
directions. For the avoidance of doubts, it is hereby declared that the power 
to issue directions under this section includes the power to direct closure, 
prohibition or regulation of any industry, operation or process; or the 
stoppage or regulation of supply of electricity, water or any other 
service"'*. Any direction issued under Section 33-A shall be in writing and 
specify the nature of action to be taken"^ by giving an opportunity of not 
less than fifteen days"^ from the Central Board shall within a period of 45 
days from the date of receipt of the objections, confirm modify or decide to 
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issue the proposed direction . In a case where the Central Board is of the 
opinion that in view of the likelihood of a grave injury to the environment 
it is not expedient to provide an opportunity to file objections against the 
proposed direction, it may for reasons to be recorded in writing, issue 
directions without providing such an opportunity . The failure to comply 
with these emergency powers and directions of the Board attracts 
imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months or with fine 
which may extend to ten thousand rupees or with both. In case the failure 
continues, an additional fine which may extend to five thousand rupees for 
every day during which such failure continues after the conviction for the 
first of such failure. In respect of subsequent failure and in case the failure 
continues, with an additional fine which may extend to five thousand 
rupees for every day during which such failure continues after the 
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conviction for the first such failure"^. If such failure continues beyond a 
period of one year after the date of conviction, the offender shall, on 
conviction, be punishable with imprisonment for a term which shall not be 
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less than two years but which may extend to seven years and with fine " . 
The employment of sanctioning regime in graded and gradual way 
seems highly desirable for the pre-EIA, EIA, and post-EIA monitoring 
compliance. The deviance from full scale EIA provision such as consent 
conditional ties shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which 
shall not be less than one year and six months but which may extend to six 
year and to be enhanced on the second and on every subsequent 
conviction, for a term which shall not less than two years but which may 
extend to seven years and with fine'^^. To internalize the public scrutiny 
and social accountability of an EIA process the Act entails adverse 
publicity clause. If any person convicted of an offence under this Act 
commits a like offence afterwards it shall be lawful for the court before 
which the second or subsequent conviction takes place to cause the 
offender's name and place of residence, the offence and the penalty 
imposed to be published at the offender's expense in such newspapers or in 
such other manner as the court may direct and the expenses of such 
publication shall be deemed to be part of the cost attending the conviction 
and shall be recoverable in the same manner as a fine . The public 
scrutiny of EIA of water pollution is also recognized under the 
jurisdictional clause. The court shall take cognizance of any offence under 
this Act on a complaint made by either a Board on any person who has 
given notice of not less than sixty days regarding manner alleged offence 
and of his intention to make a complaint, to the Board against the public 
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mterest . 
The EIA principles are partly reflected in the return and reporting 
provisions'^^ and rule making power of central'^^ and state government' ''. 
However the subtle delineation of EIA principles and procedures seems to 
be weak. Under the residuary power of rule making the central government 
can frame a mandatory model of EIA. However the states rule making 
power is wider in scope wherein state government besides residuary clause 
can frame rule for conditions and formalities of consent particulars and 
EIA procedure, inquiry and relevant environment factor. On the strength of 
the rule making power of EIA of water pollution one can safely say EIA 
rule should be framed cogently. 
B. WATER (PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF POLLUTION) CESS 
ACT, 1977: The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Cess Act, 
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1977 provides for the post EIA monitoring of water pollution generating 
units by incorporating the system of incentive and disincentive and polluter 
pay principle and limited sense of market based instruments. The Act is 
primarily intended to levy and collect a cess for the purposes of the Water 
(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 and to provide financial 
soundness for the Boards for efficient and effective functioning. The cess 
proposed to be levied will be on the basis of the water consumed by such 
local authorities and industries'^^. The list of industries enumerated under 
the Act and schedule for the twin purpose of judicious use of water 
resources. For the purpose of the Act the specified industry''^' include 
ferrous metallurgical industry, non-ferrous metallurgical industry, mining 
industry, ore processing industry, petroleum industry, petro-chemical 
industry, chemical industry, ceramic industry, cement industry, textile 
industry, including cotton, synthetic and semi-synthetic fibers 
manufactured from these fibers, paper industry, fertilizer industry, coal 
(including coke) industry, power (thermal, diesel and hydel) generating 
industry, processing of animal or vegetable products industry, including 
processing milk, meat, hides and skins, all agricultural products and their 
waste and engineering industry . However the Central Government is 
empowered to add any industry for environmental impact of water 
pollution and extravagant consumption of water . 
Table - 4.1: EIA of Water and Financial Deterrent 
Purpose For Which Water Maximum Rate Under Miximum Rate Under 
Is Consumed Sub-Section (2) of Sub-Section (2A) 
Sections of Section 3 
(1) (2) (3) 
1. Industrial cooling. One and half paise Two and one fourth 
spraying in mine pits per kilo litre paise per kilo litre 
or boiler feeds 
2. Domestic purpose Two paise per kilo Three paise per 
litre little 
3. Processing whereby water Four paisa per kilo Seven and a half 
gets polluted and the litre paise per kilo 
pollutants are easily litre, 
bio-degradable 
4. Processing whereby Five paise per Nine and half 
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water gets polluted and kile litre paise per kilo 
the pollutants are not litre 
easily bio-degrable 
and are toxic. 
Source: Schedule - II: Section 3, Water (Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Cess Act, 1977 
C AIR (PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF POLLUTION) ACT, 1981: 
The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 was passed with 
the twin objectives of fulfillment of international commitment of 
Stockholm Declaration, enhancement of national environmental safety and 
quality and EIA. It not only aims at control of air pollution but resolute to 
take appropriate steps for the preservation of the natural resources of the 
earth which among other things, include the preservation and enhancement 
of the quality of air and control of air pollution. With the increasing 
industrialization and tendency of the majority of industries to congregate in 
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areas which are already heavily industrialized and densely populated . 
The Act in the right earnest recognized environment impact of air 
pollution. To quote: 
The presence of air pollutions discharged through industrial 
emission and from certain human activities connected with 
traffic heating, use of domestic fuel, refuse incinerations, 
etc., has a detrimental effect on the health of the people as 
also on animal life, vegetation and property and natural 
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resources . 
The statement of objects and reasons also stated that there should be 
an integrated approach for tackling environmental problems more 
specifically the preservation of the air quality and control of air pollution. 
The preambular assertion further corroborates this professed goral by 
resolving that the Act provides for the prevention, control and abatement 
of air pollution preservation of the natural resources and enhancement of 
the earth environmental quality''* .^ The conceptual ambit of air pollution 
entails the presence of any solid liquid or gaseous substance in the 
atmosphere in such concentration as may be or tend to be injurious to 
human beings or other living creatures or plants property or 
environment . 
To operationalise the principle of EIA of air pollution the state 
government is empowered to identify and declare the air pollution 
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impacted areas with the consultation of PCB. This provision is rarely 
engrafted under other sectoral environmental enactments. This has got on 
organic value in the incorporation of EIA as the State will be in the 
constant exercise of identification, alteration, extension of environmentally 
fragile domain assessment of pollution generation and publication of 
burning of material in the areas demarcated to be prohibited''*^. The 
strategies for the promotion of EIA principle are further spelt out under the 
functional ambit of central and CPCB which inter alia are stated 
hereunder: 
(a) advise the Central Government on any matter concerning the 
improvement of the quality of air and the prevention, control or 
abatement of air pollution; 
(b) plan and cause to be executed a nation-wide programme for the 
prevention, control or abatement of air pollution; 
(c) co-ordinate the activities of the State Boards and resolve disputes 
among them; 
(d) provide technical assistance and guidance to the State boards, 
carry out and sponsor investigations and research relating to 
problems of air pollution and prevention, control or abatement of 
air pollution; 
(e) perform such of the functions of any State Board as may be 
specified in an order made under sub-section (2) of section 18; 
(f) plan and organize the training of persons engaged or to be 
engaged in programmes for the prevention, control or abatement 
of air pollution on such terms and conditions as the Central Board 
may specify; 
(g) organize through mass media a comprehensive programme 
regarding the prevention, control or abatement of air pollution; 
(h) collect, compile and publish technical and statistical data relating 
to air pollution and the measures devised for its effective 
prevention, control or abatement and prepare manuals, codes or 
guides relating to prevention, control or abatement of air 
pollution; 
(i) lay down standards for the quality of air, 
(j) collect and disseminate information in respect of matters relating 
to air pollution; and 
(k) perform such other functions as may be prescribed'''^ 
The Central Board may establish or recognize a laboratory or 
laboratories to enable the Central Board to perform its functions under this 
section efficiently and delegate any of its fianctions under this Act generally 
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or specially to any of the committees appointed by it. Moreover it may do 
such other things and perform such other acts as it may think necessary for 
the proper discharge of its functions and generally for the purpose of 
carrying into effect the purposes of this Act''*''. 
In conjunction with Central Board the functions of a State Board 
shall also include promotion of the EIA principles by undertaking a series 
of measures such as planning comprehensive programme for the 
prevention, and control of air pollution and collection and dissemination of 
information relating to air pollution. It will also collaborate with the 
Central Board in organizing the training programmes for prevention, 
control of air pollution and to organize mass-education programme 
inspection at all reasonable times, any control equipment, industrial plant 
or manufacturing process and to give, by order, such directions as it may 
consider necessary to take steps for the prevention, control or abatement of 
air pollution; laying down the standards for the quality of air emission of 
air pollutants into the atmosphere industrial plants and automobiles 
discharge of any air pollution into the atmosphere from any other source 
whatsoever not being a ship or an aircraft'''^ Under the residuary power the 
Board on perform functions entrusted by the Central Board and do such 
other things and to perform such other acts as it may think necessary for the 
proper discharge of its functions and generally for the purpose of canying 
into effect the purposes of this Act to actualize the broad principle of 
EIA'^^. 
Besides these one of the foremost enforcement mechanic is the 
standardization and compliance with a view to ensuring that the standards 
for emission of air pollutants from automobiles. The State Government 
shall, in consultation with the State Board, give such instructions as may be 
deemed necessary to the concerned authority in charge of registration of 
motor vehicles under the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939 (4 of 1939), such 
authority shall, notwithstanding anything contained in that Act or the rules 
made the reunder be bound to comply with such instructions''*''. Since the 
pollution control legislations are generally based on control and command 
principle the Act restricts the deleterious environmental impact of air 
pollution by licensing system. No persons shall, without the previous 
consent of the State Board establish or operate any industrial plant in an air 
pollution control area. An application for consent shall be accompanied by 
the particulars of the industrial plant and such other particulars as may be 
prescribed . This provision can be optimally be utilized to fulfill the 
cardinal principles of EIA. Because the State Board is further given 
enormous power to make such inquiry as it may deem fit in respect of the 
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application for consent and prescribe all necessary conditions for location 
of installations and plants''*^. During the screening of consent application 
and inquiry a limited sense of public participation and fair and reasonable 
opportunity, and principle of natural justice is generally followed. 
Moreover the EIA process envisaged under the section incorporates pre and 
post appraisal monitoring of environmental impacts. This is quite in built in 
the process as Section 4, shall comply with the following conditions 
(1) The control of equipment of such specifications as the State Board 
may approve in this behalf shall be installed and improved in this 
behalf shall be installed and operated in the premises where the 
industry is carried on or proposed to be carried on; 
(2) The existing control equipment, if any, shall be altered or replaced 
in accordance with the directions of the State Board; 
(3) All the control equipment referred to in clause (i) or clause (ii) 
shall be kept at all times in good running condition; 
(4) Chimney, wherever necessary, of such specifications as the State 
Board may approved in this behalf shall be erected or re-erected in 
such premises; 
(5) Such other conditions as the State Board may specify in this 
behalf; Shall be complied with within such period as the State 
board may specify in this behalf 
However in the case of a person operating any industrial plant in an 
air pollution control area immediately before the date of declaration of such 
area as a pollution control area, the period so specified shall not be less 
than six months'^^. But if due to any technological improvement of 
otherwise the State Board is of opinion that all or any of the conditions 
require or requires variation (including the change of any control 
equipment, either in whole or in part). The State Board shall, after giving 
the person to whom consent has been granted an opportunity of being 
heard, verify all or any or such conditions and thereupon such person shall 
be bound to comply with the conditions'^'. In consonance with this spirit, 
the occupier of industries has to comply all necessary standards and 
specification strictly. No person operating any industrial plant, in any air 
pollution control area shall discharge or cause or permit to be discharged 
the emission of any air pollutant in excess of the standards laid down ^ . 
These normative standards are generally enforced by the Board by adopting 
a series of initiative which include restraint of industrial operation \ 
periodic entry and inspection, access of information sampling sting of 
fair quality . 
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In view of traditional lethargy of environmental inspectorate, the Act 
in its wisdom rightly envisioned the emergency clause and omni bus power 
for EIA monitoring: 
Notwithstanding anything contained in any other law, but 
subject to the provisions of this Act, and to any directions 
that the Central Government may give in this behalf, a Board 
may, in the exercise of its powers and performance of its 
functions under this Act, issue any directions in writing to 
any person, officer or authority, and such person, officer or 
authority shall be bound to comply with such directions. For 
the avoidance of doubts, it is further declared that the power 
to issue directions under this section includes the power to 
direct closure'^^. 
Any failure on this count may attract the condemnation of Act which 
prescribes an imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than one year 
and six months and may extend to six years and with fine. In case of 
continuing commission of offence and in case of the failure an additional 
fine which may extend to five thousand rupees for every day during which 
such failure continues after the conviction the first failure'"? If the failure 
continues beyond a period of one year after the date of conviction, the 
offender shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which shall not 
be less than two years but may extend to seven years and with fine . 
Besides this there exists a general penalty clause for violation of EIA 
norms. It says that whoever contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or 
any order or direction issued there under, for which no penalty has been 
elsewhere provided in this Act, shall be punishable with imprisonment for a 
term which may extend to three months or with fine which may extend to 
ten thousand rupees or with both, and in the case of continuing 
contravention, which an additional fine which may extend to five thousand 
rupees for every day during which contravention continues after conviction 
for the such contravention'^^. 
For the purpose of post EIA appraisal the Board is under a duty to 
maintain a register containing particulars of the persons to whom consent 
has been granted under Section 21, the standards for emission laid down by 
it in relation to each such consent and such other particulars as may be 
prescribed. The register shall be open to inspection at all reasonable hours 
by any person interested in or affected by such standards for emission or by 
any other person authorized by such person in this behalf'^ ^. In this 
exercise a limited sense of social monitoring and public participation is 
also recommended. Which is one of essential attribute of EIA? The 
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residuary power conferred on the Board for the enlargement of jurisdiction 
and functions are of far reaching ramifications for EIA principles. Besides 
the routine mentioning directions the Board aswed at State Government can 
well embarks for detonledfroming of rules for the institutionalisatum and 
enters nalisch of EIA. 
To this end the subjects of delegated legislation such as content and 
specification of application, modus operendi of declaration of air pollution 
control areas procedure of inquiry and related matters are of immense 
importance 
(a) the manner in which any area or areas may be declared as air 
pollution control area or areas under sub-section (1) of Section 
19; 
(b) the form of application for the consent of the State Board, the fees 
payable therefore, the period within which such application shall 
be made and the particulars it may contain, under sub-section (2) 
of Section 21; 
(c) the procedure to be followed in respect of an inquiry under sub-
section (3) of Section 21; 
(d) the particulars which the register maintained under Section 51 
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may contain . 
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 54 of the Air (Prevention 
and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 (14 of 1981), the Central Government, 
in consultation with the CPCB framed rules named as Air (Prevention and 
Control of Pollution) (Union Terrtories) Rules, 1983 to be applied on the 
Union Territories of Delhi, Pondicherry, Goa, Daman and Diu, Dadra and 
Nagar Haveli, Lakshadweep, Mizoram, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 
Arunachal Pradesh and Chandigarh'^ '*. 
Notification of air pollution control area under Section 19 mandates that 
while declaring any area within any Union territory as air pollution control 
areas it shall specify the boundaries of the area if the area is not a whole 
district or the whole Union territory'^^, and the date on which such 
declaration shall come into force. 
Such notification shall be published in the Official Gazette and at 
least in one English and one Venacular daily newspapers having a 
circulation not less than five thousand in the Union territories. (Rule 8 Air 
(Prevention and Control of Pollution) (Union Territories) Rules, 1983. In 
exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (I) of Section 19 of the Air 
(Prevention and Control of Pollution) (Union Territories) Act, 1981 (14 of 
1981), read with Section 6 of the that Act and Rule 8 of the Air (Prevention 
and Control of Pollution) (Union Territories) Rules, 1983 the central 
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Government after consultation with (CPCB) hereby declares, with effect 
from the date of publication of this notification in the Official Gazette, the 
whole of the Union territory of Delhi, as air pollution control area'^ ^. In the 
subsequent year the whole of the Union territory of Chandigarh'^^ and 
Pondichery' are declared as air pollution control area. 
It was followed by declaration of the Union territory of Dadra and Nagar 
Haveli as air pollution control area'^^. 
D.ENVIRONMENT (PROTECTION) ACT, 1986: The Environment 
(Protection) Act, 1986 was passed to mitigate the deleterious 
environmental impact evidenced by increasing pollution, loss of vegetal 
cover and biological diversity, excessive concentrations of harmful 
chemicals in the ambient atmosphere and food chains, growing risks of 
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environmental accidents and threats of life support systems . The need 
for the enactment of a general legislation on environmental protection inter 
alia enable coordination of activities of the various regulatory agencies, 
regulation of environmental pollutants and hazardous substances, speedy 
and responsive redressal mechanism and deterrent punishment endangering 
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human environment, safety and health . Thus the Act expresses deep 
sense of commitments to the aspirations underpinned in United Nation 
Conference on Human Environment and constitutional mandate of 
protection and improvement of natural environment . Being umbrella 
legislation it encompasses the broad agenda of EIA sustainable 
development, improvement of environment, prevention of hazards to 
human beings and other living creatures plants and micro-organism. 
The forceful articulation of EIA found an explicit recognition in the 
conceptual ambit of environment. It entails that environment includes 
water, air and land and the inter-relationship which exist among and 
between water, air and land, human beings, other living creatures, plants, 
micro-organism and property'^^. Environmental pollution means any solid, 
liquid or gaseous substance present in such concentration as may be, or 
17A 
tend to be, injurious to environment . Since one of the foremost 
objectives is to arrest environmental impact of slow and insidious build up 
of hazardous substances especially excessive concentration of harmful 
chemical in the atmosphere it interprets the hazardous substance in broad 
spectrum of natural and man made environment'''^. To ensure that these 
goals should not remain the idealized rhetoric the Act confers sweeping 
power to central government. Perhaps it was engrafted in a sense of 
urgency and legitimacy by the state to arrest the pernicious outcomes of 
environmental peril. This omnibus clause enforces that the Central 
Government shall have the power to take all such measures as it deems 
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necessary or expedient for the purpose of protecting and improving the 
quahty of the environment and preventing, controlHng and abating 
environmental pollution'''^. Such measures envelopes series of EI A 
principle such as co-ordination of actions by the State Governments, 
Officers and other authorities planning and execution of a nation-wide 
programme for the prevention control and abatement of environmental 
pollution, laying down standards for the quality of environment and 
emission or discharge of environmental pollutants by the sixty type of 
industries . Restriction of areas in which any industries, operations or 
processes or class of industries, operations or processes, laying down 
procedures and safeguards for the prevention of accidents and remedial 
measures for such accidents; laying down procedures and safeguards for 
the handling of hazardous substances; examination of such manufacturing 
processes, materials and substances as are likely to cause environmental 
pollution; carrying out and sponsoring investigations and research relating 
to problems of environmental pollution; inspection of any premises, plant, 
equipment, machinery, manufacturing or other processes, materials or 
substances and giving, by order, or such directions to such authorities 
officers or persons as it may consider necessary to take steps for the 
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prevention, control and abatement of environmental pollution . Collection 
and dissemination of information in respect of matters relating to 
environmental pollution. Preparation of manuals, codes or guides relating 
to the prevention control and abatement of environmental pollution . The 
central Government may take all necessary measures for effective 
implementation of the Act. The residuary clause well move beyond the 
professed agenda and resolute for the effective implementation of these 
laws. It lays down that one of principal objectives of the enactment is the 
unity of command because sect oral focus of earlier legislation have 
created produceral gaps, multiplication of requestor agencies poor plumy & 
implication. Therefore the central government was enjoined to constitute 
model authority to undertake all measures expedient for protecting and 
improving the quality of environment . 
As a natural corollary the central government was conferred with 
omnibus power directory for issuance directives and rules necessary within 
the functional ambit. Notwithstanding anything contained in any other law, 
the Central Government may, in the exercise of its powers and performance 
of its functions under this Act, issue directions in writing to any person 
officer or any authority and such person, officer or authority shall be bound 
to comply with such directions. For the avoidance of doubts, it is hereby 
declared that the power to issue directions includes the power to direct the 
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closure, prohibition or regulation of any industry, operation or process; or 
stoppage or regulation of the supply of electricity or water or any other 
service . While issuing such orders the authority is expected to observe 
the established canons of natural justice. The Act reflects the deep sense of 
urgency of environment protection as the rule provides that in view of the 
likelihood of grave injury to the environment it is not expedient to provide 
an opportunity to file objections against the proposed direction. It may, for 
reasons to be recorded in writing, issue directions without providing such 
1 fid 
an opportunity . This rule making power under the delegated legislation is 
of paramount significance in fostering the established canons of EIA. The 
broad agenda for exercise such power sweeps the functions of the 
standardization of quality of air, water or soil, maximum allowable limits 
of concentration of environmental pollutants, safeguards for the handling of 
hazardous substance and restrictions of the location of industries and 
t o e 
operation in different areas . 
An indirect recognition of EIA principle found a mention under 
Articles, 7, 8 and 9 of EPA, 1986. Section 7 accounts for post- projects EIA 
when it says the procedures and safeguards for the prevention of accidents 
remedial measures are mandatory. No person carrying on any industry 
operation or process shall discharge or emit or permit to be discharged or 
emitted any environmental pollutant in excess of such standards as may be 
prescribed'*^ .^ No where a subtle delineation of EIA principle are discerned 
with such clarity as it is in the case of Rule 5 of EPR. It envisages that 
discretionary model of EIA when it resolves that The Central Government 
may take into consideration the various factors while prohibiting or 
restricting the location of industries and carrying on of processes and 
operations in different areas. It includes standards for quality of 
environment in its various aspects laid down for an area, the maximum 
allowable limits of concentration of various environment pollutants 
(including noise) for an area, the likely emission or discharge of 
environmental pollutants from an industry, process or operation proposed 
to be prohibited or restricted, the topographic and climatic features of an 
area, the biological diversity of the area. Environmentally compatible land 
use net adverse environmental impact likely to be caused by an industry 
process or operation proposed to be prohibited or restricted proximity to a 
protected area under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites and 
Remains Act, 1958 or a sanctuary, national park, game reserve or closed 
area notified, as such under the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 or places 
protected under any treaty, agreement or convention with any other country 
or countries or in pursuance of any decision made in any international 
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conference, association or other body, proximity to human settlements and 
any other factors as may be considered by the Central Government to be 
relevant to the protection of the environment in an area'^''. 
While prohibiting or restricting the location of industries and 
carrying on of processes and operations in an area, the Central Government 
shall follow a definite procedures. Central Government should come out 
with statement of expediency of prohibition or restrictions on the location 
of an industry or the carrying on notification'^^. In the official Gazette 
every notification shall be a brief description of the area the industries 
operations processes and the reasons for the imposition of prohibition or 
restrictions on the location of the industries and carrying on of processes or 
operations in that area. Public participation is ensured by filing an objection 
against the imposition of prohibition within sixty days from the date of 
publication of the notification in the Official Gazette. In order to avoid 
delay and timely damage control the Central Government shall, within a 
period of one hundred and twenty days from the date of publication of the 
notification in the Official Gazette, consider all the objections received 
against such notification may within three hundred and sixty five days from 
such date of publication, impose prohibition or restrictions on location of 
such industries and the carrying on the any process or operation in an 
area'^^ 
. The prescription of procedure is a rule however in view of urgency 
and gravity of matter, an emergency clause is also appended which goes on 
to record that notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rule (3), whenever 
it appears to the Central Government that it is in public interest to do so, it 
may dispense with the requirement of notice under clause (a) of sub-rule 
(3)'^°. Whereas section specifically envisages the post-project appraisal and 
circumspection in regard to handling of hazardous. It says no person shall 
handle or cause to be handled any hazardous substance except in 
accordance with such handle or cause to be handled any hazardous 
substance except in accordance with such procedure and after complying 
with such safeguards as may be prescribed'^'. Prohibition and restriction on 
the handling of hazardous substances the Central Government may take 
into consideration the factors such as the hazardous nature of the substance 
either in qualitative or quantitative terms potential damage to the 
environment, human beings, other living creatures, plants and property 
readily available substitutes for the substances indigenous availability of 
the substitute state of technology available in the country for developing a 
safe substitute; gestation period that may be necessary for gradual 
introduction of a new substitute with a view to bringing about a total 
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prohibition of the hazardous substance in question and any other factor as 
may be considered by the Central Government to be relevant to the 
protection of environment . While prohibiting or restricting the handling 
of hazardous substances in an area including their imports and exports the 
Central Government shall by notification in the Official Gazette give notice 
of its intention to do so. Every notification shall give a brief description of 
the hazardous substances and the geographical region or the area to which 
such notification pertains and also specify the reason for the imposition of 
prohibition or restriction on the handling of such hazardous substances in 
that region or area. Any person interested in filing an objection against the 
imposition of prohibition or restrictions on the handling of hazardous 
substances as notified under clause (i) may do so in writing to the Central 
government within thirty days from the date of publication of the 
notification in the Official Gazette. The Central Government shall within a 
period of sixty days from the date of publication of the notification in the 
Official Gazette consider all the objections received against such 
notification and may impose prohibition or restrictions on the handling of 
hazardous substances in a region or an area . The excretory and 
anticipatory dimensions of environmental impact has well be forecasted 
even in cases of apprehension of accident, unforeseen event, the Act 
enjoins for greater degree of environmental circumspection and impact 
assessment with regard to compliance of standards. To incorporate the 
central government is empowered to make rules 25(2) (C). The authority 
has a responsibility to adopt remedial measures for prevention of 
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environment pollution . 
In case of emergency the post approval monitoring of EIA has been 
made inbuilt under the rule. It dwells on the occupier to furnish information 
to the authorities where the discharge of environmental pollutant in excess 
of the prescribed standard occurs or is apprehended to occur due to any 
accident or other unforeseen act or event the person in charge of the place 
at which such discharge occurs or is apprehended to occur shall forthwith 
intimate the fact of such occurrence or apprehension of such occurrence to 
all the following authorities or agencies namely, the officer-in-charge of 
emergency or disaster relief operations in a district region of State. Central 
Board or a State Board, as the case may be, and its regional officer having 
local jurisdiction who have been delegated powers under Sections 20, 21 
,23 of the Water (Prevention and Control of 
Table-4.2: EIA Authorities under Industrial and Environmental Laws 
S.No. Place at which the discharge Authorities or agencies Appointed 
of any environment pollutant to be intimated under the 
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prescribed standards occurs 
or is apprehended to occur 
Statute 
1 
1. Factories as defined under 
the Factories Act, 1948 
(A) Owned by the Central 
Government and engaged 
In carrying out the purposes 
of the Atomic 
Energy Act, 1962. 
(B) 
2. 
Factories other than those 
Mentioned in Para, (a) 
Mine as defined under the 
Minerals (Regulation and 
Development) Act, 1957 
Port as defined under the 
Indian Ports Act, 1908 
(i) Atomic Engergy The Atomic 
Regulatory Energy Act, 
Board (AETB). 1962 
(ii) The Ministry of 
Environment and 
Forests 
(i) The Chief Inspector 
of Factories 
(ii) The Inspector of 
Factories having 
local jurisdiction 
(iii) The Ministry of 
Environment and 
Forests 
(i) Controller-General 
of Mines 
The Factor-
ies Act, 1948 
-do-
(ii) Regional Controller 
Of Mines having 
Local jurisdiction 
(iii) The Ministry of 
Environment and 
Forests 
(i) Conservator of 
Ports 
The Mines 
and Minerals 
(Regulation 
And Deve-
lopment) 
Act, 1957 
-do-
The Indian 
Ports Act, 
1908 
-do-
Plantation as defined under 
(ii) The Ministry of 
Environment and 
Forests 
(i) The Chief Inspector The Plant 
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the Plantations Labour Act, 
1951 
Motor Vehicle as defined 
under the Motor Vehicles 
Act, 1939 
of Plantations 
(ii) The Inspector of 
Plantations having 
Local jurisdication 
(iii) The Ministry of 
Environment and 
Forests 
(i) State Transport 
Authority 
(ii) Regional Transport 
ations 
Labour 
Act, 1951 
-do-
The Motor 
Vehicles 
Act, 1939 
-do-
Ship as defined under 
the Merchant Shipping 
Act, 1958 
Authority having 
Regional jurisdictions 
(iii) The Ministry of 
Environment and 
Forests 
(i) Director-General of The Merch-
Shipping 
(ii) Surveyor Having 
jurisdiction 
(iii) The Ministry of 
Environment and 
Forests 
ant 
Shipping 
Act, 1958 
-do-
-do-
Source: Rule 12 - Schedule V, Environmental (Protection) Rule, 1986 
Pollution) Act, 1974 (6 of 1974), and Section 24 of the Air (Prevention and 
Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 (14 of 1981)'^^ The other statutory 
authorities or agencies made in charge of EI A are specified as under : 
It is indeed very exhilarating to note that while prescribing post EIA 
appraisal and monitoring the Act does incorporate the international 
accepted principles viz; precautionary principle and polluter -pays 
principle. Section 9 to 11 generally prescribes the remedial disaster 
mitigation action plan, monitoring and circumspection of the industrial 
operation and analyses of samples of effluent and emission and invention 
risation of pollution at source . Any person empowered by the Central 
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Government shall have a right to enter at all reasonable times for the 
purpose of examining and testing any equipment, industrial plant, record, 
register document or any other material object or for conducting a search of 
any building in which he has reason to believe that an offence under this 
Act is likely to be committed. It also prescribes for seizing equipment of 
industrial plant, record, register, document or other material object and 
person carrying on any industry, operation or process or handling any 
hazardous substance shall be bound to render all assistance to the person''^. 
The Officer empowered to take, for the purpose of analysis, samples 
of air, water, soil or other substance from any factory, premises or other 
place in the samples so collected will be divided into two portion one 
portion shall be handed over to the person from whom the sample is taken 
under acknowledgement and the other portion shall be sent forthwith to the 
environmental laboratory for analysis^°°. Besides environmental vigil and 
circumspection the Act envisages for the submission of report and return to 
augur EIA. The Central Government may, require reports returns, statistics, 
accounts and other information regarding prescribed standards and 
discharge of environment pollutants . 
Eveiy person carrying on an industry operation or process requiring 
consent under Section 25 of the Water (Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act, 1974 (6 to 1974) or under section 21 of the Air (Prevention 
and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981(14 to 1981) or both or authorization 
under the Hazardous Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 1989 
issued under the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 (29 to 1986)shall 
submit an environmental impact statement for the financial year ending on 
the 31 ^ ^ March in Form V to the concerned State Pollution Control Board 
on or before the thirtieth day of September every year, beginnmg 1993 . 
The yearly environment impact assessment takes stock of the input output 
and waste. Besides the water and raw material consumption inventorisation 
and assessment of air and water pollution, generation of hazardous and 
waste are some of salubrious EIA principles. Of significance remains the 
specification of characterization and disposal techniques. 
Table - 4.3: Annual Report on Environmental Statement 
Part-A 
(i) Name and address of the owner/occupier of the industry operation 
or process, 
(ii) Industry category Primary - (STC Code) Secondary - (STC 
Code). 
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(iii) Production capacity-Units-
(iv) Year of establishment. 
(v) Date of the last environmental statement submitted. 
PART-B 
Water and Raw Material Consumption 
(i) Water consumption m/d 
Process 
Cooling 
Domestic 
Name of products Process water consumption per unit of product output 
During the previous During the current 
Financial year financial year 
(1) (2) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(2)Raw material consumption 
* Name of raw Name of Consumption of raw material per unit 
materials products During the previous During the current 
Financial year Financial year 
* Industry may use codes if disclosing details of raw material would 
violate contractual obligations, otherwise all industries have to name the 
raw materials used. 
PARC - C 
Pollution discharged to environment/unit of output. 
(Parameter as specified in the consent issued) 
(1) Pollution Quantity of pollutants Concentrations Percentage 
discharged of pollutants of variation 
:70 
(mass/day) in discharges from presc-
(mass/volume) ribed 
standards 
with reasons 
(a) Water 
(b) Air 
PART-D 
Hazardous Wastes 
(As specified under Hazardous Wastes (Management and 
Handling) Rules, 1989) 
Hazardous Wastes Total Quantity (Kg) 
During the previous During the current 
Financial year Financial year 
(a) From process 
(b) From pollution control facilities 
PART-E 
SOILD WASTES 
Total Quantity 
During the Previous During the Current 
Financial year Financial year 
(a) From process 
(b) From pollution control facility 
(c) (1) Quantity recycled or re-utilised with the unit 
(d) Sold 
(e) Disposed 
PART-F 
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Please specify characterization (in terms of composition and 
quantum) of hazardous well as soild wastes and indicate disposal pratice 
adopted for the both these categories of wastes. 
P A R T - G 
Impact of the pollution abatement measures taken on conservation of 
natural resources and on the cost of production. 
PART - H 
Additional measures/investment proposal for environmental protection 
abatement of pollution. 
P A R T - I 
Any other particulars for improving the quality o/the environment. 
Source: Form V: Rule 14, Environment (Protection) Rule, 1986. 
In consonances with the spirit and intent of EIA principle the Central 
Government is further empowered to make rules on standards for discharge 
and emission of compliance of the safeguards, handling of hazardous 
substances sampling of air, water, soil or other substance for the purpose 
of analysis, composition of the environmental laboratories, prosecutorial 
strategy and inventorisation of pollutants any other matter which is 
required to be prescribed under residuary clause . The EPA provides the 
broad skeleton and rubric of environmental impact and safeguard and 
abdicates details and area specific delineation to the either central or state 
government or pollution control Board. Section 6 is the procedural version 
of Section 3 which enunciates the basic objectives on which laws are 
premised Section 25 has been envisaged for the further ence of broad 
legislative agenda entailed in Section 6 of the Act. Perhaps to mean 
business the legislature thought that these delegations of rule making will 
not be sufficient for the protection of environment, EIA and bio-safety it 
plunged into the codification of Environment Protection Rule EPR in 1986. 
The definitional purview includes many important dimensions of EIA. The 
desideratum of EIA principles under the preceding enactments and 
consequential catastrophic Bhopal were lurking deep into the mind of 
legislation hence the Act adequately addresses the question of prevention 
of pollution ergonomic principles, environmental safety than protection. 
That is why the definitional ambit of the EP Act and Rule are filled towards 
the handing of hazardous substances and their pernicious impact on 
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environmental quality. This becomes evident when we analyze definitions 
like areas prohibited and restricted and hazardous substances. The 
progressive declination is the recipient system which expressly recognizes 
EIA. The conceptual amalgam of environment and recipient system are 
having for reaching implication in the institutionalization of EIA law in 
India umbrella legislation. The environmental recipient system means 
segment selective environment more such as soil water air generally 
compared to bear the bumt of pollution and environmental impacts. The 
Rule also identifies the proponent of the project supposed to adhere the 
principle of EIA in the discharge of corporate liability. 
Table-4.4: Ambient Air Quality Standards In Respect Of 
Noise 
Area Code 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
Category of Area 
Industrial area 
Commercial area 
Residential area 
Silence Zone 
Limits in dB(A) 
Day Time 
75 
65 
55 
50 
Leg. 
Night Time 
70 
55 
45 
40 
Note-1 Say time is reckoned in between 6 a.m. and 9 p.m. 
Note-2 Night time is reckoned in between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. 
Note-3 Silence zone is defined as areas upto 100 metres around such 
premises as hospitals, educational institutions and courts. The 
silence zones are to be declared by the competent authority. Use of 
vehicular horns, loudspeakers and bursting of crackers shall be 
banned in these zones. 
Note-4 Mixed categories of areas should be declared as one of the four 
above-mentioned categories by the competent Authority and the 
corresponding standards shall apply. 
Source: Schedule - III: Rule 3, Environment (Protection) Rule, 1986 
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IV. DISPUTE REDRESSAL LEGISLATION 
Besides the core environmental protection and anti-pollution 
legislations, the EIA principles are amply ingrained in two administrative 
environmental legislations such as Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 
National Environment Tribunal Act, 1995 and National Environment 
Appellate Authority Act, 1997. The National Environment Tribunal Act 
(NETA) is in fact the procedural and post EIA monitoring and redressal 
law. 
A.PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE ACT, 1991: The Public Liability 
Insurance Act, 1991 is an interesting legislation from the stand point of 
mitigation of social and environmental impacts of hazardous industrial 
pursuits passed under the backdrop of Bhopal Gas Tragedy and judicial 
pronouncement in M.C. Mehta (Sri Ram Casef^^. The preamble of the Act 
underlines the objective by enunciating provision for the immediate relief 
to the persons affected by accident occurring while handling any hazardous 
substance and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto^°^. In an 
explanatory clause it is said that accident means an accident involving a 
fortuitous, sudden or unintentional occurrence while handling any 
hazardous substance resulting in continuous, intermittent or repeated 
exposure to death, of or injury to, any person or damage to any property but 
does not include an accident by reason only of war or radio-activity^*'^. 
While handling in relation to any hazardous substance, means the 
manufacture, processing, treatment, package, storage, and transportation by 
vehicle, use, and collection, destruction, convention, offering for sale, 
transfer or the like of such hazardous substance^ . Ingrained in the 
principle of no fault liability it maintains that where death or injury to any 
person (other than a workman) or damage to any property has resulted from 
an accident, the owner shall be liable to give such relief as is specified in 
Schedule for such death, injury or damage. The Schedule enumerate the 
monetary aspect of compensation in case of reimbursement of medical 
expenses [a maximum of Rs. 12,500] fatal accidents [Rs. 25.000 per 
person] permanent total or permanent partial disability [Rs. 25,000] loss of 
wages due to temporary partial disability [Rs. 1,000 per month up to a 
maximum of 3 months] and damage to private property [up to Rs. 
6,000]^". 
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For the immediate redressal of social and environmental 
compensation every owner shall take out, before he starts handling any 
hazardous substance, one or more insurance policies providing for 
contracts of insurance whereby he is insured against liability to give 
. 7 1 9 
relief . No insurance policy taken out by an owner shall be for a mount 
less than the amount of the paid up capital of the under taking handling any 
hazardous substance and owned or controlled by that owner and more than 
the amount, not exceeding fifty crore rupees, as may be prescribed . 
Every one shall also together with the amount of premium pay to the 
insurer, for being credited to the Relief Fund established under Section 7A 
such further amount, not exceeding the amount of premium, as may be 
prescribed^'''. The Central Government may, establish a fund to be known 
as the Environment Relief Fund, to be utilized for paying relief under the 
award made by the Collector under Section 7 . To arrest the 
environmental impacts of catastrophic industrial pursuits the Central 
Government is conferred sweeping powers such as access and retrieval of 
9 1A 9 17 9 1 Ji 
information entry and inspection , and search and seizure . 
Notwithstanding anything contained in any other law but subject to the 
provisions of this Act, the Central Government may, in exercise of its 
powers and performance of its ftinctions under this Act, issue such 
directions in writing as it may deem fit for the purposes of this Act to any 
owner or any person, officer, authority or agency and such owner, person, 
officer, authority or agency shall be bound to comply with such directions. 
For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that the power to issue 
directions under this section includes the power to direct prohibition or 
regulation of the handling of any hazardous substance; or stoppage or 
9 1Q 
regulation of the supply of electricity, water or any other service . 
In addition to it the Central Government has reason to believe that 
any owner has been handling any hazardous substance in contravention of 
any of the provisions of this Act, the Government may make an application 
to a Court, not inferior to that of a Metropolitan Magistrate or Judicial 
Magistrate first class for restraining such owner from such handling . The 
court may make such order as it deems fit including direction to direct such 
owner to desist from such handling. To make it more effective the Act 
prescribes punishment by way of imprisonment and fine. It says that 
whoever contravenes any of the provisions of [sub-section (1), sub-section 
(2), sub-section (2A) or sub-section (2C) of Section 4 or fails to comply 
with any directions issued under Section 12, he shall be punishable with 
imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than one year and six 
months but which may extend to six years, or with fine which shall not be 
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less than one lakh rupees, or with both . This standard punishment can be 
enhanced in case of habitual offenders. Whoever, having already been 
convicted of an offence under sub-section (1), is convicted for the second 
offence or any offence subsequent to the second offence, he shall be 
punishable with imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than two 
years but which may extend to seven years and with fme which shall not be 
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less than one lakh rupees . Of significance is the bar imposed in 
prescribing offence for containing offences. Nothing contained in Section 
360 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (2 of 1974), or in the 
Probation of Offenders Act, 1958 (20 of 1958), shall apply to a person 
convicted of an offence under this Act unless such person is under eighteen 
991 994 years of age . Under the rule making power the Act can be further be 
99S broad based to actualize the goals of EIA principles . 
B.NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT TRIBUNAL ACT, 1995: The National 
Environment Tribunal Act, 1995 (NETA) is in the procedural and post-
997 
EIA monitoring and redressal law . The Statement of object and reasons 
categorically enunciates that an enterprise engaged in activities with 
potential threat to the health and safety of the persons residing in the 
surroundings areas of the factory owes an absolute duty to the community 
to ensure that no harni is caused to any one on account of hazardous and 
inherently dangerous nature of such activities. Since cases seeking 
compensation for damages to human health, property and the environment, 
particularly contamination of sub-surface water and number of industrial 
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disasters are increasing there is need to develop national Laws regarding 
liability and compensation for the victims of pollution and other 
environmental damage^^ .^ For the sake of expediency the principle of strict 
civil liability was codified for effective and expeditious relief and 
compensation for damages to human health, property and the 
environment^^°. The preamble reiterates that it is an Act to provide for strict 
liability for damages arising out of any accident occurring while handling 
any hazardous substance and for the establishment of a National 
Environment Tribunal for effective and expeditious disposal of cases 
arising from such accident, with a view to giving relief and compensation 
for damages to persons, property and the environment and for matters 
connected therewith or incidental thereto . 
The definitional ambit approaches the procedural and post EIA 
principle by conceptualizing the term accident. According to the Act the 
accident means an accident involving a fortuitous or sudden or unintended 
occurrence while handling any hazardous substance resulting in continuous 
or intermittent or repeated exposure to death of, or injury to, any person or 
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damage to any property or environment but does not include an accident by 
reason only of war or radio-activity^''^. The man, environment and property 
notions encapsulate the broader sweep of the law. As the Act replicated the 
definition of environment adopted under EPA the term environment 
includes water, air and land and the inter-relationship which exists among 
and between water, air and land, and human beings, other living creatures, 
plants, micro-organism and property . The compensation for death of or 
injury to, a person and damage to property and environment is based on 
principle of no fault. It says that where death of nr injur)' to, any person 
(other than a workman) or damage to any property or environment has 
resulted from an accident, the owner shall be liable to pay compensation 
for such death, injury or damage under all or any of the heads specified in 
the Schedule"'". In any claim for compensation under sub-section, the 
claimant shall not be required to plead and established that the death injury 
or damage in respect of which the claim has been made was due to any 
wrongful act, neglect or default or any person . If the death, injury or 
damage caused by an accident cannot be attributed to any individual 
activity but is the combined or resultant effect of several such activities, 
operation and processes, the Tribunal may apportion the liability for 
compensation amongst those responsible for such activities, operations and 
processes on an equitable basis. This provision takes care of reliabilities 
aspect of EIA^^ .^ However the social impact is taken care of under the 
subsequent provision. An application for claim for compensation may be 
made by the person who has sustained the injury; by the owner of the 
property to which the damage has been caused by any of the legal 
representatives, agent duly authorized by such person, owner of such 
property, representative body or organization, fiinctioning in the field 
environment. Central Government or a State Government or a local 
authority . Even without any representation the Tribunal may, if it thinks 
fit take up the cases for claims for compensation suo motu . Any amount 
of compensation under by the Tribunal shall be remitted to the authority 
specified under sub-section (3) of Section 7A of the Public Liability 
Insurance Act, 1991 (6 of 1991) for being credited to the Environment 
Relief Fund established under that section. The amount of compensation 
credited to the Environment Relief Fund under sub-section (1) may be 
utilized by such person or authority, in such manner and for such purposes 
of environment as may be prescribed^"^ .^ 
Since an award made by the Tribunal under this Act shall be 
executable by as a decree of civil court '^" whoever fails to comply with 
any order made by the tribunal, he shall be punishable with imprisonment 
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for a term which may extend to three years, or with fine which may extend 
to ten lakh rupees, or with both^ "*^ . The wider connotation of EIA principles 
are reflected in the schedule wherein not only the economic but social 
ecological and heritage conservation aspects are enumerated. The adverse 
environmental impact on public health includes permanent temporary, total 
or partial disability or other injury or sickness; loss of wages due to total or 
partial disability or permanent or temporary disability; medical expenses 
incurred for treatment of injuries or sickness '^*''. The social redressal is 
made under compensating damages to private propeilj, cApenses incurred 
by the Government or any local authority in providing relief, aid and 
rehabilitation to the affected persons; expenses incurred by Government for 
any administrative or legal action or to cope with any harm or damage, 
including compensation or environmental degradation and restoration of 
the quality of environment^ '*'*. Besides economic and social mitigation of 
environmental impact on human being the Schedules also makes provision 
for claims on account of any harm damage or destruction to flora including 
milch and draught animals and aquatic fauna; any harm, damage or 
destruction to flora including aquatic flora, crops, vegetables, trees and 
orchards; claim including cost of restoration on account of any harm or 
damage to environment including pollution of soil, air, water, land and eco-
systems '^*^ The heritage conservation aspect has also been adequately 
redressed by compensating the loss and destruction of any property other 
than private property '^* .^ The Act is quite far reaching in its scope and ambit 
to give effect the procedural EIA. 
V. CONCLUSION AND SUMMATION 
A survey of the key enactments on environment manifests the 
conventional approach to EIA, This has been the major reason for the 
lackadaisical development of EIA in India. The express verbis recognition 
of EIA under environmental statutes is rarely visibal. These laws are more 
laced with tokenism than the substantive provisions of EIA and SEA. Most 
of these laws are suffering from the end of pipe pollution control 
syndrome' and command and control approach to environment. The 
menacing levels of pollution in the country led to the expediencies whereby 
the laws are tailored to control 'point sources of pollution'. The first 
generation of environmental laws, therefore, does not adequately 
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internalize the EIA principle. It was only after the enactment of 
Environment Act, 1986 and Public Liability Insurance Act, 1992 in the 
backdrop of industrial disasters most notably the Bhopal catastrophe, the 
momentum for EIA laws gained ground. Secondly the onset of dam 
building industries and power projects in India also exposal the in herent 
flaws of environmental clearance based on limited EIA. During the 
ninetees the perilous of the industrial and developmental projects 
spearheaded the fallacies of EIA and SIA. The Water Act, 1974 suffers 
from the ideological moorings of Indian environmental law of first 
generations. Being necessarily a piece of legislation based on control of 
point sources of pollution, the non-point sources of pollution and its 
deleterious impact on the marine environment, coastal zones, wetlands and 
water flows habitate, ground water pollution and aquifer contamination are 
blatantly disregarded with. The scanty devotion of EIA principles receipted 
the crisis of legitimacy of the law. One of the logical outcomes of these 
crises is the fact that India being a riverine country and repository of ample 
water resources is reeling under great water scarcity. It is no wonder that 
either sizeable section of her population is denied access to safe drinking 
water or thrown open to drought and flood prone areas. Had the basic water 
law embedded into the EIA principles, a water resource rich country like 
India never reached to throes of transition. 
The EIA dimensions of Air Act, 1981 became myopic by its terms of 
reference to the government for declaration of air pollution control areas. 
Having an inherent urban bias, the EIA of air pollution does not tread 
beyond the industrial and vehicular pollution. The rural India is generally 
pervaded by the poor quality of ambient air and household air pollution. 
Moreover the mushroom growth of small scale industries and home -
based industries goes unabated and regulatory mechanism fails to impose 
stringent EIA norms. 
The Environment Act, 1986 takes a radical departure from 
doctrinaire legacies of past legislations on the subject. The desideratum of 
EIA is too satisfied under the law by its comprehensive conceptualization 
of environment. The blanket power conferred to the central government to 
protect and improve the environment acts as bulwark for the EIA regime in 
India. Under this omnibus clause the government com frame rules for 
standardization of environmental norms, refinement of EIA methodologies, 
development of people friendly environmental regime and juvenile effort to 
reach the heights of SEA. The succeeding enactment viz; Public Liability 
Insurance Act, 1991 and National Environment Tribunal Act, 1995 are 
procedural extension of ideological composition of the Environment Act, 
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1986. From the standpoint of EIA these two enactments tries to mitigate 
the environmental damage and redress the social impact assessment (SIA). 
In fact both enactments have a healing touch in post EIA phase. Taken as a 
whole, the first generation of environmental legislation does not move 
beyond taken appreciation of EIA. The second generation environmental 
enactments entails in principle the EIA methodologies but without an 
express verbis recognition. In the later phase of second generation 
environmental law, EIA principles started radiating in the regime of 
delegated legislation created under Environment Act, of 1986. 
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Board under sub-section (3) of Section 9; 
(d) the manner in which and the purposes for which persons 
may be associated with the Central Board under sub-section 
(1) of section 10 and the fees and allowances payable to such 
persons; 
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(e) the terms and conditions of service of the chairman and the 
member secretary of the Central Board under sub-section (9) 
of Section 5 and under sub-section (1) of Section 12; 
(f) conditions subject to which a person may be appointed as a 
consulting engineer to the Central Board under sub-section 
(4) of Section 12; 
(g) the powers and duties to be exercised and performed by the 
chairman and the member-secretary of the Central Board; 
(h) the term of the report of the Central Board analyst under 
sub-section (1) of Section 22; 
(i) the term of the report of the Central Board analyst under 
sub-section (3) of Section 22; 
(j) the form in which and the time within which the budget of 
the Central Board may be prepared and forwarded to the 
Central Government under Section 38; 
(k) the form in which the annual report of the Central Board 
may be prepared under Section 39; 
(1) the form in which the accounts of the Central Board may be 
maintained under Section 40; 
(m) the manner in which notice of intention to make a complaint 
shall be given to the Central Board or officer authorized by it 
under Section 49; 
(n) any other matter relating to the Central Board, including the 
powers and functions of the Board in relation to Union 
territories; 
(o) any other matter which has to be, or may be, prescribed. 
(3) Every rule made by the Central Government under this Act shall 
be laid, as soon as may be after it is made, before each House of 
Parliament while it is in session for a total period of thirty days 
which may be comprised in one session or in two or more 
successive sessions, and if, 'before the expiry of the session 
immediately following the session or the successive and sessions 
aforesaid, both House agree in making any modification in the 
rule or both House agree that the rule should not be made, the 
rule shall thereafter have effect only in such modified form or be 
of no effect, as the case may be; so, however, that any such 
modification or annulment shall be without prejudice to the 
validity of any thing previously done under that rule. 
127. Id. Section 64. The section runs as: Power of State Government to 
make rules- (1) The State Government may, simultaneously with the 
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constitution of the State Board, make rules to carry out the purposes 
of this Act, in respect of matters not falling within the purview of 
Section 63; Provided that when the State Board has been constituted, 
no such rule shall be made, varied, amended or repealed without 
consulting that Board. (2) In particular, and without prejudice to the 
generality of the foregoing power, such rules may provide for all or 
any of the following matters, namely :-
(a) The form of application for the consent of the State Board under 
sub-section (2) of Section 25, and particulars it may contain; 
(b) The manner in which inquiry under subsection (3) of Section 25 
may be made in respect of an application for obtaining consent 
of the State Board and the matter to be taken into account in 
granting of refusing such consent. 
Power to amend Schedule I: - (1) The Central Government may, by 
notification in the Official Gazette add to Schedule I any industry 
having regard to the consumption of water in the carrying on of such 
industry and the consequent discharge thereof resulting in pollution 
of any stream and thereupon shall, subject to the provisions of sub-
section (2), be deemed to be amended accordingly. (2) Every such 
notification shall be laid before each House of Parliament, if it is 
sitting, as soon as may be after the issue of the notification, and it is 
not sitting, within seven days of its re-assembly and the Central 
Government shall seek the approval of Parliament to the notification 
by a resolution moved within a period of fifteen days beginning with 
the day on which the notification is so laid before the House of the 
People, and if Parliament makes any modification in the notification 
or directs that the notification should cease to have effect, the 
notification shall thereafter have effect only in such modified form or 
be of no effect, as the case may be, but without prejudice to the 
validity of anything previously done there under: ]Added by G.S.R. 
14 (E) dated 2"^ * January, 1992 (w.e.f 3-1-1992); Subs. By G.S.R. 
377 (E), dated 16"^  April, 1993 (w.e.f 16-4-1993); and Added by 
G.S.R. 377 (E), dated 16'*^  April, 1993 (w.e.f 16-4-1993).] 
128. See: The Water (Prevention And Control of Pollution) cess Act, 
1977. Gazett of India, extra, part II Section 2 dated 14.11.1997 : The 
text of the Act reflects The law as on 1991 See; The Water 
(Prevention And Control of Pollution) Cess (Amendment Act, 1991 
[The Act 53 of 1991]. 
129. Id Pa ra l . 
130. Id Para 2. 
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131. Id. Section 2(c). 
132. Id. Schedule-I 
133. Id Section 16. 
134. Id. Section 3 (1)& (2). 
135. Id Schedule-II. 
136. The Air (Prevention And Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 [Act 14 of 
1981]: The text ofthe Act reflects the law as on 1.4.1988. 
137. Id. Para 1 Statement of Object and Reason. 
138. Id Para 2. 
139. Id. Para 3. 
140. Id. Preamble. 
141. Id. Section 2 (a). 
142. Id. Section 19: Section 19: Power to declare air pollution control 
areas;- (1) The State Government may, after consultation with the 
State Board, by notification in the Official Gazette, declare in such 
manner as may be prescribed, any area or areas within the State as 
air pollution control area or areas for the purposes of this Act. (2) 
The State Government may, after consultation with the State Board, 
by notification in the Official Gazette, 
(a) alter any air pollution control area whether by way of extension or 
reduction; 
(b) declare a new air pollution control area in which may be merged 
one or more existing air pollution control areas or any part or parts 
thereof 
(3) if the State Government, after consultation with the state 
Board, is of opinion that the use of any fuel, other than an 
approved ftiel, in any air pollution control area or part thereof, 
may cause or is likely to cause air pollution, it may, by 
notification in the Official Gazette, prohibit the use of such 
fuel in such area or part thereof with effect from such date 
(being not less than three months form the date of publication 
of notification) as may be specified in the notification. 
(4) The State Government may, after consultation with the State 
Board, by notification in the Official Gazette direct that with 
effect from such date as may be specified therein, no 
appliance, other than an approved appliance shall be used in 
the premises situated in an air pollution control area: Provided 
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that different dates may be specified for different parts of an 
air pollution control area or for the use of different appliances. 
(5) If the Government, after consultation with the State Board, is 
of opinion that the burning of any material (not being fuel) in 
any air pollution control area or part thereof may cause or is 
likely to cause air pollution, it may by notification in the 
Official Gazette, prohibit the burning of such material in such 
area or part thereof 
143. Id. Section 16(1) & (2). 
144. Id. Section 16 (3). 
145. Id Section 17(1). 
146. Ibid 
147. Id Section 20. 
148. Id Section 21 (1)&(2). 
149. Id Section 21 (3). 
150. Id Section 21 (5). 
151. Id Section 21 (6). 
152. Id. Section 22. 
153. Id. Section 22A. 
154. Id. Section 25. 
155. Id. Section 24. 
156. Id. Section 26. 
157. Id Section 31 A. 
158. Id Section 37(1). 
159. Id Section 37 (2). 
lOU. Id. ISection 39. 
161. Id. Section 51. 
162. Id. Section 43. 
163. Id. Section 53. 
164. Id. Section 54. 
165. Id Section 54 (2). 
166. Id. Section G.S.R. 106 (E) the Gazette of India, Extra ordinary 
Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i) dated 20* February 1987. 
167. Department of Environment, Govt, of India, G.S.R. 6 (E) dated 
21.12.1983. 167 G.S.R. 71(E) The Gazette of India, 
Extraordinary Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i) dt. 2"^ * February 
1988. 
168. Rule 1, The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) (Union 
Territories) Rule, 1983. S.R. 54(E) The Gazette of India, 
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Extraordinary Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (1) dated 25'*' 
January, 1988. 
169. Id. Rule 8. 169 G.S.R. 429 (E) The Gazette of India, 
Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i) dated lO"^  
February 1989. 
170. The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 [The Act 29 of 1986] 
vide Notification No. G.S.R. 1198(E) dated 12.11.1986. 
171. Id. Para 1, The Statement of Objects And Reason. 
172. Id Para 3. 
173. Id Para 2. 
174. Id. Preamble 
175. Id. Section 2 (a). 
176. Id Section 2(b). 
177. Id. Section 2(c). 
178. Id Section 3(1). 
179. Id Schedule-I . 
180. Id Section 3 (2). 
181. Id Section 3 (3). 
182. Id Sections. 
183. Rule 4, The Environment (Protection) Rule, 1986 [Vide 
Notification No. S.O. 844 (E) dated 19.11.1986: II Gazett of 
India Extraordinary Section 3 (i)]. 
184. Supra note 1 Section 6. 
185. Id Section 7. 
186. Supra note 13 Rule 5 (1). 
187. id. Ruie D \^l). 
188. M Rule 5 (3). 
189. M Rule 5 (4). 
190. Id. Section 8. It reads: Persons handling hazardous substance to 
comply with procedural safeguards; No person shall handle or 
cause to be handled any hazardous substance except in 
accordance with such procedure and after complying with such 
safeguards as may be prescribed. 
Id Rule 13 (1). 
Rule 13 (2). 
Rule 25 (2) (c). 
Section 9. 
Rule 12. 
Schedule V: 
Section 20. 
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192. 
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198. Id. Section 10. 
199. Id. Section 11. 
200. Id Rule 6. 
201. Id. Section 20. 
202. Id Section 25 (2) (i). 
203. Id Rule 14. 
204. Id. Section 25. 
205. The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 [The Act 6 of 1991 
dated 22.1.1991] The text of the Act reflects the law as on 
31.1.1992. 
206. See: Md. Zafar Mahfooz Nomani, 'Towards Creating Mandatory 
Insurance Liability For Industrial Catastrophe: A Case of Public 
Liability Insurance Act' in M.G. Chitlcara (Ed.) XIII 
Encylopaedia of Ecology Environment And Pollution, 121-41 
(1998). 
207. Supra note 1 at Preamble. 
208. Id. Section 2 (a). 
209. Id Section 2(c). 
210. Id. Section 3. 
211. Id Schedule I. 
212. Id Section 4(1). 
213. Id Section 4 (2A). 
214. Id Section 4 (2c). 
215. Id. Section 7A. 
216. Id. Section 9. 
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219. Id. Section 12. 
220. Id. Section 13. 
221. Id Section 14(1). 
222. Id. Section 14(2). 
223. Id Section 14(3). 
224. Id. Section 22. 
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226. The National Environment Tribunal Act, 1995 [Act 27 of 1995] 
17.6.1995. 
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Tribunal Act: Retrospect And Prospect II The Supreme Court 
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235. Id Section 3 (2). 
236. Id Section 3 (3). 
237. Id Section 4(1). 
238. Id Section 4 (2). 
239. Id. Section 6. It reads as: The tribunal can also pass interim 
order on the fulfillment of certain conditions. Such as sufficiency 
of proof and fairness of trial. However these conditions can be 
set aside in exceptional circumstances. Conditions as to making 
of interim orders.- notwithstanding anything contained in any 
other provision of this Act or in any other law for the time being 
in force, no interim order (whether by way of injunction or stay 
or in any other manner) shall be made on, or in any proceedings 
relating to, an application unless-
(a) copies of such application and of all documents in support of the 
plea for such interim order are furnished to the party against 
whom such application is made or proposed to be made; and 
(b) opportunity is given to such party to be heard in the matter: 
Provided that the Tribunal may dispense with the requirements of 
clauses (a) and (b) and make an interim order as an exceptional 
measure if it is satisfied for reasons to be recorded in writing, that 
it is necessary so to do for preventing any loss or damage being 
caused to the applicant which cannot be adequately compensated 
in money but any such interim order shall, if it is not sooner 
vacated, cease to have effect on the expiry of a period of fourteen 
days from the date on which it is made unless the said 
requirements have been complied with before the expiry of that 
period and the Tribunal has continued the operation of the 
interim order. 
240. Id. Section 22. 
241. Id Section 23. 
242. Id. Section 25. 
243. Id. Schedule Clauses (a) to (d). 
244. Id Schedule Clauses (f) & (g). 
245. Id Schedule Clauses (h) to (k). 
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246. Id. Schedule Clauses (1) to (n). 
247. Persons handling hazardous substance to comply with procedural 
safeguards: No person shall handle or cause to be handled any 
hazardous substance except in accordance with such procedure 
and after complying with such safeguards as may be prescribed. 
[Inserted By S.O. 82(E), dated 16'^  February, 1989, (w.e.f 
16.02.1987].[Renumbered by G.S.R. 422(E), dated 19"' May, 
1993 (w.e.f 19.05.1993) and 104 Substituted By S.O. 64(E), 
dated 18* January, 1988 (w.e.f 18.01.1988]. 
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CHAPTER-V 
CENTRAL EIA LAWS 
I. INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE 
The evolutionary phase of EIA law in India discerns a trend from 
conventionalism to legalism. In the pre-1970 phase the internalization of 
EIA principles found a specific mention under the term of reference of 
National Committee of Environment Planning and Co-ordination (NCEPC) 
established in Department of Science and Technology (DST). During 
1970s the Constitution (Forty Second Amendment Act), 1976 incorporated 
environment protection measures enjoining state and citizens to protect and 
improve the natural environment'. As a natural corollary Fifth National 
Plan stressed close association of NCEPC with major industrial decisions 
and placed priority to minimize pollution . During 1980-85 recognition of 
central authority for environmental protection and conservation was 
envisioned. A new mechanism of environment protection included 
Planning Commission's approval of major projects and review report by 
Department of Environment (DoE). Environmental appraisal and 
monitoring committees were set up to review impact statements by project 
proponents. Guidelines and checklists for EIA were developed for 
hydroelectric, mining, harbour, thermal and road and rail projects. 
Environmental boards in all states and Union territories established for 
review and monitoring of all environmental matters. In order to protect 
federal principle of environmental management^ and EIA the MoEF has 
issued series of notifications relating protection of ecologically fragile and 
sensitive zones of country. These notifications empowered federal 
identities to actualize the basic precepts of sustainable development and 
EIA'*. This has been made possible by issuing a Guideline and Rule For 
Siting of Industries in 1985 and 1999 respectively and identifying the 
ecologically fragile and sensitive areas and protected areas and zones^ This 
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chapter is devoted to the study of trends and development of EIA laws 
promulgated under the regime of delegated legislation. 
II. EIA DRAFT NOTIFICATION I 
EIA Draft Notification, (First), 1992 for the first time brought the 
environmental clearance and environment impact under the enviro-legal 
regime by mandating the proponent of development project to adhere and 
abide EIA norms. The draft Rule prefaces the object of the law derived 
from the under Sections 3(1) and 3(2) (v) of EPA, 1986 and Rule 5(3) (a) 
of EPR, 1986^ on environment clearance. It says that whereas considerable 
adverse environment impact has been caused due to degradation of the 
environment with excessive soil erosion and water and air pollution on 
account of certain development activities, thereby endangering not only the 
destruction of natural resources like forests, mangroves, wetlands, rivers, 
lakes, gene pool reserves and vegetation cover which is fast dwindling in 
large parts of the country, but also attacking the health and very survival of 
living beings-both animal and human . Under this backdrop it is necessary 
to protect and improve the quality of environment by controlling pollution 
of air, water and soil along with biotic pressure on natural resources, which 
is so intense that our natural biological and genetic wealth is threatened 
o 
with severe damage . It was seriously realized that development project 
should be carried on within the carrying capacity of the ecosystem through 
judicious location beyond defined distances from ecosystems which will 
otherwise come under stress, so as to ensure that developmental activity 
takes place in harmony with the environment^. Carefial assessment of a 
project on the basis of an EIA of each project and the (EM?) must be 
undertaken'^ for the expansion or modernization of any existing industry or 
new projects listed in Schedule I or Schedule II. These industries shall not 
be undertaken in any part of India, unless it has been accorded 
environmental clearance by the Central Government or. State Government 
concerned in accordance with the procedure of this notification". The 
Schedule I enumerate 24 industries which is subject to scrutiny by the 
central government . Whereas Schedule II contains a list of industries 
1 "X 
requiring clearance from state government . 
In view of the urgency to protect and improve the environment in 
ecologically sensitive areas the central government has assumed the role of 
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trustee''*. That is why it has been clarfield that notwithstanding anything 
contained in Schedule II, any project proposed to be located within 10 
kilometers of the boundary of reserved forests, or a designated ecologically 
sensitive area, or within 25 kilometers of the boundary of national park or 
sanctuary will require environmental clearance from the Central 
Government'^ The MoEF will review the environmental clearance given to 
any project by any State Government if written representation is received 
by Ministry against such clearance from the affected parties, or it is prima 
facie evident that environmental imperatives and norms specified by that 
Ministry have been ignored by the State Government concerned while 
giving such clearance'^. The Draft Rule sets out the procedure to give 
effect the basic principle of EIA. At the first instance it declares that every 
project shall be scrutinized by the central Government. Any person who 
desires to undertake any project in any part of India or the expansion or 
modernizations of any existing industry or project listed in Schedules I and 
II shall submit an application to the secretary, MoEF where environmental 
clearance is required from the Central Government, or to Environment 
Secretary of the State Government concerned, where the environmental 
clearance is required from the State Government. The application shall be 
made in the profroma appended to this notification and shall be 
accompanied by a detailed project report and an EMP prepared in 
accordance with the guidelines issued by the Central Government in the 
1 1 
MoEF". In case mining, thermal powers, hydroelectric power and multi 
1 O 
purpose river valley projects the application form should contain the 
objectives and EIA relating to land use pattern, climatology and ambient air 
quality water quality, and quantity balancing generation of solid wastes, 
noise and vibration level and source of power supply. Besides social 
impact such as optimums labour force member of villages and population 
to be displaced. 
The Schedule has classified the project according to production 
capacity and financial criteria. In case of mining pit-head thermal power 
stations, hydro-electric power projects, and multi-purpose river valley 
projects, a preliminary site clearance will be required from the Central 
Government in the MoEF before initiating any investigation involving 
cutting of trees, drilling, digging or construction of any sort temporary or 
permanent. The site clearance will be granted for the sanctioned capacity 
and will be valid for a period of five years for commencing the 
construction'^. The detailed project report submitted with the application 
shall evaluate and assessed by the Impact Assessment Agency (lAA) of the 
Central Government or, as the case may be, of the State Government in 
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consultation with a Committee of experts . The expert committees for EIA 
draws person from cross sections of society and community. It consists of 
an outstanding and experienced ecologist eco-system manager with 
systems management and modehng experience in air pollution control, 
water pollution control flora/fauna survey and management water resources 
management, land use planning/biological reclamation of degraded lands 
and conservation and protection of aquatic life, social scientist with 
experience of rehabilitation of project oustees, specialist with background 
of economic and project appraisal, subject area Specialists in relevant 
development sector, representative of NGO and environmental action 
groups, representative of lAA at Centre/State Member, Secretary . The 
Committee of experts enjoys full right of entry and inspection of the site or, 
as the case may be, factory premises at any time prior to, during, or after 
the commencement of the operations relating to the project . The lAA will 
prepare a set of recommendations based on technical assessment of 
documents and data furnished by the project authorities supplemented by 
data collected during visits to the site or factory, interaction with affected 
population and environmental groups. The recommendations and the 
conditions subject to which environmental clearance is given may be made 
available to concerned parties. The assessment shall be completed within a 
period of three months on receipt of the requisite documents and data from 
the project authorities . In the post clearance phase is clearing generation 
of said wastes and vibration level and source of power supply. The detailed 
EIA include BMP, risk assessment report (RAR) disaster management 
plan, environmental management of air and water quality '^*. In order to 
enable the Impact Assessment Agency concerned to monitor the effective 
implementation of the recommendations and conditions subject to which 
the environmental clearance has been given, the project authorities 
concerned shall submit a half-yearly report to the concerned agency . To 
augur public participation any person interested in filling any objection 
against the proposed directions contained in this notification, may do so in 
writing to the Secretary, MoEF New Delhi within 60 days from the date of 
publication of this Notification in the Official Gazette . 
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III. EIA FINAL NOTIFICATION 
The Final EIA Notification has neutralized the federal tendencies as 
two schedules setting out projects requiring clearance from central and 
state government merged into single Schedule containing only 29 
industries .^ Now the financial criteria became the bench mark for EIA and 
environmental clearance. Industries having investment exceeding Rs. 50 
crore subjected to EIA by the central authority where as industries having 
investment Rs. 50 crore subject to approval by state. Small scale industries 
have been totally exempted from EIA requirement either by central or state 
authorities . The preamble reiterated that expansion or modernization of 
any activity or new project listed shall not be undertaken in any part of 
India unless it has been accorded environmental clearance by the Central 
Government in accordance with the procedure hereinafter . The 
requirements and procedure for seeking environmental clearance of 
projects says that any person who desires to undertake any project in any 
part of India or the expansion or modernization of any existing industry or 
project listed in the Schedule shall submit an application to the Secretary, 
MoEF New Delhi. The application shall be made in the pro forma and 
shall be accompanied by a detailed project report which shall, inter alia, 
include an EIA Report and an EMP prepared in accordance with the 
guidelines issued by the MoEF from time to time"''. Compared to the pro 
former of Draft EIA Notification the present pro forma has been made more 
impressive in coverage. The action of environmental management cell is 
helpfiil in institutionalization of EIA in the plant and project. In case of the 
mining, pit-head thermal power stations, hydro-power, major irrigation 
projects and or their combination including flood control, ports and 
harbours (excluding minor ports). The project authorities will intimate the 
location of the project site to MoEF while initiating any investigation and 
surveys. The Ministry will convey a decision regarding suitability or 
otherwise of the proposed site within a maximum period of thirty days. The 
said site clearance will be granted for a sanctioned capacity or for any 
mining lease 500 hectares or above area, if so required, for prospecting and 
exploration of minerals. It will be valid for a period of five years for 
commencing the construction, operation or mining . The summary 
feasibility report (SFR) submitted with the application shall be evaluated 
and assessed by the lAA in consultation with a Committee of experts . The 
composition of committee of expert is also broad based and diversified^''. 
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The Committee of experts shall have flill right of entry and inspection of 
the site or, as the case may be, factory premises at any time prior to during 
or after the commencement of the operations relating to the project''^ 
On the count of public participation the final draft included the 
provision for site visit, public hearing, social auditing, access to summary 
feasibility report and BMP. The lAA will prepare a set of recommendations 
based on technical assessment of documents and data, fiamished by the 
project authorities supplemented by data collected during visits to sites or 
factories and interaction with affected population and environmental 
groups SFR, along with the detailed BMP, the recommendation and the 
conditions subject to which environmental clearance is given, shall be 
made available to the concerned parties or environmental groups on 
request. Comments of the public may be solicited, if so recommended by 
lAA within 60 days of receipt of proposal in public hearings arranged for 
the purpose after giving one month notice of such hearings in at least two 
newspapers''^. Public shall be provided the summary of the project reports 
and BMP at the headquarters of the lAA. To avoid any latches and delay in 
relation of socio-economic, cost the assessment shall be completed within a 
period of three months on receipt of the requisite documents and data from 
the project authorities and completion of public hearing were required and 
decision conveyed within a maximum of 30 days thereafter. No work, 
preliminary or otherwise, relating to the setting up of the project may be 
undertaken till the environmental site clearance is obtained . In order to 
enable the lAA concerned to monitor effectively the implementation of the 
recommendations and conditions subject to which the environmental 
clearance has been given, the project authorities concerned shall submit a 
half-yearly report to the concerned agency. lAA will make compliance 
reports publicly available . If no comments from the lAA are received 
within the time limit, the project would be deemed to have been approved 
as proposed by project authorities^^. Under the exemption clause industries 
having investment less them 50 crore and small scale industries having 
investment of Rs. 1 crore need not require environmental clearance from 
BIA angler''^. In order to ensure accuracy and authenticity of qualitative 
BIA, the project falling short of the required standards of information will 
be rejected'^'. 
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IV. EIA AMENDMENT NOTIFICATION 
The qualitative EIA approach and peoples friendly spirit is set aside 
by EIA Amendment Notification, 1994'*^  as lAA is no longer bound to visit 
the sites of factories and interact with the affected population or 
stakeholders of the environment. EIA clearance is based on exclusively 
SFR, EIA Report, technical assessment of document and data flirnished by 
project authorities by MoEF. The expansion and modernization of any 
activity or the undertaking of any project shall not be carried out, unless 
environmental clearance has been granted by that Government. The Central 
Government in public interest may dispense with the requirement of 
notice . Instead of SFR a detailed project report of inter alia, include 
an EMP a combined report including an EIA Report EMP shall be 
substituted for EIA clearance'*^ The lAA shall prepare a set of 
recommendations based on technical assessment of documents and data, 
furnished by the project authorities, supplemented by data collected during 
visits to sites or factories, if undertaken, and interaction with affected 
population and environmental groups, if necessary. Summary of the 
reports, recommendation and the conditions, subject to which 
environmental clearance is given, shall be made available subject to the 
public interest to the concerned parties or environmental groups on request. 
Comments of the public may be solicited, if so decided by the lAA within 
thirty days of receipt of proposal, in public hearings arranged for the 
purpose; after giving thirty days notice of such hearings in at least two 
newspapers. Public shall be provided access to the summary of the reports 
EMP at the headquarters of lAA. The assessment shall be completed within 
a period of ninety days from receipt of the requisite documents and data 
from the project authorities and completion of public hearing. The 
clearance granted shall be valid for a period of five years from the 
commencement of the construction or operation"* .^ No construction work, 
preliminary or otherwise, relating to the setting up of the project may be 
undertaken till the environmental and site clearance is obtained . In order 
to enable the lAA to monitor effectively the implementation of the 
recommendations and conditions subject to which the environmental 
clearance has been given, the project authorities concerned shall submit a 
half yearly report to the lAA. Subject to the public Interest the lAA shall 
make compliance reports publicly available . 
Interestingly the provisions of this notification have also been altered 
subsequently in May 1994. Further alterations in procedure pursuant to the 
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amendments'*^ runs that the lAA is no longer bound to visit the sites or 
factories and interact with the affected population or environmental groups. 
Hence the clearance and recommendations given by it may now be based 
solely on a technical assessment of the documents and data ftirnished by 
the project authorities. The summary of the reports, recommendations and 
conditions subject to which clearance is given, shall now be made available 
to the concerned parties and environmental groups subject to the public 
interest. Even access for the public, to the above documents is now subject 
to the public interest. Similarly, the compliance reports submitted half 
yearly is accessible to the public subject to the public interest. It is 
submitted that the EIA framework as it exists now are far from satisfactory 
and raises various issues, especially in the light of the objectives for which 
it was conceived^°. The EIA law is a highly centralized one. The 
exclusionary clause to the effect that if would not apply in the case of 
certain projects it the investment is less than 50 crores or if it is reserved 
for the small scale sector with investment of less than 1 crore is another 
debilitating provision. The likelihood adverse environmental impact and 
pollution should be the criteria not the quantum of the investment. In US 
Environmental Assessment (EA) and Environmental Impact Statement is 
conducted at the outset. If it is not required, then, a Finding of No 
Significant Impact (FONSI) is prepared^'. The State Government and the 
local bodies have no role to play in the whole process. Unlike the India, 
English Law contained in the Town and Country Planning Act provides 
EIA clearances by the local authorities. The draft notification had two 
schedules, the first prescribing 24 industries which required Central 
Government clearance, and the second which enumerated 45 industries 
which required State Government clearance. The final Notification has 
only one Schedule which contains a considerably shortened list of only 29 
industries which require clearance from the Central Government alone . 
In the implementation process the excessive reliance is placed on reports of 
the project proponent and the agency which carries out the EIA cannot be 
said to take an impartial view of the project. The monitoring and 
implementation of the conditions subject to which clearance is given is by 
means on half yearly reports by lAA lacks objectivity. Moreover the 
predictions and information required in an EIA is often limited as the 
regulations or guidelines may not require the full range of potential impacts 
to be addressed under Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and 
Synergistic impact^^. 
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V. EIA PUBLIC HEARING NOTIFICATION 
In the subsequent clarifying Notifications the people participation in 
decision making of EIA is further strengthened. In Public Hearing 
Notification it is clarified that earlier dispensation of notice requirement 
under public interest is to done away with. Now the lAA shall prepare a set 
of recommendations based on the technical assessment of documents and 
data furnished by the project authorities and supplemented by data 
collected during visits of sites of factories and details of public hearing. 
The assessment shall be completed within a period of ninety days from 
receipt of the requisite documents and data from the project authorities and 
completion of public hearing and decision conveyed within thirty days 
thereafter. The clearance granted shall be valid for a period of five years 
from commencement of the construction or operation of the project^^ The 
Procedure of Public Hearing Is Outlined in the Schedule Whoever apply 
for environmental clearance of projects, shall submit to the concerned 
SPCB twenty sets of the following documents namely :-
(i) An executive summary containing the salient features of the 
project both in English as well as local language, 
(ii) Form XII prescribed under Water (Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Rules, 1975 where discharge of sewage, trade 
effluents, treatment of water in any form, is required, 
(iii) Form I prescribed under Air (Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Union Territory Rules, 1983 where discharge of 
emissions are involved in any process, operation or industry, 
(iv) Any other information or document which is necessary in the 
en 
opinion of the Board for their final disposal of the application . 
The SPCB shall cause a notice for public hearing which shall be 
published in at least two news papers widely circulated in the region 
around the project, one of which shall be in the vernacular language of the 
locality concerned. SPCB shall mention the date, time and place of public 
hearing. Suggestions, views, comments, and objections of the public shall 
be invited within thirty days from the date of publication of the 
Notification^^. All the persons including bona fide residents, 
environmental groups and others located at the projects site/sites of 
displacement/sites likely to be affected can participate in the public 
hearing. They can also make oral/written suggestions SPCB^ .^ In the 
explanation note the conspectus of public participation in EIA process is 
wide: 
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(a) any person who is likely to be affected by the grant of 
environmental clearance; 
(b) any who owns or has control over the project with respect to 
which an application has been submitted for environmental 
clearance; 
(c) any association of persons whether incorporated or not likely 
to be affected by the project and/or functioning in the field of 
environment; 
(d) any local authority within any part of whose local limits, is 
within the neighborhood, wherein the project is proposed to 
be located^^. 
The composition of public hearing panel may consist of the 
following, namely:-
(i) Representative State Pollution Control Board; 
(ii) District Collector or his nominee; 
(iii) Representative of State Government dealing with the subject; 
(iv) Representative of Department of the State Government dealing 
with Environment; 
(v) Not more than three representatives of the local bodies such as 
Municipalities or panchayats; 
(vi) Three senior citizens of the area nominated by the District 
Collector^'. 
The executive summary is to be disseminated and remain available 
for wider public access. 
(i) at District Collector Office, 
(ii) District Industry Centre, 
(iii) Chief Executive Officers of Zila Parishad or Commissioner of the 
Municipal Corporation/Local body 
(iv) State Pollution Control Board and its concerned Regional Office; 
(v) Concerned Department of the State Government dealing with the 
subject to environment^^. 
It was only the EIA Notification 1997 which institutionalized federal 
governance and public participation by incorporating public hearing 
procedure. The developer and project proponent is placed under a 
mandatory duty to submit twenty sets of the Executive Summary and other 
necessary information to solicit suggestions, views, comments, objection 
from all bonafide residents, environmental groups, displaced and affected 
people. The composition of public hearing included representative of SPCB 
District Collector, State Government, Local Bodies and Senior Citizens. 
The executive summary shall be made available to federal identities at 
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District Collector Office Industry Centre, Zila Parishad and Municipal 
Corporations to ensure meaningful participation and cooperative 
federal ism^ .^ 
VI. EIA THERMAL POWER PLANT 
NOTIFICATION 
In a similar vein EIA of Thermal Power Plant Notification was 
passed^ "*. Besides setting out bench marks for EIA for Thermal Power Plant 
it reiterated public hearing process and made in no votive changes in 
application format. This was done in exercise of the powers conferred by 
Section 23 of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and to take measures 
for protecting and improving the quality of the environment and 
preventing, controlling and abating environmental pollution by MoEF^ .^ In 
furtherance of EIA Notification it envisaged criteria for category of thermal 
power plants requiring environmental clearance from the State 
Government. It include all co-generation plants irrespective of the installed 
capacities and captive power plants; up to 250 MW (both coal and 
gas/naphtha based) coming up separately and not along the main industry . 
The utility projects include coal based plants up to 500 MW using fluidized 
bed technology subject to sensitive areas restrictions, coal based Power 
Plants up to 250 MW using conventional technologies and gas/naphtha 
based plants up to 500 MW . Since environmental clearance from the EIA 
angle is a state subject it is clarified that any project proposed to be located 
within the radius of twenty five km boundary of reserved forests, 
ecologically sensitive area which may include national parks, sanctuaries, 
biosphere reserves, critically polluted area and within fifty kms of inter-
state boundary shall require environmental clearance from the Central 
Govemment^ * .^ 
The procedure for EIA clearance is outlined in another schedule. 
Any person who desires to establish a thermal power plant shall submit an 
application to the Department of the State Government dealing with the 
subject of Environment in the Form 'A' specified in Schedule II and shall 
be accompanied by a detailed project report which shall inter alia, include 
an EIA Report and EMP prepared in accordance with the guidelines issued 
by the State Department of Environment from time to time^ '^. In case of the 
pit-head thermal power plants, the applicant shall intimate the location of 
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the project site to the State Government while initiating any investigation 
and surveys. The State Government will convey a decision regarding 
suitability or otherwise of the proposed site within a maximum period of 
thirty days. The said site clearance will be granted for a sanctioned capacity 
and it will be valid for a period of five years for commencing the 
construction or operation of the project . The applicant shall obtain No 
Objection Certificate (NOG) from the concerned Pollution Control Board. 
The SPCB shall issue NOG to establish only after completing public 
hearing as specified in Schedule-IV annexed to this notification^^. 
The reports submitted with the application and NOC from the State 
Control Board shall be evaluated and assessed by the State Government, in 
consultation with a Committee of experts which shall be constituted by the 
State Government as specified in Schedule III appended to this 
notification . The Committee of experts shall have full right of entry and 
inspection of the site or, as the case may be, factory premises at any time 
prior to, during or after the commencement of the operations relating to the 
plant^ .^ The State Government department dealing with the subject of 
environment shall prepare a set of recommendations based on technical 
assessment of documents and data furnished by the application 
supplemented by data collected during visits to sites, if undertaken and 
interaction with affected population and environment groups, if 
necessary^^. The environmental clearance granted shall be valid for a 
period of five years from commencement of the construction or operation 
of the project''^. 
VII. EIA SMALL INDUSTRIES 
NOTIFICATION 
Recently Ministry of Environment & Forests Notification has 
brought amendment in the EIA Notification in relation to small scale 
industries (SSI)^^. It has been found that SSI Units, mining projects with 
lease area up to twenty five hectares, widening and strengthening of 
Highways, and modernization of existing irrigation projects cause minimal 
impacts, both on the environment and people living in the vicinity . That is 
why the EIA of such projects can be assessed on the basis of the 
information provided by the project proponents to MoEF even without a 
public hearing^^. In exercise of powers conferred by sub-section (1) read 
with clause (v) of sub-section (2) of Section 3 of the Environment 
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(Protection) Act, 1986 (29 of 1986) is hereby published as required under 
sub-rule (3) of Rule t of the Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986 for the 
information of all persons likely to be affected thereby; and notice is 
hereby given that the said draft Notification will be taken into 
consideration after the expiry of a period of sixty days from the date on 
which copies of the Gazette of India containing this notification are made 
available to the public . Any person desirous of making any objection or 
suggestion in respect of the said draft Notification may forward the same in 
writing for consideration of the Central Government within the period so 
specified to the Secretary, MoEF^''. The Draft proposal says that in 
paragraph 2, in sub-paragraph I in item (a), the following shall be inserted 
at the end, namely: 
However, public hearing is not required in respect of Small 
Scale Industrial Units (as defined in the Industrial Policy 
from time to time), widening and strengthening of 
highways, mining projects (major minerals) with lease area 
up to twenty-five hectares and modernization of existing 
irrigation project . 
Under the draft proposal to the said notification, on EIA, Public 
Hearing has been exempted . This Amendment has been assailed the 
Centre For Environmental Law Education Research and Advocacy on more 
than one counts. The very question of the proposed change is debatable at 
this juncture. Firstly, the EIA Notification has already undergone numerous 
modifications, then when will the executive get the idea, about the 
procedure to be adopted for the EIA? Second, these recent changes have 
never been given the publicity. They should get to that common man 
knows the law of the land. Thirdly, the fact that many highways, mining 
projects, modernization of irrigation projects have been on the proposal, for 
which public hearing was due, casts a doubt about the very timing of the 
said nofification. Fourthly, are the said project, having no impact on 
environment, rather what is the object behind which these projects are 
exempted ? 
The idea of exempting small scale industries as defined in the 
Industrial Development And Regulation Act, 1951 is arguably a good 
policy decision, but the very fact that, these small scale industries are 
slowly disappearing from the area, in terms of economic growth and are the 
most unchecked pollutant in big cities and local town is uncomfortable. 
What is not understandable is the fact that this Notification exempts 
modernization of existing irrigation projects without addressing the issue of 
displacement, rehabilitation and resettlement, which has haunted the lives 
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of millions of Indian over the past 50 years in the very name of 
development. Irrigation has a lot more wider definition than water supply. 
Water supply is essential for human survival but, after green revolution and 
food self sufficiency, it is a little doubtful whether irrigation is essential at 
the very cost of development, especially after the report of the World 
Commission on Dams, which said that large dams have done more damage 
than the benefit derived from it . The controversy of the Mysore-
Bangalore express corridor and the ambition of the NDA government for 
the construction of the national corridor connecting all the four metros 
might be the main agenda for the Government to fulfil people's mandate. 
But the questions that the said Notification, otherwise public hearing for 
land acquisition in all over the country would have created a major hurdle 
to the national government. Though timely change to rules and regulation 
shows the enlightenment of the Government in power but, it should not be 
without a statement of object and reason. A welfare Government owes to it 
people a explanation as to why the proposed change is to be brought into 
force. Shouldn't the citizens know the object behind the making and 
unmaking of a law which ultimately might displace them of their veiy 
home '^'? 
VIII. EIA COMPLIANCE NOTIFICATION 
To chart out the prosecutorial strategy for EIA compliance the MoEF 
has issued Policy Circular on Ex-Post Facto Environmental Clearance of 
Development Project^°. Under the backdrop of the EIA Notification of 27 
January 1994 and subsequent amendments thereof wherein thirty categories 
of projects are required to obtain environmental clearance from this 
ministry. It was noticed that several units had come up in violation of this 
notification. A view was then taken in this Ministry that such units are 
permitted to apply for environmental clearance by 31 March 1999^'. 
Simultaneously, the State Pollution Control Boards were instructed to issue 
notices to all such units to apply for environmental clearance by the above 
date. The matter was reviewed later in consultation with State governments 
and State Pollution Control Boards/Pollution Control Committees in 
December 2000 and the period to apply for environmental clearance was 
extended upto 30* June 2000 all State Boards/Pollution Control 
Committees were advised to submit a comprehensive Action Taken Report 
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by 31 July 2001. Reviews of the Action Taken Report submitted by the 
State Government agencies as well as an analysis of representations and 
applications received from industries have been carried out. While some 
SPCBs issued the notices, others did not. This is a matter of grave concern. 
It is also seen that thought 30"' June 2001 was the last date for the 
delinquent units to apply for environmental clearance; applications have 
been received/were being received even after that date. In some cases, 
proponents had approached the Board for the conduct of Public hearing 
before the due date, but public hearing could not be arranged in time. In a 
few other cases, public hearing proceedings had not been forwarded before 
the due date . Keeping the foregoing considerations in view, it has been 
decided to extend the deadline upto 31 March 2003 so that defaulting units 
could avail of this last and final opportunity to obtain ex-post-facto 
environmental clearance. This would apply to all such units, which had 
commenced construction activities/operations without obtaining prior 
environmental clearance in violation of the EIA Notification of 27 January 
1994. However, for those SSI units located in notified/designated industrial 
areas/industrial estates/areas earmarked for industries under the jurisdiction 
of Industrial Development Authorities, Public Hearing will not be required. 
Further, it has also been decided to permit cluster EIA for units located in 
industrial estates/areas with operational Common Effluent Treatment 
Plants (CETP)^ "^ . The Notifications makes SIA mandatory on all those 
defaulting units which are required to avail of this extension shall have to 
earmark a separate fund for eco-development measures including 
community welfare measures in the project area as follows . 
A Projects with investments upto 
Rs. 100 crores 
1% of the project cost with a 
minimum of Rs.50,000 
B Projects with investment beyond 
Rs.lOO crores and upto Rs. 1,000 
crores 
0.5% of the project cost subject to 
a minimum of Rs. 1.00 crore and a 
maximum of Rs.2.5 crores 
C Projects with investment 
exceeding Rs.lOOO crores 
0.25% of the project cost subject 
to a maximum of Rs. 5.00 crores 
The Notification implored on all the SPCBs issue fresh notices 
forthwith to all such defaulting units asking them to apply for 
environmental clearance without any delay and, in my case, not later than 
31 March 2003 with complete information. In fiiture, while issuing no 
Objection Certificate/Consent to Establish, it shall be clearly stipulated that 
no construction activity preliminary or otherwise shall commence without 
first obtaining environmental clearance wherever required. Suitable 
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directions shall be issued by all States UTs under the Environment 
(Protection) Act to units to stop construction activities/operations of all 
such units that fail to apply for environmental clearance by 31 March 2003. 
Units which fail to comply with these directions shall be proceeded against 
forthwith under the relevant provisions of the Environment (P) Act, 1986 
without making any reference to this ministiy^*". 
IX. EIA COASTAL ZONE NOTIFICATION 
The Declaration of Coastal Stretches under Coastal Regulation Zone, 
1991 (CRZ) promotes EIA by laying down the norms of prohibiting setting 
and expansion of new and existing industries manufacture, storage, 
disposal of hazardous substances, petroleum products, fish processing 
units, dumping of ash land reclamation, bundling or disturbing the natural 
course of sea water, mining of sand rocks and withdrawal of ground water. 
Under CRZ are the areas of national parks, marine parks, sanctuaries, 
reserve forest, wildlife habitats, mangroves, coral reefs, natural and 
historical monuments and heritage sites, genetic diversity wherein no 
construction is allowed between low tide and high tide lines. However, the 
indigenous inhabitants of sundarban are allowed to habitate. Such 
traditional customary rights of federal identities are also recognized under 
CRZ-IV which includes coastal stretches of Andaman and Nicobar and 
QO 
Lakshadweep Islands . The control and management of coastal resource 
zone has undergone to frequent and change amendment in the wake of 
Supreme Court intervention and the recommendation of Vora Committee 
report in the midst of serious disquiet. The original Rule of 1991 has passed 
through the vicissitude of amendment. The Central Government under 
Section 3 (I) and Section 3 (2) (v) of the Environment (Protection) Act, 
1986 declares the coastal stretches of seas, bays, estuaries, creeks, rivers 
and backwaters which are influenced by tidal action (in the landward side) 
upto 500 metres from the High Tide Line (HTL) and the land between the 
low Tide Line (LTL) and the HTL as coastal Regulation Zone; by 
imposeting restrictions on the setting up and expansion of industries, 
operations or processes, etc., in the CRZ^ .^ 
As per the notification, the HTL means the line on the land upto 
which the highest water line reaches during the spring tide and shall be 
demarcated uniformly in all parts of the country by the demarcating 
authority so authorized by the Central Government in consultation with the 
Surveyor General of India'°^. Such distance from the HTL shall apply to 
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both sides in the case of rivers, creeks and back waters and may be 
modified on a case by case basis for reasons to be recorded while preparing 
the Coastal Zone Management Plans (CZMP)'^'. However, this distance 
shall not be less than [100] metres or the width of the creek, river, or back 
water whichever is less. The distance upto which development alone rivers, 
creeks and back waters is to be regulated shall be governed by the distance 
upto which the tidal effect of sea is experienced in rivers, creeks or 
backwaters, as the case may be, and should be clearly identified in the 
(CZMP). In order to preserve marine diversity and protect the coastal 
stretches of the country from adverse environmental impact setting up of 
new industries and expansion of existing industries, except those directly 
related to water front of directly needing foreshore facilities and 
manufacture or handling or storage or disposal of hazardous substances 
transfer of hazardous substances from ships to ports, terminals and 
refineries and vice versa in the port areas is strictly prohibited . Under the 
exemption clause facilities for storage of the petroleum products as 
specified in Annexure-III appended to this Notification, may be permitted 
within the said Zone in areas not classified as (CRZ-I) (i), subject to 
implementation of safety regulations including guidelines issued by the Oil 
Safety Directorate in the Government of India, Ministry of Petroleum and 
Natural Gas and guidelines issued by MoEF and subject to such further 
terms and conditions in regard to storage and transportation for 
implementation of ameliorative and restorative measures in relation to the 
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environment . 
It also prohibits setting up and expansion to fish processing units 
including warehousing (excluding hatchery and natural fish drying in 
permitted areas)'^'^. However the existing fish processing units for 
modernization purposes may utilize twenty five per cent additional plinth 
area required for additional equipment and pollution control measures. This 
will be only subject to existing Floor Space Index (FSI), Floor Area Ratio 
(FAR) norms and subject to the condition that the additional plinth areas 
shall not be towards seaward side of existing unit and also subject to the 
approval of SPCB or Pollution Control Committee'°^. The waste and 
effluent water treatment plant is generally not allowed except facilities 
required for discharging treated effluents into water course with approval 
under the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974; and 
except for storm water drains'°^, So is the case with the discharge of 
untreated wastes and effluents from industries, cities or towns and other 
human settlements dumping of city or town waste for the purposes of land 
filling dumping of ash or any wastes from thermal power stations. Schemes 
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for phasing out the existing practices, if any, within a reasonable time 
period not exceeding three years from the date of this Notification shall be 
implemented . Land reclamation, bunding or disturbing the natural course 
of sea water is not permissible except those required for construction of 
port, harbours, jetties, wharves quays, slipways, bridges and sealinks and 
for other facilities that are essential for activities permissible under the 
notification or for control of coastal erosion and maintenance or clearing of 
water ways, channels and ports or for prevention of sandbars or for tidal 
regulators, storm water drains or for structures for prevention of salinity 
ingress and sweets water recharge . Mining of sand, rocks and other 
substrata materials is prohibited except those rare minerals not available 
outside the CRZ areas'°^. 
Harvesting or withdrawal of ground water and construction of 
mechanism therefore within 200 m of HTL; in the 200 m to 500 m zone 
shall be permitted only when done manually through ordinary wells for 
drinking, horticulture, agriculture and fisheries"^. Where no other source of 
water is available and when done manually through ordinary wells or hand 
pumps, for drinking and domestic purposes, zone between 50 to 200 m 
from HTL in case of seas, boys and estuaries and within 200m or the CRZ 
subject to such restrictions as may be deemed necessary, by State 
Government/Union Territory Administration'". Construction activities in 
ecologically sensitive areas between the LTL and HTL as specified in 
Annexure - I of this notification are not be undertaken dressing or altering 
of sand dunes, hills natural features including landscape changes for 
beautification, recreational and other such purpose . After outlining the 
prohibited activities the notification spelt out permissible activities along 
with their terms and conditions of EIA guidelines and environmental 
clearance by MOEF"^ . New Construction activities related to defense 
requirements (e.g. slipways, jetties, etc.), operational constructions for 
ports and harbors and expansion or modernization of existing ports and 
harbors including fishing harbors operational constructions for ports and 
harbors and construction of jetties, wharves, quays, slipways, single point 
mooring and single bouoy mooring and for reclamation for facilities shall 
require environmental clearance from Government of India in the Ministry 
of Surface Transport, which shall take decision on the these activities on 
the basis of E I A " ' ' Report"^. Exploration and extraction of oil and natural 
gas,"^ thermal power plants all other activities with investment exceeding 
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rupees five crores are allowed after EIA Report and clearance . 
To bring uniformity the Coastal States shall prepare, within a period 
of one year from the date of this Notification, CZMP identifying and 
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classifying the CRZ areas within their respective territories in accordance 
with the guidelines given in Annexure I and II of the Notification and 
obtain approval (with or without modifications) of the Central Government 
in MoEF"^ In the interim period till the CZMP mentioned in Para 3(3) (i) 
above are prepared and approved, all developments and activities within 
the CRZ shall not violate the provisions of this Notification. State 
Governments and Union Territory Administrations shall ensure adherence 
to these regulations and violations, if any, shall be subject to the provisions 
of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986"^. Under the scheme of 
Notification the prohibited and permissible activities as per the EIA report 
IS categorized in three annexures . Annexure -I contains Coastal Area 
Classification And Development Regulations. The classification of CRZ 
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has been done within 500 metre of HTL under four categories . 
Under CRZ Category I falls areas that are ecologically sensitive and 
important, such as national parks/marine parks, sanctuaries, reserve forests, 
wildlife habitats, mangroves, corals/coral reefs, areas close to breeding and 
spawning grounds offish and other marine life, areas of outstanding natural 
beauty/historically/heritage areas, areas rich in genetic diversity, areas 
likely to be inundated due to rise in sea level consequent upon global 
warming and such other areas as may be declared by the Central 
Government or the concerned authorities at the State/Union Territory level 
from time to time. And area between LTL and the HTL . The 
development or construction activities in CRZ - I shall be regulated by the 
concerned authorities at the state/Union in accordance with the established 
norms . The first and foremost in the norm that no new construction shall 
be permitted within 500 metres of the HTL. But in case effluent treatment 
plant, treated effluent and waste water discharge into sea, facilities for 
carry sea water for cooling purposes, oil gas and similar pipeline. Under the 
notification exception is created for construction of dispensaries, schools, 
public rain shelters, community toilets, bridges, roads, jetties, water supply, 
drainage, sewerage which are required for traditional inhabitants of the 
Sunder bans Biosphere reserve area of West Bengal, may be permitted, on 
a case to case basis, by an authority designated by the State Government . 
Under CRZ Category - II falls the developed area within the 
municipal limits or in other legally designated urban areas which is already 
substantially built up and which has been provided with drainage and 
approach roads and other infrastructural facilities, such as water supply and 
sewerage mains'^^. Building shall also be permitted only on the landward 
side of the existing road (or roads proposed in the approved CZMP of the 
area or on the landward side of existing authorized structures. Buildings 
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permitted on the landward side of the existing and proposed roads/existing 
authorized structures shall be subject to the existing local Town and 
Country Planning Regulations including the existing norms of FSI and 
FAR provided that no permission for construction of buildings shall be 
given on landward side of any new roads (except roads proposed in the 
approved CZMP which are construction on the seaward side of an existing 
road . Reconstruction of the authorized buildings shall be permitted 
subject to the existing FSI/FAR norms and without change in the existing 
use design and consistency with the surrounding landscape and local 
architectural style'^^. 
Areas that are relatively undisturbed and those which do not belong 
to either CRZ Category - I or II is the CRZ - III area. It includes coastal 
zone in the rural areas (developed and undeveloped) and also areas within 
municipal limits or in other legally designated urban areas which are not 
substantially built up is CRZ category - III . The area upto 200 metres 
from the HTL is to be earmarked as 'Development Zone'. It means that no 
construction shall be permitted within this zone except for repairs of 
existing authorized structures not exceeding existing FSI, existing plinth 
area and existing density, and for permissible activities under the 
notification including facilities essential for such activities. An authority 
designated by the State Government/Union Territory Administration may 
permit construction of facilities for water supply, drainage and sewerage 
for requirements of local inhabitants. However, the following uses may be 
permissible in this zone which includes agriculture, horticulture, gardens, 
pastures, parks, play fields, forestry and salt manufacture from sea water'^^. 
The areas between 200 and 500 metres of HTL will be permitted for 
construction of hotels/beach resorts for temporary occupation of 
tourists/visitors subject to the conditions laid down under the 
Notification and the approval of MoEF*''^ . 
The project proponents shall not undertake any construction 
(including temporary constructions and fencing or such other barriers) 
within 200 metres (in the landward side) from the HTL*'^ '* and with the area 
between the LTL and HTL. The live fencing and barbed wire fencing with 
vegetative cover may be allowed around private properties subject to the 
condition that such fencing shall in no way hamper public access to the 
beach. No permanent structures for sports facilities shall be permitted 
except construction of goal posts, net posts and lamp posts'"^ .^ However, 
construction of basements may be allowed subject to the condition that 
NOC is obtained from the State Ground Water Authority to the effect that 
such construction will not adversely affect free flow of ground water in that 
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area. The State Ground Water Authority shall take into consideration the 
guidelines issued by the Central Government before granting such no 
objection certificate . The explanatory note further elaborates these guide 
1 'in 
lines for compliance . 
Construction/reconstruction of dwelling units between 200 and 500 
metres of the HTL permitted so long as it is within the ambit of traditional 
rights and customary uses such as existing fishing villages and gaothans. 
Building permission for such construction/reconstruction will be subject to 
the conditions that the total number of dwelling unit shall not be more than 
twice the number of existing units. The total covered area on all floors shall 
not exceed 33 percent of the plot size. The overall height of construction 
shall not exceed 9 metres and construction shall not be more than 2 floors 
1 ^R 
(ground floor plus one floor) . Construction is allowed for permissible 
activities under the notification including facilities essential for such 
activities. An authority designated by State Government/Union Territory 
Administration may permit construction of public utility services public, 
rain shelters, community toilets, water supply, drainage, sewerage, roads 
and bridges. The said authority may also permit construction of schools and 
dispensaries, for local inhabitants of the area, for those panchayats the 
major part of which falls within CRZ if no other area is available for 
construction of such facilities . 
All Coastal areas under category IV (CRZ-IV) are areas except those 
designated as CRZ-I, CRZ-II or CRZ-IIl"". It specifically includes 
Andaman & Nicobar Islands areas. No new construction of buildings shall 
be permitted within 200 metres of the HTL. The buildings between 200 and 
500 metres from the HTL shall not have more than 2 floors (ground floor 
and first floor). The total covered area on all floors shall not be more than 
50 per cent of the plot size and the total height of construction shall not 
exceed 9 metres. The design and construction of buildings shall be 
consistent with the surrounding landscape and local architectural style. 
Corals from the beaches and coastal waters shall not be used for 
construction and other purposes. On the contrary sand may be used from 
the beaches and coastal waters, only for construction purpose upto the 31 st 
days of March, 1990 and there after it shall not be used for construction 
and other purposes. Dredging and underwater blasting in and around coral 
formations shall not be generally permitted. However, in some of the 
islands, coastal stretches may also be classified into categories CRZ - I or 
II or III with the prior approval of MoEF and in such designated stretches, 
the appropriate regulations given for respective categories shall apply . 
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In Lakshadweep Islands the permission for construction of buidings 
and HTL shall be decided depending on the size of the islands. This shall 
be laid down for each island, in consultation with the experts and with 
approval of MoEF, keeping in view the land use requirements for specific 
purposes vis-d-vis local conditions including hydrological aspects, erosion 
and ecological sensitivity. The buildings within 500 metres from the HTL 
shall not have more than 2 floors (ground floor and I^ ' floor). The total 
covered area on all floors shall not be more than 50 percent of the plot size 
and the total height of construction shall not exceed 9 metres. The design 
and construction of buildings shall be consistent with the surrounding 
landscape and local architectural style. Corals and sand from the beaches 
and coastal waters shall not be used for construction and other purposes. 
Dredging and underwater blasting in and around coral formations shall not 
be permitted. However in the some of the islands, coastal stretches may 
also be classified into categories CRZ-I or II or III, with the prior approval 
of MoEF and in such designated stretches, the appropriate regulations 
given for respective categories shall apply . 
X. EIA INDUSTRIAL SITING RULE 
Environment (Siting For Industrial Projects) Rules, 1999 is a 
classical pointer as to how the policy guidelines on EIA is culminating into 
the statutory regime. For the first time EIA Rule for Siting of Industrial 
Project''*'* has taken into consideration for the industrial monumental and 
national hesitage site. In furtherance of Central Government publication of 
Environmental Guidelines for Siting of Industries in 1985 relating to areas 
to be avoided for siting of industries, the Environment (Siting For 
Industrial Projects) Rule, 1999 incorporates precautionary measures for site 
selectiong, environmental protection, implementation of the industrial 
development projects'"* .^ By taking into account the technological and 
scientific developments the Rule makes elaborate procedure for industrial 
planning and manufacturing process to protect the sensitive areas such as 
national parks, sanctuaries, wetlands and archaeological monuments'"* .^ At 
the first instance it prohibited the setting of certain industries in the human 
and urban population, wetland national parks, sanctuaries, biosphere 
reserve zone and side ways of national high ways and railways''*^. No new 
unit shall be allowed to be set up within the municipal limits of all 
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municipal corporations, municipal councils and nagar panchayats (by 
whatever name these are known in each state) and a 25 km belt around the 
cities having population of more than 1 million''*^. These industries include 
petroleum refineries, chemical fertilizers, petro-chemical complex (both 
Olefinic and Aromatic) and petrochemical intermediates such as DMT, 
Caprolactam LAB etc. and production of basic plastics such as LLDPE, 
HDPE,PP,PVC, hydrocyanic acid and its derivatives, primary metallurgical 
industries (such as production of iron and steel, aluminum, copper zinc, 
lead and ferro alloys), viscose staple, fibre and filament yarn, storage 
batteries integrated with manufacture of oxides of lead and antimony 
alloys, distilleries, raw skins and hides, and tanneries, dyes and dye 
intermediates, resticides, bulk drugs and pharmaceuticals, caustic 
soda/chlorine, pulp and paper and cement '^'^ . In ecologically sensitive areas 
(Such as marine parks mangroves, coral reefs breeding and spawning 
grounds offish wildlife habitats and such other areas as may notified by the 
Central/State Government/Union Territories) construction of beach 
resorts/hotels shall not be permitted'''°. 
Besides the prohibition of location in urban and human population 
no industry be allowed with seven kilometer but around the periphery of 
the wetland. Six wetland areas are identified from EIA angle. This includes 
Chilka, Orissa; Koladeo Ghana National Park, Rajasthan; Sambhar, 
Rajasthan; Wullar, Jammu & Kashmir; Loktak, Manipur and Harike, 
Punjab'^^. In case of national park, sanctuaries and bio-sphere reserve zone 
no industry is allowed to be located with in periphery of twenty five 
kilometer. Establishment of new units of the industries listed in Annexure-I 
shall be allowed in 7 km to 25 km belt around the periphery of the wetlands 
only after careftil assessment of their adverse ecological and environmental 
impacts'^'. In the saving clause the rule entails that establishment of new 
units and expansion or modernization of existing units of the industries in 
the 10400 sq.km (Approx) area between 26° 45'N and 77° 15'E to 27° 45'N 
and 77° 15'E to the West of Taj Mahal and between 27°00'N and 78°30'N 
and 78°30'E to the East of Taj Mahal, known as the Taj Trapezium, shall 
be regulated as per the guidelines laid down specifically for this area by the 
Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB), entitled Inventory and 
Assessment of Pollution Emission in and around Agra-Mathura Region 
(Abridged)'. The major amendment is done is procedure of EIA clearance. 
The Impact Assessment Agency shall prepare a set of recommendations 
based on technical assessment of documents and data, fiimished by the 
project authorides, supplemented by data collected during visits to sites or 
factories, if undertaken, and interaction with affected population and 
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environmental groups, if necessary. Summary of the reports, the 
recommendation and the conditions, subject to which environmental 
clearance is given, shall be made available subject to the public interest to 
the concerned parties or environmental groups on request. Comments of 
the public may be solicited, if so decided by the Impact Assessment 
Agency, within thirty days of receipt of proposal, in public hearings, 
arranged for the purpose; after giving thirty days' notice of such hearings in 
at least two newspapers. Public shall be provided access subject to the 
public interest to the reports/Environmental Management Plans at the 
Headquaters of the Impact Assessment Agency. 
The assessment shall be completed within a period of ninety days 
from receipt of the requisite documents and data from the project 
authorities and completion of public hearing, where required and decision 
conveyed within thirty days thereafter. The clearance granted shall be valid 
for a period of five years from commencement of the construction or 
operation. (III-A) No construction work, preliminary or otherwise, relating 
to the setting up of the project may be undertaken till the environmental 
and site clearance is obtained. In order to enable the Impact Assessment 
Agency to monitor effectively the implementation of the recommendations 
and conditions subject to which environmental clearance has been given, 
the project authorities concerned shall submit a half yearly report to the 
Impact Assessment Agency. Subject to the public interest the Impact 
Assessment Agency shall make compliance reports publicly available. 
XI. EIA PROCEDURAL RULE 
In order to internalize the EIA process under the environmental laws 
the government promulgated Prevention and control of Pollution (Unifonn 
Consent Procedure) Rule, 1999'^ ^. In pursuance of the decision of the Forty 
Sixth Conference of the Chairman and Member Secretaries of SPCBs 
PCCs'^° held at New Delhi on 14, January, 1998 the chairman CPCB set up 
a Committee to formulate proposals regarding uniform consent procedure 
to be followed by SPCBs and the PCCs. The central Government and the 
CPCB considered the report submitted by the Committee and were of the 
view that a uniform consent procedure to be followed by all SPCBs and 
PCCs is required to be formulated and rationalized'^' of consent procedure. 
In exercise of the powers conferred by Sections 6, 8 and 25 of the 
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Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. Prevention and Control of Pollution 
(Uniform Consent Procedure) Rules, 1999 was passed'^^. 
Every application for consent shall be made in the format given in 
Schedule-I and shall be accompanied by fees specified under Schedule 
II . On receipt of application the SPCB or the PCC, as the case may be, 
may grant consent(s) authorization on co-terminus basis and depending 
upon the workload and convenience, different terminal dates may be 
granted . The application for consent shall be processed within thirty days 
of submission of application. The officer processing the application for 
consent shall make report on such processing to the officer in the format 
given in Schedule-Ill'^^ The officers of the SPCB or the PCC may chalk 
out the programme of inspection or sampling by their staff in such a 
manner that all the units are covered for vigilance and monitoring 
purposes'^^. The consent order shall specify the schedule of monitoring the 
effluent and/or emission, as the case may be . The industries shall build 
up their own capabilities to carryout monitoring of effluent and/or 
emission . In the case of small units, services of laboratories recognized 
by (a) Central Government in the MoEF, or (b) the CPCB, or SPCB or the 
PCC shall be utilized for submission of monitoring reports to the Board or 
the Committee'^^. The State Board or the Committee, as the case may be, 
shall assess the capabilities of laboratories regulary through a programme 
of analytical quality control (AQC) exercise in collaboration with the 
CPCB'^° . The SPCB or the PCC, as the case may be, shall decide 
stipulation of conditions regarding installation of continuous monitoring 
system for point source emission and ambient, air, water and noise etc. for 
1 71 
large units in according with the local conditions and requirements . The 
State Industrial Development Corporations (SIDC) shall provide facilities 
for collection and disposal of treated effluent and for regular monitoring of 
ambient air, noise and water (including ground water) in their industrial 
estates as part of infrastructure . 
The SPCB suggest suitable EIA alternatives of location parameters 
1 7"^  
and frequency of monitoring . It also may issue the consent order for the 
period specified against each of the following category of industries, red 
category of industries: two years orange category of industries three years, 
and green category of industries: five years'^''. In the post-monitoring EIA 
phase the consent or authorization order shall be renewed periodically in 
the format given in Schedule-V . The Board as the case may be may 
stipulate additional conditions, if any, in the appendix to the consent or 
1 7A , , 
authorization order . To bring transparency as well as expeditious 
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clearing of the authorization and consents, Schedule VI enumerates the list 
of officers empowered to grant consent or authorization'^^. The central and 
Governments, SPCB or the PCC shall provide information regarding 
restrictions notified for certain areas and the river basins for regulation of 
siting of industries and undertaking developmental project along with the 
consent application for the information of the prospective entrepreneur'^^. 
These authorities shall in consultation with the state Government or the 
union territory administration, prepare a list of non-polluting industries in 
category of small, cottage or tiny industries for grant of simplified consent. 
These non-polluting type units may be issued consent order for a period of 
ten years'^^. The State Board or the Committee and their field offices shall 
use industry's data sheet for consent management in the format given in 
Schedule - VII. The Central Board may revise or review the format to sort 
out the difficulties, if any, during the process of computerization . 
XII. CONCLUDING SUMMATION 
An analysis into the evolution and development of EIA in India 
reveals that the most of the laws were passed under the broader objectives 
of 'protection and improvement of environment' envisioned under the 
constitutional precepts and legislative objects of Environment Protection 
Act, 1986. Perhaps the entire corpus of EIA laws emanated through the 
delegated legislation and by way of extension of rule making power of EP 
Act. The absence of a comprehensive legislation in the scheme of central 
EIA laws symbolically represents the tardy organic growth of such an 
important area of environmental legislation. The band-aid syndrome of EIA 
law to EP Act in India made the Act really umbrella legislation but on the 
other hand it arrested partially the autonomous development of substantive 
and procedural EIA laws. This dependency of central EIA law resulted into 
unsavory mixture of administrative environmental law with concurrent and 
often conflicting jurisdictions. A perusal of EIA Notifications promulgated 
from 1992 to the present time documents the experimental phase and 
gradual refinement. The process of EIA law reform is also marred with the 
blurred vision of sustainable development by our leading hights of law and 
administration. Most often than not the amendments are brought in for 
political expediency than the ecological viability. The nature and pattern of 
amendment into the list of industries is pointer to this effect. The half 
hearted approach to internalization of SIA and EIA is also discernable from 
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the frequent amenability of public hearing process and regulation 
mechanism of small scale industries. Nonetheless the evolutionary process 
if EIA law remains a case of perpetual refinement of substantive and 
procedural coverage and content. One of the most important pointers is the 
procedural reform reflected under Environment (Uniform Consent 
Procedure) Rule, 1999. Keeping in view the spatial geography and bio-
diversity of the country the progressive delineation of EIA law in the form 
of Environment (Siting For Industrial Project) Rule, 1999 is a healthy 
trend. In tune with substantive refinement of EIA law in the country is the 
inclusion of coastal resource zone, marine diversity and sea and terrestrial 
water resources in the EIA Notification On Coastal Resource Zone, 1991. 
The volumnity and enormity of EIA law through delegated legislations at 
time surpasses the functional potentiality of central enactment. Compared 
with the past, the contemporary advances undoubtedly represent the 
progressive and promissory future of EIA law in India. 
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3. The construction shall be consistent with the surrounding 
landscape and local architectural style; 
4. The height of construction upto highest ridge of the roof, shall 
not exceed 9 metres and the construction shall not be more 
than 2 floors (ground floor plus one upper floor); 
5. Ground water shall not be tapped within 200m of the HTL 
within the 200 metres 500 meters zones, it can be tappod only 
with the concurrence of the Central/State Ground Water 
Board; 
6. Extraction of sand, leveling or digging of sanday stretches 
except for structural foundation of building swimming pool 
shall not be permitted within 500 metres of the High Tide 
Line; 
7. The quality of treated effluents, solid wastes, emissions and 
noise levels, etc from the project area must conform to the 
standards laid down by the competent authorities including the 
Central/State Pollution Control Board and under the 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986; 
8. Necessary arrangements for the treatment of the effluents and 
solid wastes must be made. It must be ensured that the 
untreated effluents and solid wastes are not discharged into the 
water or on the beach; and no effluent/solid waste shall be 
discharged on the beach; 
9. To allow public access to the beach, at least a gap of 20 metres 
width shall be provided between any two hotels/beach resorts; 
and in no case shall gaps be less than 500 metres apart; and 
10.If the project involves diversion of forest land for non-forest 
purposes, clearance as required under the Forest 
(Conservation) Act, 1980 shall be obtained. The requirements 
of other Central and State laws as applicable to the project 
shall be met with. 
11.Approval of the State/Union Territory Tourism Department 
shall be obtained. 
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CHAPTER-VI 
REGIONAL EIA LAWS 
I. INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE 
The sweeping vision of central EIA was not considered as a point of 
complacency in view of the vast ecological and biological diversity of 
India. Given the fact the concurrent evolution and development of regional 
EIA laws also remains worth exploring. These regional EIA laws were also 
fashioned by the delegated legislations and administrative notifications. 
Deriving sustenance from the constitutional mandate, legislative agenda of 
EP Act and statutory precepts of central EIA laws. The study of these laws 
remains an interesting discourse to grapple the varying content of EIA in 
India. One set of regional EIA laws are directed to protect the inanimate 
objects valleys and hills. Protection of Doon Valley Antop Hill and 
Aravalli mountain range Notifications shares the passions of Tran's 
anthropocentric approach of EIA. Law in India. The Doon Valley 
Protection Notification, 1989 passed under the backdrop of Supreme 
Courts intervention towards promotion of sustainable development and 
inter-generational equity. The Antop Hill Notification forbids the 
inventorisation of hazardous chemical and substances to protect the 
ecological integrity and promote EIA. The mountaineous range of Aravalli 
affected by human and industrial depradation also resulted in the 
promulgation of EIA notifications. The EIA of industrial project 
culminated into notable notifications in the ecologically sensitive areas of 
Murad- Janjira in Maharashtra. In the environmentally tragile urban 
landscape of Delhi the EIA notification mandated for eco-friendly disposal 
of flyash from Thermal plants. In the contemporary India the content of 
EIA laws are reformed/altered radically by identification of ecologically 
sensitive areas and declaration of Zone. The broad agenda of EIA 
Notifications on Protection of Dahanu (Maharashtra). Panchamarhi 
(IVIadhya Pradesh) and Mahabaleshwar (Maharashtra) clearly spells out the 
basic precepts and parameters of EIA. Directly related to the protectection 
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of eco-sensitive zones of the country are the areas rich in bio-diversity and 
genetic diversity. The Numaiigarh - Boicakhat (Assam) Notification and 
Himalyam ecology Protection Notification are the graring examples of 
penetrating perception of EI A laws of India. In order to attain maturity the 
EIA laws started taking note of heritage conservation. The Taj Trapazium 
Zone Notification in the first serious attempt to study the EIA dimensions 
of one of finest monuments of the world. This propensity of modern EIA 
law has dame salutary impact in the protection of eco-sensitive zones, bio-
diversity rich regions and heritage sites. The chapter attempts to underline 
the vast potentiality of regional EIA laws in the environmental governance 
of the country. 
II. INDUSTRICAL PROJECTS AND SITING 
A. MURAD-JANJIRA NOTIFICATION, 1989: The EIA Nofification 
Relating to Murad Jamjira Area in Raigadh District of Maharashtra, 1989 
was issued to REGULATE the industrial development and location by 
MoEFl. The Notification was issued under Section 3 (2) (v) of 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and Rule 5 (3) (d) of Environment 
(Protection) Rules, 1986. It empowered the central Government to prohibit 
location of all industries, operations or processes in a belt of one kilometer 
from the high tide mark form the Revdanda Creek (lat 19" 35') upto 
Devgarh Point (near Shrivardhan) (lat 18^  0') as well as in a one kilometer 
belt along the banks of the Rajpuri Creek upto Mhasla. By Warf of an 
exception industries, operations of and processes which are in connection 
with the promotion and development of eco-friendly tourism are permitted. 
But these industries are also subjected to detailed EIA and approval by the 
MoEFl 
B.DISPOSAL OF FLY ASH NOTIFICATION, 1999: The EIA 
Notification relating to Prevention of Dumping and Disposal of Fly Ash, 
1999^ ostensibly promulgated to give effect the judgment of Delhi High 
Court in Centre For Public Interest Litigation V. Union oflndia^ (S WPNO 
2145/99 25 8 1999) and inherently to protect the environment, conserve top 
soil and prevent the dumping and disposal of fly ash discharged from coal 
or lignite based thermal power plants on land .^ The need for restricting the 
excavation of top soil for manufacture of building materials and in 
construction activity within a specified radius of fifty kilometers from coal 
or lignite based thermal power plants was also under pinned^. The Central 
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Government therefore issue detailed directions for the use of Oy ash, 
bottom ash or pond ash in the manufacture of bricks and other construction 
activities . The EIA principle manifested in the provisions reads that no 
person shall within a radius of fifty kilometers from coal or lignite based 
thermal power plants, manufacture clay bricks or tiles or blocks for use in 
construction activities without mixing at least 25 percent of ash (fly ash, 
bottom ash or pond ash) with soil on weight to weight basis'^ . In the case of 
non-compliance the concerned enforcement agency, in addition to 
cancellation of consent order shall move to the district administration for 
cancellation of mining lease. The cancellation of mining lease shall be 
decided after due hearing. To enable the said authority to verify the actual 
use of ash, the thermal power plant shall maintain month-wise records of 
ash made available to each brick kiln . Each coal or lignite based thermal 
power plant shall constitute a dispute settlement committee which shall 
include the General Manager of the thermal power plant and a 
representative of All India Brick and Tile Manufacture's Federation 
(AIBTME). Such a committee shall ensure unhindered loading and 
transport of ash without any undue loss of time any unresolved dispute 
shall be dealt with by a State/Union Territory level committee to be set up 
by State/Union Territory Government comprising member Secretary of the 
SPCB Pollution Control Committee, representatives of Ministry of Power 
in the State/Union Territory Government and a representative of 
A I B T M E ' ° . 
To mitigate the adverse environmental impact every coal or lignite 
based thermal power plant shall make available ash, for at least ten years 
from the date of publication of this Notification, without any payment or 
any other consideration, for the purpose of manufacturing ash based 
products such as cement, concrete blocks, bricks, panels or any other 
material or for construction of roads, embankments, dams, dykes or for any 
other construction activity". Further every coal of lignite based thermal 
power plant commissioned subject to environmental clearance conditions 
stipulating the submission of an action plan for full utilization of fly ash 
shall, within a period of nine years from the publication of this notification, 
phase out the dumping and disposal of fly ash on land in accordance with 
the plan. Such an action plan shall provide for thirty per cent of the fly ash 
utilization, within three years from the publication of this Notification with 
further increase in utilization by at least ten per cent points every year 
progressively for the next six years to enable utilization of the entire fly ash 
generated in the power plant at least by the end of ninth year . Every coal 
or lignite based thermal power plant not covered by Para (2) above shall, 
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within a period of fifteen years from the date of publication of this 
Notification, phase out the utilization o fly ash in accordance with an action 
plan to be drawn up by the power plants. Such action plan shall provide for 
twenty per cent of fly ash utilization within three years from the date of 
publication of this notification, with further increase in utilization every 
year progressively for the next twelve years to enable utilization of the 
entire fly ash generated in the power plant'^. All EIA plans prepared by 
coal or lignite based thermal power plants in accordance shall be submitted 
to the CPCB, SPCB and Pollution Control Committee and concerned 
regional office of the MoEF within a period of six months form the date of 
publication of this Notification '^ . The Central and State Government 
agencies, the State Electricity Boards, the National Thermal Power 
Corporation and the management of the thermal power plants shall 
facilitate in making available land, electricity and water for manufacturing 
activities and provide access to the ash lifting area for promoting and 
setting up of ash-based production units in the proximity of the area where 
ash is generated by the power plant .^ An EIA Report and Annual 
Implementation Report providing information about the compliance of 
provisions in this Notification shall be submitted by the 30"^  day of April 
every year to the CPCB, SPCB and regional office of the MoEF by the coal 
or lignite based thermal power plants'^. Manufacture of ash-based products 
such as cement, concrete blocks, bricks, panels or any other material or the 
use of ash in construction activity such as in road laying, embankments or 
use as landfill to reclaim low lying areas including back filling in 
abandoned mines or pitheads or for any other use shall be carried out in 
accordance with specifications and guidelines laid down by the Bureau of 
Indian Standards, Indian Bureau of Mines, Indian Road Congress, Central 
Building Research institute, Roorkee, Central Road Research Institute, 
New Delhi, Building Materials and Technology Promotion Council, New 
Delhi, Central Public Works Department, State Public Works Departments 
and other Central and State Government agencies'^. The Central Public 
Works Department, Public Works Departments in the State/Union 
Territory Governments, Development Authorities, Housing Boards, 
National Highway Authority of India and other construction agencies 
including those in the private sector shall also prescribe the use of ash and 
ash-based products in their respective schedules of specifications and 
construction applications, including appropriate standards and codes of 
practice, within a period of four months form the publication of this 
notification'^. All local authorities shall specify in their respective building 
bye-laws and regulations the use of ash and ash-based products and 
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construction techniques in building materials, roads, embankments or for 
any other use within a period of four months form the date of publication of 
this notification^" 
III. PROTECTION OF VALLEY AND HILL 
A. DOON VALLEY NOTIFICATION, 1989: The Notification, 1989 was 
the first trend setting notification on regional EIA Laws. The Notification 
was issued under Section 3(2) (v) of Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 
and Rule 5(3) (d) of Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986. For the first 
time sectoral converge of EIA manifested in restriction of location of 
industries, mining operations and other development activities. Doon 
Valley is bounded on the North by Mussorie ridge, in the North-East by 
lesser Himalayan range on the South-West by Shivalik ranges, river Ganga 
in the South-East and river Yamuna in the North-West . It mandates that 
the Central Government shall decide about locational policies of mining 
industries by assessing the environmental impact. In matter of tourism, 
grazing and land use polices to be prepared by the State government and 
approved by the MoEF^^. The Guidelines annexed under the Rule classified 
the industries on the basis of coulor on the lines of Indonesian model of 
environmental comph'ance and rating. Accordingly industries were 
classified under green, orange and red categories, for the purposes of 
permitting and restricting such industrial units in the Doon Valley from the 
stand point of El A"\ Under the green category list of industries enumerated 
to be considered for issue of no objection certificate without referring to 
MoEF unless some specific clarification is to be sought from Ministry. 
The nature and character of green industries are non-obnoxious and non-
hazardous industries'^'' employing upto 100 persons which do not discharge 
industrial effluents of a polluting nature^^. All such industries which do not 
use fuel in their manufacturing process or in any subsidiary process and 
which do not emit fugitive emissions of a diffused nature also falls under 
7R 
the green category . As many as forty nine industries are identified as non-
hazardous non-obnoxious and non-polluting category subject to the 
qualifications that these are not inflammable explosive corrosive or toxic 
substances effluent discharging and fugitive emitting" . 
Since these industries are environmentally benign their 
environmental impacts are above nominal. Therefore, after a summar\ 
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scrutiny of these benchmarks the environmental clearance is to be granted. 
In other words, these industries do not require a detailed EIA clearance. 
The orange category of industries can be permitted in the Doon Valley after 
full scale EIA and proper environmental control measures^". All industries 
which discharge some liquid effluents (below 500 kl/day) daily 
consumption of coal/fuel is less than 24 mt/day and employing not more 
than 500 persons fall under this category. The nature and character of 
these industries are noxious and hazardous because of use of inflammable 
explosive, corrosive and toxic substances. Thirty five industries are 
identified which after the EIA process and adoption of proven pollution 
control technology can minimize the adverse social and environmental 
impact in the Doon Valley area"'''. The environmental impact of these 
industries is to be assessed by the SPCB and referred to the MoEI- for No 
Objection Certificate^\ On the other hand the total number of fuel burning 
industries that shall be permitted in the Valley should not exceed to 
optimum level fixed at 8 tones per day coal with 1% sulphur^^. The 
location of these industries in industrial areas should be based on sound 
criteria . The third category of industries are category red which 
industries that cannot be permitted in the Doon Valley. Under this category 
include industries which discharge effluents of a polluting nature at the rate 
of more than 500kl/day and for which the natural courses for sufficient 
dilution is not available, and effluents from which cannot be controlled 
with suitable technology'^^. All such industries employing more than 500 
persons/day'*^ and the daily consumption of coal/fiiel is more than 24 
mt/day'*'. So far forty five such industries are identified under this category 
by the Notification'*^. 
B. EIA NOTIFICATION ON PROTECTION OF ANTOP HILL 
BOMBAY, 1990: Under the backdrop of the Supreme Court 
pronouncement in Shri Ram Food and fertilizer Case and 
recommendation of R.K. Garg Committee Report the central Government 
under the mandate of Section 3(2) (v) of the Environment (Protection) Act, 
1986 and rule 5 (3) (a) of the Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986 formed 
rules for prohibiting storage of chemical in Antop Hill in Bombay . The 
legislative background of the Notification originate from Supreme Court 
verdict and expert Committee Report and the matter being sub judice under 
writ petition 12179/85, namely M.C. Mehta V. Union of India in the 
Supreme Court of India and write petition 3381 of 1987 in the Bombay 
High Court'*^. Besides this'*^ 138 objection were received which included 
133'*^ against and 5 for the prohibition, the 5 representation received in 
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support of prohibition included suggestion by M/S Mount Steward Tea 
Estate, Bombay to development of Antop hill warehousing area into a semi 
hole sale kirana market and not for storage of hazardous chemicals to save 
Bombay The Institution of Industrial Manager, India the member of the 
Cooperative Housing Society Limited of the Bank of India and Bombay 
Environment Action Group have expressed the same views'*^ The 
representations from the traders are similar in nature and cite financial loss 
and need for storage spaces as the basis for opposing the Notification^". 
The main thrust of the views of the Government of Maharashtra and the 
Municipal Corporadon of the Greater Bombay is that no environment 
pollution is likely by the storing of non-hazardous chemicals at Antop Hill 
Warehousing Company Ltd. AHWC) complex such chemicals do not 
generate noxious gases or liquids in any manner injurious to environment. 
It is also emphasized the instrumentation conditions have been envisaged 
for storage of chemicals and licence granted by the Municipal Corporation 
of Greater Bombay to the AHWC will be conditional with safeguards for 
safety. 
The AHWC gave the genesis of the Warehousing Complex at the 
Antop Hills and highlighted the various construction features like the 
electrical fittings, fire protection features etc. the government of 
Maharashtra was anxious to remove the storage of chemicals from the 
congested residential and commercial areas of the Bombay city measures 
primarily to shift the chemical storage from Greater Bombay which are 
highly congested and selected after detailed studies conducted by the 
Government of Maharashtra and the Municipal Corporation of Greater 
Bombay. The usual land reclamation investment had been undertaken by 
the Government of Maharashtra and the Municipal Corporation of the 
Greater Bombay during 1975-79. The AHWC then obtained the approval 
of the chief officer of the Municipal Corporation of the Greater Bombay, 
Chief Controller of Explosives, Government of India, Nagpur and other 
concerned authorities and departments. The AHWC claims that they have 
given the complete list of safety measures incorporated in planning based 
on the stipulation imposed by the Chief Fire Officer and the Chief 
Controller of Explosives, Government of India in Writ Petition No. 
12179/85, namely, M.C. Metha V. Union of India in the Supreme Court of 
India. The AHWC also contested further that the storage is only for the 
chemicals in their original packed condition and not meant for any bulk 
storage or re-packing or storing of any gases/carcinogenic substances or 
explosives and that the total quantity of chemicals to be stored in the 
complex at any time is not more than 5001) metric tones. Another main 
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objection of AHWC was that the Notification can not be issued since the 
matter was sub-judice in another Writ Petition No. 3381 Of 1987 pending 
in Bombay High Court. The Indian Chemical Manufactures Association, 
the Indian Merchants Chamber and the Chemical and Alkali Merchant 
Association presented the same arguments^'. 
The EIA of the AHWC has been quite vexed. It is difficult to 
conceive how the AHWC could ensure that only authorized chemicals 
would be stored in the individual godowns it is also not clear how the 
traders storing different types of chemicals needings segregation would 
manage to store all these chemicals in the godowns allotted to them. In the 
pattern of trade in general and the chemical trade in particular the inherent 
nature of a trader is to keep his business information to himself 
Considering that each business space for storage will be under the 
individual control of each trader and no single body could take full 
responsibility for safe storage of chemicals by over a thousand individual 
firms dealing in different quantities of chemicals at different rates of turn 
over, different suppliers and widely varying terms of trade and methods of 
business, the AHWC or any other body will find it impossible to exercise 
complete control over the storage of chemicals belonging to a large number 
of individual trades in the same complex. There is no safety system to 
control flammability, toxicity, corrosivity, reactivity, instability and 
oxidizing nature of several of the hazardous chemicals, public interest 
demands that under no circumstances should hazardous chemicals be 
allowed to be stored at the site in question"". Under these circumstances the 
Government of Maharashtra appointed a committee headed by Dr. R.K. 
Garg to look into the pros and cons of the use of Antop Hill Warehousing 
complex for the purpose of storage of hazardous and non-hazardous 
chemicals. The committee has gone into all the detail and visited the site to 
conduct site inspection at length. The Committee has concluded, among 
other things, that storage of hazardous chemicals at this site would make 
this storage a major hazard installation. The committee suggested shifting 
of the storage of hazardous chemicals to different site . The same 
Committee later prepared a list of chemicals which could be stored in the 
proposed warehousing complex along with the quantities that could be 
stored. The 55 chemical listed by the Garg Committee in this context along 
with permissible quantity for storage are annexure with the Notification. 
After a careful consideration of augments, counter arguments and 
recommendation the EIA dimensions of chemical the central Government 
on the strength of Clause ( c) or Rule 2 of the Manufacture, Storage and 
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Import of Hazardous Chemicals Rules, 1989. Garg Committee report came 
out with list effectesmiais and quantity to stared '^^ . 
C ARAVALLI RANGES PROTECTION NOTIFICATION, 1992: In 
order to preserve the ecological balance of Aravalli ranges of Gurgaon and 
Haryana the Central Government has promulgated Rule for Restriction of 
Certain Activities in Specified Area of Aravalli Range, in 1992^^ In 
exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1) and clause (v) of sub-
section (2), of Section 3 of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 (29 of 
1986), read with Rule 5 of the Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986 the 
Central Government prohibited the industrial processes and operations in 
the range of Aravalli^^. These areas include all reserved forests, protected 
forests or any other area shown as forest in the land records maintained by 
the State Government as on the date of this notification in relation to 
Gurgaon District of the State of Haryana and the Alwar District of the State 
of Rajasthan . All areas of Gair Mumkin Pahar, or Gair Mumkin Rada, or 
Gair Mumkin Bched, or Banjad Beed, or Rundh in the land records 
maintained by the State Government as on the date of this Notification in 
relation to Gurgaon district of the State of Haryana and the Alwar district 
of the State of Rajasthan . Secondaly all areas covered by Notifications 
issued under Section 4 and 5 of the Pubjab Land Preservation Act, 1900, as 
applicable to the State of Haryana in the district of Gurgaon up to the date 
of this Notification^^ All areas of Sariska National Park and Sariska 
Sanctuary notified under the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 (53 of 1972) 
fall with in the purview of the Notification^". In the these areas the central 
government prohibits the location of any new industry including expansion 
and modernization, new mining operations, renewals of mining leases, 
existing mining leases in sanctuaries/national Park and areas covered under 
Project Tiger and/or any mining without permission of the competent 
authority; cutting of trees, construction of any clusters of dwelling units, 
farms houses, sheds, community centers, information centers and any other 
activity connected with such construction (including roads a part of any 
infrastructure relating thereto); and electrification (laying of new 
transmission lines^'. 
The EIA dimensions of the Notification entails that any person who 
desires to undertake any of the above mentioned processes or operations in 
the said areas, shall submit an application to the MoEF specifying inter 
alia, details of the area and the proposed process or operations. An EIP 
Report and EMP . The MoEF shall, having regard to the guidelines issued 
form time to time for giving effect to the provisions of the said Act, grant 
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permission within a period of tliree months from the date of receipt of the 
apphcation. The Ministry can reject the EIA approval for want of 
information and inadequacy of EIA^^ 
III. PROTECTION OF ECO-SENSITIVE 
ZONE 
A. DAHANU ECOLOGY PROTECTION NOTIFICATION, 1991: In the 
wake of Supreme Court judgment in Dahanu Taluka Environment 
Protection Group V. Bombay bem Subur Supply Company^^ Ltd. (1991) the 
539 and survey by the MoEF in 1991 the Central Government declared 
Dahanu Taluka an ecologically fragile area^ .^ The promulgation of 
Guidelines for permitting Restricting Industries in Dhanu Taluka Thane 
District in Maharashtra, 1991 is another major step in the promotion of 
federal friendly EIA regime in India. Some of the important feature of the 
Guidelines includes the preparation of master plan or regional plan 
demarcation of green areas, orchards, tribal areas and environmental 
sensitive areas, creation of buffer zone of 25 kms and establishment of 
monitoring committee to ensure compliance of conditions. The typology 
adopted in Doon Valley Notification is being replicated under this 
Notification While dividing the polluting industries on the basis central and 
state jurisdiction. Under the residuary clause it is provided that industries 
not falling in green orange and red category the decision about approval is 
to be taken by the state or central government. The other criteria laid down 
under the Notification runs that project having an outlay not exceeding Rs. 
3 crores will be approved by the state government whereas central approval 
is required for the project having an outlay more than Rs. 3 crores. Thus in 
exercise of powers conferred by Clause (v) of Sub-section (2) of Section 3 
of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986, the Central Government, in 
consultation with the Government of Maharashtra, after considering the 
need for protecting the ecologically sensitive Dahanu Taluka, and to ensure 
that the development activities are consistent with principles of EIA 
declared Dahanu Taluka, District Thane (Maharashtra) as an ecologically 
fragile area. 
To restrict the setting up of industries which have detrimental effect 
on the environment ? The Notification provides siting of industries and 
industrial units . However, the industrial projects already approved or in 
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existence in the said Taluka before the date of issue of this notifications, 
will not be affected by this notification. The existing industries shall have 
to confirm to the statutory standards^^ laid down in central EI A Notification 
which mandated the Government of Maharashtra to prepare a Master Plan 
on Regional Plan for the Taluka within a period of one year. This Master 
Plan or Regional Plan will clearly demarcate all the existing green areas, 
orchards, tribal areas and other environmentally sensitive areas. No change 
of the existing land use will be permitted for such areas in the Master Plan 
or Regional Plan for the Taluka. A buffer zone of 25 kms should be kept 
free of industries around the outer periphery of Dahanu Taluka for which 
provision may be made in the Master Plan. The total area within the 
Dahanu Taluka for location of permissible industries will be restricted to a 
maximum of 500 areas within the industrial areas marked in the Master 
Plan. The industrial units will be located at sites that are environmentally 
acceptable^^. Industries which are using chemicals above the 
limits/quantities as prescribed in the Environment (Protection) Act and 
Rules for hazardous chemicals, notified by the Government of India should 
be considered hazardous industries. Hazardous waste may be exposed of in 
the identified areas after taking EI A and precautionary measures. The 
disposal areas have to be prescribed, carefully monitored and enforced and 
the site(s) will be identified in the Master Plan and will be as far as possible 
within the premises of the 500 acres area identified for the industrial 
7(1 
estate . For effective monitoring and compliance of EIA guidelines. The 
Government of Maharashtra will constitute a monitoring Committee to 
ensure the compliance of the conditions mentioned in the notification 
alongwith the local representatives . 
The EIA guidelines for permitting/restricting industries classified 
industries under three categories viz. green orange and red as on the basis 
of environmental and ecological considerations. In case of doubts as to the 
category in which the industry falls a reference shall be made to the EIA 
division of MoEF for final clearance. Expansion and modernization of 
existing industries falling in green and orange categories only would be 
considered on merit. Of note is the EIA restriction regarding the volume of 
waste water generated i.e. 2 to 3 CMD for certain type of small scale units 
79 -
falling under green and orange categories . The green category industries 
"IT 
can be considered without prior approval of the MoEF . Under this 
category are the industries which are non-obnoxious and non-hazardous 
from efOuents,''^ non-polluting operations,''^ non-coal manufacturing 
process ' and industries of non-fugitive emissions . Industries that 
undertake any of the following processes or process of similar nature shall 
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be regarded as industries that discharge industrial effluents of polluting 
nature namely electroplating, galvanizing, bleaching, degreasing, 
phosphating, dyeing, pickling, tanning, polishing, cooking of fibres, 
digesting of hides, designing of fabrics, removal of hair, soaking deliming 
and washing of fabric, distillation of alcohol, stillage, evaporation, crushing 
of sugarcane, Alteration, centrifugation, distillation for extraction of sugar, 
manufacture of charcoal, canning and processing of fruits and vegetable 
including production of jam, jelly, sauce etc. filtering backash in D.M. 
Plants pulp making, pulp processing and paper making, coking of coal, 
stripping of oxides, washing of used sand by hydraulic discharge and 
solvent extraction''^. 
Industries that ordinarily fall in the non-obnoxious, non-hazardous 
and non-polluting category are being emengrated in the El A Guidelines . 
The kind and classification of industries is not exhaustive. The inclusion of 
industries in this list is for convenience and if in a given case they do not 
fall in the above category they will be treated as in the orange or red 
categories. The Notification further clarified that the orange category 
industries'*^ are subjected to detailed ElA and adequate pollution control 
measures and sites clearance from MoEF. From the point of view of EIA 
clearance industries are further classified as per the financial sound neass. 
Industries having outlay exceeding Rs. 3 crores will have to be referred to 
the MoEF'^ ' for consideration . On the other hand industries having an 
outlay not exceeding Rs. 3 crores shall be granted environmental clearance 
by the State Government Environment Department and the MPCB . Red 
category industries are environmentalK malign industries and summarily 
rejected with out being considered for EIA. clearance . As per the 
Notification forty one category of industries are prohibited in Dahana 
Taluka'^ The case of industries which do not fall in any of the above 
mentioned three categories, decision in regard to their classification will be 
taken by the State Government for those projects having an outlay not 
exceeding Rs. 3 crore and for other reference is to be made to the MoEF . 
In addition to Protection Dahanu Taluka, the central Government 
clamped another EIA Rule for Prohibition on the Imports of 
Hazardouswastes in Thane District in 1997. Considering the EIA 
dimension the Central Government is of the opinion that the hazardous 
wastes are toxic and detrimental to human health and the environment . In 
exercise of the powers conferred under sub-section (1) of Section 3 and 
clause (d) of sub-section (2) of Section 6 of the Environment (Protection) 
Act, 1986 (29 of 1986), read with Rule 13 of the Environment (Protection) 
Rules, 1986, the Central Government prohibited from import of the 
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hazardous wastes , bearing contaminants such as beryllium, selenium, 
chromium (hexavalent), thallium and wastes containing pesticides, 
herbicides and insecticides . 
B. ECO-SENSITIVE ZONE PA CHMARHINOTIFICA TION, 1998: 
The Draft Eco-sensitive Zone-Pachmarhi Notification^^ proposed to notify 
Pachmarhi Region as an Eco Sensitive Zone, located between latitude 22 
11' North to 22 32' North and longitude 77 54' East to 78 45' East; falling 
in Hoshangabad, Chhindwara and Betul districts of Madhya Pradesh. The 
proposed zone would include Pachmarhi town situated in Sohagpur Tehsil 
of Hoshangabad district; and located at latitude 22 28' North and longitude 
of 78 26' East on the plateau of Satpura range at an altitude of 
approximately 1067 meters above mean sea level. The Eco Sensiti\'e Zone 
shall have a core area consisting of Pachmarhi town and its immediate 
environs, sanctuaries and national parks in the zone. All activities in the 
sanctuaries and national parks shall be governed by the provisions of the 
Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972^'. The proposed EIA regulatory prohibition 
encapsulates preparation of zonal development plan, locational policy of 
industry, regulation of quarrying and mining, action of green belt, 
development of eco-tourism and protection of natural and man made 
heritage. 
A zonal development plan for the entire zone should be prepared by the 
State Government and approved by the MoEF. The plan should clearly 
earmark industrial estates . The area defined as Pachmarhi Special Area 
under the Town and Country Planning Act, 1973 should have a Special 
Area Development Plan which will have to be prepared by the State 
Government as a component of the Zonal Development Plan and 
concurrence of MoEF will be obtained before publication of the 
notification of the Special Area Development Plan as per Section 19 of 
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Madhya Pradesh Town and Country Planning Act, 1973 . Similarly, all 
other habitations in the Eco Sensitive Zone having populations of more 
than 5000 should have Area Development Plants which form components 
of the Zonal Development Plan '^*. 
The EIA aspect of the Notification spells out the location of 
industries shall be only in the industrial estates and has to be as per 
guidelines drawn up by the Government of Madhya Pradesh as well: as the 
guidelines issued from time to time by the MoEF. In dra\^ing up 
guidelines, the Government of Madhya Pradesh shall specify the 
types/threshold limits of industries that are completely prohibited, those 
that can be permitted after all appraisal, the requirements and procedures 
of which are specified, and those that stall be freely permitted provided 
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certain criteria are met procedures of which are specified, provided that 
nothing in these guidelines shall conflict with the provisions of the 
Environment Impact Assessment Notification of January 27; 1994 of the 
Central Government as amended on May 4, 1994, April 10, 1997 and as 
may be subsequently amended^ .^ Quarrying and mining activities are 
totally banned in the core area mentioned under para 1 of the Notification. 
As far as possible no fresh mining lease shall be granted in the Eco-
Sensitive Zone. The Monitoring Committee shall be the authority to give 
permission for mining lease or quarrying of renewal of existing lease in 
Ixo-Sensitive Zone (Outside the core area), after taking into consideration 
the Zonal Development Plan^ .^ There shall be no felling of trees whether on 
forest, Government, Cantonment; revenue or private lands within the Eco-
Sensitive Zone, without the prior permission of the State Government in 
case of forest land, and the respective District Collector in case of 
Government. Cantonment, Revenue and private land, as procedure which 
the State Government may prescribe . Tourism activities should be as per 
a Tourism Development Plan to be prepared by the Department of Tourism 
of the State Government in consultation with the Ministry of Tourism and 
approved by the MoEF. The Tourism Development Plan will also form a 
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component of the Zonal Development Plan . The sites of unique natural 
heritage in the zone will be identified, particularly rock formations, 
waterfalls, pools, garges, groves, cave etc. and plant for their conservations 
in their natural setting will be incorporated in the Zonal Development Plan. 
Strict EI A guidelines will be drawn up by the State Government to 
discourage constructions activities at or near these sites under garb of 
providing tourists facilities. All the gene pool reserve areas in the zone 
would be preserved. The State Government would draw up proper plans for 
their conservations and preservation. These plans would form a part of the 
Zonal Development Plan^ .^ Building of district historical or architectural 
importance will be identified and plans for their conservation, particularly 
their exteriors will be incorporated in the Zonal Development Plan. 
Guidelines will be drawn up by the State Government to regulate building 
and other activities in the Zone, particularly in Pachmarhi town, so that the 
special character and district ambience of the town is maintained"^^. The 
Government of Madhya Pradesh shall constitute a High Level Monitoring 
Committee to ensure compliance of the conditions mentioned in the 
Notification. The Monitoring Committee shall have a representative of the 
CPCB and a representative of the MOEF'° ' . In exercise of the powers under 
Section 3(3) of the Environment (Protection Act, 1986 and subject to the 
limitations of Section 23 of the said Act, the MoEF empowers the Housing 
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and Environment Department, Government of Madhya Pradesh, to exercise 
all the powers and functions under the Act with regard to the Pachmarhi 
Eco-Sensitive Zone consequent to the approval of the Zonal Development 
Plan and its components by the MoEF ". However, no power shall be 
deemed to be delegated as are required to be exercise by the Government 
of India as per the provisions of the Environment Impact Assessment 
Notification of January 27, 1994 as amended on May4, 1994, April 10, 
1997 and as may be subsequently amended . 
C MAHABALESHWAR PANCHGANI ECO-SENSITIVE ZONE 
NOTIFIC ATION, 2001: The EI A Notification Relating To 
Mahabaleshwar Panchagani Region Eco-Sensitive Zone Notification 
2001 was issued to give effect the Maharastra Governments Notification'"^ 
[29"^  April 1983] relating to the protection of Panchagami ecology and bio-
diversity. This notification is pointer to the fact that under the regional 
town and country planning legislations the EIA Laws and policies are to be 
fostered'"''. The earlier State Notification was issued in exercise of powers 
conferred by sub-section (1) Section (3) of Maharashtra Regional and 
Town Planning Act, 1996 (Maharashtra XXXVII of 1966), to government 
of Maharashtra, for establishment the "Mahabaleshwar Panchgani Region 
Eco-Sensitive Zone. The region" Which shall include the entire area within 
the boundaries of Mahabaleshwar Tehsil and the villages of Bondawadi, 
Bhuteghar, Danwali, Talosi, Umbri'"^ Jaoli Tehsil of the Satara District in 
the Maharashtra State. A Copy of the plan showing boundaries of 
Mahablaeshwar Punchagani Region showing the area included as aforesaid 
is available for inspection at offeces of the following officers namely: The 
Director of Town Planning, Maharashtra State, Pune, The Collector of 
Satara, The Tahasildars of Mahabaleshwar and Jhaoli, The Municipal 
Council, Mahabaleshwar, the Municipal Council, Panchgani. The Assistant 
Director of Twon Planning, Satara'"^ were made incharge of the monitoring 
eco-sensitivity of Panchagani Region spread over to 237.28 sq kms. And 
forest and green zone ranging to 207.68 sq kms. . 
A. Area of Mahabaleshwar Panchgani Region =237.28 sq kms 
B. Of the above 
(i) Mahabaleshwar Municipal Area =19.55 sq kms 
(ii) Panchgani Municipal Area =6.16sqkms 
(iii) Goatherds outside Municipal limits = 0.95 sq kms 
C. Residential Zone outside Municipallimits = 1.66 sq kms 
D. Forest Zone =123.96 sq kms 
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E. Green Zone 82.72 sqkms 
207.68 sq kms 
However the central government under the mandate given under sub-
section (1) and clause (v) of sub-section (2) of the Section 3 of the 
Environment Protection Act, 1986 imposed restriction on industries, 
operations, processes and other developmental activities in the region 
which have detrimental effect on the environment of Mahabaleshwar 
Panchgani Region Eco-Sensitive Zone . Since vast areas of region is 
under green and areas covered under the Notification says that all activities 
in the forests (both within and outside municipal areas) shall be governed 
by the provisions of the Indian Forests Act, 1927 (16 of 1927) and Forest 
(Conservation) Act, 1980 (69 of 1980). All activities in the sanctuaries and 
national parks shall be governed by the provisions of the Wildlife 
(Protection) Act, 1972 (53 of 1973)'". 
In view of the ecosensitivity of the zone a full scale EIA include 
preparation of zonal master plan, industrial location policytourism and 
heritage conservation policy . The Notification mandates that the master 
plan for the entire Zone shall be prepared by the State Government and 
approved by the MoEF within a period of two years from the date of 
publication of this notification. The master plan shall be published by 
following a procedure similar to that prescribed under the Maharashtra 
Regional and Town Planning Act, 1966. The Master Plan shall clearly 
indicate those limited areas where industries may be permitted"'' by 
demarcating all the existing forests, green areas, horticultural areas such as 
strawberry farms, raspberry farms, orchards, tribals areas, and other 
environmentally sensitive areas. No change of land use from green uses 
such as horticultural areas, agriculture, parks and other like places to non-
green uses shall be permitted in the master Plan. The master plan shall 
indicate measures and lay down stipulations for regulating traffic, 
especially through traffic in the eco sensitive zone""*. During the 
pendency of preparation of and approval by the MoEF to the Zonal Master 
Plan and Sub-Zonal Master Plan there shall be no increase in the existing 
parameters of permissible floor area ratio, permissible height, permissible 
maximum number of storeys and permissible ground coverage. There shall 
also be no reduction in the Forest/Zone/Green Zone/Agricultural Zone. 
Absolute height of buidings shall not exceed 9 metres and number of 
storeys shall not exceed ground plus one"^. 
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The Industrial Location Policy Units shall designated industrial areas 
or estates as per EIA guidelines drawn up by the Government of 
Maharashtra as well as the guidelines issued from time to time by the 
MoEF consent and all other statutory permissions and on or before the date 
of issue of this notification"^. In future only non-polluting non-hazardous 
service industries, units making footwear from processed and ready made 
leather, floriculture, and horticulture based on or agro-based industries 
producing products from indigenous goods from the Eco-Sensitive Zone 
shall be permitted in this zone; provided that these do not result in polluting 
effluent, emission or impacts"^. In the non-municipal areas, larger dairy, 
poultry, mush-room-rearing and other units in the nature of allied 
agricultural activities and structures connected therewith may be allowed 
with the prior permission of the competent authority subject to a maximum 
of 1/8' built up area, relax able Structures connected with small agro-based 
industries activities related to the needs of the local village economy, and 
processing or storage of local agro-based products may be allowed subject 
to the usual "non-agriculture' permission requirements and a maximum 
built up area of 1/8' ' . 
It prohibits quarrying and mining in the Eco-Sensitive Zone. Special 
permission for limited quarrying of materials required for the construction 
of local residential housing and traditional road maintenance work only be 
allowed provided that such quarrying is not done on forestlands . There 
shall be no felling of trees whether on forest, Government, revenue or 
private lands within the Eco-Sensitive Zone, without the prior permission 
of the State Government in case of forest land, and the respective District 
Collector. In case of Government, Revenue and private land as per 
procedure which shall be prescribed by the State Government, provided 
that the District Collector shall not delegate this power to any subordinate 
officer below the rank of sub-Divisional Officer' 
The EIA dimension of tourism shall be as per a Tourism Master Plan 
to be prepared by the department of Tourism of the State government in 
consultation with the Ministry of Tourism of Government of India and 
approved by the MoEF. The Plan shall be based on a detailed Carrying 
Capacity Study of the Eco-Sensitive Zone, which may be carried out by the 
State Government and submitted to the MoEF for approval within two 
years of the date of this Notification. All new tourism activities 
development for tourism or expansion of existing tourism activities shall be 
permitted only within the parameters of this tourism plan or carrying 
capacity study. Till the Tourism Master Plan is submitted to MoEF for 
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approval, new tourism activities and developments for tourism or 
expansion of existing tourism activities shall be permitted only after a 
detailed analysis is carried out and approved by the Monitoring committee 
subject to guidelines laid down by MoEF . 
The Notification also makes adequate EIA arrangement for natural 
and man made heritage. The sites of valuable natural heritage in the zone 
shall be identified particularly rock formations, waterfalls, pools, gorges, 
groves, caves, points, walks, rides etc. and plans for their conservation in 
their natural setting shall be incorporated in the Zonal Master Plan and Sub 
Zonal Master Plans. Strict guidelines shall be drawn up by the State 
Government to discourage construction activities at or near these sites 
including the garb of providing tourist facilities. All the gene pool reserve 
areas in the zone shall be preserved. The State Government may draw up 
proper plans for their conservation or preservation within one year from the 
date of publication of this Notification. These plans shall form a part of the 
Zonal Master Plan and Sub-Zonal Master Plan . Buildings, structures, 
artifacts, areas and precincts of historical, architectural, aesthetical and 
cultural significance shall be identified and plans for this conservation 
particularly their exteriors (and wherever deemed appropriate their interiors 
also) shall be prepared and incorporated in the Zonal Master Plan and Sub-
Zonal Master Plans within one year from the date of publication of this 
Notification. Guidelines may be drawn up by the State Government to 
regulate building and other activities in the Zone, particularly in 
Mahableshwar and Panchagani Municipal limits and in Kshetre 
Mahableshwar, so that the special character and district ambience of towns 
and the eco-sensitive zone is maintained'"^ Development or construction 
activity at or around heritage sites (both natural and man-made) shall be 
regulated in accordance with the Draft Model Regulations for Conservation 
of Natural and Man-made heritage formulated by the MoEF in 1995 as 
amended from time to time and circulated to all State Governments and 
Union territory Administration'"^. 
The use of plastics within the Eco-Sensitive Zone shall be regulated 
by the Monitoring Committee'"^ and discharge of any untreated effluent is 
prohibited within Eco-Sensitive Zone. No effluent, either treated or 
untreated, shall be permitted to be discharged into water body/bodies and 
water sources within the zone''^'. The local authorities shall draw up plans 
for the segregation of solid wastes into bio-degradable and non-bio-
degradable components. The bio-degradable material may be recycled 
preferably through composting or vermiculture; the inorganic material may 
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be disposed of at environmentally acceptable locations. It is clarified that 
the term solid wastes includes domestic, industrial commercial and garden 
wastes . The policy entails that extraction of ground water shall be 
permitted only for the bona fide agricultural domestic consumption of the 
occupier of the plot. Extraction of ground water for private industrial 
commercial residential estates complexes shall require prior permission 
from the State Ground Water Board. No sale of ground water shall be 
permitted expect with prior approval of the Monitoring Committee . 
Besides EIA monitoring body under Marharashtra Notification, the 
Government of India shall constitute a Higher Level Monitoring 
Committee to ensure compliance with the provisions of this Notification. 
The monitoring committee shall have the power to regulate and control 
noise pollution regulates traffic within the Eco-Sensitive Zone. The 
monitoring committee shall include representative(s) of the MoEF, CPCB 
and at least two representatives of NGOS working in the field of 
environment including heritage conservation to be nominated by the 
Ministry. The membership of the committee including Chairman shall not 
exceed ten . It shall be the duty of the Monitoring Committee to file 
complaints under Section 19 of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 if 
offences under the said Act come to its notice . The Committee or any 
officer or member of the Monitoring Committee authorized by the 
Committee shall be authorized to file complaints under the Environment 
(Protection) Act, 1986* '^. 
In further ence of this object and in exercise of the powers conferred by 
sub-section (3) of Section 3 of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986, 
read with Section 23 of the said Act, the MoEF empowered the Urban 
Development Department, Government of Maharashtra and the High Level 
Monitoring Committee to discharge the functions specifically enumerated 
in this Notification and to do all things incidental thereto, except the 
functions are required to be performed by the Central Government under 
the provisions of the Environment Impact Assessment notification of 27' 
January, 1994 as amended from time to time) . 
V. CONSERVATION OF BIO-DIVERSITY 
A. NUMAUGARH BOKHAKAT ASSAM NOTIFICATION, 1996: The 
EIA Notification Relating to Numaligarh, Bokhakat in Assam was issued 
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by the MoEF to combat Numaligarh anthropogenic activities such as air, 
water and land pollution. In view of the endangering forests, genepool 
reserves, vegetation and living creatures' industrial pursuits are required to 
be carried out at a safe distance so as to ensure that out natural resources 
are not be affected adversely'^ '*. Secondly the Kaziranga National park with 
headquarter at Bokhakat in the State of Assam is the home three-fourth of 
the total population of Rhino and contains largest single concentration of 
endangered species wild animals like swamp-deer, wild-buffalo, elephants, 
tigers and Gangetic dolphins. It is the only park of its kind with a viable 
low land grassland ecosystem in South Asia'^^ The Central government 
also realised that M/s. IBP Co. Ltd. under the administrative control of 
Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas is proposing to set-up a petroleum 
refinery at Numaligarh (East of Kaziranga) and the developmental 
activities for said refinery is likely to cause tremendous pressure on the 
natural resources and the wild-life habitat in the Kaziranga National Park 
and its surroundings . Under these circumstances the EIA dimension 
reflected in the proposal of MoEF to the extent of creation of a "No 
Development Zone" within a radius of 15 km around the said refinery site 
except towards North West Where the "No Development Zone" shall 
extend right up to the eastern boundary of the said park . The Central 
Government under the Notification is empowered to prohibit or restrict any 
industry processes or operation by guring notice. Whenever it appears to 
the Central Government that it is in public interest to do so, it may dispense 
with the requirement of notice under clause . In view of the magnitude 
and the urgency of the threat to the environment and Central Government is 
of the opinion directs the expansion of industrial area, townships, 
infrastructure facilities and such other activities within "No Development 
Zone'^''. 
VI. PROTECTION OF HERITAGE SITE 
TAJ HERITAGE PROTECTION NOTICATION, 1999: In order to protect the 
architectural heritage of historical monument the Central Government 
constituted an authority to be known as the Taj Trapezium Zone Pollution 
(Prevention and Control) Authority in 1999 to monitor the progress of the 
implementation of various EIA schemes for protection of the Taj Mahal 
and Programmes for protection and improvement of the environment in the 
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said area. All necessary steps are to be taken to ensure compliance of 
specified emission-standards by motor vehicles and ensuring compliance of 
fuel quality standards. The Authority shall furnish an EIA and compliance 
report about its activities at least once in two months to the MoEF. 
B. HIMALYAN BIO-DIVERSITY PROTECTION OTIFICATION, 
2000: The recent modus operandi of institutionalization and internalization 
of EIA law and policy is the declaration of eco-sensitive zone and heritage 
sitesby taking into consideration the geographical and biological diversity 
of India. The MoEF is framing for rules the protection and improvement of 
Himalyan ecology and Bio-diversity. This include the States of Arunachal 
Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, 
Sikkim, Tripura and disticts of Dehra Dun, Haridwar, Almora, Pithoragarh, 
Chamoli, Pauri Garhwal, Nainital, Uttar Kashi, Udham Singh Nagar, Rudra 
Prayag, Bageshwar, Tehri, Garhwal and Champawat of Uttar Pradesh and 
Darjeeling district of West Bengal''*'. In order to ensure environmentally 
sound development and inclusion of full scale EIA cycle of hill towns, the 
following restrictions and conditions are proposed for all future activities in 
the areas in the Himalyan region''* .^ It entails that no construction should be 
undertaken in areas having slope above 30° or areas which fall in hazard 
zones or areas falling on the spring lines and first order streams identified 
by the State Governments on the basis of available scientific evidence . 
Construction should be permitted in areas with slope between 10° to 30° or 
spring recharge areas or old landslide zones with such restrictions as the 
competent local authority may decide''*'*. Tourist resorts, commercial 
complexes and institutional buildings should be located in areas with 
surplus water and electricity so as not to affect the rights of existing users 
without their prior consultation'''^ Where cutting in an area causes 
ecological damage and slope instability in adjacent areas, such cuttings 
shall not be undertaken unless appropriate measures are taken to avoid such 
damages''''^ ' of importance is the thrashing out of an integrated development 
plan taking into consideration environmental and other relevant factors 
including ecologically sensitive areas, hazard zones, drainage channels, 
steep slopes and fertile land. Areas rich in ground water may not be 
diverted for construction activities''*''. In order to minimize the adverse 
environmental impact of water resources the traditional rain water 
harvesting was put into effect'**^ . All buildings to be constructed in future in 
urban areas should have provision for roof-top rain water harvesting 
commensurating with its plinth area with minimum capacity of 5 KL for 
plinth area above 200 sq.m. 2KL for plinth area of 200 sq.m. or below in 
case of residential buildings and minimum capacity of 0.01 cum per sq.m. 
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of plinth area in case of commercial and institutional buildings such as 
tourist complexes, hotels, shopping complexes, and Government 
buildings . The institutional and commercial buildings should not draw 
water from existing water supply schemes, which adversely affects water 
supply to local villages or settlements'^". In rural areas rain water 
harvesting should be undertaken through such structures as percolation 
tanks and storage thanks and any other means. Springs sanctuary 
development should be undertaken in the spring recharge zones to augment 
spring water discharge ^\ rain water collected through storm water drains 
should be used to clean the waste disposal drains and sewers'^". 
Groundwater aquifer recharge structures should be constructed wherever 
such structures do not lead to slope instabilities'^^ 
The EIA dimensions of highways and roadways arc also given 
adequate focus . For construction of any road in the Himalayan region of 
more than 5 km (including extension/widening of existing roads) length 
where the same may not be tarred roads and EIA is otherwise not required. 
In other cases the EIA should be carried out in accordance with instructions 
to be issued for this purpose by the State Governments'^^ Provisions 
should be made in the design of the road for treatment of hill slope 
instabilities resulting from road cutting, cross drainage works and culverts 
using bio-engineering and other techniques by including the cost of such 
measures in the cost estimate of the proposed road'^^. Provisions should 
also be made for disposal of debris from construction sites in appropriate 
manner at suitable and identified locations so as not to affect the ecology of 
the area adversely. In addition to it the dumped material should be treated 
using bio-engineering and other appropriate techniques and the cost of such 
measures should be included in the cost estimate of the proposed road'^''. 
Wherever hot mix plants are used, they should be set up at least 2 km away 
from settlements and a minimum area of 200 sq m. surrounding the site 
should be devoid of vegetation . No stone quarrying should be carried out 
without proper overall management and treatment plan including 
rehabilitation plan and financial provision for rehabilitation of the site 
should be included in the cost of the management plan'^^. All hill roads 
should be provided with adequate number of road side drains and these 
drains shall be kept free from blockage for runoff disposal. In the e\ ent that 
this is not done and this fact leads to damages that could otherwise have 
been prevented. The persons responsible should be liable for 
prosecution/damages, further, the cross drains shall be treated suitably 
using bio-engineering and other appropriate technologies so as to minimize 
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slope instability . The run-off from the road side drains should be 
connected with the natural drainage system in the area'^'. Fault zones and 
historically land slide prone zones should be avoided during alignment of a 
road, where for any reason it is not possible to do so'^^, notice should be 
given providing full justification and the construction should be carried out 
only after sufficient measures have been taken to minimize the associated 
risks ^^  Notice should be given about all fault zone and land slide zone 
along the roads indicating the beginning and the end of such area'^ "* 
alignment should be preferred to valley alignment'^^; to minimize loss of 
vegetal cover and south or south-west alignment should be preferred to 
avoid moist areas . Appropriate design standards should be followed 
while designing the roads including mass balancing of cut and fill and 
avoidance of unnecessary cutting and encouragement should be provided 
for use of debris material for local development'^^. 
In quick succession of issuance of EIA Draft Notification For 
Protection And Improvement of Quality of Environment in the Himalyan 
Regions, the MoEF proposed to issue a Notification To Protect and 
Improve the Quality of Environment in the Himalayas, to ensure 
environmentally sound development and full scale inclusion of EIA in 
Himalyan regions including States of Assam and Himachal Pardesh in 
2000'^'. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND SUMMATION 
A comparison and contract of central and regional EIA laws discerns 
a gradual refinement of content and outlook of these enactments. Much of 
the promulgation of regional EIA laws owes its genesis to the enlightened 
indigenous environmental movement. The central legislature and the 
administrative structure most notably the MoEF have now started taking 
note of the growing environmental perils of non-compliance of EIA law. 
The Narmada Valley Protection movement has indirectly resulted into the 
codification of ecologically sensitive, biodiversity rich and heritage 
protection sites. The progression of regional EIA laws represents a linear 
development. From the EIA dimensions of industrial projects, hazard 
minimization to the protection of bio-diversity, the evolution and 
development of these laws are no less than leap forward to the promotion 
of sustainable development and EIA regime. None the less the desideratum 
of modular laws on specific subjects like heritage, biodiversity, genetic 
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diversity, coastal and marine environment Himalyan ecology are to be 
streamlined thoroughly. 
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Designing of Fabric; Unhairing, Soaking, Deliming and bating of 
hides Washing of fabric; Trimming, Puling, juucung and 
blanching of fruits and vegetables; Washing of equipment and 
regular floor washing, using of considerable a cooling water. 
Separated milk, buttermilk and whey; Stopping and processing of 
grain; Distillation of alcohol, stillage and evaporation; 
Slaughtering of animals, rendering of bones washing of meat; 
juicing of sugar cane, extraction of sugar. Filtration, 
centrifugation, distillation, Pulping and fermenting of coffee 
beam; Processing of fish; Filter back wash in D.M. Plants 
exceeding 20 K.I. per day capacity; Pulp making, pulp processing 
and paper making Cocking of coal washing of blast furnace flue 
gases; Stripping of oxides; Washing of used sand by hydraulic 
discharge; Washing of latex etc. Solvent extraction. 
28. Id. Annexure A Para 3. 
29. The following industries appear to fall in non-hazardous, non-
obnoxius and non-polluting category, subject to fulfillment of 
above three conditions: 1. Atta-chakkies 2. Rice Mullors 3. 
Iceboxes 4. Dal mills 5. Groundnut decortinating (dry) 6. Chilling 
7. Tailoring and garment making 8. Apparel making 9. Cotton 
and woolen Hosiery 10. Handloom weaving 11. shoe lace 
manufacturing 12. gold and silver thread and sari work 13. Gold 
and silver smithy 14. Leather foot wears and leather products 
excluding tanning & hide processing 15. Manufacture of mirror 
from sheet glass and photo-frame 16. Musical instruments 
manufacturing 17. Sports goods 18. Bamboo and cane products 
(only dry operations) 19. Card Board and paper products (Paper 
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& pulp manufacture excluded) 20. Insulation and other coated 
papers (Paper & pulp manufacture excluded) 21. Scientific and 
Mathematical instruments 22. Furniture (Wooden and Steel) 23. 
Assembly of domestic electrical Appliances 24. Radio 
assembling 25. Fountain pens 26. Polythene, plastic and P.V.C. 
goods through extrusion/moulding 27. Surgical gauges and 
bandages 28. Railway sleepers (only concrete) 29. Colton 
spinning and weiving 30. Rope (cotton and plastic) 31. Carpet 
weaving 32. Assembly of Air coolers 33. Wires, pipes-extruded 
shapes from metals 34. Automobile servicing & repair stations 
35. Assembly of Bicycles, baby carriages and other small non-
motorized vehicles 36. Electronics equipment (assembly) 37. 
Toys 38. Candles 39. Carpentary-excluded saw mill 40. Cold 
storage (small scale) 41. Restaurants 42. Oil-ginning/expelling 
(non-hydrogenation and no refining) 43. Ice cream 44. 
Mineralized water 45. Jobbing & Machining 46. Manufacture of 
Steel units & suit cases 47. Paper pins & U-clips 48. Block 
making for printing 49. Optical frames 
30. Id. Annexure B. 
31. Id. Annexure B Para 1. 
32. Id. Annexure B Para 2. 
33. Id. Annexure B Para 3. 
34. The orange category industries are: 1. Lime manufacture-pending 
decision on proven pollution control device and Supreme Court's 
decision on quarring; 2. Ceramics; 3. Sanitary ware; 4. Tyres and 
tubes; 5. Refuse incineration (controlled); 6. Flour-mills; 7. 
Vegetable oils including solvent extracted oils; 8. Soap without 
steam boiling process and synthetic detergents formulation; 9. 
Steam generating plants; 10. Manufacture of office and house-
hold equipment and appliances involving use of fossil fuel 
combustion; 11. Manufacture of machineries and machine tools 
and equipments; 12. Industrial gases (only) Nitrogen, Oxygen and 
(C02); 13. Miscellaneous glassware without involving use of 
fossil-fuel combustion; 14. Optical glass; 15. Laboratory ware; 
16. Petroleum storage & transfer facilities; 17. Surgical and 
medical products including & probabilities of latex products; 18. 
Foot-wear (Rubber); 19. Bakery products, Biscuits & 
Confectioners; 20. Instant tea/coffee; coffee processing; 21. 
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Malted food; 22. Manufacture of power driven pumps, 
compressors refrigeration units, fire figiiting equipment etc.; 23. 
Wire drawing (cold process) & bailing straps; 24. Steel furniture, 
fasteners etc.; 25. Plastic processed goods; 26. Medical & 
surgical instruments; 27. Acetylene (synthetic); 28. Glue & 
Gelatine; 29. Potassium permanganse; 30. Metalic sodium; 31. 
Photographic films, papers & photographic chemicals; 32. 
Surface coating industries; 33. Fragrances, fragours & food 
additives; 34. Plant nutrients (only manure); 35. Aerated 
water/soft drink; 
35. Id. Annexure Para B Para 3 Note 1. 
36. Id. Annexure B (3) Note 2. 
37. Id. Annexure B Para 3 Note 3. 
38. Id. Annexure C. 
39. Id. Annexure C Para (1). 
40. Id. Annexure C (2). 
41. Id. Annexure C (3). 
42. The category red industries are: 1. Ferrous and non-ferrous metal 
extraction, refining, casfing, forging, alloy making processing 
etc.; 2. Diy Coal Processing/Mineral processing industries like 
Ore sintering benefication, pollutization etc.; 3. Phosphate look-
processing plants; 4. Cement plants with horizontal rotary kilns; 
5. Glass and glass products involving use of coal; 6. petroleum 
refinery; 7. Petro-chemical industries; 8. Manufacture of 
lubricating oils and greases; 9. Synthetic rubber manufacture; 10. 
Coal, Oil, wood or nuclear based thermal power plants; 11. 
Vanaspati, hydrogenated vegetable oils for industrial purposes; 
12. Sugar, ills (White and Khandacari); 13. Craft paper mills; 14. 
Coke oven by products and coaltar distillation Products; 15. 
Alkalies; 16. Caustic soda; 17. Potash; 18. Electro-thermal 
products (artificial abrasives. Calcium carbide etc.; 19. 
Phosphorous and its compounds; 20. Acids and their salts 
(organic & inorganic); 21. Nitrogen compounds (Cynides, 
cynamides and other nitrogen compounds); 22. Explosive 
(including and industrial explosives, detonators & fuses); 23. 
Pthalic anhydride; 24. Processes involving chlorinated 
hydrocarbon; 25. Chlorine, fluorine, bromine, Iodine & their 
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compounds; 26. Fertilizer industry; 27. Paper board and straw 
board; 28. Synthetics fibres; 29. Insecticides, fungicides, 
herbicides & pesticides (basic manufacture & formulations); 30. 
Basic drugs; 31. Alcohol (industrial or potable); 32. Leather 
industry including tanning and processing; 33. Coke making, coal 
liquification and fuel gas making industries; 34. Fibre glass 
production and processing; 35. Manufacture of pulp-wood pulp, 
mechanical or chemical (including dissolving pulp); 36. Pigment 
dyes and their intermediates; 37. Industrial carbons (including 
graphite electrodes, anodes midget electrodes, graphite blocks, 
graphite crucibles, gas carbons activated carbon synthetic 
diamonds, carbon black, channel black, lamp black etc.); 38. 
Electro-chemicals (other than these covered under Alkali group); 
39. Paints, enamels & varnishes; 40. Poly propylene; 41. Poly 
Vinyl chloride; 42. Cement with wertical shaft kiln technology 
penging certification of proven technology on pollution control; 
43. Chlorates, perchlorates & peroxides; 44. Polishes 45. 
Synthetic resin & plastic products. 
43. M C Mehta v. Union of India, AIR 1987 SC 965. 
44. Ministry of Envirormient And Forest, Prohibiting Storage of 
Chemicals In Antop Hill In Bombay Notification, 1990 [S.O. No. 
136(E) dated 9.2.1990]. 
45. Id. Preamble Para 2. 
46. Ministry of Environment And Forest notification No. S.O. 852 (e) 
dated 7' September, 1988. 
47. The 133 representations against the prohibition the institutional 
ones are from- Secretary, Department of Environment, 
Government of Maharashtra, Antop Hill Warehousing Company 
Ltd., through its solicitors (AHWC), The Municipal Corporation 
of Greater Bombay, The Indian Chemicals Manufactures 
Association, The Indian Merchants Chamber, and The Chemical 
and Alkali Merchant Association. The rest of the representations 
against the prohibition were by individual traders who have 
booked offices or godown space in the warehouse complex. 
48. Id. Preamble Para 4. 
49. Id. Preamble Para 5. 
50. Id. Para 6. 
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51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
Id. Para 7. 
Id. Para 8. 
Id. Para 9. 
Id. Para 10. 
MoEF, The Restriction of Certain Activities In Specified Areas of 
Aravalli Range Notification, 1992 [S.O. 319 (E) dated 7.5.1992]. 
Id. Preamble Para 3. 
Id. Table Para (i). 
Id. Table Para (ii). 
Id. Table Para (iii). 
Id. Table Para (iv). 
Id. Preamble Para 3 (i) to (v). 
Id. Para 2. 
Id. Para 3. 
(1991) 2 s e c 539. 
MoEF, Restriction On The Setting Up of Industries In Dahanu 
Taluka District Thane, Maharashtra Notification, 1991 [S.O. 416 
(E) dated 20.6.1991]. 
Id. Para 1. 
Id. Para 2. 
Id. Para 3. 
Id. Para 4. 
Id. Para 5. 
Id. Para 6. 
Id. Annexure & Guideline. 
Id. Annexure-A. 
Id. Annexure A Para 1. 
Id. Annexure - A Para 2. 
Id. Annexure - A Para 3. 
Id. Annexure - A Para 4. 
Supra note 75. 
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79. Green categories industries are as follows: Rice Mills, Dal Mills, 
Grain Mills (for production of flour); Manufacture of Supari and 
masala grinding; Groundnut decorating (dry); Chilling Plants and 
cold storage; Ice making; Preserving and processing of fish, 
crustaceous and similar foods; Manufacture of milk and dairy 
products such as butter, ghee etc; Book binding; Engraving 
etching, block making; Manufacture of structural stone goods, 
stone dressing and polishing (stone crushing/stone quarrying will 
not be pemiitted); Manufacture Of metal building component 
such as grills, gates, doors and window frames, water tanks, wire 
nets, etc. (use of coal not permitted); Tool sharpening works; 
Repairs of electrical appliances; Manufacture of push carts, hand 
carts, bullock carts, etc. Manufacture of jewellery and related 
articles (no power to be used); Repair of walches. Clocks and 
Jewellary; Manufacture of bidis; Handlooms, Pawerlooms; 
Embroidery and the making of laces and fringes; Manufacture of 
made up textile goods such as, curtains, mosquito nets mattresses, 
bedding Material, pillow cases, bags, etc.Ready-made garments 
and Apparel making (dry processing); Cotton and woolen hosiery 
(dry processing); Handloom weaving; Manufacture of Leather 
foot wear and leather products (excluding tanning and hide 
processing); Shoe lace manufacturing; Manufacture of mirrors 
and photoframes; Manufacture of musical instruments; 
Manufacture of sports goods; Manufacture of bamboo and cane 
products (dry operations only); Manufacture of cardbard and 
paper products (Paper and pulp manufacture excluded); Insulation 
and other coated papers (Paper and pulp manufacture excluded); 
Manufacture of scientific and mathematical instruments; 
Assembly of domestic electrical and electronic appliances; 
Manufacture of writing instruments (pens, pencils, etc.); 
Extrusion moulding of polythene, plastic and PVC goods; 
Manufacture of surgical gauzes and bandages; Manufacture of 
concrete railway sleepers; Cotton spinning and weaving (dry 
processes only); Manufacture of ropes (cotton, jute, plastic); 
Carpet weaving; Manufacture of wires and popes (non-asbesto); 
Extrusion of metal; Assembly of electric and electronic 
equipment; Coir industries; Toys; Wax candles and agarbattis; 
Oil-ginning and expelling (no hydrogenation and no refining); 
Manufacture of ice-cream; Manufacture of mineral water, 
Manufacture of trunks and suitcases; Manufacture of stationery 
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items (except paper and inks); Manufacture of optical frames; 
Manufacture of office and household furniture and appliances -
both steel and wood; Manufacture of machinery and machine 
tools and equipment (small-scale); Wire drawing (cold process), 
Wire Nails, Baling straps; Processing if instant Coffee/tea; 
Glassware using fuel other than coal/coke; Optical glass; 
Laboratory ware; Bakery products, biscuits and confectionery; 
Flour mills (excluding Roller flour mills). 
80. The orange category of industries are :Ceramics; Preservation of 
meat and canning; Manufacture of building materials, such as 
bricks tiles, blocks, pipes etc. from fly ash generated from the 
approved/existing power plants; Sanitrywarc; Vegetable oils 
including solvent extracted oils; Soap (without steam boiling 
process); Formulation of synthetic detergents (non-phosphatic); 
Steam generating plants (without coal/coke); Manufacture of 
industrial gases (only Nitrogen, oxygen and C02); Surgical ad 
Medical products, excluding prophylactic and latex products; 
Rubber Foot wear; Malt foods; Manufacture of pumps 
compressors, refrigeration units and fire fighting equipment; 
Medical and surgical instruments; Fragrances, flavours and food 
additives; Organic plant nutrients; Aerated waters/soft drinks. 
81. Id. Annexure - B Para 1. 
82. Id. Annexure-B Para 2. 
83. Id. Annexure - B Para 3. 
84. The red category of industries are : Metallurgical industries 
including foundries and alloy making processes; Coal and other 
mineral processing industries; Cement Planes; Industries based on 
the use of coal/coke; Refineries; Petrochemical industries; 
Synthetic Rubber Manufacture; Thermal and nuclear power 
planes; Manufacture of vanaspati, hydrogenated vegetable oils for 
industrial purposes; Sugar Mills; Manufacture of by-products of 
coke ovens and coal tar distillation products; Alkalis and acids; 
Electro-thermal products (such as artifical abrasives, calcium 
carbide, etc.); Phosphorus and its compounds; Nitrogen 
compounds; Explosives; Fire-crackers; Pthalic anhydride; 
Processes involving chlorinated hydrocarbons; Chlorine, fluorine, 
bromine, iodine and their compounds; Chemical fertilizers; 
Synthetic fibres and rayon; Manufacture and 
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formulation of synthetic /esticides /insecticides/bactericides/ 
fungicides etc.; Basic drugs; Alcohol; Slaughterhouse; Tanning 
and processing of animal, skins, hides, leather, etc.; Plastic or 
latex industry including manufacturing of Balloon; Making of 
coke, liquifaction of coal. Manufacture of fuel gas; Fibre glass 
production or processing; Dyes and their intermediates; Industrial 
carbon and carbon products; Electro-chemicals and their 
products; Paint, enamels and varnishes; Poly vinyl chloride; 
Polypropylene; Chlorates, per chlorates and peroxides; Polishes; 
Synthetic resins; Plastics; Asbestos; Stone Crushing Units. 
85. Id. Annexure - C (Note). 
86. MoEF, 77?^  Prohibition On The Imports of Hazardous Wastes 
Notification, 1997 [S.O. 330 (E) Dated 15.4.1997]. 
87. Id. Preamble Para 3. 
88. Id. Preamble Para 4. 
89. Id Table. 
90. MoEF, The Draft Eco-Sensitive Zone Pachmarhi Notification, 
1998 [S.O. 825 E dated 17.9.1998]. 
91. Id. Para 1. 
92. Id Para 2 (a) (i). 
93. Id Para 2 (a) (ii). 
94. Id. Para 2 (a) (iii). 
95. Id Para 2(b). 
96. Id Para 2(C). 
97. Id Para 2(d) 
98. Id. Para 2(e). 
99. Id Para 2(f). 
100. Id Para 2(g). 
101. Id. Para 3. 
102. Id Para 4. 
103. Id. Para 5. 
104. MoEF, The Eco-Sensitive Zone: Mahabaleshwar Panchgani 
Region Notification, 2000 [S.O. 52 (E) dated 17.1.2001]. 
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105. Urban Development Department, Government of Maharashtra, 
Mahabaleshwar Panchagani Region Notification, 1983 [No. TPS. 
1982/4507 (a) UD7 dated 29.4.1983]. 
106. The Maharashtra Government Notification was issued under 
Section 3(1) Maharashtra Regional and Town Country Planning 
Act, 1966 (The Maharashtra Act of XXXVII of 1966). 
107. Supra note 145 at Para 1. 
108. Id. Para 2. 
109. Id Para 3. 
110. Supra note 144 at preamble Para 1. 
111. Id Para 1. 
112. Id Para 2. 
113. Id Para 2(a) (i). 
114. Id Para 2 (a) (ii). 
115. Id Para 2 (a) (iv). 
116. Id Para2(b)(i) . 
117. Id Para 2 (b) (ii). 
118. Id Para 2 (b) (iii). 
119. Id Para 2(c). 
120. Id Para 2(d). 
121. Id Para 2(e). 
122. Id Para 2(f). 
123. Id Para 2(g). 
124. Id Para 2(h). 
125. Id Para 2 (j). 
126. Id Para 2(1). 
127. Id Para 2 (m). 
128. Id Para 2 (i). 
129. Id Para 3 (a). 
130. Id Para 3(b). 
131. Id Para 3 (c ). 
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481 (E) dated 5''Muly 1996]. 
134. Id. Preamble Para 1. 
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Environment, 2000 [S.O. 916 (E) dated 6.10.2000]. 
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CHAPTER-VII 
EIA AUTHORITIES AND 
INSPECTORATE 
I. INTRODUCTORY OVERVIEW 
In order to fulfill the constitutional mandate 'to protect and improve 
the environment' and to give effect to Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 
and Central and regional EIA laws the MoEF has designated and 
constituted various authorities under the corpus of industrial-cum-labour 
laws, environmental laws and EIA legislations for the compliance of EIA 
norms. At the first instance the MoEF has identified sixty small authorities 
under classical industrial-cum-labour legislations. The second strategy of 
MoEF is the clamping of prosecutorial sanctions by delegating powers to 
different authorities to take direct cognizance of EIA deviance. Thirdly, to 
give effect the EIA principles the central government constituted a national 
environment authority for the protection of ground water resources 
aquaculture and coastal resource zone. In order to supplement the functions 
of central EIA authority MoEF has constituted satellite regional EIA 
authorities through delegated legislations. A quantum leap has taken place 
by promulgating the national environment authority Ordinance and 
subsequent Act in 1997. It provides for the establishment of national 
authority appeals with respect to denial of environmental clearance to 
industries, operations or processes on the basis EIA finding by MoEF. 
II. AUTHORITIES UNDER INDUSTRIAL 
LAWS 
In the existing archive of industrial and labour laws various 
authorities are identified to promote and comply with the board rubrics of 
EIA in India. The persons who could investigate and collect evidence 
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regarding the person who could be prosecuted with the offences of their 
industries, operation, or processes, discharging or emitting environmental 
pollutants in excess of the standards prescribed, could be only those who 
could be empowered by the Central Government in that behalf under 
section 10(1) and section 11(1) of the EP Act, and the Notifications Nos. 
SO 83(E) and SO 84(E) are issued there under. The sixty designated 
officers identified under the Notifications' are specified in the table given 
as under: 
Table - 7.1: EIA AUTHORITIES UNDER INDUSTRIAL LAWS 
Authorities and Agencies Industrial -cum-Labour Laws 
1 
Director General, Factory Advice 
Service and Labour Institute; 
Deputy Director General Factory 
Advice Service & Labour 
Institute; Director (Dock Safety) 
Joint Director (Dock Safety) 
Asstt. Director (Dock Safety) 
Additional Assistant Director 
(Dock Safety) 
Port Authority; Inspector 
Dock, Workers (Safety, Health 
and Welfare) Act, 1996 
The Dock Workers (Safety 
Health & Welfare) Scheme, 
1961 and Dock Workers 
Advisory Committee Rules 
Chief Inspector of Factories; 
Additional Chief Inspector 
Factories; Joint Chief Inspector of 
Factories; Deputy Chief Inspector 
of Factories; Inspector of 
Factories 
The Factories Act, 1948 
Controller General of Indian 
Bureau of Mines; Chief Controller 
of Mines; Controller of Mines; 
Regional Controller of Mines; 
Deputy Controller of Mines 
The Mines & Mineral 
(Regulation and Development) 
Act, 1957. 
Chief Inspector and Inspector of 
Plantation; 
The Plantation of Labour Act, 
1951 
Inspector of Dock Safety The Indian Dock Laborers Act, 
1934 
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Conservator of Ports; Deputy 
Conservatory of Ports; Harbors 
Master 
The Indian Port Act, 1908 
Director (Marine Department); 
Manager (Marine Operation); 
Director (Pollution Control) 
The Merchant Shipping Act, 
1958 
State Pollution Control Board and 
the Officers empowered by State 
Board under Section 21 and 23 of 
the Water (Prevention and Control 
of Pollution) Act, 1974 or under 
Section 24 of the Air (Prevention 
and Control of Pollution) Act, 
1981. 
The Water (Prevention and 
Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 
and rules made there under. 
The Air (Prevention and Control 
of Pollution) act, 1981. 
Central Pollution Control Board 
and any Officer empowered by the 
Board under Section 23 of the 
Water (Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act, 1974 of under 
Section 24 of the Air (Prevention 
and Control of Pollution) Act, 
1981. 
The Air (Prevention and Control 
of Pollution) Act, 1981 or the 
Water (Prevention and Control 
of Pollution) Act, 1974 and 
rules made there under. 
State Transport Authority; 
Regional Transport Authority; 
Any other authority or person 
delegated with powers by the 
State Transport Authority under 
the provisions of Section 44(5) of 
the Motors Vehicles Act, 1939 
The Motor Vehicles Act, 1939 
Food (Health) Authorities in the 
State/Union Territory or such 
other subordinate or local 
authorities as may be specified 
under provisions of the Prevention 
of Food Adulteration Act, 1955 
for the time being 
The Prevention of Food 
Adulteration Act, 1955 and 
rules made there under. 
Food Inspector The Prevention of Food 
Adulteration Act, 1955 and 
Rules made there under. 
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The Atomic Energy Regulatory 
Board Drug Controller of India; 
Commissioner for Food and Dru 
Administration or any authority in 
charge of State Drug Control 
Administration; Drug Inspector 
The Atomic Energy Act, 1962 
The Drugs & Cosmetic Act, 
1940 
Chief Controller of Explosives; 
Joint Chief Controller of 
Explosives; Deputy Chief 
Controller of Explosives; 
Controller of Explosives 
The Explosives Act, 1884 and 
the Explosives Rules, 1983. 
Licensing Officer; Insecticides 
Inspector 
The Insecticides Act, 1968. 
Chief Controller of Explosives; 
Joint Chief Controller of 
Explosives; Deputy Chief 
Controller of Explosives; 
Controller of Explosives 
The Explosives Act, 1884 and 
the Explosives Rules, 1983 
Licensing Officer; 
Inspector 
Insecticides The Insecticides Act, 1968 
Chief Controller of Explosives; 
Deputy Chief Controller of 
explosives; Controller of 
Explosives; Deputy Controller of 
Explosives; Assistant Controller 
of Explosives; Inspector 
The Petroleum Act, 1934 
Chief Inspector of Boilers; Deputy 
Chief Inspector of Boilers; 
Inspector of Boilers 
The Indian Boilers Act, 1923 
Director General of Shipping; 
Surveyor 
Merchant Shipping Act, 1958 
Director General (TD) or his 
nominee not below the rank of 
Development Officer; Chairman 
and Director General, National 
Council for Cement and Building 
Materials or his nominee not 
below the rank of programme 
Industrial (Development and 
Regulation) Act, 1951 
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leader 
Officers appointed under the 
Bengal Smoke Nuisance Act, 
1905 
The Bombay Smoke Nuisance 
Act, 1912 and 
The Gujarat Smoke Nuisance 
Act, 1963 
Chief Inspector of Mines Safety 
The Bengal Smoke Nuisance 
Act, 1905 
The Bombay Smoke Nuisance 
Act, 1912 
The Gujarat Smoke Nuisance 
Act, 1963 
The Mines Act, 1952 and the 
rules and regulations made there 
under 
These authorities besides having power to enter and inspect the 
industrial premises for EIA compliance and enforcement are equally made 
in charge of sampling and analysis^. 
III. AUTHORITIES UNDER ENVIRONMENT 
LAWS 
But, none of the authorities and officer designated, specified in the 
above table, can prosecute the persons found to have committed the 
offences for their industries, operations or processes, discharging or 
emitting environmental pollutants exceeding the standards specified in the 
Schedules I to IV and VI referred to in Rules 3 of the EP Rules^. This 
becomes problematic for EIA compliance because under Section 19 (a) of 
the EP Act, no court shall take cognizance of any offence under the Act 
except on a complaint made by the Central Government or any other or 
authorized by Central Government in this behalf. However, as enabled by 
section 19(a) of the EP Act, the Central Government has issued the 
Notification SO 394 (E) authorizing the officers and authorities for taking 
cognizance and compliance of the EIA norms. The extent of jurisdiction of 
each of such authorities is tabulated as follows: 
TABLE-7.2: EIA AUTHORITIES AND JURISDICTION 
S.N 
o. 
1 
1. 
Officer 
2 
Any Director, Joint Secretary, Adviser or Additional 
Jurisdiction 
3 
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Secretary of Government of India in the Department 
of Environment, Forests and Wildlife 
Whole of India 
The Chairman of Member-Secretary of the Central 
Pollution Control Board constituted under Section 3 
of the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) 
Act, 1974 (6 of 1974). 
Whole of India 
3. The Government of the State (represented by the 
Secretary to the State Government in charge) of 
environment. 
Whole of the 
State 
4. The Chairman or Member-Secretary of the State 
Pollution Control Board constituted under Section 4 
of the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) 
Act, 1976 (6 of the 1974) or a State Pollution 
Control Board constituted under Section 5 of the Air 
(Prevention and Control of Pollution ) Act, 1981 (14 
of 1981). 
Whole of the 
State 
Collector Whole of 
revenue District 
Zonal Officers of the Central Pollution Control 
Board who have been delegated powers under 
Sections 20,21,23 of Water (Prevention and Control 
of Pollution) Act, 1974 (6 of 1974) and Section 24 
of the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 
1981 
Areas as laid 
down by the 
Central Board 
7. Regional Officers of the State Pollution Control 
Board who have been delegated powers under 
Section 20,21 and 23 of the Water (Prevention and 
Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 
Areas as laid 
down by the 
State board. 
8. Regional Officers of the State Pollution Board who 
have been delegated powers under Section 24 of the 
Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 
Areas as laid 
down by the 
state Board 
Any Regional/Zonal Officer or a Director in Charge 
of a Regional/Zone of the Ganga Project Directorate 
Zonal/Regional 
area as laid 
down by the 
Ganga Project 
Directorate 
10. Any Deputy Secretary, Director, joint Secretary or 
Additional Secretary to the Government of India in 
the Ganga Project Directorate 
Whole of the 
States in which 
the Ganga 
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11. Joint Director (Legal) in the Department of 
Environment, Forests and Wildlife, Ministry of 
Environment and Forests, New Delhi-110003 
Action plan is 
under 
implementation 
Whole of India 
These authorities are in addition to the authorities listed in Central 
Government's Notifications SO 83(E). Under the mandate of these 
Notifications the designated authorities and SO 84(E) can initiate action 
under Section 10 of the EP Act or under Section 11 of the EP Act, against a 
person whose industry, operation or process is emitting or discharging 
environmental pollutants in excess of the parameters/standards permitted 
under the EP Rules'* The jurisdictional further in what manner, extension 
on the count that the Central Government's officers or authorities 
mentioned^ in central Government's Notification SO 394(E) could lodge a 
complaint before the jurisdictional magistrate under Section 19(a) of the EP 
Act. Such matters assume importance because of the constitutional 
protection of life and personal liberty which becomes available to persons 
accused of offences, who if convicted of such offences by criminal courts 
could be awarded the sentence of imprisonment. When sub-sec (4) of 
Section 10 of the EP Act provides for application of the procedure in the 
Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 and other available Statutory 
Procedures, in relation to search and seizure to be made under Section 10 
of the EP Act and when Section 11 of the EP Act and the Rules 6, 7 and 8 
of the EP Rules provide for the procedure to be followed in taking samples 
of air, water, soil and other substances from any industry, operation or 
process, it can be said that the constitutional protection is sought to be 
made good to persons who may be accused of the offences envisaged under 
Section 15 of the EP Act, before they could be convicted for such offences 
and sentenced to undergo imprisonment by competent jurisdictional 
criminal courts of the country. 
Since the Central Government has, in exercise of its powers under 
clause (a) of Section 19 of the EP Act, issued Notification No SO 394(E) 
authorizing certain officers or authorities listed there under to prosecute the 
offenders under the EP Act, the person concerned with every existing and 
working industry, operation or process which does not adhere to the 
parameters/standards of emission or discharge of environmental pollutants 
required to be adhered by them under Schedules I to IV of the EP Rules, 
would become liable for prosecution from one or the other officers or 
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authorized by that Notification because of the requirement of Section 15(1) 
and Section 19(a) of the EP Act. Where the Central Government or its 
authorized officer or authority fails to prosecute the existing or working 
industry, operation or process for its non adherence to the parameters or 
standards of emission or discharge of environmental pollutants required to 
be adhered by them under Schedule I to IV or VI of the EP Rules, any 
person who could give notice of not less than 30 days to the Central 
Government or its authorized officer or authority, could also prosecute the 
industry, operation or process which do not adhere to parameters/standards 
of emission or discharge of environmental pollutants required to adhered 
by them under Schedules I to IV of EP Rules because of Section 15(1) and 
section 19 (b) of the EP Act. These prosecutorial strategies are of seminal 
importance for the enforcement and compliance of EIA laws. 
IV. NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT PPELLATE 
AUTHORITY 
The National Environment Appellate Authority Ordinance, 1997 was 
promulgated by the President of India in view of urgency in providing 
mechanism for appeal in case of non-compliance EIA and rejection of 
environmental clearance by MoEF and to bring transparency and 
accountability in the process of expeditious implementation of 
developmental projects. The Ordinance culminating into the National 
Environment Appellate Authority Act, 1997 provides for the establishment 
of 'national environment appellate authority' to hear appeals with respect 
to restriction of areas in which any industries, operations or process or class 
of industries operations or process shall not be carried out or shall be 
carried out subject to certain safeguards under the Environment 
(Protection) Act, 1986 and for matters connected therewith or incidental 
thereto^. In view of numerous pronouncements by the Supreme Court 
imploring upon the central government to establish environmental court 
and authority it was considered necessary to take immediate steps to set up 
an independent body for quick redressal or public grievances. Accordingly, 
it was proposed to provide for the setting of a 'national environment 
appellate authority' to deal with petitions, complaints, representatives and 
appeals against the decisions of the competent authorities, granting 
environmental clearance to development projects under the provisions of 
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the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and central and regional EIA laws. 
To engraft and augur the rules of natural justice and fair play the industries 
denied the environmental clearance on EIA ground has a breathing space 
by filing an appeal to National Appellate Authority. 
Any person aggrieved by an order granting environmental clearance 
in the areas in which any industries, operations or process on class of 
industries, operations and processes shall not be carried out or shall be 
carried out subject to certain safeguards may, within thirty days from the 
date of such order, prefer an appeal to the Authority in such form as may be 
prescribed. The Authority may entertain any appeal after the expiry of the 
said period of thirty days but not after ninety days form the date of 
aforesaid if it is satisfied that the appellant was prevented by sufficient 
cause from filing the appeal in time. In the clarifying clauses person within 
the meaning of Act means person who is likely to be affected by the grant 
of environmental clearance; person who owns or has control and directly in 
charge of project with respect to which an application has been submitted 
for environmental clearance but rejected and the general public and 
environmental organization or any association of person (whether 
incorporated or not) likely to be affected by such order and fimctioning in 
the field of environment. The local authority whose local limits are within 
the neighborhood of the area wherein the project is proposed to be located 
can also appeal before the authority. The Central Government where the 
environmental clearance is granted by the Central Government and the 
State Government, where the environmental clearance is granted by the 
State Government on receipt of an appeal preferred the authority shall, after 
giving the appellant an opportunity of being heard, pass orders and dispose 
of the appeal within ninety days from the date of filing the appeal. On 
receipt of an appeal the Authority shall giving the appellant an opportunity 
of being beared pass orders and dispose of appeals within ninety days from 
the date of filing the appeal . Memorandum of appeal shall be in Form-A in 
English and Hindi and shall set forth concisely and under distinct heads, 
the grounds of appeal without any argument or narrative and such grounds 
shall be numbered consecutively. Every memorandum of appeal shall be 
presented by the appellant in person, before the Registrar or may be sent by 
registered post with acknowledgment due addressed to the Registrar. 
Where memorandum of appeal is sent by registered post, the date of receipt 
of the said memorandum at the Head Office, as endorsed by either by them, 
shall be taken as the date of filing of the delay and the supporting affidavit 
of such application^. If the appeal is registered and numbered or if not so 
registered or numbered, the appellant or his representative shall be 
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informed accordingly by intimation sent in this regard by the Registrar or 
other authorized officer within fifteen days of the receipt of the appeal. 
After registration and numbering of the appeal, notices of appeal along 
with the set of copies of memorandum of appeal and other annexure 
thereto, shall be sent to every respondent; under registered post, 
acknowledgement(s) due, intimating the date and place of hearing of the 
appeal by the Authority. Intimation of the date and place of hearing of the 
appeal shall also be given to appellant or his representative by registered 
post with acknowledgement due. In addition to above such intimations 
shall also be given to parties, under certificate of posting duly addressed, as 
found in the Memorandum of Appeal. Due service of such notices shall be 
presumed by the Authority if sent to address, found in the Memorandum of 
appeal, before fifteen days from the date fixed for hearing^. 
One of the interesting features of the Act is redressal of speedily 
environmental justice to promote EIA. The Authority shall not be bound by 
the procedure laid down in the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 but shall be 
guided by the principles of natural justice and subject to the other 
provisions of this Act and of any rules made by the Central Government. 
The Authority shall have power to regulate its own procedure including the 
fixing of places and times of its inquiry and deciding whether to sit in 
public or private. However, the Authority shall have powers similar to 
vested in a civil court under the code of civil procedure, 1908. such as 
summoning and enforcing the attendance of any person, and examining on 
oath; discovery and production of documents; receiving evidence on 
affidavits; requisitioning public record or documents examination of 
witnesses or documents; reviewing its decisions; dismissing a 
representation setting aside any order of dismissal and any other matter 
prescribed by the Central Govemment^^. After hearing of the appeals, the 
orders of the Authority may be pronounced on the same day or may be 
postponed to a future date. Where the order is postponed, the same shall be 
delivered on the date to be fixed for the purpose by the Authority and 
copies thereof shall be sent to parties to the appeal by the Registrar or any 
other authorized officer''. Where the order of the Authority finally 
disposing of the appeal is unanimous, an order shall be pronounced by the 
Authority. If the members of the authority differ in opinion on any point, 
the point shall be decided according to the opinion of the majority, if there 
is a majority, but if the members are equally divided, shall state the point or 
points on which they differ and make a reference to the Chairperson of the 
Authority and his opinion on the point shall be the opinion of the majority. 
No order of the Authority shall be questioned on the ground merely of the 
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existence of any vacancy or defect in the constitution of the Authority or 
any defect in the appointment of a person acting as the member of the 
Authority'^. It was reiterated in the Rule that when there are no specific 
rules governing the hearing of the appeal, principles of natural justice shall 
be observed . 
In matters of denial of environmental clearances from EIA angles 
this authority enjoys the singularity of power and jurisdiction. It says that 
with effect form the date of establishment of the Authority, no civil court or 
other authority shall have jurisdiction to entertain any appeal in respect of 
any matter with which the Authority is empowered by or under this Act' . 
All proceedings before the Authority shall be deemed to be judicial 
proceedings within the meaning of Section 193, 219 and 228 of the Indian 
Penal Code, (45 of 1860)'^. The EIA law should not only be procedural 
formality but substantive rule the Authority can take action taken is good 
faith. No suit, prosecution or other legal proceeding shall lie against the 
Central Government or against the Chairperson the Vice-Chairperson or a 
Members for anything which is in good faith done or intended to be done in 
pursuance of this Act or any rule or order made thereunder'*^. Moreover, the 
non-compliance with the duration and orders, deterrent punishment has 
been recommended. Whoever fails to comply with any order made by the 
Authority, he shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may 
extend to seven years, or with fine which may extend to one lakh rupees, or 
with both . Where any offence under this Act has been committed by a 
company every person who at the time the offence was committed, was 
directly in chare of and was responsible to, the company for the conduct of 
the business of the company, as well as the company shall be deemed to be 
guilty of the offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against and 
punished accordingly'^. The spirit and intent of the Act can further be 
broad based and strengthen by delegated legislations. The Central 
Government may by notification, make rules for carrying out the 
provisions of this Act'^. In particular the appellate mechanism and service 
condition and conduct of business. 
V. CENTRAL EIA AUTHORITIES 
The Central Government being the trustee of natural resources and to 
fulfill the mandate of Section 3 (3) of Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 
has constituted various central and regional EIA authorities in India. Most 
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prominent among these authorities are Central Ground Water Authority 
Notification, 1997; National Aquaculture Authority, 1997 and National 
Coastal Management Authority, 1998. 
A. THE CENTRAL GROUND WATER AUTHORITY NOTIFICATION, 
1997: The Central Ground Water Authority Notification, 1997 was 
promulgated in exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (3) of 
Section 3 of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 for the purposes of 
regulation and control of ground water management and development. The 
authority consists of ten experts from water law and administration . The 
authority may invite opinions from time to time from water expert and 
administrators from the ministry of agriculture, urban development and 
rural development. Like other authorities it shall exercise the powers 
prescribed under Section 5 of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 for 
issuing directions and taking such measures in respect of all the matters 
referred to in sub-section (2) of Section 3 of the said Act It shall also resort 
to the penal provisions continued in Sections 15 to 21 of the said Act. 
Primarily it will regulate and control, the management and development of 
ground water in the country and to issue necessary regulatory directions for 
this purpose by exercising powers under Section 4 of the Environment 
(Protection Act, 1986, for appointment of officers^^. The jurisdiction of the 
Authority shall be whole of India and function under the admmistrative 
control of the Government of India in the Ministry of Water Resources'^ "*. 
B. NATIONAL AQUACULTURE AUTHORITY: In the wake of 
intervention of Supreme Court of India in S. Jagnath V. Union of India to 
restrict the shrimp farming and aqua culture industry, the MoEF has 
constituted Aquaculture EIA Authority in 1997 . The Central Government 
drew strength from the powers conferred by sub-section (3) of Section 3 of 
the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 (29 of 1986) to constitute an 
authority known as Aquaculture Authority^^ to deal with the situation 
created by the shrimp culture industry in the coastal States and Union 
Territories . The authority shall exercise powers under Section 5 of the 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 for issuing directions'^ and for 
measures taken with respect to matters referred to in clauses (v), (vi), (vii), 
(viii), (ix) and (xii) of sub-section (2) of Section 3 of the said Act''^ . In view 
the deleterious environment impact of shrimp culture the authority of 
follow EIA principles and ensure that no shrimp culture pond can be 
constructed or set up within the Coastal Regulation Zone and upto 1000 m 
of Chillka Lake (including bird sanctuaries namely, Yadurapattu and 
Nelapattu)^'. It will monitor the consenting procedure and give approval to 
the farmers who are operating traditional and improved traditional systems 
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of aquaculture for adoption of improved technology for increased 
production"'^ . It proiiibit and regulates the agricultural lands, salt pan lands, 
mangroves, wetlands, forest lands, land for village common purposes and 
the land meant for public purposes to be used or converted for construction 
of shrimp culture ponds^''. 
Of significance is the recognition of EIA principle that the authority 
shall implement the precautionary principle and the polluter pays 
Principle '*. Under the extended jurisdiction of the authority it shall also 
regulate the shrimp culture activities outside the coastal regulation zone 
areas and beyond 1000 m from the Pulicat Lake and Chilka Lake . The 
Authority in consultation with expert bodies like NEERI, CPCB and 
SPCBs, shall frame schemes for reversing the damage caused to the 
ecology and environment by pollution in the coastal States and Union 
Territories^^. Taking due care of social cost of EIA of shrimp industry, the 
Authority shall ensure the payment of compensation to the workmen 
employed in the shrimp culture industries as per the procedure laid down in 
the Supreme Court Order dated 11.12.1996 passed in the Writ Petition 
(Civil) No. 561 of 1994 ; and the relevant orders issued by the concerned 
T O 
High Courts and Supreme Court from time to time . To deal with any 
other relevant environment issues pertaining to coastal areas with respect to 
shrimp culture farming, including those which may be referred to it by the 
central Government and MoEF . The Authority shall exercise jurisdiction 
over all the coastal States and Union Territories''^. The Scheme framed by 
the Authority for reversing the damage caused due to the pollution in the 
coastal States and Union Territories shall be executed by the respective 
State Governments and Union Territory Administrations under the 
supervision of the Central Government'*'. The Authority shall function 
under the administrative control of Government of India in Ministry of 
Agriculture, with its headquarters at Chennai (Tamilnadu) . 
C NATIONAL COASTAL MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY, 1998: To 
ensure an effective monitoring and compliance of EIA requirements for the 
coastal resource zone and marine resources of the country the MoEF has 
constituted National Coastal Zone Management Authority in 1998'* .^ In the 
managing body experts and specialists from the field of EIA, town 
planning, tourism, fisheries, port, oceanography and marine resources are 
inducted'*'* to take measures for protecting and improving the quality of the 
coastal environment and preventing abating and controlling environmental 
pollution in coastal areas'*^ The functional ambit of Authority includes the 
co-ordination of actions by the State Zone Management Authorities and the 
Union Territory Coastal Zone Management'*^ and examination of the 
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proposals for changes and modifications in classification of coastal 
regulation zone areas and specific recommendations to the Central 
Government for the better EIA management of coastal areas'* .^ The 
authority is empowered to review of cases involving violations the EIA 
provisions of E.P. Act and the CRZ Rules and any other law which is 
relatable to the objects of the said Act for issuing appropriate directions for 
compliance'*^. In matters of direction the Authority can take cognizance on 
the basis of complaint made by an individual or a representative body, or 
an organization functioning in the field of environment"* .^ In case of non-
compliance of the directions the authority can file complaints, under 
Section 19^ ^ and to take action under Section 10 of the said Act^'. 
Besides monitoring of EIA, the Authority shall provide technical 
assistance and guidance to the concerned State Government, Union 
Territory Governments/Administrations, the State Coastal Zone 
Management Authorities, the Union Territory Coastal Zone Management 
Authorities and other institutions/organizations as may be found necessary, 
in matters relating to the protection and improvement of the coastal 
environment . It shall also examine and accord its approval to area specific 
management plans, integrated Coastal Zone Management Plans, integrated 
Coastal Zone Management Plans and modifications thereof submitted by 
the State Coastal Zone Management Authorities and the Union Territory 
Coastal Zone Management Authorities . The Authority may advise the 
Central Government on policy, planning, research and development, setting 
up to centers of excellence and fiinding in matters relating to CRZ 
Management^ "* to deal with all environmental issues relating to CRZ which 
may be referred to it by the Central Govemment^^ 
IV. REGIONAL EIA AUTHORITIES 
The Central Government under its mandate given under Section 3(3) 
of Environment Protection Act, 1986 constituted various regarding EIA 
authorities. Prominent among Thebe authorities are Loss of Ecology 
(Prevention and Payments of compensation) Authority for State of Tamil 
Nadu, EIA Authority For The National Capital Region, 1996 
Environmental Assessment and Planning Authority For Thane, State of 
Maharashtra, 1996 Dhanu Taluka Environment Protection Authority, State 
of Maharashtra, \996 dind Central Ground Water Authority, 1997. 
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A. BOON VALLEY PROTECTION AUTHORITY: In the wake of 
Supreme Court's judgment in Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra V. 
State of U.P.^ ^ Supreme Court Monitoring Committee V. Mussorie 
Dehradun Development Authority and the recommendation of Bhargava 
Committee Report the Central Government embarked to protect the 
ecological diversity of Doon Valley by promulgating EIA Guidelines For 
Industries . The Doon Valley Notification has adopted the location 
policy of industries on the basis of colorization. Green category industries 
are subjected to clearance directly without referring to MoEF. Industries 
falling under orange category are permitted only after prior environmental 
clearance. Under red category industries supposedly of polluting and toxic 
nature are not allowed to be located in the Doon Valley area^ .^ For any 
mining activity^' the approval of MoEF must be obtained before starting 
any operation. Tourism project is to be as per Tourism Development Plant 
(TDP) to be prepared by state and duly approved by MoEF^^. Regarding 
grazing right of the indigenous community the plan is to be prepared by 
state Government and to be approved by MoEF^"'. The land use pattern and 
policy should confirm to master plan of development and land use plan of 
State Government subject to final approval of MoEF^''. 
B. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT AUTHORITY FOR 
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION: The Environment Impact 
Assessment Authority for National Capital Region^^ is constituted for the 
protection of environment ^ and maintenance of ambient air quality in 
Delhi . This Authority will also deal with the EIA dimensions of projects 
pertaining to the development of the International Hotel Complex or any 
other project which Delhi Development Authority or any other agency may 
initiate in future in the National Capital Region^^. Authority is also headed 
by a Retired High Court Judge and has eight other Members along with a 
Member Secretary. The Authority shall function under the supervision and 
control of the central govemment as per Section 3 (3) of the EPA, 1986. 
Constitution of a special Court to take cognizance of offences 
against environment in the national capital territory of Delhi. 
Entrusting the sub divisional magistrates in the national capital 
territory of Delhi under Section 4 of the EP with requisite 
powers to enable them to carry out functions related to protection 
of the environment. 
Phasing out of in use two wheelers powered by conventional 
two-stroke engines w.e.f 1.4.2000 {i.e., those vehicles which are 
unable to meet the emission norms that will come into effect on 
1.4.2000) when the tightened emission norms will come into 
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force, in accordance with the time schedules as given; (a) those 
of 15 years or more w.e.f. 1.4.2000, (b) those of age 10 years or 
more w.e.f 1.4.2005 and (c) all the remaining w.e.f 1.4.2007. 
Retrofitting of in-use three wheelers with alternate fuels such as 
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) with customs/excise duty 
exemption for such kits. 
Declaration of certain areas in Delhi as critically polluted, where 
there will be a vehicle free day every week. 
Making it mandatory for coal based thermal power plants to 
provide land for the setting up of ancillary units utilizing fly ash 
for brick manufacturing, with fly ash to be provided on no 
payment terms by the power plants; and where necessary, for the 
Government of Delhi and the Delhi Development Authority to 
provide land in the proximity of the plants. 
Formulating a plan though the National Institute of Public 
Finance and Policy whereby polluting activity is taxed, e.g., 
second vehicle in a household; with the proceeds to be charged 
to a revolving fund and used in projects for protecting the 
environment. 
Introduction of a curriculum of environmental projects in schools 
within the socially useful productive work scheme, to be 
performed as a group activity by the students for community and 
neighborhood improvement with the objective of sensitizing 
school children to eco-related concerns . 
In Pursuance of these objectives, the Central Government, in 
exercise of the powers conferred by Section 3 of EP Act, 1986, has 
constituted the Environment Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority 
for the National Capital Region . 
C. LOSS OF ECOLOGY (PREVENTION AND PAYMENTS OF 
COMPENSATION) AUTHORITY FOR THE STATE OF TAMIL 
NADU: Loss Ecology (Prevention and Payment of Compensation) 
Authority For State of Tamil Nadu'" was passed to mitigate the 
environmental damage caused by tarmeries of Vellor district of Tamil Nadu 
as per the Supreme Court's directives in Vellor Citizens Welfare Forum V. 
Union o/India''^. The Authority, headed by a retired High Court Judge and 
comprising of a Member Secretary and three other Members, shall 
implement the "precautionary principle" and the "polluter pays" principle. 
The Authority shall, with the help of expert opinion and after giving 
opportunity to the concerned polluters, assess the loss to the ecology and 
environment in the affected areas. It shall also identify the individuals and 
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families who have suffered because of the pollution and assess the 
compensation. The Authority shall further determine the compensation to 
be recovered from the polluters as cost of reversing the damaged 
environment. It is recently reported that the Authority set up to assess the 
damage caused by polluting industries, primarily tanneries in Vellore 
district) and work out the quantum of compensation payable to those 
affected, has come as a major disappointment to the majority of people 
whose lives and livelihoods have been affected. 
According to Tanners Association the award is a huge liability on the 
industry, which is just coming out of recession. The Velour Citizens 
Welfare Forum says that the award is meager and inadequate. More over 
the Authority does not address many crucial issues such as, pollution of the 
Palar damage caused to people's health, and reversal of damage to 
ecology''^. According to the Authority's award, which covers the period 
between August 12, 1991 (when the Velour Citizens Welfare Forum filed 
the PIL) and December 31, 1998 (till the point at which production and 
effluent discharge data were sought from the tanneries)'''*, the loss to the 
ecology and environment is assessed in term of the use-value of the 
groundwater (utilized for irrigation) which is polluted with excessive total 
dissolved solids (inorganic)''^. By the Authority's computation, pollutants 
from 546 industries (the majority of them tanneries) in North Arcot-
Ambedkar district had affected 15,164 hectares spread across 186 villages 
in seven taluks, and the industry has to pay a compensation of Rs. 26.82 
crores to 29,193 affected persons. Also, the liability of the polluting units 
to compensate the affected individuals would continue beyond December 
31, 1998, till the damage caused to the ecology and the environment is 
reversed^^. 
D. AUTHORITY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING FOR THANE 
IN THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA: The Authority For 
Environmental Planning for Thane in State of Maharashtra will assess the 
environmental impact of the industries in Thane the Authority is headed by 
the Secretary, Department of Environment, and Government of 
Maharashtra and has six members along with one member Secretary. The 
Authority will demarcate the appurtenant area of relevance for the purpose 
of environmental planning and for determining the future course of action 
including relocation of industries with the objective of attaining sustainable 
development in area^ .^ 
E. ISLAND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (IDA): The Island 
Development Authority was constituted to promote and EI A of marine and 
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coastal ecology of Islands of Andaman, & Nicobar lakshadeweep'^. The 
sixth meeting of Standing Committee of the IDA was held on 20.12.1996 
under the Chairmanship of Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission 
reviewed the progress of implementation and impact of the programme of 
development in the Islands of Andaman, Nicobar and Lakshadeweep. The 
Authority thrashed out various policies and programmes aimed at 
integrated development of these islands keeping in view the EIA aspects^^. 
F. DHANU TALUKA ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AUTHORITY: 
In the after math of Supreme Court's pronouncement in Dahanu Taluka 
Environment Protection Society V. State of Maharashtra the MoEF has 
constituted Dahanu Taluka Environment Protection Authority in 1996 is 
to protect the ecological fragility and EIA Notification of Dahanu Taluka. 
The Central Government in exercise of the powers conferred by sub-
section (3) of Section 3 of the EP Act, 1986 constituted the Authority 
consisting of eleven members . 
The Authority shall exercise the power under Section 5 of the EP 
Act, 1986 for issuing directions and for taking measures with respect to 
matters referred to in clauses (v), (vi), (vii), (viii), (ix), (x) and (xii) of sub-
section (2) of Section 3 of the said Act to protect the ecologically fragile 
areas of Dhanu Taluka^ "*. To control pollution in the said area the 
Authority shall consider and implement the pre-cautionary principle and 
the polluter pays principle . It will also consider and implement the 
recommendations given by the NEERI, Nagpur, in respect of Dahanu 
Taluka under the Notifications No. S.O. 114(E) dated 19* February, 1991. 
416 (E) dated the 20'*^  June, 1991 by MoEF^^ The Authority shall function 
within ambit of relevant orders issued by the Bombay High Court and the 
Supreme Court from time to time . To deal with any other relevant 
environment issues pertaining to Daahanu Taluka including those which 
may be referred to it by the MoEF^^? The Authority shall furnish a progress 
on 
report about its activities at least once in two months MoEF . 
G. TAJ TRAPEZIUM ZONE AUTHORITY, 1998: In order to give effect 
the EIA of Taj heritage the central government constituted an authority to 
be known as the Taj Trapezium Zone Pollution (Prevention and Control) 
Authority in 1998^° within the geographical limits of Agra Division in the 
Taj Trapezium Zone (TTZ)^'. The geographical limits of TTZ have been 
defined ^ in the shape of a trapezoid between 26 45 N & 77 15' E to 27 45 
N & 77 15 E in the west of the Taj Mahal and in the East of Taj Mahal 
between 27 00 N & 78 30 E to 27 30' N & 78 30 E^l The Authority have 
power to monitor the progress of the implementation of various schemes 
for protection of the Taj Mahal and programmes for protection and 
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improvement of the environment '^* by taking all necessary steps to ensure 
compliance of specified emission-standards by motor vehicles and ensuring 
compliance of fuel quality standards . The powers and functions of the 
Authority shall be subject to the overall supervision and control of the 
Central Govemment^^ prescribed under Section 19 of the EP Act^''. The 
Authority shall furnish an EIA and compliance report about its activities at 
least once in two months to the MoEF^ .^ 
The post EIA monitoring of Taj Mahal is further ensured by 
launching Taj Protection Mission. Consequent upon the Supreme Court 
orders dated 4.9.96 in the Writ Petition No. 133381/84, the Planning 
Commission estimated (in consultation with the State Govt.) an amount of 
Rs. 6000 crores on a 50.50 percent (Centre-State) matching basis to 
implement various schemes relating to protection of the Taj Mahal^^. A 
Mission Management Board under the Chairmanship of Chief Secretary, 
U.P. has been constituted for overseeing the implementation, monitoring 
and reviewing of the various programmes and schemes formulated for the 
protection of Taj Mahal. Schemes were submitted relating to uninterrupted 
power supply, augmentation of water supply, improvement of drainage and 
sanitation, city tree plantation in the context of environmental protection of 
the Taj Mahal. The scheme on Taj Protection Mission was approved by the 
Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs resulting into the sanctioning of 
Rs. 222.21 crores for the 10 projects under the Taj Protection Mission. The 
Government of U.P. has also prepared additional five projects covering 
construction of sewerage in Agra, afforestation in the Taj Trapezium, Agra 
Bye-Pass-Part II (Northern Park), improvement of 21 Agra city roads, 
construction of parking site near the western gate of the Taj Mahal and 
construction of Agra barrage under the Taj Protection Mission. These 
projects have been approved by the Mission Management Board' .^ 
Besides these EIA initiatives the India Meteorological Department (IMD) 
has been maintaining an Environmental Meteorology Unit at New Delhi 
and a field observatory at Taj Mahal, Agra to render necessary 
meteorological support to this Ministry. The unit at Delhi also provides 
specific views to the Ministry for assessment of environmental impacts of 
industrial and thermal power projects along with the analysis of the 
meteorological data collected at Taj Observatory, Agra'^'. 
H. ARAVALLI (DELEGATION OF POWERS) NOTIFICATION: To 
promote the federal fi-iendly EIA regime in India the MoEF has initiated a 
decentralized EIA administration. In exercise of the powers conferred b}' 
Section 23 of Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 read with sub-rule (4) of 
Rule 5 of the Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986, the Central 
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Government conferred powers for EIA monitoring and on it to protection 
and improvement of the environment in Aravallirange'"^. Under EIA 
Notification Relating To Aravalli Range, (Delegation of Powers) 1999'°^ 
the State Governments of Haryana and Rajasthan shall constitute an Expert 
Committee for each state'"'*. Each State Government shall also constitute a 
Monitoring Committee'^^, under the chairmanship of the District Collector 
concerned in (Gurgaon in (Haryana) and Alwar in (Rajasthan) which shall 
inter alia monitor the compliance of the conditions stipulated while 
according environmental clearance by such State Governments and report 
to such State Government about the violations, if any, and the action taken 
thereon'°^. The District Collectors of Gurgaon in Haryana and Alwar in 
Rajasthan shall be authorized by the respective State Governments to take 
necessary action under Section 5 of EP Act in respect of cases where the 
project proponents fail to implement the EIA conditions . The State 
Government shall prepare a Master Plan for the development of the area 
covered by the Notification S.O. 319 (E) dated f^ May, 1992 integrating 
environmental concerns and keeping in view the fiature land use of the area. 
This Master Plan shall be prepared by the concerned state agency, 
approved by the competent authority and finally published, within two 
years firom the date of issue of this Notification, in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in the Town and Country Planning Act or any other 
similar Act of the respective State Government . 
Any person desirous of undertaking any of the activities mentioned 
in the Notification No. 319 (E) dated 7* May 1992 shall submit an 
application to the Secretary, Department of Environment of the 
Government of Haryana/Rajasthan, as the case may be. The applicant shall 
also furnish an EIA statement and EMP and such other information as may 
be prescribed by such State Governments. The application after due 
scrutiny shall be placed before the Expert Committee. The Department of 
Environment in the State Government concerned shall take a final decision 
about EIA clearance and convey the same to the applicant within three 
months from the date or receipt of application or when fiirther information 
has been asked for from the application within three months from the date 
of receipt of such information'^^. The MoEF retains appellate power 
against rejection of any proposal and the national environmental appellate 
authority constituted under the National Environment Appellate Authority 
Act, 1997 shall confinue as an appellate authority against approval . 
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VII. CONCLUSION AND SUMMATION 
The evolution and development of regional EIA laws reflects far 
greater maturity of vision and action. The range and sweep of regional EIA 
laws are quite impressive. Every passing year the MoEF is either engaged 
in thrashing out new strategy of EIA or promulgation of notifications on 
new area of environment. Right from the protection of valley and inanimate 
objects to the heritage conservation these laws addresses the EIA with 
clarity of objectives and approach. The recent trend of clamping EIA in the 
bio-diversity rich areas are seen with great expectation. Besides the 
propensity of modem EIA laws to protect and conserve heritage, the MoEF 
has also formulated extra legal strategy by drafting a Model Natural and 
Man Made Heritage Conservation. This trend is a promising augury of EIA 
enforcement in the country. On the pattern of Model Draft of Natural and 
Man Made Heritage many more model EIA guidelines are on the anvil. 
Thus a combination of legal and quasi-legal mixture of EIA strategy in the 
development of regional EIA laws is undoubtedly a healthy trend. 
29] 
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CHAPTER - VIII 
EIA ENFORCEMENT AND 
IMPLEMENATION 
I. INTRODUCTORY OUTLINE 
The real world implementation of EIA law in India can be studied by 
engaging into the dialectics precept and practice adopted by enforcement 
and inspectorate. The understanding of ground reality called for an analysis 
of process of institutionalization of command and mandate of law by the 
MoEF, EIA agencies, and area specific EIA authorities. The bureaucratic 
perception of internalization of the EIA law in India' is an important 
management tool for the optimal use of natural resources for sustainable 
development and collection of environmental data and formulation of 
environmental management plan . With a view to assuring multi-
disciplinary inputs required for environmental appraisal of development 
project six expert committees such as mining industrial, thermal power 
multi-purpose river valley, hydro electric , nuclear power and 
infrastructural development and miscellaneous projects'*. Once the 
application for environmental clearance is received from a project 
proponent along with necessary compliance of EIA Rule, 1994 the 
proposal is scrutinized by the technical staff of the MoEF prior to placing it 
before the expert committee. The Committees evaluate the environmental 
impacts of the project based on the data furnished by the project proponent 
and wherever necessary, site visits and independent assessment of 
environmental aspects are also undertaken. Based on such examination, the 
Committees make recommendations for approval or rejection of proposal, 
which are then processed in the Ministry for approval or rejection. In case 
of site specific projects such as mining, river valley, ports and harbors etc., 
a two stage clearance procedure has been adopted whereby project 
proponents have to obtain site clearance before applying for environmental 
clearance of the project. This is to ensure that ecologically fragile and 
environmentally sensitive areas are avoided while locating projects. In case 
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of projects which are submitted with required documentation, a decision is 
taken within 90 days^. 
Environmental clearances issued by this Ministry are subject to 
implementation of stipulated environmental safeguards. These conditions 
are implemented, inter alia, under the provision of Water Act, 1974, Air 
Act, 1981, EP Act, 1986 and PLI Act, 1991 along with their amendments 
and rules. Monitoring of cleared projects is undertaken by the regional 
offices of the Ministry functioning at Shillong, Bhubaneswar, Chandigarh, 
Lucknow, Bhopal and Bangalore^. The primary objectives of such a 
procedure is to ensure adequacy of the suggested safeguards and also to 
undertake mid-course corrections required, if any. The procedure adopted 
for monitoring takes into account EIA cycle. Project proponents are 
required to report every six months on the progress of implementation of 
environmental safeguards stipulated by the Ministry while according 
clearance to the projects. Field visits of officers from the Ministry or its 
regional offices are undertaken periodically to collect and analyze 
performance data of cleared projects. In case of substantial deviations and 
poor or inadequate compliance of conditions, the issue is taken up with the 
concerned State Governments and nodal Ministries . After the 
promulgation EIA notification, 1994 the whole process has become quasi-
mandatory for the proponent of development^. 
II. STATUS OF EIA, 1994 
During the year 1994 510 projects were received for EIA clearance 
and appraisal. In the beginning of the year 89 pending projects were 
appraised^. Round the year 429 projects were scrutinized and evaluated out 
of which 104 projects were finally approved. The status chart is displayed 
under Table -1'° 
TabIe-8.1: EIA Clearance During 1994 
_L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
S.No. Nature of Projects Project Project Project Project Project Proect 
Pending Received Appraised Approved Rejected Rejected 
In the on want of 
Beginning Additional 
Of the year Information 
46 
320 
48 
01 
29 
25 
217 
27 
01 
55 
13 
24 
20 
00 
15 
5 
210 
7 
00 
04 
57 
86 
39 
01 
24 
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1. Mining Projects 29 
Site clearance 00 
2. Industrial Projects 18 
3. Nuclear Power Project 00 
4. Thermal Power 14 
Projects 
5. River Valley Projects 04 31 47 08 16 11 
6. Infrastructure «fe 
Miscellaneous Projects 24 35 57 24 05 30 
(Transport, Port, Air Port, 
High ways, communication Project 
Total 89 510 429 104 247 248 
* All projects were appraised more than are time. 
Source: MoEF, Government of India, The Annual Report 1994-95, 50 
(1995) 
During the year 46 mining projects were received for environmental 
appraisal out of which 13 were approved and cleared and additional 
information were sought for 57 projects . In the same year 320 mining 
projects were received for site clearance in the EI A regional areas. Only 24 
projects were approved and 210 projects were rejected Additional 
information were sought for 86 projects. Under EIA Notification Relating 
To Protection of Aravalli Region, five mining projects were renamed and 
seven projects were approved. During the year 48 industrial projects were 
received for environmental appraisal. Additional information for EIA was 
sought for 18 projects. After EIA appraisal 20 projects were approved and 
7 projects were rejected. These approvals were condition to the adoption of 
pollution control measures, energy conservation, and water treatment plant 
and environment friendly technology. Twenty nine thermal power projects 
were received afresh and 14 pending project were appraised. Only 15 
projects were approved and four were rejected and additional information 
sought for 24 projects. These approvals were conditional to fly ash use 
mechanism, recycling and disposal of fly ash, development of green belt, 
air and water quality monitoring. A total of 31 projects were submitted for 
the EIA approval of river valley projects'^ and only eight were cleared for 
approval and sixteen were rejected. All clearances are subjected to land 
reclamation, catchments area development, rehabilitation measures for 
biological and natural wealth loss'^ Under the infrastructural projects 
relating to transport, tourism, port, airport, highways and communications 
thirty five projects were received. Out of which twenty four rejected and 
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five projects were finally approved'"*. In spite of best and reasonable effort 
the annual report of 1995 was not retrieved. 
III. STATUS OF EI A, 1996 
During the year 1996 a total of 415 projects were appraised for EI A 
and site clearance out of which 1970 were finally granted approval^. 
Approximately 330 projects were reviewed for clearance. Out of these 170 
projects were granted environmental clearance and 243 projects have been 
rejected due to non-submission of information and non-conformity with 
guidelines of siting criteria'^. Detailed break up of the status of 
environmental appraisal of various projects during the year is tabulated in 
Table-8.2 
Mining Projects: During the year, seven meeting of Expert Committee on 
Mining have been held and 90 projects were appraised from the 
environmental angle. Out of these 39 projects were cleared and 48 projects 
were rejected. A total number of 26 proposal for site clearance have been 
received out of which 15 were cleared. A Regional EIA study on 
Management strategies in Mining Clusters of Ecologically Sensitive Areas 
in Alwar and Gurgaon Districts is in progress. Revised guidelines for 
preparation of EIA statements along with EMP have been prepared and are 
likely to be adopted shortly. 
Table-8«2 Status of Developmental Projects During 1996 
s. 
N 
0. 
1 
2. 
j Name of 
the Project 
Mining 
projects 
(a) 
Environme 
ntal 
Clearance 
(b) Site 
Clearance 
Industrial 
Projects 
Project 
pending 
at the 
beginning 
of the 
year 
70 
60 
73 
1 Project 
received 
52 
26 
144 
fProject 
appraised 
90 
00 
122 
project 
cleared 
39 
15 
54 
1 Project 
rejected/e 
xempted 
48 
64 
61* 
Project 
pendin 
g at the 
end of 
the 
year 
35 
07 
102 
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Industrial Projects: During the ten meetings of the Expert Committee have 
been held. Out of 144 projects received for environmental appraisal, 54 
were granted environmental clearance, and necessary safeguards for 
pollution control, energy conservation and waste water recycling and 
adoption of clean technology etc. were stipulated. 
Thermal Power Projects: Nine meetings of the Expert Committee have 
been held during the year. Forty three projects were received and additional 
information was received in respect of the pending projects. Based on the 
information received, 84 projects were examined out of which 26 projects 
were accorded environmental clearance and 14 were rejected. While 
approving the projects, special emphasis was laid on fly ash utilization, 
recycling, reuse of effluents, water conservation, green belt development, 
monitoring of air and water quality etc. An inter Ministerial Expert Group 
has been set up to examine the issue of delegation of powers for according 
environmental clearances for thermal power projects. Based on the 
recommendations of this Expert Group, action is being taken to carry out 
necessary amendments to the existing procedures and delegation of 
authority . 
River Valley Projects: Seven meetings of the Expert Committee have been 
held during the year. Twenty three projects were received for 
environmental clearance and total of 25 were examined during the year. 
Out of this, six projects and only 8 were cleared for approval and 16 were 
rejected. All clearances is subjected to land reclamation, catchments area 
development, rehabilitation measures, biological and natural wealth loss. 
Under the infrastructural project relating to transport, tourism, port, air 
port, high ways and communications 35 projects were received in which 24 
were rejected and 5 projects were finally approved were cleared and a total 
of 17 projects were rejected. On the count of inadequacy of safeguards 
stipulated namely catchments area treatment, command area development, 
rehabilitation of project affected persons, flora and fauna, health and 
sanitation aspects etc. 
INFRA-STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS 
PROJECTS: During the year, six meetings of the Expert Committee have 
been held. A total of 42 projects were received for appraisal. While thirty 
eight projects were rejected and closed as adequate information was not 
received, 30 projects were cleared during the year. 
Nuclear Power and Related Projects: No project was received in this 
1 K 
sector during the year . 
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IV. STATUS OF EI A, 1997 
A total of 382 projects were appraised for EIA and site clearance 
during the year, out of wiiich 186 were cleared 98 were either rejected or 
exempted and rest are pending . Details of number of projects received 
appraised, cleared etc. are given in Table-8.3^' 
Table-8.3: Status of Developmental Projects During 1997 
S.No. Name of the Projects 
Project Pending 
1. Industrial 102 
2. Thermal 34 
3. Nuclear Power 00 
4. River Valley and 
Hydroelectric 
Projects 10 
5. Mining (a) Env. 
Clearance 35 
(b) Site clearance 07 
6. Infrastructure & 
Miscellaneous 
Projects 40 
Total 228 
Projects 
received 
43 
39 
00 
13 
15 
20 
24 
154 
Projects Projects 
cleared rejected 
exempted 
98 24 
39 14 
00 00 
04 06 
07 19 
17 08 
21 27 
186 98 
Proj( 
penc 
ects 
ling 
23 
20 
00 
13 
24 
02 
16 
98 
Source: MoEF, Government of India, Annual Report, 1997-98, 58 (1998). 
STATUS OF APPRAISAL OF PROJECTS: During the year 1997 the 
various Expert Committee met a number of times as per details below and 
made recommendation on projects appraised . 
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Table-8.4; EIA Committee Meetings During 1997 
S.No. Name of the Committee No. of Meetings 
1. River Valley and Hydroelectric 6 
2. Industry 8 
3. Mining 6 
4. Thermal Power 8 
5. Miscellaneous 6 
Source: MoEF, Government of India, The Annual Report, 1997-98, 57 
(1998). 
During the year a flurry of initiative are being undertaken for the 
enforcement and implementation. The EIA notification, 1994 has been 
amended to incorporate public hearing procedure, environmental clearance 
power of state government to thermal power projects, exemption for 
widening and strengthening of roads in ecologically sensitive areas . The 
CRZ Notification was amended for withdrawal of groundwater for 
domestic and drinking purposes, mining of sand in Andaman and Nicrobar 
Islands, storage of petroleum products, modernization of fish processing 
units, modernization and expansion of ports and harbors, construction of 
school and dispensaries and public utility services^ "*. Meanwhile the MoEF 
has also constituted Central Ground Water board Authority, Aquaculture 
Authority and Dahanu Taluka Environment Protection Authority. A 
Committee was set up under the chairmanship of Prof N. Balakrishma 
Nair to examine the representation regarding the implementation of 
provisions of CRZ Notification and Coastal Zone Management Plan of the 
State of Kerala A concurrent Committee was also constituted to suggest 
criteria for stipulating CRZ distances from rivers, creeks, and backwater 
dwelling in CRZ - III. Besides this a committee was constituted to examine 
EIA related issues of pollution arising out of mining in Goa . The MoEF 
has also sponsored an EIA study on 'evaluation characterization of Natural 
and Alternate Sand Resources in Selected Zones in Andaman and Nicobar 
for use in civil works'. Under the EIA and carrying capacity Based 
Regional Planning Studies the MoEF conducted study on Doon Valley 
Eco-system, Nation Capital Region of Delhi, Topic Estuary, Damodar 
River Basin and Coastal Areas of Greater Kochi, Besides these, EIA 
studies on the Natural Resource Accounting. In Upper Yamuna Basin and 
Life Cycle Assessment in the Steel Sector were also undertaken . 
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V. STATUS OF EI A, 1998 
)28 During the 1998 , a total of 154 projects were received and 80 
projects were finally approved. The maximum number of projects ere 
related to mining, industrial and thermal power projects. The gradual 
increase in infrastructural project and corresponding decrease in multi-
purpose river valley and hydroelectric projects were recorded. The EIA 
scrutiny reveals that almost half of total projects received in the beginning 
of the year were cleared and an equal number of projects remained pending 
on the ground of inadequacy of EIA report and EMPs. The facts and 
figures are tabulated under the Table as follows^ .^ 
s. 
N 
o. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Tab!e-8.5: Status of Development Projects During 
Nature of 
Project 
Industrial 
Thermal 
power 
River 
Valley 
and 
hydroelec 
trie 
Mining 
Infrastruct 
ure 
Total 
Projects 
pending 
at the 
beginning 
of the 
year 
23 
20 
13 
24 
16 
96 
Projects 
received 
during 
the year 
58 
22 
13 
15 
46 
154 
Projects 
cleared 
34 
17 
09 
09 
11 
80 
Projects 
rejected/exe 
mpted 
22 
14 
10 
12 
30* 
88 
1998 
Projects 
pending at 
the end of 
the year 
25 
11 
07 
18 
21 
82 
Source: MoEF, Government of India, The Annual Report, 1998-99, 66 
(1999). 
During the year the expert committees were reconstituted and 
30 
considered a total of 63 projects . The details of the committee 
number of meetings held by them are tabulated as under: 
and 
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S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Table - 8.6: EIA Expert Committee Meeting, 
Name of Committees 
Industry 
Mining 
Thermal Power 
River Valley and Hydroelectric 
Infrastructure and Miscellaneous 
1998 
Number of 
Meetings 
5 
4 
6 
4 
4 
Source: MoEF, Government of India, Annual Report, 1998-99, 65 (1999). 
Besides the above, an expert committee was being constituted to 
examine the mining projects falling under the purview of Aravalli 
Notification . In continuation of EIA study Programme, the MoEF had 
embarked on a project on Strengthening Environmental Impact Assessment 
and Environmental Legislation with the assistance of Asian Development 
Bank. The project involves preparation of EIA manual for appraisal and 
training of technical personnel involved in EIA enforcement. Among the 
prominent EIA studies undertaken during the year are Sustainable 
Development Plan For Environment Protection of Kutch District in Gujrat 
State; Evaluation and characterization of Natural and Alternate Sand 
Resources In Selected Zone in Andaman and Nicobar Islands', and 
carrying capacity Based Development Planning For Tinnakara Island, 
Lakshadweep . The Ministry has also constituted EIA committees to 
identify abandoned mines for environmental restoration' and to formulate 
'guidelines for management of waste emanating during off-shore drilling'. 
In order that environmental consideration is integrated in the EIA cycle, the 
Ministry is associating itself in the selection of sites for mega power 
projects^^. 
VI. STATUS OF EIA, 1999 
During the year 1999 the EIA enforcement and implementation 
witnessed greater transparency because of the on set of digital 
environment. The Ministry of Finance issued a EIA circular that the cost of 
anti-pollution measures for safeguarding environment should be treated as 
an integral cost of all project. Subsequently the same Ministry has made it 
mandatory that all public sector projects, which require approval from 
Public Investment Board, should obtain environmental clearance from 
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MoEF. Besides, in a few selected cases, the Licensing committee under the 
department of Industrial Development and Monopolies and Restrictive 
Trade Practices Commission under the Department of Company Affair 
referred the project to MoEF to be appraised from EIA angle. All those 
projects, which require clearance from Central Electricity Authority also 
subsequently got included in environmental appraisal procedure '^*. The 
Ministry has updated the questionnaires, which are used for environmental 
assessment. These have been published and also made available in floppies. 
All details regarding pending projects, clearance letters issued, schedule of 
meetings of the Expert Committees as well as their composition are 
displayed on the website of Ministry and could be browsed^^. During the 
year analogous trend in relation to types of the projects was noticed. The 
maximum number of projects pertained to industrial, infrastructural and 
mining projects for EIA scrutiny. A total of 180 projects were received and 
finally 104 were given EIA clearance. The rate of rejection of the projects 
with that of total number of projects submitted for EIA clearance is almost 
47%. Whereas the rate of pending is approximately 41%. The status chart 
of EIA clearance is tabulated as under^ '^ : 
Table-8.7: Status of Development Project During, 1999 
S.No. Nature of Projects Project 
1. Industrial 
2. Thermal Power 
3. River Valley and 
Hydroelectric 
4. Mining 
5. Infrastructure & 
Pending 
in the 
Beginnin 
of the 
year 
25 
11 
07 
18 
Miscellaneous projects 21 
Rroject 
Received 
during 
g the 
year 
62 
27 
08 
41 
42 
Project 
cleared 
during 
the 
year 
45 
17 
05 
25 
12 
Project 
cosed/ 
rejected/ 
exempted 
during 
the 
year 
14 
09 
06 
23 
33 
Proect 
Pending 
at the 
end of 
the 
Year 
28 
12 
04 
11 
18 
Total 82 180 104 85 73 
Source: MoEF, Government of India, Annual Report, 1999-2000, 70 
(2000) 
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During the year, all the five expert committees have met and 
considered a number of projects, the details of which are given in Table-
8.8. 
Table-8.8; EIA Expert Committees Meetings During, 1999 
S.No. Expert Committee Number of Meetings Total Number of 
Projects considered 
1. Industry 9 47 
2. Thermal power 6 28 
3. River valley and Hydroelectric 5 15 
4. Mining 8 46 
5. Infrastructure and miscellaneous 8 23 
Development 
Source: MoEF, Government of India, Annual Report 1999-2000, 70 (2000) 
During the year, a quantum leap has taken place as the Ministry has 
issued an EIA Draft Notification on Environment (Siting of Industries) 
Rule. The Rule proposes to regulate the location industries in proximity to 
ecologically sensitive areas including national park, sanctuaries, wetland 
archaeological monuments and human settlements^^. A special committee 
for EIA investigation of Sankosh multi purpose project was constituted. 
The Committee recommended that a dam may be constructed in Bhutan for 
power generation bust construction of canal has to be dropped as it 
virtually bifurcates the protected areas, which have a biologically rich eco-
38 
system . 
VII. STATUS OF EIA, 2000 
The procedure for environment appraisal of development projects 
has been standardized and an updated questionnaire for collection and 
assessment of environment data in various development sectors has been 
published^^. To promote transparency and wider dissemination of 
information, Ministry has started posting details of clearances issued as 
well as pending development projects on the Ministry's web site . As a 
result, all stakeholders including local people and various NGO groups can 
keep a watch on compliance of stipulated safeguard measures. Ministry has 
drafted and Environmental Impact Assessment manual to facilitate 
preparation of good quality EIA reports, to de-mystify the appraisal process 
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and also to reflect the requirements of appraisal agencies both at the Centre 
and States. The Consultants involved in the preparation of EIA report 
would also be benefited by this manual'*'. In order to promote the capacity 
of the Impact Assessment Agency, Ministry has taken up a project on 
'Capacity Building in Environment Impact Assessment' as a new sub 
component of the on-going Environment Management Capacity Building 
(EMCB) project under World Bank Assistance. The identified objectives of 
the project are improved Environmental Clearance Procedure, Improved 
Quality of EIA report, and Improved Environmental Compliance and 
Linkage to Clearance Procedure. 
During the year 2000, an overall decline in the EIA clearance of 
projects is noticeable. The total number of projects submitted for EIA 
clearance is as low as a record of 72. The surprising trend is the fact that 
out of 72 projects 66 projects are finally approved. This figures touches to 
almost 92% clearance. The trends are recorded in the Table as under''^. 
TabIe-8.9: Status of Development Projects During, 2000 
S.No. Nature of Projects 
Cleared the project 
During the year 
1. Industrial 
2. Thermal power 
3. River Valley and 
Hydroelectric Projects 
4. Mining 
5. Infrastructure & 
Miscellaneous Projects 
Total 
Projects Pending 
Projects closed/ 
at the beginning 
Projects received 
Projects pending 
during the year 
Rejected/exempted at the end of the 
of the year 
During the 
24 
04 
05 
11 
36 
72 
year 
28 
12 
04 
11 
17 
72 
year 
27 75 
06 13 
04 05 
11 28 
18 20 
66 141 
52 
15 
10 
17 
55 
149 
Source: http://www.envfor.nic.in 
However an anomaly is discemable between the total number of 
projects pending and received during the year. Since the annual report is 
browsed through the website and down loaded an error might have crept in 
the floppy. But the total number of projects received for EIA clearance and 
rate of approval tilts towards the refinement in the procedure of EIA 
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application. Tliis may be directly attributed to the internalization of ElA 
laws and enforcement. In the other hand there is gradual rise in the member 
of EIA expert meetings and their efficiency in clearing the large number of 
projects. 
Table-8.10; EIA Expert Committees Meetings During 2000 
S.No. Expert Committee Total Number of Number of Meetings 
Projects considered 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Industry 
Thermal Power 
River Valley and Hydroelectric 
Mining 
Infrastructure and miscellaneous 
development 
10 
6 
6 
5 
8 
50 
16 
12 
28 
25 
Source: http://www.envfor.nic.in 
Under the provisions of EIA Notification of 1994, Expert Committee 
(s) is constituted for appraisal of project. These Committees were 
reconstituted in August, 2000. The details of the meetings of the 
Committees number of projects considered and the present status of 
pending projects in various development sectors are given in Table-8.8 and 
8.9. 
Under the Carrying Capacity Based Regional Planning the EIA 
dimensions of generation waste was given special emphasis. The quantum 
of wastes generated depends on the level of technology and management 
skills used. Obsolete technologies result in wastage of resources to the 
extent of 35-40%. It is, therefore, necessary to develop alternate strategies 
for sustainable development in the context of a developing country like 
India. Carrying capacity based regional planning takes into account not 
merely the availability of natural resources but also the environmental 
status of eco-system are not impaired. To demonstrate the utility of the 
carrying capacity based planning process, studies have been taken up in a 
few selected areas considered to be representative of similar problematic 
1 44 
areas in the country . 
Zoning Atlas Progamme is one of most progressive effort of 
institutionalization of EIA taken up during the year. The Zoning Atlas 
(Spatial Environmental Planning) Programme has been taken up by the 
CPCB under the Environmental Management Capacity Building Technical 
Assistance Project of the World Bank. Under District-wise Zoning Atlas 
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for Siting of Industries. The work has been taicen for 48 districts covering 
16 States viz. Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, 
Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Orissa, 
Punjab, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal'*^ 
Industrial Estate Planning Studies have been completed for four cities and 
those for seven sites are in progress. Mapping of Environmentally Sensitive 
Zones and Industrial Sites has so far been completed for the states of Bihar, 
Meghlaya, Kerala, Goa, and Andhra Pradesh. Work for the states of Jammu 
and Kashmir, Orrisa, Karnataka, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, 
Manipur, West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Assam, and Rajasthan is in 
progress. Environmental Management Plans for Urban Areas, Mining 
Areas, Environmentally Fragile Areas, Tourism Areas etc. has been taken 
up for Taj Trapezium Zone (Uttar Pradesh), Mining areas of Dhanbad, 
Vasai Virar Sub-region of Thane District (Maharashtra), Vidharaba Region 
(Maharashtra) and Bakel Fort area of Kannur District (Kerala). In 
continuation of district-wise Zoning Atlas studies, Pilot Studies on 
Regional Planning have been taken up for Jalpaiguri district (West Bengal) 
and for the entire State of Tripura. Environmental Atlas of India presented 
in the form of maps context, taken up jointly by CPCB and National Atlas 
and Thematic Mapping Organization (NATMO). Capacity Building in the 
field of Spatial Environmental Planning are being created at Tripura State 
pollution Control Board, West Bengal State Council for Science & 
Technology, Kolkata, Environment Protection Training Research Institute, 
Hyderabad and Kerala State Pollution Control Board"^ .^ Also the project 
activities are being strengthened in various participating states with staff 
and equipment. Users training workshops aimed at disseminating the 
information on Zoning Atlas results were held in the States of Himachal 
Pradesh, Gujarat, West Bengal, Karnataka, Orissa and Bihar. Under the 
Special Projects of the World Bank pilots study on 'Water Quality 
Management of Cauvery Basin' has taken up through CPCB's Zonal Office 
at Bangalore. In addition to remote sensing and GIS, modeling techniques 
for demarcation of watersheds, identifying flow in the rivers. Water Quality 
and impacts due to discharge etc. are taken into account in the study . To 
propagate the EIA methodologies and tool Zoning Atlases are 
commercially available. Work has been taken up for generating interactive 
CD with query system. The data structuring had been completed and the 
work was awarded to M/S ML Info Map. New Delhi. The SPCB's had 
been instructed to collect the hard copies of the printed Zoning Atlases and 
the Environmentally Sensitive Zones and Industrial Site (ESZIS) maps. 
The HPSPCB and UPSPCB have placed the information related to Zoning 
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Atlas for Siting of Industries on Internet for wider access. CPCB with the 
help of National Informatics Centre (NIC) has placed the Zoning Atlas 
information on the existing CPCB webpage. CPCB is also in the process of 
preparing transmission worthy video on Zoning Atlas programme. The 
organization for the taking up the work had been finalized. The service of 
the organization will be subsequently used to develop a multimedia 
presentation on Zoning Atlas using the video clippings'*^. 
VIII. STATUS OF EI A, 2001 
The growing awareness, over the years, on the environmental 
protection and sustainable development has further given the needed 
emphasis on requirement of sound environmental management practices 
through preparation of EIA and Environmental Management Plans for 
minimizing the impacts form developmental activities. The program of 
EIA, in vogue in the Ministry for the last two decades was initiated with 
the appraisal of Water Resources Schemes and River Valley Projects. The 
scope of appraisal was subsequently enlarged to cover other sectors like 
industrial projects, thermal power plants, mining schemes and 
infrastructure projects. To give legislative status to the procedure of impact 
assessment, EIA was made mandatory since January, 1994 for 29 
categories of development activities, recently, one more item; namely, 
Meta Amino Phenol has been added to the list''^. Keeping in view 
developments in the field of environmental impact analysis and State of the 
Art Technology available for prediction and analysis, the Questionnaires 
for EIA were updated and published for various sectors. Further, for 
facilitating preparation of quality EIA reports, a Manual on EIA has been 
prepared which is also usefial to apprising agencies and decision makers, 
both at Centre and State levels. Ministry has initiated a number of activities 
to streamline the appraisal process in items of simplification of procedures, 
involvement of stakeholders through public hearing, regular meetings of 
Expert Committee^". During the year 2001 a marked increase in the 
member of projects seeking EIA clearance is noticed. As many as 240 
projects were received by the Ministry. This year too the maximum number 
of projects was from industrial and infrastructural sector. The table clearly 
demarcates these trends^': 
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Table - 8.11; Status of Development Project During 2001 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Name of the 
Project 
Industrial 
Thermal 
Power 
River Valley 
and 
Hydroelectric 
Projects 
Mining 
Infrastructure 
& 
Miscellaneous 
projects 
Total 
Projects 
pending 
at the 
beginning 
of the 
year 
26 
06 
04 
09 
15 
60 
Projects 
received 
during 
the year 
90 
17 
18 
47 
68 
240 
Projects 
cleared 
during 
the year 
63 
14 
12 
09 
23 
121 
Projects 
closed/rejected/ 
exempted 
during the year 
15 
01 
04 
08 
29 
57 
Projects 
pending 
at the 
end of 
the year 
38 
08 
06 
39 
31 
122 
Source: MoEF, Government of India, The Annual Report 2001-2002 72 
(2002) 
An increase in the EIA clearance of mining projects are directly 
related to the liberalization of mining sector and mineral policy 
announcement for environment in the multi-purpose river valley projects is 
clearly projects affected the social and environmental factors like any 
thing. Secondly there is a swing towards smaller project having a 
traditional base. The ratio between the total number of projects applied and 
approved for EIA is 50:50. Despite the fact the EIA expert committees met 
frequent and cleared the projects expedition. A total of 139 projects came 
for consideration before EIA expert committee in 33 meeting. The table is 
clear pointer to this effect : 
S.No. 
1. 
Table-8.12: EIA Expert Committee Meeting During 2001 
Expert Committee 
Industry 
Number of 
Meetings 
8 
Total Number of 
Projects 
Considered 
53 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Thermal Power 
River Valley and 
Electric 
Mining 
Infrastructure 
Miscellaneous 
Hydro 
and 
6 
8 
5 
6 
24 
28 
23 
11 
Source: MoEF, Government of India, The Annual Report 2001-2002, 72 
(2002) 
On an average four projects are cleared by one meeting of experts. 
The expert committee reviewing the industrial projects perhaps appraised 
seven projects in one sitting which is highest among all the committees. An 
analysis of the projects pending in beginning and at the end of the year 
reveals a doubling rise. 
In the arena of EIA studies and research, studies on Sustainable 
Development Plan For Kutch Gujrat; Identification of Mapping of 
Ecologically Important Areas of Indian Coast and carrying capacity study 
of Teesta Basin in Sikkim are notable^^. Carrying Capacity Study of Teesta 
Basin in Sikkim for rationalizing the appraisal procedure and to facilitate 
expeditious decisions on development projects, amendments have been 
made in the EIA Notification of January, 1994 in August, 2001 to dispense 
with the requirement of public hearing for Small Scale Industrial 
Undertakings highways. Mining projects (with lease area upto 25 ha) 
Expert Processing Zones, Special Economic Zones, and irrigation canals . 
For the time bound processing of proposals for public hearing submitted to 
various State Pollution Control Boards, the EIA Notification was amended 
in November, 2001 and a time limit of 60 days has been laid down for 
completion of public hearing. Further, production of bulk drugs based on 
genetically engineered organisms has been exempted from the purview of 
EIA Notification since this activity attracts the provisions of hazardous and 
or Genetically Modified Micro Organisms Rules, 1989^^ 
Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) Notification has also been amended 
in April, 2001 permitting certain activities in CRZ-I areas such as (a) 
construction activities related to the projects of Department of Atomic 
Energy (b) laying of pipelines, conveying systems including transmission 
lines and (c) facilities that are essential for activities permissible under 
CRZ-I. Under this amended notification, exploration and extraction of oil 
and natural gas is also permitted between Low Tide Line (LTL) and High 
Tide Line (HTL) in areas, which are not ecologically sensitive. Facilities 
for receipt and storage of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and facilities for its 
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re-gasification can also be permitted in CRZ areas not classified as CRZ-I 
(i) subject to implementation of certain safety regulations^^. 
During the year, the Ministry continued its programme of monitoring 
of the implementation of environmental mitigation measures stipulated 
while according environmental clearance to various development projects. 
About 600 projects have been monitored in the year 2001 through six 
Regional Offices of the Ministry and wherever compliance was not 
satisfactory; action has been taken including issuing of show-cause notices 
followed by directions. The major problems areas noticed in non-
compliance inter-alia include catchments area treatment, reclamation of 
mined area and management of over burden, fly ash utilization, online 
monitoring of emissions etc. with a view to improving the environmental 
appraisal process and to incorporate compliance of the already approved 
projects in decision making. Ministry has undertaken capacity building 
programme in the areas of environmental clearance of projects, 
development of manuals and guides for preparation of Environmental 
Impact Assessment (EIA) Environmental Management Plan (EMP) related 
matters under the World Bank assisted EMCB projects". 
Improved Process for Environmental Clearance of Project; 
Improved Quality of EIA Reports generated as part of the 
Clearance Procedure; 
Improved level of Environmental Compliance with conditions 
prescribed in the Environmental Clearance and other regulatory 
requirements. 
As per the objective of the project, the flowing tasks have been 
identified by the Ministry. Component-A : Review of procedures and 
practices of environmental clearance in India to identify problems, 
bottlenecks and constraints and recommended measures for making the 
EIA process more effective. Component-b: Develop a National Guidance 
Manual on EIA practice with support manuals on select developmental 
projects for enhancing the quality and effectiveness of India EIAs. 
Component-C: Examine the feasibility of establishing National level 
Environmental Data centre(s) for providing validated/certified 
environmental information. Component-D: Effective availability of 
standard data and information relating to the environmental clearing 
process and dissemination thereof to stakeholders (Web management). 
Component-E: Comprehensive development of training needs and 
institutional strengthening for achieving a more effective EC Process . 
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IX. CONCLUSION AND SUMMATION 
An analysis of enforcement and implementation of EI A laws in India 
represents the twin combination of mandatory and discretionary model of 
EIA laws. In India most of the EIA appraisal is done under the 
administrative supervision of MoEF. The ministry has so far identified six 
broad classifications for the purpose of enforcement and implementation. 
Industrial projects, Thermal power projects, river valley and hydroelectric 
projects, mining projects, and infra structure and miscellaneous projects 
represent the broad gamut of EIA regime. There is steady rise in the EIA 
appraisal of industrial projects. The awareness of corporate sector in the 
country for EIA compliance is ever rising. From non-point sources to point 
sources of pollution based industries are generally exhibiting their initial 
with ingress to comply with EIA laws. In view of the widespread 
condemnation of deleterious impacts of thermal power projects, the 
existing and newly established installation is tilting towards compliance. In 
view of the power starved scenario of country, there is gradual increase in 
the thermal power based source of energy. The mining projects have 
dubious distinction of the excessive mining and undermining of the social 
and ecological imperatives. The Ministry therefore seriously engaging in 
pre and post EIA monitoring. Besides the rigorous scrutiny of EIA of 
mining, compensatory measures and forestation are generally encouraged 
and promoted. During the last decade there is gradual decline in the multi-
purpose river valley projects. This is because of sordid experiences of 
Tehri, and Narmada Dam Imbroglio. Now the awareness and sensitivity 
about the pernicious outcomes of these projects are fairly documented. The 
country as well as the people now realizes the ecological fallouts if the 
mega projects built on major rivers of the country. On the other hand there 
is radical shift in relation to EIA dimensions of infrastructural projects. On 
the eve of liberalization of economy and structural adjustment programme, 
the country has embarked on massive infrastructural development to entice 
multinational corporate entities. This alone becomes the reason for the rise 
in the infrastructural projects seeking EIA clearance in the country. 
However under the developmental imperatives, examples are nor rare when 
EIA dimensions are underscored. Bangalore -Mysore Highways and Pune-
Mumbai High way projects are indictor to this effect. The miscellaneous 
projects cover defense strategic and nuclear installations. Under the 
euphemistic heading of miscellaneous projects the EIA imperatives of 
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these projects are lither underscored or treated casually. But there is also a 
steady rise in such projects coming for EIA scrutiny because of the 
governmental compulsions to deal effectively the cross-border terrorism 
and upholding the territorial integrity. Though the government commits to 
peaceful use of nuclear and atomic resources, or on the anvil. Besides the 
full scale EIA of nuclear projects little attention is paid to EIA dimensions 
of nuclear experimentation in the remotely populated areas and coastal 
zones. Taken as a whole the regime of EIA enforcement and 
implementation presently don't wish to tread beyond these six projects. 
The working of the enforcement till now has been satisfactory in terms of 
scrutiny and clearance. The pace and development of EIA appraisal 
exhibits a progressive trend of compliance. In order to see the EIA 
enforcement and implementation a reality them formality the MoEF has a 
tendency of rejection of a large number of projects. 
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CHAPTER-IX 
JUDICIAL POLICY FOR EIA 
I. INTRODUCTORY OVERVIEW 
The judicial policy for EIA in India is a case of mixed and varied 
responses. The series of judicial intervention in matters of environment has 
created jurisprudence in itself but the adequate focus to EIA, SI A and SEA 
is generally overlooked. In this chapter a case study of ten leading 
pronouncements of Indian Courts are studied to reflect upon the judicial 
parameters and perception towards EIA. Since EIA law happens to be late 
entrant into the environmental jurisprudence of the country, most of EIA 
related controversies shrouded in ambiguities. Most of the projects are 
appraised ex-post facto much against the prescriptions of prospective effect 
provisions of EIA law of 1994. Under this background the chapter analyses 
the judicial policy in three distinct phases. The first phase is marked with 
the complot absence of EIA law. Prior to the promulgation of EIA 
Notification, 1994 four major case studies are undertaken to appropriate the 
judicial strategy. The inadequacy of EIA of Silenty Valley, Tehri Dam, 
Dhanu Taluka and Konkan Railway Projects were litigated before High 
Courts and Supreme Courts. The absence of comprehensive EIA law was 
neutralized by the presence of equally potential environmental legislations 
and related delegated legislations. The Silent Valley case was singularly 
tought on the ground of growing sensitization about international 
environmental law, India's commitment at the Stockholm Declaration and 
Indigenous enlightened opinion making of Kerala Saliy Sastra Parishad. 
Having a far reaching ramification on the direction and course of EIA law 
and justice, the case was finally settled by the executive intervention than 
that of judiciary. In matter of EIA of Himalyan ecology most notably the 
Tehri Dam case the Silent Valley experiences were repeated forcefully but 
few judicial success stories were attached to Tehri Bandh Virdhi Sang 
harsh Samiti. The EIA dimension of this mega project is generally marred 
with confiscatory sets of EIA reports having one rallying point that dam is 
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neither economically nor ecologically viable. The judicial reflection in this 
case has been a constant desire to read between the lines and to arrive at 
profound conclusion of approval and disapproval of project. 
EIA of agricultural resources is most vociferously articulated in the 
case of Dahanu Taluka. In view of genetic diversity and being one of the 
most ecologically fragile areas due to non-planned industrial growth, the 
EIA dimensions have been put forth for quite a number of times. The 
litigation alleging the inadequacy of EIA laws were presented before 
Bombay high Court and Supreme Court in pre-EIA and post - EIA phases. 
The judicial delineation at first instance has been a gross subscription to the 
governmental policies of development around Dahanu Taluka. It was only 
recently more specifically in post - EIA monitoring of Dahanu's already 
vulnerable ecological base is dealt with some degree of sensitivity. The 
other interesting EIA case study is related to Konkan Railway Project. 
Being a dream project for the southern states of India, it was allowed to 
continue in the name of balancing of developmental imperatives and 
environmental adequacies. 
In the post- EIA Notification phase four major pronounencement of 
Indian Courts are thrown for critical scrutiny. In general term the judicial 
record in these cases seem to be fairly responsive. The most serious 
underlining of EIA law and policy manifested in case of EIA of Delhi. 
Much against the background that Delhi is one of the fourth polluted cities 
of the world and citizens entitlement to decent environment and pollution 
free atmosphere, the Supreme Court came very heavily the industrialists 
and enforcement agencies. For the first time in India, EIA dimension is 
viewed from the stand point of town and country plarming laws. The 
judicial audacity came all along in the shifting of industries from Delhi, 
rigorous implementation of Delhi Development Act, 1985 and Delhi 
Master Plan. This case is pointer to the fact that a forceful implementation 
of EIA law can provide a great succour and comfort to the millions of the 
people of the country. The salutary impact of judicial policy towards EIA 
of Delhi perhaps vanished when it reached to Kamataka wherein the mega 
project initiated by cogentrix and China light company allowed safe 
passage for thermal power project in Dakshin Kannada and Suthnur's 
ecologically rich surroundings. The Cogentrix case since its inception were 
complained of inadequacy of EIA, political interventions and 
marginalization of Stakeholders of environment in the development 
process. The conflicting range of EIA precipitated the crisis and issues 
where side tracked to the prescriptions of liberalization of economy. The 
company took advantage of this policy gap and compelled the government 
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to withdraw from the project or have counter - guarantee. Inspite of the 
best efforts of common people and catena of EIA reports prepared by 
environmental NGOs the case seems to be almost won without a 
comprehensive and denovo EIA. 
Two most important pronouncement relating EIA of marine 
resources and marine wildlife habitat were handed down by Supreme Court 
and Orissa High Court respectively. In both the cases the litigants happens 
to either an individual or organization engaged in environmental protection, 
challenged the EIA norms. S. Jagannath case popularly known as Aqua 
Farming and Shrimp Culture case made radical changes in the policy 
prescription of coastal zones of India. The Supreme Court also added 
polluter-pays principle and precautionary principles to vocabulary of EIA 
law and practice. This juristic innovation will go along way in compliance 
of post - EIA monitoring and ex post facto EIA clearance of significance is 
the verdict of Orissa High Court in matters of protection of marine wildlife 
habitat, olive ridely sea turtle and rookeries of international importance. 
The Court in an unmistakable term banned the human traffic trade in 
wildlife indiscriminate nesting of turtle. Even in matters of loss of 
livelihood argument of local fishermen the court relied on EIA report and 
implemented it straightway. 
The contemporary judicial trend is the study of the cases decided 
during and 2000 A.D. and thereafter. This trend is starkly divided in two 
different view points. The first case is related to the much awaited 
pronouncement on Narmada Dam. Though this is one of the most 
controversial project fought more than a quarter century. The historical 
evolution and development of litigation starts with the Narmada Water 
Dispute Tribunal Award of 1979. it decided that the height of the full 
reservoir level would be 455 feet (138.68 metres). It acknowledged that all 
lands under private ownership below 455 feet should be acquired by the 
states and that all people living on these lands should be rehabilitated. This 
observation have served as central piece for litigation by Narmada Bachao 
Andolan Save Narmada Movement. NBA has been constituently arguing-
for comprehensive EIA and rehabilitation and resettlement package. The 
Morse Committee Report concluded that the effect that project stands 
flawed on the count of EIA, rehabilitation and resettlement. This eventually 
led to the filing in 1994 of a petition with Supreme Court of India for the 
scrutiny of EIA of the Narmada Project. The Court partly convinced with 
inadequacy of EIA, in its 1995 Order, granted a stay to the construction of 
dam at the height of 81.5 metres. But in the final judgment, the Court 
vacated the stay, and allowed the construction upto 90 metres of height. 
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The Court was heavily guided by the economic consideration as enormous 
money has already been spent for the construction. To save the nation from 
any further depreciation, the Court put faith on bonafides of the State in 
matters of resettlement and rehabilitation which has been one of the most 
contentious issue in the case. The minority judgment however realized the 
need for de nove EIA because the case came before the Court well after the 
promulgation of EIA Notification of 1994. 
Juxtaposed to the ruling in Narmada case, the native Gujarat High 
Court delineated the provisions of EIA Amendment Notification, 1997 
specially the public hearing compliance with far more clarity. In Centre for 
Social Justice Case, even no specific remedy was sought but judicial policy 
came par excellence in giving effect to public participation in matters of 
EIA clearance of development project. The Court in an unmistakable term 
envisaged the modalities of public hearing, selection of venue, requirement 
of notice, dissemination of information, quorum of meeting, and procedural 
guideline as a policy guideline for ftiture cases. Perhaps the Narmada 
syndrome was hurking deep into the minds of judges of Gujarat High Court 
wherein the massive part of Narmada project is to be carried out. 
II. PRE EIA NOTIFICATION PHASE 
A. EIA OF SILENT VALLEY 
A. CONTEXTUAL SETTING: Silent Valley was remote little valley', of 
which even people in Kerala were hardly aware. It triggered off the fiercest 
environmental dispute relating to non-compliance of EIA in the country . It 
all began with the proposal first mooted by the British-to build a dam 
across the Kunthi river, create a reservoir behind it in Silent Valley, and 
then use of the trapped water to generate electricity would be 130 meters 
high, would be built between two hillocks, in a natural gorge through 
which the river runs^ The Kerala State Electricity Board (KSEB) had 
started work on it in 1973, but shortage of funds delayed things till 1976, 
when it wanted to resume building the dam. By then a large number of big 
trees had already been cut down for sheds to house the engineers and 
workmen. No one ever imagined that anything would come in the way of 
the project. Prime Minister Indra Gandhi appointed a Committee to look 
into whether the Western Ghats as a whole-the chain of hills running down 
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the length of the west coast of the Indian peninsula-were in danger of 
damage. 
The committee pointed out that Silent Valley was the last remaining 
example of trees and plants that had evolved to the fullest possible extent in 
a tropical rain forest which was undisturbed by human interference. Were 
the dam to be built, the region might be lost to succeeding generations. 
This was one of rare occasions when considerations other than money or 
material benefits were given priority in deciding whether to go ahead with 
a project or not. The committee argued that the 120 megawatts (MW) of 
power which the dam would generate was not so important for Kerala 
which had on even bigger hydroelectric project in Idukki, capable of 
producing more power than the state required. It cited the instance of the 
Tamil Nadu government, which called off the Mayar hydel scheme 
designed to produce 150 MW-after experts had warmed that it would badly 
affect the wildlife in the area"*. 
B. JUDICIAL RESPONSE: The Society for Protection of Silent Valley v. 
Union of Indict in writ petition before Kerala High Court prayed for the 
stay of the project on the EI A which inter alia included hydro-electric 
project at Silent Valley: 
(1) the deforestation was bound to affect the climatic conditions in the 
State and even outside by depriving the State of its legitimate share 
of rain during the monsoon, 
(2) the preservation of the forests was needed for conducting research 
in medicine, pest control, breeding of economic plants and variety 
of purposes and 
(3) the deforestation was bound to interfere with the balance on nature . 
The judgment readily admitted that 'project like the hydro-electric 
project, if sanctioned and set up would have its impact on environment'. 
However, the spirit of the judgment totally overlooks all those 
considerations and seems to have been guided by unscientific and anti-
conservational arguments advanced by the State Government''. 
But in this region we cannot substitute our judgment for 
that of the government, on the question as to whether a 
national asset is to be more conveniently utilized as a 
hydro-electric project with prospects of greater power 
generation of retained in its pristine glory or preservation 
of forests and wild-life, prevention of soil erosion, and 
avoidance of other deleterious effects on the community . 
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The national asset v. natural asset or heritage of perennial nature 
dominated the whole debate the petitions and eventual affidavits provided 
to that Silent Valley Hydro-Electric Project (SVHEP) was neither essential 
nor unavoidable. The unique nature of the forests of Silent Valley, 
substantiated by the findings of experts, was also brought to the notice of 
the Court^. The Silent Valley Project conflicts with the Wild Life 
Protection Act and vocative of right to breath pure air and drink pure water 
etc; and that these would be vitally affected by the proposed deforestation 
of the Silent Valley. The protection of environment granted by various 
countries such as America, England etc., was stressed and reference was 
made to the Endangered Species Act, 1973 and the National Environmental 
Policy Act, 1969 in America, the Control of Pollution Act, 191 A, the 
Country Side Act, 1968, and the Clean Air Act, 1956 in England'^. 
C OUTCOME AND SIGNIFICANCE: The significance of conservation 
of forests and wildlife is not to be overemphasized. It is also known that 
SVPIE was not going to contribute much to the power requirements of the 
State. In such a situation it was ecologically unfair to pronounce a 
judgment that ratified the sacrifice of a national asset to be conveniently 
utilized as a hydro-electric project. This reminds one of Aldo Leopold who 
said, men too wise to tolerate hasty tinkering with our political constitution 
accept with out a qualm the most radical amendment to our biotic 
constitution". In 1979-80 when the case was argued and decided, there 
were no administrative guidelines for EIA in India. If the case were to be 
decided today, should a court require the authorities to prepare a 
comprehensive EIA before proceeding with the project Rosencranz 
pondered. In the Citing Calcutta Taj Hotel Case, be contrasted that the 
Supreme Court inquired extensively into the government permission for the 
construction of hotel on the allegation that the building would interfere 
with the flight path of migratory birds. The Kerala High Court's deferential 
approach in the Silent Valley Case-involving, as it did the submergence of 
a pristine valley with its extraordinary wealth of flora and fauna seems hard 
to reconcile with the Supreme Court's searching inquiry for what appears 
to have been a less momentous issue . Finally it was such wisdom on the 
costs and benefits of the Silent Valley hydro-electric project in addition to 
the pressure put on the Kerala government by Mrs. Indra Gandhi, who 
came back to power in 1980, that swung the scales against it. Those who 
have campaigned against it for four long years were thrilled at a victory 
which they had not Rajiv Gandhi declared Silent Valley a national park, 
which means that no project can never come up to the area. So the valley 
will remain silent'''. Whenever a big industrial or agricultural project has 
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threatened the environment in one way or another. It has given rise to a 
new concept for planners-the lesson that there can be development without 
destruction indeed any from of growth cannot be considered development 
if in the process, it does damage to natural resources-land water, the 
atmosphere and people themselves''^. 
B. EIA OF HIMALYAN ECOLOGY 
A. FACTUAL BACKG ROUND: The Tehri dam, will be one of the 
highest dams in the world and will harness the water flows of two 
important Himalayan rivers, the Bhagirathi and the Bhilangana. It is part of 
a larger plan formulated for tapping the discharge of the Upper Ganga 
basin wherein some 7400 million cubic meters of water are said to be going 
waste. This larger plan envisages three storage schemes viz, a reservoir on 
the Bhagirathi at Tehri, another at Kotli Bhel a little downstream, and a 
third at Utyasu on the other tributary of the Ganga, the Alaknanda'^. The 
controversy, however, centers around an important physical feature of the 
Tehri location, seismicity. It is feared that if an earthquake of intensity 
equal to EIGHT or more on the Richter scale were to occur, the dam would 
collapse, and the catastrophe would lead to consequences which would 
greatly outweigh the benefits from development' . Apprehension was 
expressed with regard to the geologically vulnerable area at and around the 
site, the unstable hill slopes which would constitute the reservoir rim areas 
and the seismic danger at the site. It was, therefore, decided that the dam 
would be a clay-core rock-fill dam which allow more flexibility in its 
structure. The preliminary investigations by the Geological Survey of India 
(GSI) had revealed a river bed fault at the dam site and this strengthened 
the decision to opt for a concrete dam . 
The Tehri dam which is finally expected to be 260.5 m high, will be 
the fifth highest dam in the world. It will impound 3.22 million cubic m of 
water. The reservoir will extend up to 45 kms in the Bhagirathi valley and 
25 kms in the Bhilangana valley with a water spread area of 42.5 sq kms. 
The reservoir is expected to irrigate 2, 70,000 hectares of land, and also 
generate 346 MW of firm hydel power. The turbines in the power house at 
Tehri have an installed capacity of 1000 MW, so that they can operate 
essentially to satisfy the peaking power requirements of the Uttar Pradesh 
power grid. However peaking cannot be allowed unless fluctuations in the 
river discharges are balanced by some storage scheme, otherwise the water 
flow in the distribution canals will start fluctuating. Therefore, a balancing 
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reservoir at Koteshwar, 22 km downstream from Tehri, will be built and 
the dam will have an additional installed capacity of generating 400 MW. 
Besides, the Tehri dam is also expected to supply 500 cusecs of drinking 
water to Delhi. The dam will also submerge Tehri town and 23 villages in 
its vicinity, 72 other villages will be partially submerged, and some 5200 
hectares of land, 1600 hectares of it being cultivated land, will be lost to the 
reservoir. Finally, about 85,600 persons will be displaced because of dam'^. 
Because of its complex geological and seismic conditions thirty five Gaon 
Sabhas in the Tehri district passed a joint resolution opposing the project 
was passed unanimously in January 1978 vehemently opposing the dam,. 
Petitioned against the dam with the Petitions Committee of Parliament. The 
Committee visited Tehri several times and met the people. But, before it 
could come to any conclusions the Sixth Lok Sabha was dissolved and the 
TBVSS petition lapsed'^ 
B. EXPERT OPINION: The petition before parliament paved the way for 
the constitution of a working Group for the Assessment of the 
Environmental Impact of Tehri Dam headed by Shri S.K. Seth was formed 
in 1979. The Working Group comprehensive EIA concluded: 
There was disturbing evidence of what can best be described 
as an endangered catchments area. Overgrazing and 
deforestation and land use practices requiring maximization 
of the cultivable land even on some precipitous hill sides 
have created lasting crisis conditions. The obviously unstable 
hill sides, the landslides visible at all points of road building 
activity and the blockage of the Bhagirathi at kanaudia are 
indicative of future danger . 
The net outcome of series of environmental and social-impact the 
mammoth investment in the revealed that the Tehri dam is not justifiable 
because of risk of dam. The useful life of the dam is, likely to be 62 years 
going by the available siltation data, rate of siltation estimated by the DoEn 
and the location of the power and irrigation outlets from the reservoir. The 
authorities have claimed that the dead storage level added and allowance is 
made for the revision of depreciation costs due to our estimate of the life of 
the dam the revenue return on the power component turns out to be 6.89 
per cent and not 11.52 percent as reported by the project authorities. The 
cost of generation is 35 paise per unit according to the latest estimations by 
the project authorities; it is 73 paise per unite according to our estimate . 
The net benefits from agriculture are likely to be Rs. 6467.47 lakhs and not 
Rs. 16330 lakhs as estimated by the authorities. Even the figure of Rs. 
6467.47 lakhs is on the assumption that water logging and salinity 
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problems do not occur in the command area consequent to release of Tehri 
dam water in the existing control system. Consequently the B/C ratio for 
irrigation will be 1.28, and not 3.68 as estimated by the TDPA. The project 
does not adequately provide for either command area development or 
catchments area treatment works. The rehabilitation record of the project 
authorities has been dismal and the "suffering to oustees" has been 
substantially under-estimated. In our estimation, 85,600 people are going to 
be uprooted due to the Tehri dam as of today. The authorities estimate the 
number to be 46,000. The B/C ratio for the project is 0.56: 1. in other 
words, the project as it stands today not viable. Due to the modifications 
suggested in October 1987 by the Soviet seism city experts, the B/C ration 
will become more adverse . 
C LEGAL INITIATIVES: The TBVSS continued to make representations 
to both the UP State Government and the Union Government against the 
project. On 20th November 1985 TBVSS filed a writ petition in the 
Supreme Court challenging the soundness of the plan to construct the dam 
at Tehri. In the writ petition TBVSS asserted that: 
(a) The dam to be located in a seismically active and tectonically risky 
area had a high probability of failure and would therefore endanger the 
lives and property of people at settlements such as munikireti, 
Rishikesh, Haridwar among others situated on the river Ganga 
downstream, 
(b) habitation like Uttar Kashi situated on the river Bhagirathi upstream of 
the inlet of reservoir from Dharasu would be lost, and 
(c ) it would create a feeling of insecurity, among the people at the various 
locations on the resear voir sim slopes and therefore the project would 
jeopardize the right to life guaranteed to citizen under constitution . 
Despite pendency of Tehri dam case TBVSS V State of Uttar Pradesh^^ 
(1986) and TBVSS V. Union of India. But work on the project has 
continued unabated. Under the economic cost benefit analysis and 
comprehensive EIA Report TBVSS invoked the jurisdiction of Supreme 
Court by asserting that the dam site was seismically active and laden with 
risk, with numerous active thrusts, faults, tear faults and shear zones either 
at the site or within its vicinity. In view of the peculiar geological, 
seismological and complex tectonic conditions of the region, the chances of 
a dam burst that would endanger downstream settlements like Rishikesh 
and Haridwar were too great to justify the project and wasted away rich 
cultural and natural heritage. Despite the grave environmental impact the 
Supreme Court in Tehri bandh Virodhi Sangarsh Samiti v. State of Utter 
Pradesh, dismissed the petition after a very limited inquiry. It ruled: 
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This court does not possess the requisite expertise to render 
any final opinion on the rival contentions of the experts. Can 
only investigate and adjudicate the question as to whether 
the Government was conscious to the inherent danger as 
pointed out by the petitioners and applied its mind to the 
safety of the dam. We have already given facts in detail 
which show that the government has considered the question 
on several occasions in the light of the opinions expressed by 
the experts. The Government was satisfied with the report of 
the experts and only thereafter clearance has been given to 
the project^^. 
Intervenor-INTACH pleaded about the seismological aspects dam 
dismissed by the Court by stating that the Government has already fully 
considered every aspect of the project including its safety. The only solace 
came from the court is this appreciation of the petitioners' concern for the 
safety of the project which is of prime importance to the general public. 
The court can only investigate and adjudicate the question as to whether the 
Government was conscious to the inherent danger and applied its mind to 
the safety of the dam seem a juristic pessimistic approach. Vigorous 
application by the Court of its own standard would have made for more 
meaningflil judicial review. The court might have insisted on an affidavit 
by the Secretary, MoEF on the EIA aspects of the project for 
comprehensive and post environmental impact appraisal. In particular, it is 
this Ministry's job to assess and advise on environmental risks of the type 
created by the Tehri dam project. Nevertheless, the Court did not seek the 
Ministry's opinion, and instead relied on an affidavit filed by the Joint 
Secretary, Ministry of Energy, Department of Power!^^ Considering that 
the Department of Power's primary task is to boost power generation (and 
the Tehri project would supply wasn't it more than likely that the 
department would play down the risks involved? In this situation, was it 
wise for the Court to rely exclusively on an affidavit from the Ministry of 
Energy? 
The Court also had a very casual approach towards the finding of the 
Environmental Appraisal Committee (EAC) - an expert body within 
Ministry of Environment and Forests MoEF. The Committee unanimously 
concluded that the Tehri project did not merit environmental clearance and 
should be dropped. Ordinarily, the government should adhere to the 
recommendations of its own expert agency or cogently explain any 
departure from the course of action suggested by its experts. Hence, the 
Committee of Secretaries brushed aside the EAC's recommendations and 
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the Court, surprisingly, did not seek a detailed explanation from the 
government for departing from the EAC's report^^. The heritage 
conservation argument and the fundamental right to freedom of religion to 
the effect that is guaranteed Rishikesh and Haridwar-considered by Hindus 
to be among the holiest of pilgrim centers will be sanitized by dam burst 
was grossly undermined^^. The right of each generation under Article 21 
and 14 'intergenerational equity'? To benefit from and develop this natural 
and cultural heritage is inseparably coupled with the obligation to use this 
heritage in such a manner that it can be transmitted to future generations in 
no worse condition than it was received from past generations^^. 
Assuming that the union wants to ignore the question of 
sustainability and to go ahead with the concept of temporary economic 
growth as against sustainable development, even then can the Tehri Dam 
project be justified? Commenting on the dwindling economic viability of 
the project, even before the deliverance of Supreme Court the Chaturvedi's 
report^^ commented: 
The cost-benefit ratio of the project worsened on every 
revision of costs, and now the project is not as financially 
viable as envisaged at the outset. The latest revision of 
the project costs had not been approved and sanctioned 
by the Planning Commission and the government^'. 
The Union has to take a wise and informed decision on the Tehri 
Dam project, its understanding has to evolve beyond the limited view of 
big projects as synonymous with development lobby. An ecological audit 
of this Rs. 3,000 crore investment is an essential pre-requisite for decision 
making^^. 
D. IMPACT AND ASSESSMENT: Sunderial Bahuguna, has urged 
members of Parliament to persuade the Government to postpone Tehri 
Dam Project, till a humanitarian solution was found. Although the dam 
may withstand earthquakes, the surrounding fi-agile hills, that make up the 
sides of the reservoir may collapse due to an earthquake and spell havoc to 
the regions downstream. Bahuguna who has been seeking conversion of the 
high rise dam into a run of the river project said that assessments by experts 
had shown that the hills could prosper as a power exporting region by 
tapping the hydo-electric potential through low cost run-of the-river 
schemes. These would also provide the much needed water for drinking 
and irrigation to the villages besides throwing up opportunities for 
developing eco-friendly tourist attractions where the local people could be 
entrepreneurs with assistance fi'om the government. He wanted the 
authorities to promote cultivation of fruit, fodder and fibre-yielding species 
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on the hills to act as a natural resource to meet domestic needs as well as 
act as natural barriers against landslides that had become common in 
Garhwal and Kumaon divisions . In spite over two decades vehement 
opposition, two cases pending before the Supreme Court and the 
complaints before National Human Rights Commission regarding 
construction of the high rise dam in this highly seismic and fragile region is 
going ahead Any catastrophe will have an impact on. About 14,000 persons 
living in the Old Tehri town, 28 villages that will be partially submerged 
and 81 villages that will be partially submerged will have to be 
rehabilitated before the dam is commissioned in the next few years '^^ . 
It is reported recently that a fresh danger appears imminent in the 
Tehri valley following the closure of two crucial tunnels in the Ganga basin 
by the THDC. The tunnels were closed after the Union Power Ministry 
gave the green signal. The water leave in the valley has risen to 30 metres 
and the closure of two more tunnels, which are at a higher level, will lead 
to the complete submergence of Tehri Town^ .^ A recent report brought out 
in November by the South Asia Network on Dams, River and People 
(SANDRP) gives a clear picture of the extent of rehabilitation. According 
to it, the government has not met even the basic requirements of a 
rehabilitation process. For instance, it does not have a database on the 
number of people affected and their incomes and livelihood patterns. Nor 
does it have a comprehensive policy that takes into account all aspects of 
displacement, the availability of suitable land and the need to settle village 
communities as social entities that are intact . While the EIA report to the 
project estimated the number of affected people at 97.000, the THDC puts 
the figure at 67,500. Only a limited extent of land is available for some 
project affected persons and even that is of questionable quality, the report 
says. In some cases the land belonged to other communities^^. The net 
impact of social enlightenment and response of administrative and legal 
apparatus regarding the EIA of Himalyan ecology vis-a-vis mega 
development Project like Tehri have been a gradual acceptance and 
downsizing of tolerance towards environmental disaster over national 
imperative of development. 
C. EIA OF AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES 
A. CONTEXTUAL SETTING: Located in the North Bombay, on the west 
coast of India Dahanu is an ecologically sensitive region with a thriving 
agrarian economy enriching marine resources virtual food bowl and high 
yielding chikoo, guava and coconut fruits. Nearly half of the sub-district is 
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under forest cover and is comprised of 65 per cent tribal. In view of the 
ecological sensitivity, Dahanu Taluka Environment Welfare Association 
(DTEWA) have been vigorously campaigning against the despoliation of 
this area since 1980s when the Bombay Suburban Electric Supply 
Company (BSES) decided to establish a 500 MW coal-fired thermal power 
station at Dahanu. The location of any thermal power station which draws 
on sea water to cool its turbines is bound to impact the marine environment 
and the local ecology Environmentalists feared that emissions from the 
proposed coal-fired plant disposal of fly ash particularly sulphur dioxide 
would adversely affect the chikoo crop, species wetlands and creek areas. 
The complex web of ecological and social impacts Dahanu siting were 
reduced to three easy-to-explain contentions before the Bombay High 
Court. The Bombay Environmental Action Group (BEAG) and DTEWA 
urged the court to stall the project on the following grounds: 
(i) the Central Government had issued environmental 
clearance contrary to the opinion of its Appraisal 
Committee of the Union Ministry of Environment and 
Forests (MoEF); 
(ii) the project was being set up within 500 meters of the High 
Tide Line (HTL) mark, contrary to the guideline and 
condition imposed by the MoEF; and 
(iii) the discharge of water would increase the sea temperature 
and adversely affect marine life . 
B. INTERVENTION OF COURT (THE BOMBAY HIGH COURT 
VERDICT): A Division Bench of the Bombay High Court in BEAG v. 
State of Maharashtra^'^ rejected the petitions finding that the site offered 
several advantages. The land was barren, no tree would be felled, there was 
no habitation at the site and consequently no relocation of villagers and the 
use of marine water for cooling would help conserve scarce fresh water 
resources. Accepting the stand of the state government and BSES that the 
500 meters distance fi-om the HTL would be maintained, the Court found 
that the concerned authorities had considered the all relevant factors, had 
imposed stringent, safeguards and hence there is no justification for 
interfering with the project under Article 226 of the Constitution. In 1988 
the Environmental Department of the Government of Maharashtra granted 
site clearance from the environmental angle to the said project. The 
clearance was subject to as many as fifteen stringent conditions, one of 
which required the company to obtain all requisite clearances from various 
authorities. In March 1989 the Department of Environment, Forest and 
Wildlife, Government of India, wrote to the Secretary, Department of 
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Power, and Ministry of Energy that the proposal for setting up the said 
project in Dahanu was examined from environmental angle and the 
approval of the MoEF to the said project subject to terms and conditions 
was conveyed. Here again as many as fifteen conditions have been imposed 
stating the enforcement of the stipulated conditions will, amongst others, 
be under the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 and the 
Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981, and also the 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986'*°. 
The court found that the MoEF has careflilly applied its mind to the 
relevant guidelines and there was nothing in the memorandum dated 29"^  
March 1989 to suggest that the clearance from environmental angle was in 
violation of these guidelines'". The Court placed reliance on post-
monitoring EIA conditionalities imposed by the Central Government. It 
runs at as under: 
In order to prevent any deleterious effect in ftiture the State 
Government has agreed that chemical or other polluting 
industries will not be allowed to come up in Dahanu Taluka. 
Having regard to the cultural heritage and horticultural status 
of the area and for protection of the system, the State 
Government has agreed not to sponsor any organized 
industrial estate or encourage private industries in estate or 
encourage private industries in Dahanu Taluka. Necessary 
orders in this regard will be issued by the State Government 
and communicated to this Department. A green belt of 
adequate density and width must be created all around the 
proposed plant. No further expansion of the plant at the site 
will be permitted'* .^ 
To buttress the semi-environment and EIA approach the Court 
The Court drew the conclusion: 
We find on the part of the authorities and experts all the 
seriousness while considering and deciding upon the 
varied factors and circumstances including environment 
in relation to this project. The in-depth analysis, the 
conditions imposed and the precautions taken inspire 
Court's confidence and, if at the end of it all, the Court 
finds that a very conscious decision has been taken in the 
light of all possible pros and cons, it would then not 
interfere. The decision of the authorities can not be said 
to be arbitrary or capricious or one not in good faith or 
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actuated by improper motive or extraneous 
considerations'^ "'. 
In view of the Court environmental issues are relevant and deserve 
serious consideration. But the needs of the environment require to be 
balanced with the needs of the community at large. Qua a project such as 
this, if steps are not taken well in time, this metropolis and its over twelve 
million inhabitants by now, will in the near future find themselves be set 
with serious energy crisis, perforce compelling this vast population to live 
without adequate power and energy which, in this age and times, has 
become basic for a minimum standard of life and living. 
C SUPREME COURT VERDICT: Under this background the Dahanu 
Taluka Environment Protection Group joining hards with BEAG sought the 
special leave jurisdiction of Supreme Court. In Dahanu Taluka 
Environment Protection Group V. Bombay Suburban Electricity Supply 
Company Ltct^., on March 19, 1991. The Supreme Court has adopted a 
non-interventionist stance while concurring with judgment of Bombay 
High Court regarding clearance thermal power station in the ecologically 
sensitive region of Dahanuy near Bombay. The petitioners stated that the 
clearance in respect of the site in question has been issued contrary to the 
EI A Guidelines for Thermal Power Plants' issued by the Government of 
India in 1987 which inter alia specified that: 
(1) thermal power plants should not be located within 25km of 
the outer peripheries of metropolitan cities, national parks, and 
wildlife sanctuaries and ecologically sensitive areas like 
tropical forests; and 
(2) that, in order to protect coastal areas, a distance of 500 meters 
from the high tide line (HTL) and a flirther buffer zone of 
5km. from the seashore should be kept free of any thermal 
power station"^ .^ 
It is pointed out that the EAC had decided against the Dahanu location 
as it is the only green belt left in the region having about 40 to 60 percent 
of forest cover located in Thane district and also as Dahanu town has 
chikoo gardens and forest areas located at about 3 to 7 kms. from the power 
station. It opined that the emissions of pollutants and the coal and fly ash 
contaminants are likely to have an adverse environment effect on the 
chikoo plant and forest. In the Memorandum dated June 29, 1989, it is said, 
the government of India has waved away this important objection with a 
very brief comment that there are no ecologically sensitive areas within 25 
kms. of the project site'* .^ While relaxing the EIA guideline for Thermal 
Power Project, the Court maintained that the distance mentioned in the 
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guidelines are only intended as a safeguard against possible pollution 
effects; it can not be treated as rigid and inflexible irrespective of local 
conditions. The conditional ties attached with the approval of the site and 
projects were unfortunately considered sufficient by the Court. To quote: 
It is, therefore, quite natural for the Government of India to 
decide that the site could be cleared subject to stringent 
conditions to prevent danger of pollution. They have 
insisted on the installation of a multi-fiiel boiler making 
possible the utilization of not merely coal but also oil, gas or 
LSHS to the maximum extent possible. They have insisted 
upon a tall stack of not less than 275 meters, electrostatic 
precipitators and a Flue Gas Desulphurization Plant (FGD). 
Continuous monitoring of stock emissions and ambient air 
quality has been insisted upon. Taking into account the 
Expert Committees reports, which have been referred to 
earlier, the Central Government, was satisfied that if these 
conditions are adhered to there will be no significant impact 
on the environment either due to atmospheric or water 
pollution . 
The second objection related to the EIA Guideline of Coastal 
Regulation Zone. It was argued that the present plant cannot be located in 
such a way as to ensure being away fi-om HTL by more than 500 meters 
not to speak of its being beyond 5 kms from the coastline. Here the EAC's 
report says that "the site falls within high tide line in the Dahanu creek" 
and that "the site is low-lying land virtually in the creek which gets 
submerged during high tide""**. The Court at no stage pursued to deliberate 
on EIA guideline on CRZ. The third EIA Guidelines For Protection of 
Fragile Environment of Dahanu Taluka was brought to the notice of 
Supreme Court. The notification proposes to declare Dahanu Taluka as an 
ecologically fragile area and proceeds to impose restrictions on the setting 
up of industries which have detrimental effect on the environment. It sets 
out new guidelines for permitting/restricting industries and industrial units 
in the Dahanu Taluka location of the 'thermal and nuclear power plants' in 
the zone"*^ . The Court was of the view that notification of the nature 
referred is contemplated in the clearance given to the company's thermal 
station and have prospective effect: 
D. POST-EIA MONITORING: In BSES V. Union of India,^^ BSES 
Limited, challenged the decision of the STEPA to install a (FGD) Plant for 
environmental safety and protection and for the well-being of the people of 
Dahanu. The petitioners had preferred an Appeal before the MoEF, against 
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the impugned order of DTEPA, but the same was not entertained on the 
ground that no Appeal was provided for against the decision of the 
authority before the MoEF under the DTEPA Notification. The petitioners 
had filed a review petition before DTEPA. That was also rejected by 
DTEPA on 28''' September, 1999, observing that there was no provision for 
a review, and additionally, no new material had been placed before DTEPA 
justifying a review, even if such review was permissible^'. The case of the 
petitioners is that this being a World Bank Project, the aforesaid Bank, 
while granting financial aid, had made an independent evaluation of the 
project for equipment requirement, and on the basis of such evaluation, had 
concluded that considering the low sulphur content in Indian coal, the 
Power Plant could function well within the stringent ambient air quality 
guidelines stipulated by the Indian Government without installation of a 
FGD system. 
The Petitioner wrote on 30"" August, 1997 to the MPCB that 
installation of FGD plant was not called for, and that the Board should 
consider waiver of the condition for installation of FGD Plant. DTEPA 
took note of the Order passed by the Supreme Court in Nitu Sehgal v. 
Union of India, (Writ Petition © No. 231 of 1994). In which the Court had 
directed NEERI to examine the effect of the Thermal Plants operating in 
Dahanu area. The recommendations by NEERI included the 
recommendation that the petitioners should install FGD system forthwith. 
In view of the limited air-environmental assimilative capacity . After 
considering all aspects of the matter, DTEPA reached the following 
conclusions: 
One of the initial tasks in carrying out an environmental 
assessment should include the use of appropriate air 
quality/dispersion models to estimate the impact of 
Thermal Power Plant Project on the ambient concentration 
of different associated pollutants. Accordingly a steady 
state Gaussian Plume Dispersion equation has been used to 
compute the SO2 concentration for constant pollution 
emission rate of 45 metric tons per day and flew rate of 
emission of 15,65,928 m3/hour". 
The Bombay High Court speaking through Justice B.P.Singh 
ultimately restored the post EIA monitoring aspect of BSES by validating 
Dahanu Talkua EIA Authority. The Court ruled: 
In the light of the special status of Dahanu being an 
ecologically fragile area. The petitioners themselves had 
set up the Thermal Power Plant with a clear 
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understanding that they would have to set up FGD 
plant. The mere fact that another view is possible. 
Inasmuch as presently there is no imminent threat to the 
environment, is no ground for interfering with the order 
ofDTEPA^^ 
While giving effect to the precautionary principle adopted by EIA 
Authority the Court held that: 
The setting up of FGD plant is a preventive measure, and 
the petitioners cannot insist that the setting up of the FGD 
Plant must be insisted upon only after it is established that 
the emissions from the Thermal Power Plant have 
adversely affected environment in Dahanu region. We find 
that all relevant aspects have been considered by DTEPA 
which is an expert body, and in a case of this nature, no 
interference by this Court is justified. Even if there is a 
difference of opinion between the experts, the view taken 
by DTEPA supporting one such view can not be 
characterized as irrational or perverse. In any event, the 
court can not be called up on to substitute its views for 
those of an expert body^ .^ 
D. EIA OF RAILWAY PROJECT 
A. FACTUAL CONTEXT: The EIA of ecological resources around the 
routes of Konkan Railway Project^ ^ (KRP) represents the dichotomy of 
environment and development more specifically the infrastructural Project 
of national importance. Konkan Railway includes 800 km stretch of 
between Roha and Udipi hilly flat coastal plains. Since this stretch is part 
of the Western Ghats and the West Coasts, it receives an annual rainfall of 
2000-3000 mm; as a result, it is rich in biodiversity. The EIA of the 
proposed Konkan Railway line was done by a team of experts and field 
workers form the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore^^. The team 
CO 
surveyed an area of 10 km on either side of the proposed alignment . 
Special emphasis was laid on studying natural evergreen forests, mangrove, 
and areas already declared as reserved forests and wild life sanctuaries^^. 
The study was conducted in two phases, October 1990 to April 1991 and 
March 1992. The first phase covered the entire stretch except a 300 km 
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section between Panaji (Goa) and Desgaon (Maharashtra), which was 
studied in March 1992^°. 
Despite the fact that the MoEF insists that EIA should be done 
'prior' to site selection and that these should be screening for possible 
alternatives, there are never done. Sites for development projects are often 
chosen a priori. For the Konkan railway line, the entire alignment was even 
located on the maps with distinct boundaries and ground plans, and 
provided to the investigators even before the EIA started. Bulldozing and 
blasting operations were already in progress in Maharashtra when the 
second phase of the EIA began. Even though these were well developed 
procedures for screening sites at the time of the survey, there was not much 
scope for application. The investigators were left with one option, the 
predetermined alignment, and to say whether the impact on the 
environment would be considerably more than the apparent benefits of the 
project. This is also one of the reasons why there is conflict between the 
local people, environmentalists and the development planners after the 
project was launched in the field as in Goa, in this case^'. 
B. LEGAL INITIATIVE: In spite of being the fait accompli of the Konkan 
Railway Project the Bombay High Court perceived as dreams people 
residing on the west coast to see a broad gauge railway line fi^om Bombay 
to Mangalore and thereafter extend to the State of Kerala . The serious 
adherence to EIA is relaxed on the ground of fiilfillment of a long standing 
demand of the people in the region for a cheap and fast transport to 
improve the economic conditions and to make accessible the hinterlands in 
the States of Maharashtra, Goa and Kamataka^^, the Central Government 
constituted the Konkan Railway Corporation Ltd. From Bombay to 
Mangalore from along the west coast is to be 760 Kilometres and out of 
that 106 kilometres line runs through the State of Goa. The Konkan 
Railway alignment passes through different terrain in different States and 
the Corporation is required to construct large number of tunnels and 
projects over rivers. The railway line will have 136 major bridges and 1670 
minor bridges and there will be 71 tunnels with a total length of 75 kms. 
the biggest railway project undertaken in the Indian Sub-continent in the 
present century. 
Under this background the in Goa Foundation^'^ pleaded before the 
Bombay High Court that the Corporation should be compelled to procure 
environment clearance for the alignment passing through the State of Goa 
from MoEF, and until such clearance is secured all the work in respect of 
providing railway line should be withheld. The proposed alignment has 
been planned and undertaken without an adequate EIA and an EMP 
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destructive of the environment and the eco-system and violates the citizen's 
rights under Article 21 of the Constitution. The proposed alignment passes 
across the rivers creeks, basins and backwaters, the Corporation had not 
obtained the statutory clearance required under the provisions of the 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. The petitioners claim that under the 
provisions of Section 3(2) (v) the MoEF has issued Notification dated 
February 19, 1991 and restrictions on the setting up or extension of 
industries, operations or processes in the coastal CRZ are prescribed^^. 
C. EI A DIMENSION: The Railway Ministry and the Corporation 
commissioned services of Rail India Technical and Economical Services 
(RITES) to assess the EIA of railway project. The project team reported 
that there will be no air pollution, no significant noise produced by the 
railways and not even the green forest will be disturbed or the marine fish 
life would be affected. The teams considered alternative alignments 
suggested and came to the conclusion that the proposed alignment by the 
corporation and which is approved by the Government of Goa and Central 
government is preferable to all other suggestions^^. The Corporation 
maintained that the claim of the petitioners that the alignment would 
adversely affect the environment and ecology of the State of Goa is nothing 
but a figment of imagination and objections are raised with ulterior 
motives. The Corporation pointed out that the provision of the Environment 
Act and Notifications issued there under are not binding upon the railway 
administration and Corporation apart from the fact that all requisite steps 
for ensuring that the environment will not be adversely affected are already 
undertaken. The corporation further points out that the alleged breach or 
violation of the provisions of Forests (Conservation) Act and the 
Regulation about cutting of trees under the Trees Act is without any merit . 
The Petitioners, submitted that through the petitioners are not opposing the 
project undertaken by the Corporation, their challenge is only to the 
proposed railway alignment as it violates the provisions of the Environment 
(Protection) Act and Regulations and Notifications there under Forest 
conservation Act and land Acquisition Act. The Court held: 
The alignment would have devastating and irreversible impact 
upon the khazan lands is without any foundation, and even 
otherwise the extent of damage is extremely negligible and a 
public project of such a magnitude which is under taken for 
meeting the aspirations of the people on the consideration it is 
not open to frustrate the project of public importance to 
safeguard the interest of few persons . 
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The courts are bound to take into consideration the comparative 
hardship which the people in the region will suffer by stalling the project of 
great public utility. Thus the Court formulated the view: 
No development is possible without some adverse effect 
on the ecology and environment but the project of public 
utility cannot be abandoned and it is necessary to adjust the 
interest of the people as well as the necessity to maintain 
the environment. The balance has to be struck between the 
two interests and this exercise must be left to the persons 
who are familiar and specialized in the field^ .^ 
One of the pertinent issues of EIA raised during the argument was the 
use forest land for any non-forest purposes. The grievance is that the 
alignment passes through the forest land and the corporation has not 
secured prior approval for the use of the land for non-forest purpose. The 
alignment required cutting of several trees inside as well as outside the 
forests and such destruction of existing trees is not permissible in view of 
the provisions of Goa Preservation of Trees Act, 1984. The alignment will 
extinguish ecologically sensitive areas like Carambolim wetlands where the 
migratory birds visit during the course of year. They sounded an 
apprehension that a small lake at Carambolim will be filled up by the 
Corporation and that would prevent the migratory birds from reaching the 
State of Goa^ .^ 
D. ASSESSMENT AND OUTCOME: The net outcome of the judgment of 
EIA of railway project has been hardly anything substantial. The Konkan 
railway Corporation (KRC) has practically got away with its original 
proposal, barring a minor modification proposed by the Justice Oza 
Committee Report which went into the entire gamut of issues. This has 
resulted in the target date for completion being pushed back by almost a 
year from the middle of 1994 to August 1995. But the commitment of the 
KRC to the environmental appraisal has been found to be casual. Dr. 
Wilfred D' Souza Chief Minister of Goa, came out openly in favor of the 
realignment on the ground that the rail route of the KRC violated the 
provisions of the Town and Country Planning Act. The KRC is now 
maintaining a low profile and is picking up the threads of the project from 
where they had been let off in the previous year. The Goa Government 
which was once a strong votary for change has gone through a 
metamorphosis of sorts, with the Chief Minister having been transformed 
from a virulent critic into a willing partner despite virtual flouting of EIA 
^ 71 
norms . 
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The eminent environmentalist, Prof. Madhav Gadgil maintained that 
the State's heartland is flanked by estuaries of Mandovi and Zuari, in 
which the tides flow back and forth over tens of kilometers. A network of 
channels links the two rivers, converting the delta into an intricate mosaic 
of mangrove, swamps and salt marshes, ponds, paddy, fields, coconut 
groves and houses, Smack through the middle of this picturesque 
countryside, runs the Konkan Railway track. Though the project went 
through different stages of assessment the existing alignment were cleared 
barring minor modification^^. An EI A had been done through the RITES. 
Later came an appraisal by Mr. Menezes the former Chairman of the 
Railway Board in 1992. Then followed the report of a 15 member 
committee of experts appointed by MoEF, under the chairmanship of Dr. 
Kamala Choudhary. The latest, last year has been the report submitted by 
the committee under the chairmanship of Mr. Justice G.L. Oza, a retired 
Judge of the Supreme Court. All of the them have more or less cleared the 
present alignment barring minor modification. It was in the midst of the 
uncertainty created by this unexpected decision that the Government of 
India constituted a committee under the chairmanship of Mr. Justice G.L. 
Oza, a retired judge of the Supreme Court to enquire into and submit a 
report on the issues raised by the environmentalists. The Committee held 
open sittings in Panaji, examining witnesses from both side. The 
deliberations revealed the prevarication on the part the Konkans Railway 
Corporation authorities and also of the Goa Government. The EIA survey 
of the Konkan Railway came out with a signed article to say how 
impractical the EIA process was. To quite: 
The impact assessment is converted into a closed door 
process conducted by a coterie of technical consultants with 
the blandishment of fat fees; the consultants are manipulated 
into giving only such advice as the client wants to hear. For 
from being impartial judges of what is good for the 
environment and the people, the consultants become agents 
of the project authorities and facilitator to legitimize the 
project proposals''"'. 
Contrary to the categorical findings of EIA Committee the Indian 
Railways has making efforts to gamer additional traffic for the Konkan 
Railway Corporation (KRC) the longest line built in the country after 
independence, following reports that it would incur losses of Rs. 360 crores 
during the first year of operations primarily due to low offering of freight 
traffic and the high interest burden '^^ . It is opined that the Court could avoid 
the deliverance of this new jurisprudence. This is not the done instance 
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where the Court exhibited such 'deviant restraints'^^. The common thread 
in all such development versus environment cases generally being state or 
its instrumentalities as respondent, the Court prefers to go by national 
imperatives of development of common people. 
IL POST EIA NOTIFICATION PHASE 
A. EIA OF URBANISATION 
A. EIA OF DELHI: In the matter of physical environment, services 
and living conditions in almost all our cities and towns are woefully 
deficient. Practically all of them have ever grown in a most chaotic manner 
without the least concern by the civic authorities and public for town 
planning and zoning or by violating municipal building and public health 
bye-laws. Congestion, over-crowing, slums and inadequate road systems 
characterizes the urban physical environment in most cities . The normal 
practice at present is that the acquired land after its development by a 
public agency is sold to others. This leaves with the government no control 
over the land and the allottee appropriates the subsequent appreciation in 
its value. The land allotted by the government is often used for speculation 
in prices and the state finds itself a helpless spectator to the phenomenon of 
sharp rise in the price of the land it acquired under its power of eminent 
domain. By granting the land on lease, the state can at time of renewal of 
lease mop up at least a share in the increased value. Further, by restricting 
the transfer by the lease of his interest, the state can deny to him the benefit 
of unearned increment. The Delhi Development Authority has been 
following this practice of giving the land on land lease and the example can 
be emulated by the appropriate authorities all over the country''''. A direct 
linkage of EIA, urbanization, town planning and haphazard industrial 
growth was articulated in M.C. Metha v. Union of India (Relocation of 
Industries From Delhi Case) . Delhi is being one of the most polluted cites 
in the world the unmanageable conglomeration of commercial, industrial 
unauthorized colonies, resettlement colonies and the unplanned housing led 
to environmental degradation. There are virtually no lung spaces in the 
city. The Master Plan indicates that approximately 34 per cent of 
recreational areas have been lost to other uses. This is despite the fact that 
the Master Plan for Delhi - Perspective 2001 approved by the Central 
Government Section U-A (2) of Delhi Development Act, 1957 provides 
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that the hazardous noxious heavy and large industries are not permitted to 
operate in the city of Delhi and the existing industrial units falling in those 
categories are to be shifted and relocated^^. 
B. INTERVENTION OF SUPREME COURT: In view of development 
and consideration of EI A. The Supreme Court on 24.11.1995 ordered for 
relocation and exploration of alternative sites as per the recommendations 
of the National Capital Region Planning Board, Urban Affairs Ministry, 
DDA, NCT Delhi and MCD. Pursuant to the order of National Capital 
Region Planning Board, Delhi Development Authority (DDA) has 
undergone for EIA de novo. [Court on 3011.1995] Planning Committee of 
the board framed a scheme for the reuse of the land shifting of the 
industries from Delhi^°. DDA Stated the scheme sent by the Board and 
Court the passed the order for utilization of land which would be available 
in the event of relocation of the hazardous/noxious/large-scale industries 
from Delhi. Mr. K.J. Alphons, Chairman of the Committee of DDA and its 
proposal was approved by the Technical Committee of the DDA on 
21.11.1995. 
Pursuant to the Court's order dated 13.12.1995 several industries 
units/organizations submitted their objections/suggestions before Mr. P.C. 
Jam, Additional Commissioner (Planning) DDA . The units/organizations 
were also heard by a sub-group under the chairmanship of Mr. Jain. The 
operative part of the affidavit dated 10.1.1996, filled by Mr, P.C. Jain 
asserted that the policy for relocation would be applicable only to the 
hazardous/noxious units [as classified in Annexure H(a)] and heavy and 
large industry [as classified in Annexure H(b)] in the MPD 2001. The 
Court on 24.1.1996 considered as how and in what manner the land 
eventually made available for relocation of the industries to be utilized . 
Justice D.R. Kharma (retired), Chairperson, Land use Advisory Committee, 
National Capital Territory, Delhi Administration stated that these industries 
have to be shifted under the Master Plan. Their number is not large but the 
lands occupied by them are substantial^^. The Supreme Court maintained 
the basic charter for the land use in the City of Delhi is the Master Plan 
which is statutory and binding as referred in Annexure Ill(a) as hazardous 
and noxious industrial units are not permitted in Delhi . 
C. IMPACT OF JUDGEMENT: It is thus obvious that the land which 
would become available on account of shifting/relocation of the industries 
can only be used for making up the deficiency, as per the needs of the 
community, based on the norms given in the Master Plan. To appreciate the 
concept 'need of the community' under the Master Plan it would be useful 
to have a look at the following provisions of the Master Plan: 
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In general it would be desirable to take up all the existing 
developed residential areas one by one for environmental 
improvements through (i) plantation and landscaping (ii) 
provision of infrastructure physical and social and proper 
access where lacking (iii) possibility of infrastructure 
management of the last tier through the local residents. 
Conservation and revitalization is required in case of 
traditional areas and environmental up gradation and 
improvement is needed in other old built-up-areas^^. 
The Master Plan for Delhi in 1962 had indicated 9101 ha of 
recreational area at the master Plan level. During the implementation of the 
plan approximately 34 percent of recreational area has been lost to other 
uses. On the basis of the land use surveys conducted in 1981 about 2710 ha 
of additional recreational area at the master Plan level has been earmarked 
in the land use plan in the DUA-81 and the urban extension indicated in the 
plan^^. The most vital 'community need' as at present is the conservation of 
the environment and reversal of the environmental degradation to provide 
for the lung spaces in the city as green belts and open spaces. The core 
question for consideration, however, is how much of the total land which 
become available from each of the industrialists it to be taken away by the 
community for its use and how much is to be left in the hands of the 
industrialists for the community use. While meeting the community needs 
it is necessary to make suitable provisions for the owner to enable him to 
meet the expenses of relocating and shifting the industry . The Court 
finally ordered that the land which would become available on account to 
shifting/relocation of hazardous/noxious/heavy and large industries from 
the city of Delhi shall be used in accordance with EIA norms for 
OQ 
urbanization without any amendment to Master Plan . 
D. RELOCATION OF INDUSTRIES: The Court directed as 168 
harardous industries cannot be permitted to operate and function in Delhi 
and shall stop fianctioning and operating in the city of Delhi with effect 
from 30.11.1996, The national Capital Region Planning Board shall render 
all assistance to the industries in the process of relocation. The allotment of 
plots, construction of factory buildings, etc. and issuance of any 
licenses/permissions etc. shall be expedited and granted on priority basic. 
In order to facilitate shifting of industries from Delhi, all the four States 
constituting the NCR shall set up unified single agency consisting of all the 
participating States to act as a nodal agency to sort out all the problems of 
such industries within one month form today. The use of the land which 
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would become available on account of shifting relocation of the industries 
shall be permitted in terms of the orders of this Court dated 10.5.1996. 
The shifting industries on their relocation in the new industrial 
estates shall be given incentives in terms of the provisions of the Master 
Plan and also the incentives which are normally extended to new industries 
in new industrial estates. The closure order with effect from 30.11.1996^^ 
shall be unconditional. Even if the relocation of industries is not completed 
they shall stop ftinctioning in Delhi with effect from 30.11.1996. The 
workmen employed in the above mentioned 168 industries shall be entitled 
to the rights and benefits such as continuity of employment ftill wages, 
continuity of service, and shifting bonus. The workmen employed in the 
industries which fail to relocate and the workmen who are not willing to 
shift along with the relocated industries, shall be deemed to have been in 
continuous service as defined in Section 25-B of the Industrial Disputes 
Act, 1947 for not less than one year in the industries concerned. Before 
parting with this judgment the Court briefly dealt with 762 industries which 
did not respond to the public notice published in various newspapers. 
Ordinararily, they should have been declared as 'H' category industries 
under the Master Plan but keeping in view the totality of the 
circumstances^^, the industries generally provides employment, tax 
generation, and income benefit and vitalizes urban economy. The 
Supreme Court judgment created a new jurisprudence of balancing the 
intergenerational equity with in the framework of EIA and sustainable 
development. These pronouncements also illumine the salient features of 
EIA laws eclipsed under economic and political constraint and slack 
implementation of town and country planning legislations in this country. 
B. EIA OF POWER GENERATING PROJECT 
A. FACTUAL CONTEXT: CTHERMAL POWER PROJECT IN 
DAKSHIN KANNADA-I: In the category of EIA of power generating 
projects, the Cogentrix case^' occupies a seminal place to grapple the 
inadequacies of enforcement and prospects of EIA law in India . Under 
the compelling power starvation and infrastructural adequacy for 
industrialization the Government of Kamataka decided to expand its 
electrical generation capacity sitting of a nuclear power plant at Kaiga in 
Uttar Kannads and Thermal Power Plants in Dakshina Kannada districts . 
Nandikur and surrounding villages about 35 kms north of Mangalore was 
identified because of land availability and cost minimization, terrain and 
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site development, soil conditions proximity to the national highway and 
state highway , konkan railway and availability of water from Mulki 
River . In less than a decade, four proposals have emerged for locating 
thermal power stations in the Nandikur region. In 1987 proposal for a 
multi-fiiel thermal power station by the Kamataka power Corporation Ltd. 
for an aggregate capacity of 1,920 MW or alternatively 1,260 MW. 
A 1990 proposal for a multi-fuel thermal power station by National 
Thermal Power Corporation Ltd. in collaboration with the erstwhile USSR 
for an aggregate capacity of 2,420 MW. This project was accorded partial 
clearance from the environmental point of view but was abandoned as it 
was left without technical and financial support due to the break-up of the 
Soviet Union and also because of project delays consequent to the stiff 
resistance offered by the project affected population who under the 
leadership of Janajagriti Samithi (People's Awareness Committee), 
Nandikur, fought several Public Interest Litigations against the siting of the 
thermal power station in the region all the way to the Supreme Court of 
India'^ 
A 1992 proposal for a coal based thermal power station by the 
Cogentrix Inc. and China Light and Power Company joint venture 
Mangalore Power Company for an aggregate capacity of 1,000 MW. This 
project has been accorded environmental clearance by the MoEF and is 
presently embroiled in a Public Interest litigation filed by the Janajagriti 
Samithi and Ms. Maneka Gandhi, former Environment Minister. The 
judgment of the High Court of Kamataka is reserved following conclusion 
of hearings. A 1995 proposal for a local based thermal power station by 
Nagarjuna Fertilsers & Chemicals Ltd. For an agree grade capacity of 
1,000MW and which has been cleared by the Kamataka State Pollution 
Control Board and the state government but not yet cleared by the MoEF. 
B. EIA DIMENSIONS: In 1987, the MoEF also brought out a detailed set 
of guidelines for siting thermal power plants in an effort to mitigate 
environmental impact and streamline siting norms^^. EIA requirements for 
highly polluting projects are primarily governed by the EIA notifications 
issued by the MoEF in 1994, along with subsequent amendment this has 
become a subject of scmtiny because as many nine litigations relating to 
Cogentrix has been filed on the ground of inadequacy of legal compliance 
07 
over the decade. The Kamataka Power Corporation Limited (KPCL) 
proposed to set up a multi fuel thermal power plant keeping in view the 
proximity of port, sweet water availability, railway line running close to the 
site, least displacement/rehabilitation of population and suitability from the 
Environment angle. An Environment Impact Statement (EIS) for the 
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project which was conducted by Dr. M.P. Chockalingam, Professor and 
Head, Department of Civil Engineering, Annamalai University to bring out 
the details regarding the suitability of the Nandikur site, in respect of 
environmental conservation, economical advantages and technological 
feasibility aspects . The Chockalingam Study largely endorses the site 
selection criteria of the Tata consulting Engineers Study in 1987 and does 
not verify any of the claims made as to the appropriateness of the site from 
the environmental point of view. The Chockalingam study does not provide 
any specific and exhaustive details of the impacts of the project on the local 
environment and the health of the resident population. To a large extent it 
relies merely on the clearances obtained from the various Government 
departments, which in turn do not seem to have been based on any 
exhaustive EI A study of the aspects involved. 
The Directorate of Health and Family Welfare Services, Government 
of Kamataka, in a latter dated 18 January 1988 cleared the project from the 
point of view of impact on human health on the basis of a brief report filed 
by senior officers of the Department following a walking tour they 
undertook in the project site. The Directorate of Archaeology and 
Museums in Kamataka in a letter dated 26 December 1987, stated that in 
the proposed site, there are "no antiquarian remains noticed except the 
Shivalinga in the Brahmalingeshvara Temple of Palimaru" and 
consequently, concluded that in the EIS that the area has no site of 
archaeological importance^^. The Directorate of Fisheries in Kamataka in a 
letter dated 31 August 1987 clears the project of any impact on aquatic life 
and ecosystems by such statements thermal plant should be equipped with 
pollution controlling and monitoring units, monthly water analysis should 
be conducted; and water discharged from the plant. No primary survey of 
the social impact on the local population has been conducted, even for 
those who are directly affected due to displacement. No rigorous 
monitoring of the local environmental conditions has been carried out in 
the conduct of the EIS, particularly c(3nsidering that a thermal power plant 
will severely impact on the local environment due to air and water 
pollution. With no database existing on the quality of the aquatic and 
terrestrial ecosystems that would be affected, it would have been extremely 
difficult to predict long and short term impacts, let alone state that the 
project will have no impact'°°. 
KPCL was unable to implement the project, the National Thermal 
Power Corporation Ltd. (NTPC) proposed to set up a thermal power plant 
in three stages at the same site for an aggregate capacity of 2,420 MW. 
This was to be implemented in collaboration with the Union of Soviet 
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Socialist Republic'"'. NTPC had an El A and environment management 
study conducted by Envirotech Consultants Pvt. Ltd. on specific technical 
terms which NTPC provided. This was supervised by Mr. Sagar Dhara, 
Director (Safety) and the other consultants who provided inputs for the 
study were Dr. G.D. Agrawal, environmental engineer and ex-member 
Secretary, CPCB Mr. K.R. Datye, senior engineering consultant; Dr. D.N. 
Rao ex-head, Botany Department, Banaras Hindu University; Dr. U.C. 
Choube, Water Resource Development and Training Centre. Between the 
submission of the draft and final reports of the study, i.e. July 1992, it come 
to be known that NTPC was not going to set up the plant as the project 
failed financially and economically following the collapse of the Soviet 
Union. Subsequently, the Mangalore Power Company decided to set up a 
1,000 MW thermal power plant on the same site that NTPC was to build its 
plant. A copy of the NTPC ElA and EMP was not available for review by 
the Environment Support Group (ESG) term as it was never officially 
submitted to the MoEF by NTPC. However, a study conducted by Mr. 
Dhara for Janajagriti Samithi on the basis of the Envirotech EIA and EMP 
was available, as the same had been submitted to the High Court of 
Kamataka as evidence why the plant proposed by MPC should not be 
allowed to be sited at Nadikur. Environment Impact Statement and 
Recommendations for the Mangalore Power Company Thermal Power 
Plant Site and other Industrial Projects Proposed for Daklshina Kannada 
District provides exhaustive details of the region as well as potential 
impacts'°^. 
C LEGAL INITIATIVE (KARNATAKA HIGH COURT-I): Even as 
Envirotech Consultants were carrying out their detailed EIA and EMP for 
the NTPC project, the MoEF began to consider clearing the first stage of 
the Project. This became an issue of contention and the Project affected 
population started raising protests and moved the courts against the project 
and emergency land acquisition. This was initiated with Public Interest 
Litigations filed by Janajagriti Samithi'^ "'. The Kamataka High Court 
speaking through Mohan C.J. held that the clearance from Government of 
India, Planning Commission, Central Electricity Authority, Kamataka State 
Pollution Control Board, Department of Ecology and Environment (Govt, 
of Kamataka), Administrative Ministry in the Department of Power (Govt, 
of India), Ministry of Finance and Public Investment Board was already 
been accorded'^ "*. The Thermal Appraisal Committee of the MoEF has 
already recommended environmental clearance, and the Cabinet 
Committee on Economic Affairs being only a formal one, the actual 
starting of infi-astructural work in respect of the project need not await the 
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clearance from that authority as per memorandum of understanding 
between the NTPC and Govt, of India'°^ The clearance by the Cabinet 
Committee on Economic Affairs which is stated to be formal. The Court 
ruled: 
We are unable to see how the petitioners could complain 
of any environment pollution and non-application of 
mind. We have already extracted the observations of 
Ranganath Misra. J. as he then was, in AIR 1987 SC 359. 
We will only reiterate that a balance between preservation 
of ecology and utilization of modem technology has been 
arrived at by an Expert Body on the basis of appropriate 
advices. Therefore, it is of no use for the petitioners to 
content that unless there is clearance of the project, the 
lands could not be acquired. We have already seen how 
this is a time-bound programme. The matter can not 
brook delay at all as it would cause to the public 
exchequer and the Nation serious financial implications. 
No doubt the petitioners may have a say in view of 1991 
(2) s e c 539; but they cannot assume that they alone are 
interested in safeguarding the environment and that the 
authorities are oblivious to this'^. 
D. APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT: Between the times the petition was 
dismissed in the High Court and the Samithi went on appeal to the 
Supreme Court, the MoEF Environment Appraisal Committee (EAC) 
decided to make a site visit to the project site. A team comprising of Dr. 
Shekar Singh, Chairman of the EAC and Dr. Maudgal, a Senior Officer of 
MoEF, visited the proposed site on 22"*^  September 1991. Three major 
issues such as full utilization of fly ash rehabilitation of the affected 
persons and availability of withdrawal water from the local river needed 
consideration for according clearance for the stage I of the project . On 
the basis of the EAC's recommendations, it was left to MoEF to take a 
final decision on the project. Meanshile, Janajagriti Samithi appealed to the 
Supreme Court against the High Court Kamataka order, which had cleared 
the project wholly. The Supreme Court Bench comprising Hon'ble Mr. 
Justice S. Ranganathan, Hon'ble Mr. Justice V. Ramaswami and Hon'ble 
Mr. Justice N.D. Ojha took a more discrete view of the matter and 
pronounced their judgment on 18 December 1991 as follows: 
The only objection of the petitioner is stated to be that the 
Thermal Power plant has been cleared by the Ministry of 
Environment and Forests, Government of India and the 
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Cabinet Committee of Economic Affairs. On behalf of 
the respondent it is stated that the thermal Appraisal 
Committee of the Ministry of Environment and Forests of 
the Government of India has already recommended 
clearance of the project. However, learned coursel on 
behalf of the State of Kamataka and National Thermal 
Power Corporation state before us that the Thermal Plant 
would not be constructed until the necessary clearance of 
the Government of India and the Cabinet Committee of 
Economic Affairs are obtained'°^. 
In view of this further order are necessary and the special leave 
Petition is disposed of. 
E. THERMAL POWER PROJECT IN SUTHNUR-H: Following the 
signing of the MOU between the Government of Kamataka and Cogentrix 
Development Corporation, a division of Cogentrix Inc. of USA in 1992, the 
Government of Kamataka assured the company support for the setting up 
of thermal power plants near Mangalore and Bangalore. Sathnur, Near 
Mandya district, was identified as a possible site owing to the availability 
of the Calvary water. The proposal was further revised and Cogentrix along 
with General Electric proposed to put a 1,00 MW station all at Nandikur, 
abandoning their Bangalore plan. This was to be done by building three 
coal-fired 334 MW stations. Work proceeded fast, and the multinational 
combine secured the required finance for the first stage on the grounds that 
no environmental clearances were required, given that the NTPC project 
had obtained clearances for the first 420 MW'°^. 
All this point, the project was to be implemented on a build, own and 
operate basis by Cogentrix jointly with General Electric (GE), with 
potential foreign equity participation from Intemational Finance 
Corporation, Asian Development Bank and others. A draft Power purchase 
Agreement (PPA) was concluded between the Congentrix and GE joint 
venture of Mangalore Power Company and the Kamataka Electricity 
Board. However, for reasons that are not as yet clear, GE walked out of the 
deal and Cogentrix formed a joint venture with China light and Power 
Company of Hong Kong in 1995. The Mangalore Power Company 
submitted its Detailed Project Report (DPR) by 1995, and proposed the 
project to be sited at Nandikur and surrounding villages. It also began to 
move the relevant agencies of the Government for statutory and non-
statutory clearances. The Kamataka State Pollution Control Board 
accorded a NOC covering statutory requirements of the Water and Air Acts 
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on 25 July 1995 on the basis of a Rapid Environment Impact Assessment 
(REIA) they filed in June 1995. 
This was to become a subject of huge controversy, largely because 
the public hearing proposed to be held on the project was never held, 
(though the same was claimed to have been held in the clearance), and that 
the NOC was given within days of submission of the JIEIA. Concurrently, 
a huge political controversy was kicked up with allegations that corrupt 
practices were involved in the conclusion of the deal, Mr. H.D. 
Devegowda, former Chief Minster of Kamataka and former Prime Minister 
of India, being in the eye of the controversy. The same is a subject to 
litigation in the High Court of Kamataka, with the petitioner, Mr. Arun 
Kumar Agarwal, alleging that payment of bribes were involved "amounting 
to whole or part of Hong Kong $ 122 million in the year 1994-95 and Hong 
Kong $69 million in the year 1995-96 in connection with establishment of 
a Rs. 4,200 crores 1,000 MW coal based power plant by Cogentrix 
Engineering Inc. in an eco-sensitive area near Mangalore"*'^. 
F. INTERVENTION OF HIGH COURT-II: The Kamataka High Court 
issued emergent notices to the Cogentrix Energy Inc. and the Mangalore 
Power Company in response alleging financial irregularities in the project 
and playing for a CBI enquiry. The petitioner had relied upon, among other 
documents, the balance sheet of Cogentrix for 1994-95, the China Light 
and Power for 1994-95 and 1995-96 besides the balance sheet of 
Mangalore Power Company for 1995-96. Claiming that he had prima facie 
case of financial misdemeanor. The petitioner said it was a fit case for 
further investigations by independent bodies like comptroller and Auditor-
General (CAG), the Enforcement Directorate and the CBI. The petitioner 
also prayed that the power project be re-allotted through open biding. The 
case has been posted for hearing to June 6 ' ' \ 
In the subsequent follow up a Division Bench of the Kamataka High 
Court, consisting of the Chief Justice R.P. Sethi and Mr. Justice V. Gopala 
Gowda, directed the State of Kamataka to get an FIR registered with the 
Central Bureau of investigation (CBI) for various cognizable offences, 
without naming any person or group of persons as accused, with regard to 
the grant of permission for the Cogentrix power project. The petitioners 
had submitted that the State Government had, on July 24, 1992, authorized 
the Commissioners and Secretaries to sign orders with certain foreign firms 
stipulating conditions for private participation in power generation. MoUs 
were signed with 10 foreign firms; include cogentrix, for projects in 
Bangalore. The respondents contended that the petition was not 
maintainable since the petitioners were not affected and they had 
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approached the court at a very late stage. The respondents prayed for a 
dismissal of the writ petition"^ The Kamataka High Court observed: 
Corruption in a civilized society was like cancer, which if 
not detected in time, would marginalize the polity of the 
country leading to disastrous consequences. It was termed as 
a plague which was not only contagious but if not controlled, 
would spread like wildfire. The socio-political system 
exposed to such a dreaded disease was likely to crumble 
under its own weight. Unless nipped in the bud, corruption 
would cause turbulence shaking the socio-economic political 
system in an otherwise healthy, wealthy and vibrant 
• . 1 1 3 
society 
G. SUPREME COURTRULING-Ul: The Supreme Court moved one step 
further in the Cogentrix - Mangalore Power Project Case has by ruling that 
none of the thirteen circumstances noticed by the High Court can be 
characterized as giving rise to any suspicion, much less a basis for 
investigation by a criminal investigating agency. Mr. Justice S. Rajendra 
Babu, delivering the judgment of the Bench set aside an order made by the 
Kamataka High Court-which directed a probe by the CBI into alleged 
kickbacks paid in connection with lOOOMW Mangalore Power Project 
proposed to be set up by a U.S. concern Cogentrix and a Hongkong 
concern, China Light and Power Comjpany (CLP). The Bench, which 
included Mr. Justice S. Saghir Ahmed, said: 
It is difficult to visualize that when an agreement had been 
entered into with a foreign company it has been done under 
suspicious circumstances, particularly when it had stood 
the test of scrutiny under three different governments 
headed by at least three different chief ministers and when 
the examination of the project and its approval was 
considered by different statutory and other agencies of the 
Government of India' ''*. 
The Bench, in allowing a group of related appeals from the State of 
Kamataka, Kamataka Electricity Board and CLP against the High Court's 
judgment, however, said: 
This order will not preclude the parties concerned on 
finding appropriate material to place the same before any 
authorized agency to register the case and investigate the 
matter and, in the event, there is any inaction on their part, 
may seek relief in an appropriate Court . 
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The acts of persons will not be a subject of criminal investigation 
unless a crime is reported to have been committed or reasonable suspicion 
thereto arises. The Bench further clarified: 
On mere conjecture or surmise as a flight of fancy that 
some crime might have been committed, somewhere, by 
somebody but the crime is not known, the persons involved 
in it or the place of crime unknown carmot be termed to be 
reasonable basis at all for starting a criminal investigation, 
the Bench pointed out adding that, however, condemnable 
be the nature or extent of corruption in the country, not all 
acts could be said to fall in that category' '^ . 
Of note is the observation of the Court: 
The attempt made by the High Court in this case appears 
to us to be in the nature of blind shot fired in the dark 
without event knowing whether there is a prey at all and 
that may create sound and fury but not result in hunting 
down the prey . 
As short in the arm of environmentalist is the ruling of the Court: 
The High Court has looked at different circumstances in 
the case with a jaundiced eye, particularly when we (the 
Bench) look at the comments made by it in relation to the 
amount of paper used and standing of the learned counsel 
appearing in the case, the Bench said adding that naturally 
when stakes are high one would not like to take a risk in 
allowing a matter to go by default . 
PIL is doubtless, an important instrument for citizen to get justice 
from the system in a democratic polity. However all that the instant petition 
has done is to delay the project for two and half years, and in the process, 
push up the cost and power starvation. The additional cost is borne by the 
consumers and stakeholders of environment"^. This was despite the EIA 
study of Sagar Dhara that nandikur Nauntingly beautiful narrow coastal 
strip of Dakshina Kannada between the emerald-green Arabian Sea and the 
blue-green rain forests of the Western Ghats. It is nestled in a shallow 
valley dressed by shimmering green paddy fields and shaded by silk cotton, 
teak and coconut trees, with cashew plantations climbing the hill. Satellite 
images of the area show that 60 per of the land in and around Nandikur had 
a thick green cover of forest, plantation and dense vegetation . 
The EIA and environmental clearance of the Cogentrix project had 
not been viewed in the context of the plans to industrialist the Mangalore-
Udupi belt; and therefore that the environmental clearance for the project 
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required review; and that if this was not done, India would renege on the 
environmental protection commitments it made at the 1992 Rio 
conference . The REIA for Mangalore Power Company limited was 
carried out by Tata Consulting Engineers. This was a more comprehensive 
effort compared to the Chockalingam EIS, but borrowed almost entirely 
from SIA carried out by Roshini Nilaya School of Social Work, Mangalore 
for the NTPC project'^l Janajagriti Samithi, got the REIA of Mangalore 
Power Company evaluated by Mr. Sagar Dhara, Based on the 
environmental baseline date that he had evolved for the comprehensive 
EI A and EMP and water air quality monitoring, solid waste management, 
fly ash disposal and human development that he had prepared for the 
NTPC project'". 
H. ASSESSMENT AND OUTCOME: The five major companies which 
are involved in alleged environmental law violations will have an audible 
sigh of relief at the Supreme Court's decision to desist from sitting in 
judgment over their fate. The apex court obviously feels the allegations of 
the NEERI against these five major projects could be better evaluated by 
the respective High Courts of the four concerned States where the 
companies are based. This is an interesting development considering the 
very active role the country's highest judicature has been playing of late in 
environmental affairs, espousing one environmental issue after another in 
its bid to arrest ecological degradation. In fact, it was not very long ago that 
the Court had ordered a review of the environmental clearance given to the 
1000 MW Cogentix power project in Mangalore. And the judges had asked 
NEERI to re-examine the environmental aspects of the Rs, 3,950 crore 
project. If the Court had then acted in the hope that such an evaluation 
would minimize PIL in the fliture, its expectations were belied by the latest 
NEERJ report. For instance, Cogentrix officials had earlier averred that the 
project proposed to use low-sulphur, low-ash coal of high calorific value 
with the latest technology to cut down damage to the environment. But 
NEERI officials seem to be bleakly unimpressed by such claims and 
adduce several technical parameters which, they assert, decidedly 
disqualify of the project and NEERI certainly has a point when it 
enumerates ecological guidelines which stipulate a power project to be at 
least 500 metres away from the flood plain of the river systems: The 
Cogentrix plan is barely 300 metres away. Closer scrutiny would probably 
reveal more negative aspects of the scheme such as its violation of coastal 
zone norms and the problem of resettling thousands of people who would 
be displaced by the project. Anyway it is well that the matter has been 
relegated to the respective High Courts'^ "*. The environmental battlers 
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fought between 1997-99 focused on EIA and financial irregularity. This is 
colossal debacle for EIA regime in India. Thus the EIA inadequacies 
articulated by the forceful environmental groups were silenced in the midst 
of political overtones, constitutional propriety, and probity in public life, 
corporate strategy and bureaucratic hurdles. The states desire to embark on 
massive infrastructural and industrial development eclipsed the robust EIA 
exercise No less than the apex court give a green signal for setting up of the 
Cogentrix thermal power project in coastal Kamataka. The apex court 
dismissing a special leave petition moved against a judgment of the 
Kamataka High Court dismissing a public interest petition by Jan Jagriti 
Samiti challenging the decision to set up the thermal project . 
The Cogentrix declaration of pull out of the 1000 MW project on the 
ground of system failure a string of coalition governments since 1995, 
Pokhran nuclear tests and litigation is no more than an attempt to arm-twist 
the governments concerned. It is the implicit attempt to influence not just 
the administrative arm of the government but even the judiciary . The 
timing of the cogentrix announcement was significant, coming as it did 
only a few days before the Supreme Court was to deliver its verdict on the 
case. And, perhaps, not completely unexpectedly, the Supreme Court 
overturned the High Court Order, in effect clearing cogentrix and its 
partners of all charges. The insidious interference with the Indian judicial 
system is perhaps only one of the signs of the tremendous social and 
economic changes, many of them negative, which can be brought about by 
this obsession with placating international investor. In the process, the 
legal, economic rights of Indian citizens can get completely bypassed . 
C. EIA OF MARINE RESOURCES 
A. FACTUAL CONTEXT: The EIA of marine resources has been a 
subject of great enviro-legal interest in India. For the first time EIA of 
marine eco-system was down up by the noted Gandhian S. Jagannath in 
aqua culture and shrimp industry case. In S. Jagannath v. Union of India , 
a writ petition under Article 32 of the Constitution has been filed for the 
enforcement of CRZ Notification, 1991 against the environmental impact 
of intensive and semi-intensive types of prawn farming in the ecologically 
fragile coastal areas'^^. It is alleged that the coastal states ate allowing big 
business houses to develop prawn farms on a large scale in the ecologically 
fragile coastal areas of the States concerned in violation of Environment 
(Protection) Act, 1986 and the rules framed there under and various other 
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provisions of law. It is also alleged that establishment of prawn farms on 
rural cultivable lands is creating serious environmental, social and 
economic problems for the rural people living along with the coastal bed 
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especially in the east coast . Coastal pollution, universally, is an emerging 
problem. So far as India is concerned it has already become a serious 
environmental problem. Besides direct dumping of waste materials in the 
seas discharge through marine outfalls, large volumes of untreated or semi-
treated wastes generated in various land based sources/activities ultimately 
find way to the seas''". 
B. EIA DIMENSION: According to the facts placed on record by the 
CPCB the coastline of India's mainland is about 6000 km long. Out of the 
total landmass of about 3.28 million sq. kms. Nearly 0.13 million sq. kms 
of coastal land belt (considering 25 km landward distance) girdles three 
sides of the country's sea front which in turn underlays territional limit. 
The country being riverine, have 14 major, 44 medium and 55 minor rivers 
which discharge annually about 1566 thousand million cubic meters of 
water through land drainage into the seas transporting through land 
drainage into the seas transporting a wide range of pollution generated by 
land basis activities . The Board in its report regarding Pollution potential 
of industries in Coastal Areas of India dated November, 1995 gives the 
following data regarding aquaculture farms: 
The effluent generation fi'om aquaculture farms in the east 
coast only in absence of data on west coast farms, is to the 
tune of 2.37 million cubic meters per day, out of which 
Andhra Pradesh has the lion share of about 2.12 million 
cubic meters per day. It may be noted that in all the States, in 
most cases, the effluent discharge is indirect (through 
estuaries, creeks, canals, harbours). It may also be 
noteworthy that the effluents from aquaculture farms are 
discharged directly/indirectly into the coastal waters 
practically without any treatment. For disposal of solid waste 
on the other hand open dumping and land filling is a 
common practice'^^. 
In another report of CPCB entitled Coastal Pollution Control Series 
COPOCS/5/1986-87 the ecological fragility of the area was underlined as 
under: 
The mangrove forest and the wildlife sanctuary in Corings 
Island, the Pulicat lake and the bird sanctuary at Nelapttu are 
the ecologically sensitive areas warranting special attention 
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and protection. No industrial activity which may pose a danger 
to the ecosystem in these areas should be permitted'^ "*. 
C SUPREME COURT VERDICT: The Supreme Court categorically 
realized the need for the comprehensive EIA before the clearance to shrimp 
industry: 
Before any shrimp industry of shrimp pond is permitted to 
installed in the ecology fragile coastal area it mus pass 
through a strict environmental test. There has to be a high 
powered Authority under the Act to scrutinize each and 
every case from the environmental point of view. There 
must be an environmental impact assessment before 
permission is granted to install commercial shrimp farms. 
The conceptual framework of the assessment must be 
broad based primarily concerning environmental 
degradation linked with shrimp farming. The assessment 
must also include the social impact on different population 
strata in the area. The quality of the assessment must be 
analytically based on superior technology. It must take into 
consideration the inter-generational equity and the 
compensation for those who are affected and prejudiced'^^. 
The Supreme Court further directed that the central Government shall 
constitute an authority under Section 3 (3) of the Environment (Protection) 
Act, 1986 for EIA clearance and scrutiny'^^. All aquaculture industries 
shrimp culture industries, shrimp culture ponds. Operating set up in the 
coastal regulation zone as defined under the CRZ Notification shall be 
demolished and removed from the said area before March 31, 1997'"'. The 
agricultural lands, salt pan lands, mangroves, wt lands, forest lands, land 
for village, common purpose and the land meant for public purposes shall 
not be used and converted for construction of shrimp culture ponds. No 
aquaculture industry, shrimp culture industry shrimp culture ponds shall be 
constructed and setup within 1000 meters of Chilka lake and Pulikat lake 
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(including Bird Sanctuaries namely Yadurapattu and Nelapattu) . The 
authority shall with the help of expert opinion and after giving opportunity 
to the concerned polluters assess the loss to the ecology in the affected area 
and shall identify the individual and families who have suffered because of 
the pollution and shall assess the compensation to be paid to the said 
individuals and families. The authority shall further determine the 
compensation to be recovered from the polluters as cost of reversing the 
damaged environment. The authority shall lay down just and fair procedure 
for completing the exercise . The authority shall compute the 
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compensation under two heads namely, for reversing the ecology and for 
payment to individuals. Any violation or non-compliance of the directions 
of this Court shall attract the provisions of the Contempt of Court Act, 
1971 in addition. The compensation amount recovered from the polluters 
shall be deposited under a separate head called "Environment Protection 
Fund" and shall be utilized for compensating the affected persons as 
identified by the authority and also for restoring and damaged 
environment''*^. By adopting a rational approach towards EI A the Court 
thus balanced the imperative of economy and ecology and repudiated the 
arguments of aquaculture being dollar earning industry. The judgment has 
potential to bite deep the development of aquaculture industry. Some of the 
experts feel that compared to agriculture, horticulture the aquaculture 
comes out far ahead in terms of eco-friendliness''". 
D. EIA OF WILDLIFE HABITAT 
A. FACTUAL CONTEXT: The EIA of marine resources of late has been a 
subject of great enviro-legal interest in India. The EIA of marine wildlife 
sanctuary and its adverse impact on the stakeholders of environment was 
litigated before Orissa High Court. In the Centre for Environmental Law v. 
State of Orissa^'^^, the heritage of mangrove forest and rookery of olive 
ridely sea turtle and the possible adverse impact on the marine and coastal 
environment was called into question. The seminal importance of 
Bhitarkanika Wildlife Sanctuary can be gauged from the fact that 
Bhitarkanika is a unique mangrove eco-system and is the second largest 
stretch of mangrove forests in the Indian mainland. Its richness floristically 
is apparent from the fact that out of the 67 known Indian mangrove species 
62 are found in this sanctuary. The sanctuary is a unique reptilian refuse 
mangrove eco-system. It is the home of estuarine crocodile commonly 
known as daula''* .^ On the other hand Gahirmatha beach which is the 
largest rookery of olive ridley turtles in the world. This type of turtle is one 
of the five different varieties of sea turtles found in the Indian coastal 
waters. Gahirmatha occupies a prominent place four known species of 
rookeries of the world viz, olive ridley sea turtle, hawksbills, leatherback 
and green sea turtle are found on 15 km. living and 50 metre wide stretch 
along Gahirmatha. All the four species of sea turtles found in Orissa are 
protected under Schedule 1 of the Indian Wildlife (Protection Act, 1972 and 
lUCN Red Data Stock as endangered species. The sea turtles are also 
protected under the Migratory Species Convention and CITES (Convention 
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on International Trade on Endangered Species^^'^. However due to cyclonic 
devastations and reckless fishing and nesting the incidence of death of sea 
turtle is gradually increasing. Gahirmatha occupies a unique place of 
importance in the ridley rookeries in the world. There are four such known 
rookeries in the world one is found in Mexico two in Costa Rica and the 
fourth one is Gahirmatha. On an average, a female turtle lays about 120 
eggs in a hole dug in the sands. The average life expectancy of turtle is 
about 100 years. 
B. EIA DIMENSIONS: According to the environmentalists protection of 
the rookery is of paramount importance'''^. In view of the unique marine 
bio-diversity the EIA Study Group suggested to constitute a Committee 
which will grant opportunity to different stakeholders for presentation of 
rival contentions more specifically the livelihood issues and protection of 
the sanctuary'"" .^ The Committee after an in depth study has come out with 
concret recommendations. Environment Impact Assessment Study Group 
EIAS in the Bhitarkanika Sanctuary as suggested creation of EIA portatory 
committees E.I.A.S. study Group to grant opportunity to those who were 
interested to submit their proposals, suggestions of such suggestions 
proposals an in depth study of the problems valuable suggestion which in 
its view would he ideal for all concerned'''^. The impact evaluation and 
mitigating measures inter alia includes impact of Talchua Fish landing 
Centre on the ecology of Bhitarkanika Wildlife Sanctuary, mass resting of 
olive ridlery sea turtle, improvement of roads and construction of briges 
and fish landing outlet and centres. It has also expressed the view that 
construction of fish landing centres at Talchuka in the revenue village 
Rajendranagar will provide a decent and hygienic landing place and will 
save from the inconveniences of depending on Dharmra for unloading the 
fish catch. The committee however, suggested that there are certain 
secondary effects, which unless mitigated, might have serious adverse 
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impacts on the mangrove forests . Regarding impact of Talchua Fish 
landing centre on the mass nesting of the Olive Ridley Sea Turtles, the 
Committee observed that no clear protective measures have been suggested 
for improvement of the roads and construction of bridges on Bhitarkanika 
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eco-system to minimize the adverse impact . 
C. OPINION OF HIGH COURT: After taking into consideration the 
report of the EIA Committee the Orissa High Court ruled that Talchua Fish 
Landing Centre be made fiinctional'^°. All possible attempts should be 
made to curb the influx of migratory human population of the surrounding 
area. Sea going vessels with required staff and police should be stationed at 
vintage points during 1st November to the end of May to ensure that 
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trawlers do not enter the Gahlrmatha area'^'. Since part of the proposed 
road (Khola to Talchua via Dangmal) will have some adverse impact on the 
ecology of Bhitarkanika Sanctuary, it is necessary to have realignment of 
this part of the road via Halitapatia (Khala Nalitapatia Talchua) along the 
bank of the river brahmani. Protective special force deployment can not 
take care of the massive organized illegal fishing activities at Gahirmatha 
Marine Wildlife Sanctuary'". 
Immediate steps be taken to evict the unauthorized occupants of 
forest land, including rivers and creeks within the boundary of 
Bhiatarkanika Wildlife Sanctuary. All forest lands including rivers and 
creeks within the boundary of Bhitarkanika Wildlife Sanctuary should be 
declared as reserve forest and be treated as property of the forest 
Department and restored to it. No new leases for land and water bodies 
should be granted within the Sanctuary. The aquaculture farms (semi-
intensive and intensive) should not be allowed within the Sanctuary's 
boundary. Eco-development programme should be undertaken on priority 
basis in the Sanctuary with the object of conservation of the habitat with its 
biotic diversity. Attempts should be made to involve the local people and 
attempts should be made bring in participatory sense of involvement in 
them. A feeling should be generated in them that there should be decreased 
dependence on the forests and encourage them to avail acceptance of the 
alternatives . 
To avoid the possibility of any adverse impact due to increase in the 
number of mechanized boats, there should be a ceiling to the number of 
licences to be issued to the fishing fifty and the traditional crafts 
Precautionary measures is to be taken in respect of mangrove forests in the 
Mahanadi estuarine system including Mukitola, Jamboo and adjoining 
forest blocks. Keeping in view the massiveness and sensitive nature of the 
ftinctions to be undertaken a permanent body should be constituted to study 
the environmental impact and suggest steps for protecting the environment 
with due regard to the interest on developmental activities. A High Level 
Committee for Protection Conservation and Research on Sea Turtles 
should be set up'^ '*. The net effect of the judgment has been a mixed one. It 
had made some salutary impact in Goa by involvement of locals in the 
protecting the nesting sties of olive ridley sea turtle and conservation effort. 
Ironically in Orissa vast seems to be done for the protection of marine 
wildlife resources. 
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III. CONTEMPORARY JUDICIAL TRENDS 
A. EIA OF RIVER VALLEY PROJECTS 
A. FACTUAL CONTEXT: The controversial Sardar Sarovar Project 
(SSP) on the Narmada River is planned to the largest and most expensive 
multipurpose river project ever to be initiated in India. The project is 
supposed to irrigate 1.8 million ha land and supply drinking water to 40 
million people, and create an installed capacity of 1450 MW of power, over 
the next thirty years'^^. While proponents of the project table it is as the 
most studied river valley project in India, reality seems to lag far behind 
rhetoric. The environmental impacts for the SSP lack of a comprehensive 
EIA and environmental clearance. It is shocking that such a large project 
I en 
can be allowed to proceed without a comprehensive EIA being fulfilled . 
The diverse range of environmental impacts of SSP requires a 
comprehensive EIA before any project can be considered for clearance. 
This fact has been recognized in India at least since 1975, when the Central 
Water Commission issued its guidelines of studies on river valley projects. 
The SSP, like all other such projects in India, was not subjected to such an 
EIA prior to clearance the study passed off as an EIA in the early 1980s 
was only a preliminary statement. Even seven years after receiving 
conditional environmental clearance, a comprehensive EIA of the SSP is 
lacking'^l 
Even today, there is no comprehensive EIA of the Project. A large 
number of studies have been undertaken and some completed, but the 
project authorities have never bothered to try to put all studies together. It 
is essential they look at the entire range of impacts, or vital inputs will be 
lost. For example, water logging studies need to be examined by those 
looking at the spread of disease vectors in the command; downstream 
studies need to look at run off and so on. Such a holistic view has never 
been taken'^^. The conditional environmental clearance granted to the SSP 
in 1987 has effectively lapsed. The project authorities have not adhered to 
most of the major conditional ties laid down by the MoEF. The clearance 
given to SSP in 1987, by MoEF was conditional. It was stipulated than 
within a specified time, period, various assessments and work plants had to 
be prepared. The implementation was that if these conditions were not 
fulfilled, clearance would be revoked, which in turn meant that further 
construction would not be permitted. However, despite the clear and 
acknowledged fact that for several years these conditions have remained 
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unfulfilled, clearance has not been formally revoked, and construction has 
been allowed to continue. This makes a mockery of the entire process of 
environmental clearance'^^. 
B. EIA DIMENSIONS: Proceeded to construction without a thorough 
assessment of environmental impacts, and furthermore, is being allowed to 
progress while its conditional clearance has effectively lapsed. These 
aspects could perhaps have been made light of it the environmental impacts 
of the project were, prime facie minimal. It seems quite appropriate to look 
at the possible environmental impacts of this project, to understand why 
critics consider the SSP to be a potential disaster'^'. The worst 
environmental impact of the SSP is likely to be in Gujarat, where over half 
the area is to be irrigated is moderately to severely prone to water logging 
and Stalinization. The possible loss of about one million hectares of 
agricultural land due to water logging and Stalinization is an environmental 
threat of epic magnitude, and is likely to seriously undermine the stated 
benefits. In addition, severe environmental impacts are anticipated 
downstream of the project, and even outside the so-called impact zone, e.g. 
in the forest areas where rehabilitation is planned. In the absence of 
detailed studies the fUll nature and scope of the environmental impact of 
the SSP and possible preventive and mitigate measures remain unknown . 
The forests of the SSP submergence zone, while substantially 
degraded, still contain a large diversity of flora and fauna that is capable of 
supporting over 70,000 people. Though compensatory afforestation and 
wildlife conservation measures are being undertaken or planned, there is no 
feasible way of completely recovering the loss of these forests, or of saving 
much of the biological diversity that they contain. This is heightened by the 
fact that compensatory afforestation in the case of SSP is being done in 
Kutch, an ecological zone completely different from the Narmada 
Valley . Besides the loss of forests and terrestrial biological diversity the 
upstream aquatic ecosystem will be seriously disrupted by the dam, though 
the full impacts are not yeat possible to predict. At least one threatended 
species, the Marsh crocodile, could be affected. Ameliorative measures 
being planned focused almost exclusively on commercially useful fish, 
ignoring all the other aquatic fauna and flora. As in the case of terrestrial 
wildlife, there is likely to be a loss of the wildlife areas which cannot be 
compensated in any way'^ "*. SSP's catchments is under heavy pressure, and 
there is a distinct possibility of premature siltation of the reservoir, as has 
happened in many other Indian projects. Catchment area treatment has 
been initiated, but appear to be far behind schedule in Maharashtra and 
Madhya Pradesh. The problem of encroachment on lands identified for 
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treatment is as yet unresolved. Non-completion of upstream projects like 
Narmada Sagar, Omkareshwar, and Maheshwar, would increase the 
catchment area of the SSP, with a concomitantly higher silt inflow'^^ Yet 
another impact on the catchment area may result from the migration of 
displaced people into the forests, especially in the case of oustees from 
M.P. who may not want to resettle in Gujarat, and would rather choose land 
close to their original villages'^^. The SSP reservoir could cause water 
logging, especially in the plains area of Madhya Pradesh, which will be 
sandwiched between the reservoir and the Narmada Sagar canals. Studies 
on this seem to be absent. The deposition of large particles of silt in the 
tail-end of the reservoir would cause increased flooding in the surrounding 
areas as the level of the river bed would rise this would not only increase 
the extent of submergence, but increase the tendency for water logging to 
occur. Such an eventuality should have been studied in advance . The 
presence of the reservoir as also of residual water pools and waterlogged 
lands in surrounding areas could increase the incidence of diseases like 
malaria. Action plans to combat this still rely heavily on the use of 
pesticides, which are not only becoming less effective, but are becoming a 
serious health themselves. It is also worth noticeable that while health 
facilities to combat epidemics like malaria are common in the non-tribal 
plains area of Nimar (M.P.), such facilities in the tribal areas of all three 
states are woefully inadequate or absent. The brunt of any increased 
malaria is thus likely to be borne by the most marginalized residents of the 
affected area'^^. In the down stream of SSP the riverine ecosystem'^^, 
estuary, command area water logging and Stalimzation , loss of 
biological diversity and other impacts such as spread of water related 
diseases and disruption of natural drainage patterns have not been 
adequately realized. 
C. SUPREME COURT INTERVENTION: In response to Supreme 
Court's direction to review various aspects of SSP Union Water Resources 
Secretar>- Ramaswamy R. Iyer reacted that Court had not referred the issue 
of financing aspects to the renouncement and rehabilitation. The old 
sanctioned estimate of the project is no longer valid and that the revised 
cost estimates will be very much higher'^''. He maintained that the total 
number of submergence affected persons was still not final, and there was 
not adequate information on the numbers involved in other categories such 
as canal affected persons. The Government's submissions say that these 
impacts will take some years to emerge and that it is premature to try to 
assess them at this stage; but that seems to me a dangerously complacent 
attitude . Under these compelling circumstances the Supreme Court 
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directed that there shall be no further construction of the spill way portion 
of SSP till the concerned states sort out their differences on the issue. The 
spill way portion of the dam effectively decides the submergence of the 
Narmada valley against which the Narmada Bachhao Andolan and 
spearheading a campaign. The order was passed by a three-judge bench 
comprising Justice J.S. Verma, Justice S.P. Bharcha and Justice K.S. 
Paripooran. On the submission by the Solicitor General, Deepankar Gupta 
that this process of ironing out differences on the issue of dam construction 
would take at least three months, the court adjourned the hearing in the 
matter to July, 16, 1996''^ 
The Supreme Court deferred hearing in SSP case to July 16, 1996 to 
enable the Union Government and the States of Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, 
Maharashtra and Rajasthan to resolve their differences about the technical 
details of the project out side the Court. The Court permitted limited 
construction of the project as per its earlier order on May 5, 1995 under 
which the effective height of the dam would be maintained at 80.30 metres 
which is the existing height between blocks 30 to 46 of the dam. The effect 
of the Court's order is that the ongoing construction of the dam would 
continue until further orders though the height of the dam could not be 
raised beyond 80.30 metres. In other words, construction to raise the 
existing water level of the dam can not be undertaken. The order was 
passed by the court after the counsel for Gujarat, Mr. F.S. Nariman 
submitted that the Madhya Pradesh Government was insisting that the 
height of the dam should not exceed 80.5 metres which was against the 
award given by the narmada Tribuanl which was binding upon ail the 
parties. The judges observed: 
We are not concerned with the problems of the Centre and 
the concerned States. We are only concerned with the 
rehabilitation of the coustees. The judges reminded the 
center and the concerned States that each one of you have 
to discharge their obligations in accordance with the award. 
Don't try to widen the scope of the present petition. 
Whatever is required to be done under the award, which is 
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binding upon the parties, has to be done . 
When the Solicitor General, Mr. Dipankar Gupta, pointed out that 
Madhya Pradesh was only willing to rehabilitate oustees upto 80.5 metres 
construction level, the Court observed: 
First the Centre and concerned State Governments should 
resolve their difference according to the machinery 
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provided for this purpose, then only the court will hear the 
matter'' . 
In their brief order, the judges made it clear that: 
During the pendency of the petition filed by Normada 
Bachao Andolan, it should not be understood that it would 
in any manner inhibit resolution of these differences by the 
prescribed authority. Under the law, the aggrieved State 
has to move the Narmada Controlling Authority for 
resolution of differences, arising out of the Narmada 
award. Once the authority passes its order, an appeal can be 
filed before the review committee comprising the Chief 
Ministers of all the State concerned and the Union 
Government and the decision of the review committee 
would be final and binding upon the parties'^^. 
The Court judges asked the Solicitor General to file a report in this 
regard before the next date of hearing. When the counsel for NBA Mr. 
Shanti Bhushan, submitted before the Court that pending the resolution of 
the differences amount the States, the construction work should be stopped, 
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judges were not inclined to pass any order . After four years of 
investigation and mounds of litigation, the Supreme Court surprised many 
by issuing an interim order on February 18, 1999 which permitted the 
resumption of construction on dam up to a height of 85 metres . One of 
the major reasons the court allowed work to resume was based on the 
affidavit provided by Maharashtra and Gujarat that all ousfees had been 
ftilly rehabilitated and indicating that arrangements had been made for 
those to be displaced by the uncrease of 3.5 metre in dam height. In other 
words the Court disregarded a great deal of the information prepared by 
NBA. The Court as avia-media recognized a three members Grievance 
Redressed Authority to investigate two issues. The first being the 
rehabilitation of the resettled oustees had been completed in a satisfactory 
manner and in accordance with NWDT award. The second condition 
pertained to the preparation to resettle individuals who would be displaced 
if the height were to raised to 90 metres were adequate'^^. The Committee 
was enjoined to report on the State of displaced people in mid-April when 
the Court would entertain the motion of raising the height of the dam to 90 
metres. The NBA argued strongly that the entire project ought to remain 
suspended until full re examination has been conducted. The NBA brought 
up EIA issues, cost-benefit analyses, and constitutional rights and inter 
J O T , 
generational equity surrounding the construction of dam . In the six years 
that elapsed between the filing of the petition and last October's judgment. 
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two significant developments took place. First work on the project was 
suspended in subsequently; the Court ordered in early 1999 that the 
Government of Gujarat could raise the dam from 80 to 88 metres. 
D. NBA FINAL VERDICT: Supreme Court in Narmada Bachao Andolan 
V. Union of India speaking through chief Justice A.S. Anand and Justice 
B.N. Kirpal has adopted a purely pro development stand on SSP. Deeply 
concerned with the environmental aspects'^^, their lordship besides 
dwelling on the maintainability of NBA petition dealt with series of issues 
concerning EIA of SSP. There is no reason whatsoever as to why 
independent experts should be required to examine the quality, accuracy, 
recommendations and implementation of studies carries"*''. The clearance 
of June, 1987 required the work to be done pari passue with the 
construction of the dams and the filling of the reservoir. The status of 
reservoir level was 88.0 meter, the impoundemrt area was 6881 hectares 
(19%) and the area where catchments treatment had been carried out was 
128230 hectares being 7.56% of the total work required to be done. The 
minutes of the Environmental Sub-Group as on 28 September, 1999 stated 
that catchments area treatment works were nearing completion in the states 
of Gujarat and Maharashtra. Through, there was some slippage in Madhya 
Pradesh; however, overall works by and large were on schedule. This 
clearly showed that the monitoring of the catchments and treatment plan 
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was being done by the Environmental Sub-Group quite effectively . The 
dam is neither a nuclear establishment nor a polluting industry. The 
construct in of a dam undoubtedly would result in the change of 
environment but it will not be correct to presume that the construction of a 
large dam like the Sardar Sarovar will result in ecological disaster. India 
has an experience of over 40 years in the construction of dam. The 
experience does not show that construction of a large dam is not cost 
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effective or leads to ecological or environmental degradation . In India 
notification had been issued under Section 3 of the Environmental Act 
regarding prior environmental clearance in the case of undertaking of 
projects and setting from 1994. There was, at the time when the 
environmental clearance was granted in 1987, no obligation to obligation to 
obtain to obtain any statutory clearance. The Environmental clearance 
which was granted in 1987 was essentially administrative in nature, having 
regard and concern of the environment in the region. Change in 
environment does not per se violate any right under Article 21 of the 
Constitution of India especially when ameliorative steps are taken not only 
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to preserve but to improve ecology and environment and case of 
displacement, prior relief rehabilitation measures take place pari passu 
with the construction of the dam'^'. At the time when the environmental 
clearance was granted by Prime Minister whatever studies were available 
were taken into consideration. It was known that the construction of the 
dam would result in submergence and the consequent effect which the 
reservoir will have on the ecology of the surrounding areas was also 
known. Various studies relating to environmental impact, some of which 
have been referred to earlier in this judgment, had been carried out. There 
are different facets of environment and if in respect of a few of them 
adequate data was not available it does not mean that the decision taken to 
grant environmental clearance was in any way vitiated. The clearance 
required further studies to be undertaken and we are satisfied that this has 
been and is being done. Care for environment is an on going process and 
the system in place would ensure that ameliorative steps are taken to 
counter the adverse effect, if any on the environment with the construction 
ofthedam'^°. 
E. MAJORITY VERDICT: The majority judgment ordered for immediate 
resumption of the project with conditions compliance clearance including 
completion of relief and rehabilitation work ameliorative and compensatory 
measures for environmental protection in thereby protecting the rights 
under Article 21 of the Constitution'^'. Keeping these principles in view, 
the Court issued the following directions: 
1. Construction of the dam will continue as per the Award of the 
Tribunal. 
2. As per Relief and Rehabilitation Sub-Group has cleared the 
construction up to 90 meters, the same can be undertaken 
immediately. Further raising of the height will be only pari passue 
with the implementation of the relief and rehabilitation Sub-Group. 
The Relief and Rehabilitation Sub-Group will give clearance of 
further construction after consulting the three Grievances Redressal 
Authorities. 
3. The Environment Sub-Group under the Secretary, Ministry of 
Environment and Forests, Government of India will consider and 
give, at each stage of the construction of the dam, environment 
clearance before further construction beyond 90 meters can be 
undertaken. 
4. The permission to raise the dam height beyond 90 meters will be 
given by the Narmada Control Authority, form time to tome, after it 
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obtains the abovementioned clearances from the Relief and 
Rehabilitation Sub-Group and Environment Sub-Group. 
. The reports of the Grievances redressal Authorities, and of Madhya 
Pradesh in Particular, shows that there is a considerable slackness in 
the work of identification of land, acquisition of suitable land and the 
consequent steps necessary to be taken to rehabilitate the project 
oustees. We direct the States of Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and 
Gujarat to implement the award and give relief and rehabilitation to 
the oustees in terms of the packages offered by them and these States 
shall comply with any direction in this regard which is given either 
by the NCA or the Review Committee or the Grievances Redressal 
Authorities. 
Even though there has been substantial compliance with the 
conditions imposed under the environment clearance the NCA and 
the Environment Sub-Group will continue to monitor and ensure that 
all steps are taken not only to protect but to restore and improve the 
environment. 
The NCA will within our weeks from today draw up an Action in 
relation to further construction and the relief and rehabilitation work 
to be undertaken. Such an Action Plan will fix a time frame so as to 
ensure relief and rehabilitation pari passu with the increase in the 
height of the dam. Each State shall abide by the terms of the action 
plan so prepared by the NCA and in the event of any dispute or 
difficulty arising, representation may be made to the Review 
Committee. However each State shall be bound to comply with the 
directions of the NCA with regard to the acquisition of land for the 
purpose of relief and rehabilitation to the extent and within the 
period specified by the NCA . 
The Review Committee shall meet whenever required to do so in the 
event of there being any un-resolved dispute on an issue which is 
before the NCA. In any event the Review Committee shall meet at 
least once in three of construction of the dam and implementation of 
the R & P programmes. If for any reason serious differences in 
implementation of the Award arise and the same cannot be resolved 
in the Review Committee, the Committee may refer the same to the 
Prime Minister whose decision, in respect thereof, shall be final and 
binding on all concerned. 
The Grievance Redressal Authorities will be at liberty, in case the 
need arises, to issue appropriate directions to the respective States 
for due implementation of the R & R programmes of its directions. 
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the GRAs will be at liberty to approach the Review Committee for 
appropriate orders. 
lO.Every endeavour shall be made to see that the project is completed as 
expeditiously as possible. This and conceted petitions are disposed 
off in the aforesaid terms. Justice S.P. Bharucha in dissention 
judgment it view that the Sardar Sarovar Project does not require to 
be reexamined, having regard to its cost effectiveness or otherwise, 
and that the seismicity aspect of the Project has been sufficiently 
examined and no further consideration thereof is called for'^ .^ 
F. MINORITY OPINION: Justice S.P. Bharucha in a dissenting judgment 
viewed that environmental clearance should be in conformity with 
Guidelines for Environmental Impact Assessment of River Valley Project. 
While river valley projects were a basic necessity to a country whose 
economy was largely based on agriculture, over the years the realization 
had downed that river valley projects and their due quota of positive and 
adverse impacts which had to be careflilly assessed and balanced for 
achieving sustained benefits'^ "*. In the Chapter headed Relevance of 
Environmental Aspects for River Valley Development Projects, the 
Guidelines stated, 'Concern for environmental pollution is rather a recent 
phenomenon which has been triggered mainly by the backlash effect of 
accelerated industrial growth in the developed countries. Two major 
criteria the project should maximize economic returns and it should be 
technically feasible are no longer considered adequate to decide the 
desirability or even the viability of the project. It is now widely recognized 
that the development effort may frequently produce not only sought for 
benefits, but other often urianllcipated undesirable conseqiif^nces as well 
which may nullify the socio-economic benefits for which the project is 
designed. Such strong feelings are easy to understand in the context of the 
prevailing economic stagnation'^^. The absence and inadequacy of data on 
rehabilitation, catchments area treatment, command area development, 
compensatory afforestation, and flora and fauna are also being lamented. 
Considering the magnitude of rehabilitation, involving a large 
percentage of tribal, loss of extensive forest are rich in biological diversity, 
enormous environmental cost of the project and considering the fact that 
the basic data on vital aspects was still not available there could be but one 
conclusion, that the project(s) are not ready for the approval . Even in 
1987 when the environmental clearance to the Project was given, it had 
been found necessary by the Union of India to rigorously assess the 
environmental impact of river valley projects. Even otherwise, it was 
imperative to consider the Project's environmental aspects, such as its 
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effect on health, plan genetic resources, aquatic resources, water-logging 
and salinity irrigated, soils, deforestation and soil conservation. Its short 
and long term impact on population, on flora and fauna, on wildlife, on 
national parks and sanctuaries, on historical, cultural and religious 
monuments, on forests agriculture, fisheries and recreation and tourism had 
to be taken in account'^^. As adverse impact on the environment on have 
disastrous consequences for this generation and generations to come. 
G. NEED FOR DE NOVO EIA: The Court cannot place its seal of 
approval on so vast an undertaking as the project with out first ensuring 
that those best fitted to do so have had the opportunity of gathering all 
necessary data on the environmental impact of the Project and of assessing 
it. They must then decide if environmental clearance to the project can be 
given, and if it can, what environmental safeguard measures have to be 
adopted, and their cost. While surveys and studies on the given that the 
construction of the dam and other work on the project has already 
commenced, this factor must play a part in their deciding whether or not 
environmental clearance should be accorded. Until Environmental 
clearance to the project is accorded by them, further construction work on 
the dam shall cease'^^. The Union of India has issued a Notification on 27'^ 
January, 1994 called the Environmental Impact Assessment Notification, 
1994 and amended it on 4*^  May, 1994. it is terms are not applicable to the 
present proceedings but its provisions are helpful in so far as they prescribe 
who is to assess the environmental impact assessment reports and 
environment management plans that are submitted by application for new 
projects, including hydro-electro project. The notification says, the reports 
submitted with the application shall be evaluated and assessed by the 
Impact Assessment Agency (lAA) would be the Union Minister of 
Environment and Forests. The Committee of Experts mentioned above 
shall constituted by the EIA of such other body under the Central 
Government authorized by the IIA in this regard'^^. The Environmental 
Impact Agency of the Union Ministry of Environment and Forests shall 
now appoint a committee of experts composed of experts in the fields 
mentioned in Schedule III of the notification and that committee of experts 
shall assess the environmental impact of the Project as stated above. I 
should not be deemed to have agreed to anything stated in Brother Kirpal's 
judgment for the reason that I have not traversed it in the course of what 
have stated. In the premises, the Environmental Impact Agency of Ministry 
of Environment and Forests in fields mentioned in Schedule III of his 
notification and that committee of experts shall assess the environmental 
impact of the Project as stated above . 
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I should not be deemed to have agreed to anything stated in brother 
Kirpal's judgment for the reason that I have not traversed it in the course of 
what I have stated in the premises^^'. The Environmental Impact Agency of 
the Ministry of Environment and Forests of the Union of India shall 
forthwith appoint a Committee of Experts in the fields mentioned in 
Schedule III of the notification dated 2?"' January, 1994, called the 
Environmental Impact Assessment Notification, 1994. The Committee 
Expert shall gather all necessary data on the environmental impact of the 
Project. They shall be free to commission or carry out such surveys and 
studies and the like as they already had been carried out. Upon such data, 
the Committee of Experts shall assess the environmental impact of the 
Project and decide if environmental clearance to the project can be given 
and if it can, what environmental safeguard measures must be adopted, and 
their cost . In so doing, the Committee of Experts shall take into 
consideration the fact that the construction of the dam and other work on 
the project has already commenced. Until environmental clearance to the 
project is accorded by the Committee of Experts as aforestated, further 
construction work on the dam shall cease. The Grievance Redressal 
Authorities of the States of Gujarat, Madhya Predesh and Maharashtra shall 
ensure that theose ousted by reason of the Project are given relief and 
rehabilitation in ude measure. When the Project obtains environmental 
clearance. Assuming that it does, each of the Grievance Redressal 
Authorities of the States of Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra 
shall, after inspection, certify, before work on the ftirther construction of 
the dam can begin, that those ousted by reason of the increase in the height 
of the dam by 5 meters from ist presenl level have already satisfactorily 
rehabilitated and also that suitable vacant land for rehabilitating all those 
who will be ousted by the increase in the height of the dam by another 5 
meters is already in the possession of the respective States. This process 
shall be repeated for every successive proposed 5 meter increase in the dam 
height. If for any reason the work on the Project, now or at any time in the 
future, cannot proceed and the Project is not completed, all oustees who 
have been rehabilitated or to return to where they were ousted from, 
provided such place remains habitable, and they shall not be made at all 
liable in monetary or other terms on this account. The writ petition is 
allowed in the aforesaid terms. The connected matters are disposed of in 
the same terms . No order as to costs. 
H. IMPACT AND ASSESSMENT: The Narmada Valley has a rich 
archaeological heritage and evidence of earliest human and humanoid 
civilization has been found here. A Harrappan contemporary civilization 
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has been simply bypassed and ignored'^ "'*. After six and half year of 
litigation the primary imperative of what has come to be called the majority 
judgment is that the constriction is completed as expedition sly as possible. 
Further it says that the Court ought to have no role in deciding such 
mattered. In fact it ought to take essayers' legal inhumation and three 
Supreme Court judges to come to this profound conclusion^^^. The majority 
order has found the NBA guilty of latches. The NBA has been given in 
1987 by filing a wrt petition in 1994. when such projects are undertaken 
and hundreds of crores of public money is spent, individual or 
organizations, in the garh of PIL cannot be permitted to challenge the 
policy decision taken after a lapse to time. The Court has ignored the basis 
fact that most information about such projects is secret and classified, and 
very rarely available to the public. The NBA raise the issue with the 
government when the government ignored the persistent please of the 
movement and the mounting evidence, did it decide to move the Court to 
have reprimanded the government for undue hurry. Even before the project 
had secured environment clearance . The majority order ftirther observes 
that once the Award is binding on the States, it will not be open to a third 
party like the petitioners to challenge the correctness thereof. We therefore, 
do not propose to deal with any contention which in fact seems to 
challenge the correctness of a issue decided by the Tribunal. This is a very 
legalistic interpretation of the Inter State Water Disputes Act, 1956, 
(IS WD A) and Article 262 of the Constitution, especially when the Tribunal 
Award is challenged face to face against fundamental rights, including the 
right to life. The Tribunal is a creation of the ISWDA. However, in the case 
of the Narmada, the dispute is noi belwcen the States but between the staste 
and people. Hence, to say that a third party cannot challenge the tribunal is 
not only a narrow view but also an incorrect application of the ISWDA . 
On the most objectionable parts of the Court's notings are the 
remarks regarding Public Interest Litigation (PIL) saying that. With the 
passage of time, PIL jurisdication has been ballooning so as to encompass 
within its ambit subject as probity in public life. But the ballon should not 
be allowed to degenerate to becoming Publicity Interest Litigation or 
Private Inquisitiveness Litigation. If the Court wanted to say that NBAs PIl 
was frivolous or filed to gain publicity, it should have stated so in so many 
words^° .^ The NBA cited certain judgments of the Supreme Court which 
rule that the precautionary principle must be followed and that the burden 
of proof (that adverse impact will not be there) is on the agency that wants 
to change the status quo. The order further states that, 'in the present case, 
we are not concerned with polluting industries. What is being constructed 
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is a large dam. The dam is neither a nuclear establishment nor a polluting 
industry. The construction of a dam would undoubtedly result in the change 
of environment, but it will not be correct to presume that the construction 
of a large dam like Sardar Sarovar will result in ecological disaster. A 
substantial part of the Court Order is nothing but an eulogy of large dams 
based on personal opinions, which was not the subject matter of the 
litigation and was not discussed or presented during the hearings or in the 
submissions. Indeed, a host of extensive documentation including the India 
Country Study shows ample evidence of the serious problems of large 
dams, not only with respect to the social and environmental impacts, but 
also with respect to the benefits that they have been able to provide^°^. 
B. EIA AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
In Centre for SocialJustice v. Union oflndia'^^ is a case of seminal 
importance is giving effect to the public participation under EIA laws in 
latter and sprits. Since this is the first case dealing with the compliance of 
public participation public hearing provision in EIA law in the country, a 
detailed analysis runs quit in order. 
A. MODALITIES OF PUBLIC HEARING: The petitioner invoked the 
writ jurisdiction of Gujarat High Court for the fair play and justice in 
according people participation in EIA process. The centre challenged the 
manner in which notifications issued by the Government of India under the 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 in the matter of grant of environmental 
clearances are not being complied with the letter and spirit. The main 
grievance was that the environmental clearance given by the State 
Government of the Gujarat Eiecuicity Beard, Dhuvaran Thermal Power 
Project, Anand on the ground that the public hearing proceedings were ab 
intitio vold^". The Court was called upon to decide the legality and 
morality of public hearing process the public hearings should be conducted 
effective and meaningful manner. While putting the record straight the 
petitioner placed the relevant laws such Environment (Protection) Act and 
Rule 1986 EIA Notification, 1997^'l The petitioner trust has asserted that 
notices for public hearings in respect of the applications made by 20 units 
for environmental clearance certificates were attended by the 
representatives of the petitioner trust and that in certain respects such 
hearings were found to be defective and not serving useful purpose for 
which the hearings are required to be given by the authorities. The details 
of such 20 units are given in Annexure "C" to the petition. At the hearing 
of this petition, however, the learned counsel for the petitioner has 
submitted that the petitioner is not interested in challenging the public 
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hearings already held in respect of the said 20 units and that though the 
present petition does contain a challenge to the public hearing held for 
grant of environmental clearance to GEB . 
B. NOTICE AND VENUE: Regarding the venue of public hearing, it is 
submitted that the authorities are holding such hearings at District 
headquarters. The persons who are likely to be affected by the project, 
particularly those who are going to be adversely affected in environmental 
matters, are poor persons who would not travel a long distance between the 
proposed project site and the District head quarters. It again restricts local 
participation at the public hearing. Therefore, the venue of the public 
hearing should be fixed either at the site of the proposed project or at the 
office of the Gram Panchayat of the concerned village^''*. As per the 
notification, the notice for public hearings is required to be published in at 
least two newspapers having wide circulation in the area where the project 
is going to be put up and at least one of such newspapers has to be in 
vernacular language. The publication is made in newspapers having 
comparatively less circulation and sometimes in obscure newspapers 
having no sizable circulation but only having official patronage. It is 
submitted that the rules do not place any upper limit on the number of 
newspapers in which the notice for public hearing can be published. 
Publication of such notice should be made in all newspapers having 
circulation in the area or at least the publication must be made in the 
newspapers having wide circulation in the District concerned. The copy of 
the public nofice should be sent to the Gram Panchayat of every village 
which is likely to be affected by the project. As regards the period of 
notice, it is submitted that the period of public notice regarding nnblir, 
hearing should be at least three months . 
C ACCESS TO EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: It is fiirther submitted that 
executive summary required to the fiimished by the unit is very often not 
available at the local level with the result that the local participation in 
public hearing is practically nil. Therefore, the authorities are required to 
be directed to make the executive summary available at all the places 
stipulated by the notifications especially at the local level. It is also 
submitted that the unit is required to submit the environmental impact 
assessment report, but a copy of such report or summary thereof is not 
made available. It is only if the summary of such environmental impact 
assessment report in the local language is made available that there can be 
effective participation of the affected local people at the public hearing . 
It is further submitted that the minutes of the public hearing are either not 
recorded or not given to the concerned persons who participated at the 
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public hearing with the result that the concerned persons who have raised 
objections are not aware whether their objections have been recorded and 
considered and, therefore, they are also not in a position to effectively file 
an appeal against any clearance which may ultimately be granted by the 
concerned Government^'^. Finally, regarding the environmental clearance 
certificate, it is submitted that since the authorities do not communicate the 
grant of environmental clearance certificate to the objectors, their statutory 
right of preferring an appeal under the National Environment Appellate 
Authority Act, 1997 becomes illusory'^ '^ . 
D. QUORUM AT THE PUBLIC HEARINGS: As regards the number of 
members of the committee who ought to remain present to constitute a 
quorum, again it cannot be laid down as a matter of inviolable rule that all 
the committee members must remain present, but it is obvious that if a 
large number of members of the committee are absent, the public hearing 
may become illusory^'^. In each case, therefore, the convener of the 
committee shall have to consider whether the number of committee 
members present as well as the categories which they represent are 
adequate so as to serve the purpose of public hearing. To put it differently 
at least the officer of the GPCB, the officer from the Department of 
Environment & Forest and at least one senior citizen nominated by the 
Collector will have to remain present in order to prevent the public hearing 
from being rendered invalid. As regards the minutes of the proceedings of 
public hearing, it is required to be noted that this stand is taken by the 
GPCB. As regards the number of public hearings a submission is made that 
the number of hearings should be restricted to only one project per day. We 
are not in a position to hold that the committee can liold meetings for more 
than one project per day but it all depends upon the nature of the project, 
the size of the project, the number of persons likely to be affected by the 
project and the number of persons who want to lodge their objections and 
make suggestions . Lastly, regarding the environment clearance 
certificate, it is obvious that if the persons who have participated at the 
public hearing or other persons who are aggrieved by action of any other 
authorities of the Central Government are desirous of filling an appeal 
before the National Environmental Appellate Authority Act, 1997, they 
would not be in a position to file such appeal if the authorities do not make 
them aware that a particular unit is granted the environmental clearance 
certificate^^'. 
E. RULING OF COURT: The ambit and Scope of Judicial Review in EIA 
Notification was also addressed the respondent other than the Central 
Government have submitted that while exercising the jurisdiction under 
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Article 226 of the Constitution, this Court would not rewrite the 
notification issued by the Central Government as the same is a complete 
code of procedure of public hearings and this court cannot add anything to 
such notification^^^. It is submitted that where the rule confers power 
together with a discretion, the authority is conferred power which is 
coupled with a duty to act in a manner which will promote the object for 
which the power is conferred and that it is, therefore, not open to the 
authorities to exercise its discretion in a matter which would defeat the 
object for which the power is conferred. It appears that even in the context 
of the grievance made in this petition. To quote: 
Since the petitioner is not challenging the notification 
issued by the Central Government or the Resolution passed 
by the State Government as such, the Court is not required 
to read anything into the notification except merely 
requiring the authorities to exercise their power under the 
aforesaid notification/resolution with a duty to exercise the 
power in a manner which will sub serve the object for 
which the power is conferred i.e. to enable the affected 
persons themselves or through their associations or Non-
Govemmental organizations to participate at the public 
hearing for environmental clearance in a meaningful 
manner, which object will be achieved only if the 
participants at such public hearing are supplied with the 
copies of the executive summary of the project which 
would include all the salient features of the project in a 
manner which will be intelligible to the affected persons 
such as local residents and their associations and which 
features would include the highlighted features enumerated 
in the application as well as features having specific 
reference to the resource of the community such as water, 
land and also as to how such resources of the community 
are likely to be affected by operation of the project . 
Supply of minutes of the meetings at which the public hearings are 
held is, therefore, necessary to make such public hearings effective and not 
merely paper meetings. The very fact that the Ministry of Environment & 
Forests in the Central Government has also accorded such importance to 
the transparency at such public hearings supports the petitioner's case 
rather than the case of the other respondents. 
F. OUT COME AND IMPACT: The venue of public hearing as prescribed 
in the Central Government Notification dated 10.4.1997 shall be as near as 
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possible to the site of tlie proposed project or to the allocated village and in 
any case the venue of hearing shall ordinarily not be father away from the 
headquarters of the Taluka in which the proposed project is coming up or 
of the Taluka which includes most of the affected villages. The notice of 
public hearing to be published in at least two newspapers widely circulated 
in the region around the project, one of which shall be in the vernacular 
language of the locality concemed^^^. The date of first public hearing in 
connection with any project requiring environmental clearance certificate 
has to be after at least 30 days from the date of publication of the notice in 
the newspapers. This will be minimum period and it is open to the to fix the 
public hearing after a longer period but in any case the GPCB shall make 
sure that the copies of the executive summary of the project ftimished by 
the unit to the GPCB are made available at all local places mentioned in the 
notification . The Environmental Impact Assessment report submitted by 
the proponent to the Pollution Control Boards the application for clearance 
certificates is concerned, the summary of Environment Impact Assessment 
report in the local language shall also be made available to the concerned 
persons on demand and if further demanded, a copy of the Environment 
Impact Assessment report also shall be made available by the GPCB. 
Within one week from the date of the demand . As far as the 
Environment Clearance certificate is concerned, as soon as such clearance 
is granted, the State Government or the Central Government, as the case 
may be, all cause publication of the gist of such clearance certificate in the 
newspapers in which the notice for public hearing was published by the 
GPCB for the particular project in question . It is clarified that the Court 
has not guuc into the merits of the contentions about legality or otherwise 
of the public hearings had that the learned counsel for the petitioner has not 
pressed for challenge to any public hearing held so far till February, 2000 
including the public hearing in respect of grant of environmental clearance 
to the GEB for its Dhwaran Thermal Powers Project, Anand though the 
petitioner has reserved its right to challenge the final clearance which may 
be granted in favour of the other parties on the grounds other than the 
ground about alleged defects in the public hearings held so far in respect of 
the other projects . The Court finally directed that the rule is made 
absolute to the aforesaid extent with no order as to costs. 
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IV. CONCLUDING SUMMATIONS 
An analysis of preceding ten cases relating to different dimensions of 
EIA safely lead to have some formulation about the judicial policy of 
Indian Courts. Studied in three distinct phases the present dispensation tilts 
from casual non-interventionist approach to an increasing reformative 
perception about EIA law. The first phase is heavily drawn to the India's 
moral and legal commitment to international environmental law under the 
premiership of Mrs. Indra Gandhi. The Kerala High Court's stance is at the 
best pro-development stance and to the worst to maintain a safe distance 
from governmental policy prescription. Despite the relative merit of the 
pronouncement on Silent Valley, the liberational potentiality of KSSP like 
organization to influence the policy formulation was indeed beyond time in 
India. This case also reveals that judiciary stood mentral whereas 
government was progressive in approach. But all this has been made 
possible by the catalyst role played by the people of Kerala in saving the 
virginity of the valley. The High Court of Allahabad also guided remotely 
by the precedent of Kerala High Court in matters of EIA of Tehri Dam 
project. It was ultimately crusading zeal of suderal Baluguna which led to 
softening of governmental stand. The provisional stay of the project was 
made possible by the intervention of Supreme Court. The conflicting sets 
of EIA report the government preference to go by the recommendation 
which suits to its design is contributory factor in arresting the organic 
growth EIA law and justice. Tehri is also test case to the effect that in 
mailers of mcga-project government and judiciary prefers to follow the 
same track. The judicial compulsion is gauged from the fact that these 
project has already undergone to massive investment and rigorous 
implementation of EIA norm will seriously jeopardize the lapsuded Indian 
economy. The High Courts of India is increasingly realizing the pitfalls of 
their policy towards EIA. In case of Dhanu Talkua, the pro-development 
stance of Bombay High Court is falsified in the subsequent petition 
alleging the flagrant violations of EIA conditionalities to which the Court 
earlier agreed and reposed faith on the bonafides of State and industrialists. 
Dahanu also put forth the dichotomy between short term perception of 
development and long term sustainability of bio-diversity rich locations of 
the country. Perhaps the Court is wishing to come out from the ponds and 
shells of short term developmental stance but seems lost some where in the 
midway. The judicial approval to Konkan Railway Project after a limited 
scrutiny of EIA Notification, CRZ Notification and marine bio-diversity 
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substantiable the point. There is a growing recognition of the post-approval 
EIA and conditional compliance silence social dis quiete. 
In the post EIA Notification phase, a serious adherence to basic norm 
is discemable. EIA of Delhi is a case which demystify the fact that given 
the judicial will one of the most polluted cities of the world can come out 
urban anarchy and technological morass. The salutary impact of Delhi 
Relocation of Industries case I & II ushered a new era of judicial 
formulation of EIA by reading much into the town and country planning 
legislation than that of environmental and EIA law. On the other hand 
country readiness to privatize and liberalize the economy and consequent 
fall out on environment is heavily exposed in Cogentrix Case. Since the 
major power projects initiated in the power starved. Kamataka state were 
found inadequate, the corporation after waiting and seeing demanded 
withdrawal of the project unless a counter guarantee came straight from the 
government. This is perhaps ionized by multi-national corporation to go 
fast even by flouting the EIA norms and practices. This way Cogentrix and 
subsidiary incorporation stayed along side tracking the comprehensive EIA 
reports. EIA of marine resources came for adjudication in S. Jagan nath 
case wherein the Supreme Court in an activist posture inserted polluter 
pays and precautionary principle to EIA vocabulary. Perhaps Court found it 
more appropriate to make these principles mandatory for pre - EIA 
Notification cases for post EIA monitoring. Even in case of sharp conflict 
of right to livelihood and right to ecological balance the Orissa High Court 
preferred to by letter. In WWF India case, the Court earnestly translated 
EIA Report and save marine wildlife habitat of international importance. 
1 he contemporary judicial lieuu Is maiTcd by the two cross current. 
One live of thinking is deeply rooted to judicial policy for towouring the 
state if it is case of mega and high intensity investment project. Narmada 
along with Tehri and Cogentrix shares. This passion the bonabides of the 
States in giving effect to EIA and SIA time and again called into question 
by the environmentalists was ultimately relived the real of approval by the 
Supreme Court in Narmada Case. The minority opinion of Justice Barcha 
to the effect that de move compliance of EIA Notification is mandatory and 
any negation of it is violation if rule of law and law of land. Perhaps in 
times to come the minority opinion will be more religiously followed. A 
glaring example is the pronouncement of Gujarat High Court in Centre for 
Social Justice. Speaking through the Court Justice G.B. Shah held that EIA 
Amendment Notification, 1997 should not be read in black letter law 
fashion but as a piece of living law to augur participatory regime of EIA for 
sustainable development of the country. 
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A select study of ten cases related to EIA ends with some more 
interesting generalizations. Out of ten case, in all mega projects having 
high intensity investment such as Tehri, Kunkan, Cogentrix and Narmada 
the judicial policy is heavily premised in the pro-development stance. 
Silent valley case classical pointer of states will to go for sustainable 
development than short term economic gain. On the other hand EIA of 
Delhi is the outcome of Supreme Court's strong desire to make the capital 
of the country really a capital and drawing room of the country. Cases 
related to EIA of agricultural resources and protection of Dahanu Taluka is 
a case differential approach of native High Court and Supreme Court. 
Taken as a whole, the judicial policy for EIA is coming closer to 
sustainable development from the myopic approach to short run economic 
gain and long term environmental devastation. In future the Indian Courts 
will perhaps read much into the dissenting opinion of Justice S.C. 
Bharucha in Narmada Bachao Andolan case and tactical approach of 
Justice S.B. Shah to chisel out more dimensions to be added to EIA law in 
India. The judicial policy for EIA in the 21^' century seems to be decided 
on the threshold of the minority opinion of Narmada and the ratio of centre 
for Social Justice with a tendency to read more into the provisions of EIA 
Notification, 1994 & 1997 and subsequent amendment for greater 
participatory regime of EIA law and policy in India. 
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CHAPTER-X 
EIA LEGAL STATEGIES AND 
REFORM IN INDIA 
I. THEMATIC OUTCOME 
The work in hand culminates into pragmatic discourse, prognostic 
strategy and blue printing of an EIA law and policy under the Indian 
context. The relevance and utility of the work is laced with erudite 
explanation and exploration of the Indian model of EIA law. From the 
study it can be easily ganged that EIA has been identified as key 
mechanism to decision making, development for planning and sustainable 
development by providing a systematic examination of environmental 
implications of a proposed action for a more rational and structured 
decision-making. It is also a basis for negotiation between the developer, 
public interest groups and planning regulator leading towards balancing of 
interests of development and environment'. EIA attempts to analyze the 
cumulative ecological impacts by adopting a more vibrant institutional 
framework for problem focused and value based strategies. In term of 
decision making the pursuit of sustainable development encompasses three 
critical phases v/z, justification, location and mitigation of project activities 
mainly through EIA framework^. EIA is a mechanism which aids the 
efficient use of natural and human resources, and has proved valuable both 
to those promoting developments and those responsible for their 
authorization. EIA may reduce costs and the time taken to reach decision 
by ensuring that subjectivity and duplication of effort are minimized. In 
addition it can identify and attempt to quantify primary and secondary 
consequences which might necessitate the introduction of expansive 
pollution control equipment, compensation payments or other costs at a 
later date. 
The incorporation of EIA into decision making may create a number 
of benefits of development is available, allowances can be made and the 
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infrastructure can be provided in a number whereby impacts are 
minimized. Although EIA now has almost twenty five years of history in 
the USA, elsewhere development of concepts and practice is more recent in 
many countries including India. However such progress has not been 
without its problems and there is a case for widening the dimensions of the 
environment under consideration to include socio-economic impact. The 
trade off between adverse physical impacts and beneficial socio-economic 
impacts of a development often constitutes the key dilemma for decision 
makers. Other technical problems relate to the general lack of data, and the 
tendency to focus on the quantitative and often on single indicators in some 
areas. There may also be time lags and discontinuities between cause and 
effect and non-continuity of projects and policies. The lack of auditing of 
predictive techniques limits the feedback on the effectiveness of methods. 
Nevertheless, innovative methods are being developed to predict impacts, 
ranging from simple checklists and matrices to complex mathematical 
models. These methods are not neutral, in the sense that the more complex 
they become, the more difficult it becomes for the general public to 
participate in the EIA process . 
The various actors in the EIA process the developer, the affected 
parties and general public, and the regulators at various levels of 
government have differential access and concern about potential delays 
associated with the requirements to submit EIS. They are also concerned 
about cost. Details on costs are difficult to obtain. Clark estimated EIA 
costs in U.S. of 0.5-2.0% of project value . Hart and Walthem suggested 
figures of similar order through their experiences of working of EIA in 
Q 
northern states of the world. More recent estimates by Coles et al. suggest 
a much wider range, from 0.000025% to 5% for EISs in the UK. No 
serious work is undertaken to arrive at a realistic estimate in India 
considering the inter sectoral and inter regional variations. Bust a random 
estimate put the figures very similar to U.S. Procedure and practice of 
public participation in the EIA process in India vary between, and some 
times within, countries, from the very comprehensive to the very partial 
and largely cosmetic. A key issue concerns the stages in the EIA process to 
which public should have access. Government roles in the EIA process 
may be conditioned by caution at extending systems by limited experience 
and expertise in this new and rapidly developing area and by resource 
considerations Many EISs fail to meet even minimum standards. Jones et 
al. highlighted shortcomings about EISs in the UK's EIA^. They found that 
one-third of EISs did not appear to contain the required non-technical 
summary, that in a quarter of the cases, they were judged not to contain the 
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data needed to assess the likely environmental effects of the development, 
and that in the great majority of cases and more complex, interactive 
impacts were neglected. It may also vary between countries supposedly 
operating under the same legislation. Indian EIS also suffers from this 
syndrome and often remained the source of discontentment among people 
and planner. For many reasons, therefore, EIA would appear to have a key 
role to play in the proposed development both in the developed and 
developing countries. As a tool to assist rational development it has great 
potential for achieving sustainable development by balancing the legitimate 
desire to achieve economic growth and protection of environment. 
II. CONTEXTUAL IMPERATIVES 
But the significance and relevance of EIA are often subjected to 
congenialities of economic and ecological values. This is more apt in 
Indian context because of rich bio-diversity, traditional envirormientalism 
and bureaucratic intervention of state sponsored developmental projects. 
Therefore the contextual imperatives for the successfiil formulation and 
implementation of EIA law needs to be realized before hand. From a 
minimalist, and defensive perspective EIA is a necessary evil, an 
administrative exercise, something to be gone through that might result in 
some minor, often cosmetic changes to a development for the developer 
and some parts of government. For the deep ecologist and deep Greens' 
EIA cannot provide total certainty about the environmental consequences 
of development proposals, therefore they feel that any project carried out 
under uncertain or risky circumstances should be abandoned. While the 
view is not unanimous'". It is accepted very widely that U.S. EIA works 
effectively^' because NEPA has a profound effect on attitudes with in the 
federal government, and its influence outside the federal government is 
17 
equally impressive . 
The US EIA system worked because it was an administrative reform 
in tune with its times: supportive forces both inside or outside government 
worked together to ensure the effective implementation of EIA, and the 
changes in organizational behavior associated with it . Caldwell has 
accepted that EIA has reformed administration as an instrument of a public 
opinion demanding administrative and policy reform''*. Wandesforde Smith 
and Kerbavaz have gone further and emphasized the role of federal and 
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State elections and of personal (public sector entrepreneurs) in 
implementing changes to both the US federal and Califomian EIA systems. 
They also emphasize the importance of financial and manpower resources 
and skill in bargaining. Perhaps more important is Caldwell's analysis 
about environmental values. EIA will be most effective where 
environmental values are implicit and consensual in the national culture 
and are explicit in public law and policy'^. 
The success of EIA depends upon a large number of factors in 
addition to the precise nature of the procedures in force. As Holick believes 
that outside the USA it is commonly assumed not only that introducing 
procedural changes will change decision making, but also that agency 
procedures will change in accordance with promulgated procedures without 
some measure of coercion. This assertion is over - optimistic'^. This is not 
to say that EIA procedure is not clearly of crucial importance, but while it is 
necessary conditions for EIA success, it is not a sufficient condition. Every 
EIA system operates within a policy, political legal and administrative 
context peculiar to the jurisdiction concerned. To be successfiil in achieving 
a real shift in the weight given to the environment in decisions, the EIA 
procedure needs to interact positively with its jurisdictional context. As in 
the United States, this may not happen immediately. Wandesforde-Smith 
has summarized these points as follows: 
EIA's effectiveness is associated with changing political 
regimes and with changing level of support for the EIA 
process among courts, chief executives, and senior agency 
managers. The way an EIA process is formally structured 
and the way structure taps informal incentives for 
administrative behavior are equally important variables . 
Ortolano et al, felt that, to be effective, an EIA system need to have 
a number of characteristics, including: 
• Utilization of proper methods in assessing impacts; 
• Influence of environmental information on various aspects of planning 
and decision making, including formulation of alternative plans, 
selection of a proposed plan, and mitigation of adverse impacts; 
• Placement of appropriate weight on environmental impacts relative to 
economic and technical factors . 
Ortolano has subsequently emphasized the need to include 
procedural compliance and completeness of EIA documents among the 
dimensions of EIA effectiveness. He believed that the effectiveness of EIA 
systems could be explained by reference to control mechanism': intra-
organizational and inter-organizational processes and structures to ensure 
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that the processes and structures to ensure that the procedures actually 
worked. They advanced six types of control as causative: judicial; 
procedural; evaluative; instrumental; professional, and direct public and 
outside agency. The public involvement played a key role in the success of 
EI A in USA'^ . Fairfax and Ingram felt that considerable public discussion 
and support has come less because of its uniquely cogent approach to the 
problems of fragmented decision making, than because of the vocal and 
powerful environmental constituency which came to support the legislation 
after a spate of expansive judicial reading of its requirements. CEQ has 
also emphasized the crucial role of external review (which it takes to mean 
external agency review, public participation and judicial review) in the 
success of EIA . Kennedy reached to the conclusion that EIA works best 
when it is instituted in a formal explicit way. That is to say it works when 
there is a specific legal requirement for its application, where an 
environmental impact statement is prepared, and where authorities are 
accountable for taking its results into consideration in decision making. In 
addition, for EIA to be planning process it would appear that procedures 
for screening, scoping, alternative proposals, rigorous assessment public 
review and participation and post project environmental auditing need to be 
integrated in the EIA process^'. 
III. INDIAN DESIDERATUM 
Viewed fi-om the perspective of contextual imperatives, the organic 
growth of EIA law and practice in India discerns conflicting trends. In the 
initial phase the EIA is carried out under usual demand by development 
assistance and donor agencies on a project by project basis. The congenial 
response to widespread indigenous demand for better human environment 
and EIA are generally missing. As a result the top down approach to EIA 
• 99 
by external agencies were resisted and met with partial success. The 
'bottom up demand' for EIA and organizational capacity to implement are 
often absent and half baked. This has arrested the effective 
institutionalization and implementation of EIA in India. As a natural sequal 
to this most of EIAs seems to have been a function of justifying a decision 
usually to develop. This typifies bureaucratic perception of EIA which 
often concerned with only remedial measures. Rarely do they consider 
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alternative courses of action at an early stage of tlie project planning cycle, 
in order to choose the most environmentally viable options^''. This tendency 
made the EIA practice in India at best, a Band-Aid to mitigate the worst 
consequences of rapid industrial development '^*. It was only after an 
enlightened opinion making that EIA law was brought under the ambit of 
delegated legislation under Environment Protection Act, 1986. But 
legislation, alone cannot leads to indigenous demand for clean energy, 
stable population, and stewardship to land and water in a lopsided economy 
and sluggish growth of economic process. The legal bases of EIA are 
therefore non-mandatory and patchy both in relation to the project 
covered and especially in relation to the impacts assessed. Lack of trained 
human resources and financial crunch determines the acceptance of 
practice of EIA a selective affair. 
Of significance are the environmental conditions in tropical and near 
tropical areas which render many environment assumptions, models and 
standards derived in temperate zones inappropriate. Significance attached 
to particular environment impacts may be either much less or much greater 
specially where culture effects are involved in Indian context. Lack of 
training and capacity building and formulation of culture and context 
specific EIA methodologies also marred the Indian legal setting. The 
existing administrative machineries for pollution control such as CPCB and 
SPCB are starved for funds^^ Between 1980 and 1985 the total expenditure 
on environmental matters, by Central and state governments was about Rs. 
40 crores. For the period 1985-90 (Seventh Five Year Plan) the outlay has 
increased more than ten-fold to over Rs. 425 crores, which the Central 
Government's share will be around Rs. 350 crores. Although Rs. 240 
crores of the Central outlay has been earmarked for the Ganga Action Plan, 
the huge increase in spending, nevertheless demonstrates the willingness 
and ability of the Central Government to support major environmental 
programmes'^. It is, therefore, possible to envision Central Government 
financial support for a NEPA type EIS process in India'^. The number of 
lawsuits initiated by the environmental groups, individuals and citizen 
groups is over sixty-five percent of the 1982 NEPA lawsuits. It generally 
excluded from participation the affected group fi-om planning process . 
EIA laws in India are often called in question on the ground of 
environmental quality and sustainability of Indian economy^^ and suffer 
from the crisis of legitimacy'". Excessive judicial involvement in EIA 
enforcement however justifiable it might seem in particular instances is an 
indication of a serious imbalance of responsibility among the various 
branches of Government^'. 
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IV. MODULAR SEARCH 
This necessitates the overhauling of existing models of EIA, and 
stepping out of a reformative strategy and search for an alternative model 
best suited to Indian situations. EIA as an instrument of sustainable 
development had a profound impact and effect on attitude within federal 
government and influenced outside federal Governments are almost 
impressive . US EIA system has been successful because it was an 
administrative reforms in tune with its times. Supportive changes and 
institutional behavioral changes made EIA system more effective a tool of 
sustainable development'^ '*. It became an instrument of public opinion 
building and policy reform implicit in national culture, public law and 
policy agenda^ .^ EIA changed the political grammars of federal state, 
public sector entrepreneur and financial and manpower resource policy^ .^ 
EIA heralded procedural reform, developed consensual approach to 
environmental management and minimized the coercive and adversarial 
process of law"'^ . Effectiveness of EIA demands congenial political regime, 
no 
court system enlightened community organization . Effective EIA system 
needs judicial, procedural, evaluative, instrumental, professional, public 
and outside agency . EIA became vocal and powerfiil environmental 
constituency which supported state of legislation and expansive judicial 
activism'* .^ The assessment and impact of EIA depends on bureaucratic 
attitude and opinion of environmental governance . The application of 
UNEP model of EIA in south Australian EIA system revealed that the 
effectiveness depends on the model of EIA system**^ . Legally speaking 
there are two kinds of EIA models such as mandatory and discretionary 
model. 
A. MANDATORY MODEL: The mandatory model denotes the 
compulsory need to make impact assessment before development proposal 
is approved, industrial license or permit granted or project sanctioned . 
While general guidelines for EIA leave the development of law to take its 
course, in some others the law gives specific categories of projects that 
require impact study. The statutory mandate compels the public or private 
agency initiating a proposal to apply its for an environmentally sound 
project and to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) . The 
responsibility of preparing EIS remains on the proponent of a development 
including the cumulative and indirect effects and a short summary of 
information, guarantees right to information to the public'*^ The mandatory 
model sometimes becomes so technical that the intricate questions in the 
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Statement and that their participation in the impact process shall be neither 
informed nor useful leading to delayed development on planned growth. 
The impact statement would be presented in such a concise, readable and 
readily intelligible manner that a summary in non-technical language 
indicative of comprehensible manner of the potential impact of their 
projects . Courts exercise self-restraint unless decision is manifestly 
unjust, arbitrary, capricious and not based on reasoned objective process. 
The discretionary model is administered by the administrative sagacity 
with the framework of the fragmented and piecemeal EIA legislations'*^. 
In India there is no specific central legislation mandating EIA of 
projects having significant effects on the environment than sectoral 
specification of EIA and the approval of MoEF and the Planning 
Commission. The discretionary model exhibits flexibility in decision-
making into account, the needs of society and the exigencies for project is 
sufficiently viable to balance policy imperatives and environmental 
sustainability . The discretionary model is dependent on political 
expediency and influence of pressure groups. Technological assessment 
will be highly distilled and decisions remain value judgment laced with 
non-humanistic biases of scientific and technological orientation .^ 
B. ENVIRONMENTALIST DECISION MAKER GAP: In the realm of 
search of EIA model we find an evidence of substantial gap between the 
decision makers and the environmentalist. The primary reason is due to 
non-integration of environmental concerns into the development. EIA 
strives to maintain a holistic framework for the economic evaluation 
incorporating environmental values, or a green set of national accounts in 
the policy and programmes. In the quest of better techniques for holistic 
and integrated development however EIA has become an esoteric, 
hallowed document at worst an obstacle; perhaps a necessary evil; at best 
nothing more than a permit to move a project ahead. One of the 
requirements must be to de-mystify EIA and its associated techniques, as 
far as possible, and to educate those whose decisions the environmentalist 
is hoping to influence. It seems that the focus on individual techniques and 
components of the process of environmental management may have out 
spaced the attention paid to the overview, inter connections and inter-
dependencies between and among the various elements of environment . 
C. GAP BETWEEN PRECEPT AND PRACTICE: The move towards 
more effective application has not been universal. As the EIA process 
becomes increasingly sophisticated and scientific in the developed world, it 
is in danger of becoming more distant and alien from the decision process 
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in the developing world. New techniques are researched and developed in 
the academic institutions, but to many decision makers^' in the developing 
world, they are "a procedural burden, rather than an opportunity to improve 
decision making" and they relate only to foreign funded projects. They are, 
in fact, nothing more than part of the mystical vocabulary of the foreign 
experts brought in to ensure that "EIA" box is ticked on the project loan 
application form. The EIA needs to be internalized in the administrative 
structure and developmental cycle. The search of an alternative and 
integrated model for EIA is of great utility in the present Indian context. 
V. METHODOLIGICAL REFINEMENT 
Besides the rationalization and reformation of existing models of 
EIA there exist a strong case for the methodological refinement to the suit 
the Indian peculiarities of rapid economic development and fast recovery of 
natural resources. Many of the methodologies which have been developed 
for use in EIA do not lend themselves to application outside of the research 
institutions. This is particularly true, for example, of procedure for 
selecting alternative project solutions. To use these techniques to affect the 
EIA process would have to commence at a much earlier stage than it 
usually does. Since the purpose of the EIA is usually understood to be to 
minimize the negative impacts of a project which has already been 
designed, the question of the EIA team going back and selecting one 
project solution from several alternatives does not normally arise^^. 
The nature of inquiry required for an EIA usually demands 
qualitative analysis. This has led to the development of new tools and new 
uses of old tools. Quantitative techniques also have proved their potential 
as tool for EIA. The EIA methods can be classified into three categories 
based on (1) purpose for which it can be used, (2) the nature of the 
parameter values (qualitative/quantitative), and (3) subjectivity involved in 
the analysis (subjective/objective). The classification helps in knowing the 
nature and tasks that can be performed by these methods. It is observed that 
many methods can perform more than one task and accept both quantitative 
and qualitative data. Most of the popular methods such as, checklists, 
matrices, and index methods, are useful to identify impacts. Methods, such 
as Delphi and survey methods, are useful to collect the views of the experts 
and groups with a stake in the outcome. Matrices are useful in identifying 
the interactions among the factors. Some matrix methods, such as Leopold 
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matrix, index method, Sondhiem method, simulation method, 
determonistic approach, cost-benefit approach, network methodology and 
priority trade off scanning method, use weighting and rating to evaluate the 
alternatives. These are subjective in nature, static in time frame, and do not 
consider the inter-relations among the factors and the resultant, changes. 
The weightings are, however, helpful in knowing the importance and 
magnitude of impacts^^. There are number of areas where development is 
required of EIA techniques. 
A. SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL DIMENSION: In developing countries like 
India the people generally live "closer to the land" than in the western 
countries. The socio-economic impacts of development are often the most 
profound and wide spread. Furthermore, having very low disposable 
incomes, the local populations are very vulnerable to the slightest change in 
economic status, and therefore are often greatly affected by project 
impacts. Among adverse impacts that have been observed, those on socio-
cultural systems are usually the most severe. Despite this, the socio-
ecological component is central to EIA but the socio-ecological aspects are 
usually inadequately covered. The balance for this does not rest entirely in 
the failure by EIA practitioners in developing countries to appreciate the 
predominance of socio-ecological issues. It reflects partly the analytical 
tools available. The fact is that the techniques available for assessing and 
minimizing or maximizing socio-economies and socio-culture-ecological 
impacts are less well developed than those addressing bio-physical impacts. 
B. DETERMINISTIC APPROACH: The technique which have been 
developed for EIA are largely deterministic and heavily data dependant, an 
approach which typically does not lend itself to the developing country and 
Indian situation. On the other hand, techniques employing judgment, 
values, experience, and community seem to be a viable methodological 
option. It is evident from the discussion made above that no single method 
can fully serve the purpose of EIA. In the words of Coppock: 
It can be argued that no methodological framework can 
be comprehensive enough to apply to all situations. 
Nevertheless, the approach of TIA/EIA scales for the 
integration of a variety of kinds of information and 
expertise from different disciplines '^*. 
C. ELECTIC APPROACH: It is necessary to use an electric approach to 
environment impact analysis. Armstrong advocates such an approach for 
forecasting and long range planning. In this approach, a conglomeration 
of methods is to be used to perform the various tasks involved in an 
environmental impact analysis. An ideal set of methods seems to consist of 
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expert opinion, content analysis, SIAM, opinion survey, Delphi, checklist, 
matrix method, ISM and system dynamics^^. One of the key to good 
environmental management is now generally considered to be an integrated 
approach to the planning process. But the paradox is that as EIA techniques 
become more sophisticated and specialized; the EIA has in many ways 
become less, not more integrated into the planning process. In fact there is 
a tendency to treat EIA as something of a magic formula rather an integral 
part of a wider process. Furthermore, the EIA increasingly required to be a 
stand alone report separate from the techno-economic appraisal, it is 
increasingly submitted in separate, sectoral volumes, each written in its 
own esoteric language, and even less comprehensible to the non-specialist 
than its bulky, unwieldy predeceases or was one and a half decades ago. As 
the level of sophistication of EIA increases, and the EIA team becomes 
more disparate, the trend is that the various sectors within the EIA are 
allocated to specialists, who may not have worked together before 
Although there has been a focus on the development of techniques within 
individual sectors and disciplines, there are few uniting methodologies^^ 
and little training in the field of EIA management. Again the result is often 
en 
less, not more mtegration . 
D. THE COST AND BENEFIT OF EIA SYSTEM: For a variety of 
reasons, the cost of EIA systems are difficult to distinguish from other 
costs incurred in obtaining approvals. The chief reason, however, is the 
integration of EIA into decision-making process. As Hart has stated that the 
cost associated with EIA activities become harder to identify as 
environmental considerations are better integrated into planning and 
decision making^*. Thus, a 'successftil' EIS program is defined, in part. 
VI. PROCEDCRAL REHABILITATION 
The fine tuning and recasting of differentials of EIA models, 
methods and methodologies paves the way for substantive normative 
procedural and administrative rehabilitation and reforms. This necessarily 
begins with the procedural reform because EIA is conceptually a 
procedural law dispensation. The experience of EIA process include 
screening, scooping of EIA methodology and the relative role of the 
participants in the process. The EIS quality, monitoring, determines 
extension of EIA to more strategic levels of decision making. The lack of 
experience in EIA among the key actors in the process from consultants, 
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local authorities, central government, developers and affected parties 
explains some of the current issues. There are still some fundamental 
shortcomings and there is considerable scope for improving quality. This 
discussion focuses on prospects for project based EIA focusing primarily 
on perspectives on change from the various key actors in the EIA process. 
This is possible developments in some important areas of the EIA process. 
This discussion concludes with a discussion of the parallel and 
complementary development of environmental audits. Changes in EIA 
procedures, like the initial introduction of EIA regulations, can generate 
considerable conflict between levels of government: between federal and 
state levels the developers, affected parties, and facilitators. Within the 
government Department of the Environment (DoE) is concerned to tidy up 
ambiguities in the existing project-based procedures, and to improve 
informal procedures, and regulations^^. 
Commissioned reach reports on EIA by local government is still 
coming to terms with considerable experience and guidance in "user 
friendly/customized" formats to aid developers and affected parties in their 
areas and are pushing up the standards expected from project proponents^'. 
Pressure groups and those parties affected by development proposal, view 
project EIA as a very useful tool for increasing access to information on 
projects and for advancing the protection of the physical environment in 
particular project . Other actors in the process, such as the environmental 
consultants, academics and some environmental consultancies, are carrying 
out ground-breaking studies into topics such as best practice guidelines the 
use of monetary valuation in EIA, and approaches to types of impact 
studies. River valley, port roadways, railway highways, heritage, thermal 
power projects, mining are evidence to this effect . 
Possible developments in the EIA procedure can be attributed to a 
number of factors, including the resistance to greater public participation 
and to designate environmental authorities several tier of government 
(regional as well as national) '^*. There is a good case for rationalization of 
regulations and unification of EIA regimentation activity. There are strong 
variations between the EIA procedures of various industries as evident 
from the number of EISS prepared annually^^. DoE England screening EIA 
system proposed a clarification of screening criteria to allow the competent 
authority to determine the projects that are likely to have a significant 
environmental impact. The indicative criteria and thresholds are 
ambiguous, especially those relating to urban development schemes and 
redevelopment projects in new settlements in the countryside local 
planning^^. Screening criteria of Council Protection For Rural England 
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includes the environmental sensitivity of the site (the quality and relative 
abundance of resources, the absorption and diffusion aptitude of the natural 
environment and regenerative capacity of the resources and the 
characteristics of the main and associated development projects (pollution 
and nuisances, use of environmental resources, accidents and risks/''. 
A. SCOOPING EXERCISE: Scooping is generally poorly defined in EISs 
with minimum opportunity for consultation with relevant parties^^. 
Measures should be taken to ensure that the EA process starts sufficiently 
on early consultation and more systematic scooping of the assessment. 
Consideration should be given to the establishment of an independent 
statutory body to set up and maininatain standards relating to scooping, the 
determination of significant impacts, review of ESS, monitoring and post-
auditing^ . There is need to establish an Environmental Assessment 
Authority (EAA) to ensure that the requirements of the law are carried out. 
The proponent should publish a scooping document on which the 
competent authority, the public, the EAA and other relevant bodies could 
comment^^. 
B. ALTERNATIVES SEARCHING: Alternatives are often omitted in EI A 
evaluation of the environmental impacts of certain projects the alternative 
searching is taking place too late in the development planning and 
decision-making process . In effect this has the result of removing from 
consideration the possible adoption of alternatives both to the individual 
project under consideration as well as to its particular location of route . 
C. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY: This catch-all category relates to 
several key steps in the EIA process which are not being well caught by 
current practice and procedures. The EIA process and the resultant EISs 
often lack balance. EIAs tend to focus on the more straightforward process 
of describing the project and the baseline environment, with much less 
consideration of impact identification, prediction and evaluation. Advances 
in the application of concepts and techniques from theory to operational 
practice, in the areas of predicating impact magnitude and determining 
importance^^ There is also a need to develop the scope of, and 
commitment to, mitigation measures: infrequently and inadequately 
integrated into the planning and design of projects^ " .^ 
D. PARTICIPATION MODEL: One of the fundamental issues in EIA is a 
concern that the process is not as honest and unbiased as it should be, and 
that it is too developer-driven. The calls for independent environmental 
assessment authorities are partly motivated a better flow of information 
involves the public and voluntary groups''^. To facilitate greater access to 
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EISs copies of an EIS be held in a national EIA information repository, 
regional entree for public inspection by environmental NGOs. 
E. REVIEW PROCESS: The review of the quality of EISs poses 
problems, as there is no independent review body beyond CPCB SPCB 
environment audit and statement compliance. There is a strong need for 
social auditing and corporate vigilance of EIA process on a periodic basis. 
F. DECISION-MAKING: The eventual decision making and the role of 
monitoring project implementation are not as clear and marred by the time 
constraints operating in systems to improve black box decision making. 
More researches should be undertaken for consultation findings in the 
authorization of projects and of means of increasing their effectiveness. 
The costs, time and other resources associated with EA implementation are 
to be developed in order to provide guidance on its cost-effective 
development . 
G. ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITS: Environmental auditing as a 
management tool comprising a systematic, documented, periodic, and 
objective evaluation of how well organization, management and equipment 
are performing with the aim of contributing to safeguard the environment 
by faciliting management control of environmental practices, and assessing 
compliance with company policies, which would include meeting 
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regulatory requirements and standards applicable . Environmental audits 
carried out by private sector risk audits, which consider safety and 
occupational health; compliance audits which test compliance with relevant 
environmental and safety standards; corporate audits, which consider the 
workings of the entire organization; and associate audits which assess 
subsidiary or supplier companies should be inbuilt. Environmental 
management system such as ISO 14000& ISO 14001^^ should be devised 
for the EIA compliance certification. 
H. BASE LINE DATA: Baseline review of activities, impacts and 
regulations should blend eco-management and audit. State of environment 
report in conjunction with state and local authorities on a regularly basis. 
An updated environmental data base audit should be developed to establish 
the implication success and compliance rate. This information will be 
useful for determining the impact of similar future development and 
mitigation measures. These audits are likely to provide models of best 
practices for corporate sector. 
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VII. NORMATIVE REFORM 
The EIA requirement in India abjures a sound normative framework 
for guiding the process. In India, the requirement for an EIA appeared 
relatively late. The series of EIA Notifications addressed so far only certain 
types of projects. The EIA regime is basically an administration oriented 
exercise through delegated legislation than a statute amending the original 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and piloting a comprehensive EIA law 
for all projects in their context culture and geographical imperatives. A 
cross-country comparison reveals that EIA regime is basically administered 
through delegated legislation. EIA is often used to provide a 
comprehensive assessment of the potential environmental impacts of heavy 
industry projects or infrastructure programmes that involve substantial 
resource processing or are likely to have far-reaching impacts, sometimes 
simply because of their scale of action^^. EIA is becoming institutionally 
cost effective way of filtering our environmentally undesirable projects 
than to provide an ideal first order mechanism for the regulatory agency to 
gauge the likely environmental consequences of proposed project. The 
Indian EIA suffers from sound statutory or regulatory process 
comprehensive EIA norms for risk assessment and transparent approval 
process. 
The environmental statutes contain only the broader normative intent 
of the legislature in a given area of concern, but provide specialized 
agencies discretionary powers to generate detailed rules. Legislations 
bearing the object of ending pipe pollution such as Water Act, Air Act, 
Environmental Act, and Hazardous, Solid, and Bio-Medical Waste 
Management Rules have incidental bearing on EIA. The environmental 
agencies CPCB, SPCB and other are basically engaged in promoting EIA 
in the framework of sources and effect of pollution point. That is why 
CPCB and SPCB have yet not come of age in actualizing the basic precept 
of EIA. The environment clearance requirement appeared as a rule and not 
as a statutory provision for amendment of the EPA. Since the EPA has 
given the executive, wide powers and all subsequent rule-making has 
generally proceeded without allowance for feedback or comment from 
affected parties or the general public, there has been no independent system 
of checks and balances to ensure against arbitrary administrative action . 
When a requirement as important as the EIA appeared suddenly on 
rule-books with little or no public debate shaping its outcome as a 
notification, it was inevitable that numerous unanswered questions would 
emerge, many of which could only be clarified ex-post facto in 
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administrative or judicial fora. Most of ElA related litigation in Indian 
Courts centers around retrospective EIA geniuses. The recent enactment 
that empowers National Environment Appellate Authority (NEAA), 
litigation has become the only option for various affected parties to voice 
their concerns. The five year working of NEAA documents a sluggish flow 
of appealable litigations in the post EIA Rules 1994 phases. The 
prospective challenge of EIA clearance rate is not more than ten cases per 
year .^ Under the given the ad hoc nature of the requirement, both affected 
parties and those not listed in the rule would have every reason to believe 
that a new notification revising or repealing the rule could appear at any 
time. This makes it possible for potential polluters to employ various 
hedging strategies of delaying certain types of investment and 
simultaneously trying to apply sufficient pressure on the agency to revise 
the requirement in their favour . 
Unclear policy direction and wavering part of the Centre is found in 
the notification for the EIA. In January 1994 member of the public could 
have access to the material submitted for the clearance a new notification 
diluted the previous access to the EIA by restricted to project-affected 
people. In the same year, a third notification included the qualification, that 
the Impact Assessment Agency (by definition, the MoEF) may choose to 
consult a committee of experts, comments may by solicited from the 
public, again, if deemed necessary by the ministry. Obviously, an endless 
stream of notifications from the Government on a single issue at best 
suggests an unclear policy direction and, at worst, creates the impression 
that it is buckling under pressure. The normative reform of EIA should be 
carried out with a meaningful deliberations and objective assessment of 
environmental holism of India. 
VIII. ADMINISTRATIVE RESTRUCTURING 
The EIA requirements in India are generally understood to be fairly 
comprehensive, on the court of information on land use, existing pollution 
sources in area, air, water and solid waste quality, likely health impacts. 
But there is no single set of guidelines on what constitutes a complete EIA 
for the various project types covered by the rule . Risk assessment norms 
is based on the promoter's own assessment, the more critical question of 
whether environmental quality is likely to be maintained by the project 
depends greatly on standards of environmental quality and procedures to 
estimate the probability that a given proposed project meet these standards. 
Standards for air, water, soil quality and ecosystem well-being could 
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potentially be formulated using a variety of internationally accepted norms. 
In general setting the actual norms for risk assessment could become a 
fairly controversial issue, requiring general consensus among various 
scientific and environmental groups on standard-setting. Thus, in the Indian 
context, there are serious flaws in the risk assessment norms. The Indian 
Rules under the EPA specify the maximum allowable pollutant levels in 
the effluents and stack emissions of a large number of industries. The main 
problem with both types of standard-setting is that the measurement 
techniques and location where the standard is to be met are not specified, 
leaving room for interpretation by both the plant engineers and government 
inspectors. Such lapses potentially allow a project promoter to adopt the 
most lenient interpretation of the norms during EIA preparation . The most 
important aspect of the EIA requirement is the approval process. Even if 
the EIA preparation is guided by clear requirements and risk assessment 
criteria, there is an obvious case for making the evaluation of the EIA as 
competent and transparent as possible, and for ensuring generally that the 
entire process remains credible. A preliminary assessment is first prepared 
by the feeder agency proposing the project is absent in India which must 
provide sufficient evidence and analysis to determine whether a more 
detailed statement is required, as determined by the agency with 
jurisdiction over the action^^. A public hearing is then held to discuss 
comments on the draft. In India, such a process is pre-empted by statutory 
provision giving the MoEF extensive discretionary powers in determining 
whether or not to consult outside experts, or not to consult outside experts, 
hold hearings or release documents to the public. The EIA and 
environmental clearances fall within the powers of the Centre, whereas 
implementation of pollution controls continues to be a State subject. This 
by itself creates an awkward bureaucratic muddle whereby multiple 
agencies share similar responsibilities but without well defined roles in a 
single clearance procedure. As a result, the entire process resembles a black 
box into which an application is inserted out of which, if one NEAA meant 
to hear appeals by affected persons, having a time limit for disposition and 
disallowing further appeals before the judiciary. The introduction of such a 
tribunal creates only the possibility for hastening project clearance 
decisions by the Government ''. 
EIA litigation in India has been rewarding experience in the analysis 
of the environmental governance nonetheless some time these assessment 
is often one of confusion and frustration. Confusion as to how esoteric, 
technical points of law can be realistically matched with the technical 
points of complex scientific, technical, and social disciplines; frustration 
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with legal constraints and/or requirements that are often difficult for the 
legal layperson to understand, not to mention integrate into the already 
difficult task of assessment merely because a lawyer says it has to be done. 
The numerous litigations that have ensured EIA implementation, the 
diverse jurisdictions and findings of American courts^^, and even the 
general lack of technical and scientific sophistication among lawyers, have 
probably exacerbated the situation. Yet, it should be emphasized that, in 
spite of the numerous litigations and the diverse jurisdictions and findings, 
assessment responsibility should be an interdisciplinary effect to provide 
decision-makers, the public, and government with comprehensive as 
assessments of project impacts, and these assessments will be available and 
understandable to both the lay public and to technical and scientific experts 
for the purpose of ensuring the consonance of final decisions with national 
environmental goals. EIA in India lacks a comprehensive legislative and 
regulatory framework that would produce clear guidelines for risk 
assessment as well as credible set of procedures for approval. In turn, this 
represents a failure in the institutions to foster processes of participatory 
democracy that would allow inputs and responses from all the relevant 
OQ 
stake holders, not only in the formulation . 
IX. SUBSTANTIVE UPHEAVALS 
One of the most recent trends in EIA is strategic stages of 
development of policies, plans and programmes in a relatively low-key 
manner as a valuable technique for achieving sustainable development . 
Strategic environmental assessment can be defined as the formalized, 
systematic and comprehensive process of evaluating the environmental 
impacts of a policy, plan or programme and its alternatives, including the 
preparation of a written report on the findings of the evaluation, and using 
the findings in publicly accountable decision making . A policy is 
generally defined as an inspiration and guidance for action, a plan as a set 
of co-ordinated and timed objectives of the implementation of the policy, 
and a programme as a set of projects in a particular area. Here, policies, 
plans and programmes PPPs may be sectoral (e.g. education, research and 
development, privatization). These tiers are amorphous and fluid, without 
clear cut-off points^\ Project EIAS react to development proposals 
cumulative impacts or ancillary developments caused by several projects, 
or even by one project's sub-components rather than anticipating them, so 
they cannot steer development towards environmentally robust areas or 
areas or away from environmentally sensitive sites. There is no legal 
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requirement to prepare comprehensive cumulative impact statements for 
these types of projects. Project EIAs cannot address the impacts of 
potentially damaging actions from management practices, privatization, 
and new technology. SEA can ensure that alternatives are adequately 
assessed, cumulative impacts are considered, the public is fully consulted, 
and decisions concerning individual projects are made in a proactive rather 
than reactive manner. As a central step in the achievement of sustainable 
development^^ 
The SEA of the policies in the Kent Structure Plan Third Review 
Consultation Draft provides another example of innovative thinking on the 
environmental appraisal of development plans^^. The Kent approach is set 
in the context of the recent advice of the Local Government Management 
Board of 1992 as a concept of sustainable development which transforms a 
local authority's approach from a series of ad hoc steps to a strategy and 
form the need for controls alone to a need for policies^^ SEA systems can 
be divided into two broad types, one expand the existing system of project 
EIA incremental system and other trickle down the objective of sustainable 
development. The former aims to head towards sustainable development by 
extending green policies; the latter aims to implement sustainable 
development directly by making it a central objective of each PPP*^ *". 
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Cumulative impacts can be of several types; additive impacts of 
projects that individually have an insignificant impact but in total have a 
significant impact. Synergistic Impacts where several projects total impacts 
exceed the sum of their individual impacts; threshold/saturation impacts 
were the environment may be resilient up to a certain level and then 
becomes rapidly degraded; induced impacts where one project may trigger 
secondary development; time or space crowded impacts where the 
environment does not have the time to recover from one impact before it is 
subject to the next one; and indirect impacts were the impact is triggered at 
some time or distance away form where it ultimately occurs . Indian EIA 
law reform can draw some lessons of SEA model of law to have out future 
legislative strategies. 
X. ASSESSMENT AND SUMMATION 
In Indian context where mushroom growth of small scale industries 
exempt from the EIA and environmental conditions in tropical and near 
tropical areas render many environment assumptions, models and standards 
derived in temperate zones inappropriate the SEA and SIA are of great 
relevance. Baseline socio-economic and environment data may be 
inaccurate and difficult to obtain and non-existent significance attached to 
particular environment impacts may be either much less or much greater 
especially where culture effects are involved in developing and developed 
countries. The potential impact of EIA depends on variety of factors. The 
success of EIA depends on the fact that the information generated in the 
EIA actually contributed to decision making process and environmentally 
viable options of sustainability. The prediction of the effectiveness of 
impact management measures was accurate and authentic. The proposed 
mitigatory and compensatory measures are internalized in the EIA 
management and law. The procedural dimension of EIA are timely relative 
to and sensitive to economic and other factors such as cost of EIA 
preparation, conflicting interests of stakeholders, have equality of 
opportunities party-parotn relationship, decision making process of EIA, 
and effectiveness of EIA system. 
The potential determinants of success of EIA system depends on the 
adoption of an integrated and broad range of environmental considerations 
such as local, national and global sustainability in cross temporal and inter 
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generational framework of sustainability. EIA requirement for planning 
and decision making is canalized in such a way that environmentally 
significant effects and implications for sustainability within or outside the 
legislating jurisdiction remains on top priority. EIA should identify best 
option and offer comparative evaluation of the alternatives to facilitate 
assessment requirement in law to be specific, mandatory and enforceable. 
The EIA process must include provisions for linking assessment work into 
a larger regime including the setting of over all biophysical and socio-
economic objectives and the management and regulation of existing and as 
well as proposed new activities for sustainable development. The 
discretionary model is transfer with political expediency and influence 
pressure groups. Technological assessment will be highly distilled 
decisions remain value judgment larger with non-humanistic biases of 
scientific and technological orientation. There is also need for training and 
capacity building and formulation of culture specific and context specific 
EIA methodologies for developing baseline data integration of EIA cycle in 
to the project cycle. 
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